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Stanford Accepts More Morons To Increase Diversity
By Gordy Fixler

STANFORD, CA—In a new radi-
cal movement to revamp the Stan-
ford Admissions program, Dean 
of Admissions Richard Shaw has 
announced that the next class of 
2013 will have “diversity like this 
campus has never seen before.”
 This is all the conse-
quence of the new DUMB (Di-
versity of Undergraduate Minds 
and Brains) program founded this 
summer, after a study found that 
all Stanford students were either 
“geniuses or very smart.” 
 “We are looking to 
provide our students with the 
best possible education,” Dean 
Shaw commented. “And everyone 
knows diversity is the best friend 
of a healthy liberal education. 
We just weren’t getting all the 
diversity we needed, what will ac-

cepting all smart people and all.”
 Diversity coordinators 
around the university have been 
echoing that claim. They note the 

diversity in age, ethnicity, religion, 
hair color, socioeconomic status, 
sexual orientation, gender, race, 
athletic ability, hometown, interest 

in philosophy, bike brands, and 
height, but the school constantly 
fails to show diversity in intelli-
gence.
 Current Stanford stu-
dents have been ambivalent about 
the new program. Many feel that 
with a lower average ACT score, 
the university will lose some of its 
prestige. “Imagine what a 32 aver-
age would do to the school,” said 
one junior majoring in electrical 
engineering. “It would be hor-
rible.”
 Others are hopeful about 
the changes. Senior Joe Molina 
told the Stanford Flipside that 
he often felt intimidated by all 
the smart people around him. “It 
would be a nice change of pace 
to see a bunch of idiots in my 
engineering class,” he commented. 

esteem.”

Freshman Student 
Struggles To Find 
TBA Building

Stanford Installs 
Roadblocks, Spears In 
White Plaza

(Above) Diverse and brilliant Stanford students. (Inset) One of the morons accepted on the 
new program.

Really Bad Biker Gets CUI
By Larry Seidman

STANFORD, CA—Stanford 
sophomore undergraduate Alex 
Tempkin was arrested last week 
and brought to the San Jose prison 
on accounts of Cycling Under the 

 Tempkin was alleged to 
have been riding his neon green 
Jamis bicycle at three in the morn-
ing back to his dorm when he was 
pulled over by the police. Temp-
kin told the Stanford Flipside that 
he was nervous, but for all the 
wrong reasons.
 “I thought the cop was 
going to bust me for not having 
my nightlight on,” said Tempkin. 
“I was wrong about that.” 
 Tempkin had been rid-
ing around campus, falling over 
every twenty yards or so, and had 
been running into trees and curbs. 
He also was singing out nursery 
rhymes at the top of his lungs. 
These were the telltale signs of a 
drunken biker. However, what the 

next day was that Tempkin had 
been completely sober the entire 
time, and he was just absolutely 
horrible at biking and enjoyed 
singing nursery rhymes.
 When his parents were 
contacted about their son’s night 
in jail, they were quick to try and 
clarify the matter. His mother 
Judy Tempkin commented, “Well, 
we had him on training wheels up 
until junior year of high school…
and, well, I always had a soft spot 
in my heart for Humpty Dumpty.”
 Tempkin was ridiculed 
by all his friends, and as a punish-
ment was sent to live in Gavilan 
with the freshman. 
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“Welcome to Stanford, and remember, we have an exam tomorrow.”
stanford professors, who waste no time in getting right to it.

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“VFNURUSTAWFI KRUMTRHHB RTFAXA SMU SO VXZSNTRNB, RKV UWX ZSAU RJJTRGRUXV 

OSTZ SO UBTRKKB RKV AHRGXTB SMU SO UWX ZSAU XLUTXZX HFPXTUB.” - IHRUS

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT S=0

LYCUR

 HIDORR

 SAVOLE

 FENIK

The number of freshman under-
graduates who have wandered 
off the campus while looking for 
classes and not come back. Unfor-

tunately, this is just the consequence of having 
the second largest university in the world, only 
behind the Univerisity of Moscow. If anyone sees 
those students, please return them to Roble.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE REALLY 
EASY CLASS

THE 

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Stanford

23
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SACRAMENTO—Last week, the 

law to ban same-sex swing mar-
riages. Preschool and elementary 
school children around the nation 
who have been swinging together 
will no longer be able to swing in 
unison, and this will be enforced 
by both recess supervisors and state 
law.
 The overwhelmingly 
conservative Alabama state legis-
lature felt a need to return to tra-
ditional values, such as no “chas-
ing” at recess, no “card playing” or 
“wallball” and certainly no “swing 
marriages.”
 “We don’t want these 
kids getting the wrong idea, even at 
an early age,” Alabama Governor 
Bob Riley commented. “These kids 
need to know that nowhere in the 
bible does it say that two people of 
the same  sex can swing in unison. 

-
tween one little boy and one little 
girl, and even then, only with the 
consent of the parents and teach-
ers.”

 

Same-sex swing marriages still do 
occur, to the disdain of the state.  
Those same-sex couples who want 
to get swing-married are still able 

-
cially under state law. There are still 

-
nitely not on the public school play-
ground.

State of Alabama Bans Same-Sex Swing Marriages

WASHINGTON, D.C.—In a move 
that critics around the nation are 
calling “preposterous”, Congress 
rejected a bailout plan for inmate 
number 36788 of the Arlington 
County Jail.
 Inmate number 36788 
has been in the Arlington County 

-
ing a sentence for murder, money 
laundering, and curfew violation. 
He was up for parole and bail, and 
when the decision came to Con-
gress, they felt that the state of the 
economy just could not allow it.
 “The economy is strug-
gling now,” said President George 
Bush. “And I just don’t believe 
that we have the resources now 
to offer a bailout plan for Inmate 
#36788. Would it help the coun-
try if he were out of jail? I’m not 
sure.” 
 After this announce-
ment, the prison underground 

economy tanked—purchases and 
trades of cigarettes, gum, and 
whiskey went down 700 packs.  
The big players in the black mar-
ket prison economy urged them to 
approve the deal, because the Ar-
lington County Jail just couldn’t 
handle Inmate 36788. 
 After increased pressure 
from the Warden and other pris-
oners, Congress voted to approve 
the bailout plan, but only because 
cigarette lobbyists pressured them 
intensely with an offer of a lifetime 
supply of packs under the table.

Congress Rejects Bailout Plan For 
Inmate #36788

Young Beardless Non-Pipe-
Smoking Professor Doesn’t 
Fit In With Rest of Faculty

Debate Moderator Releas-
es Pro-Obama Questions

Inmate #36788 AP PHOTO

Two toddlers of the same-sex in a swing marriage AP PHOTO

‘A return to traditional val-
ues, such as no “chasing” at 
recess, no “card playing” or 
“wallball” and certainly no 
“swing marriages.”’

Opinion: “The Chow 
Mein In the Dining Halls 
Puts Me In Just The Right 
Mood To Read Plato”
By Leonard Huffman

 I am the wisest 
man in the world 
because I know 
one thing, and 
that is that the 
chow mein in the 

dining hall puts me in just the right 
mood to read Plato.
 The chow mein has just 
the right balance between noodles 
and veggies that is just like the in-
ner balance I feel when I read one 
of Plato’s great dialogues. 
 It’s just salty enough 
and just healthy enough that it gets 
me excited for a little philosophi-
cal reading When I see that chow 
mein it only makes me think one 
thing: It’s time to snuggle up to a 
little Plato.



“So you’re voting for obama, right? Cause you’re a student.”
everyone, because you can count the student republicans on one hand.

“F CGX’J LQXJ JG QODFRUR FKKGBJQYFJM JDBGIAD KM LGBZ. F LQXJ JG    

QODFRUR FJ JDBGIAD XGJ CMFXA.”- LGGCM QYYRX

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT C=D

  ROGUD

 VALIRS

 NEPOSK

 DRING

The number of Stanford students 
who are outwardly Republican. As 
a rule, if you are a college student 
at the current time you must vote 

for Obama. There are only a few set rules if you 
are a college student. 1. You are really indepen-
dent. 2. You party a lot. 3. You vote for Obama in 
the presidential election. 

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THE PHYSICIST 
SAID WHEN HIS SON CAME 

HOME PAST CURFEW

YOU’RE 

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: 31X

4

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: CURLY KNIFE LOAVES HORRID what they 
called the really easy class THE “OF COURSE”

last weeks answers: CROSS BREED, DOWNRIGHT STUPID, ROBIN 
HOOD, WHAT GOES UP MUST COME DOWN

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “DICTATORSHIP NATURALLY ARISES OUT OF DEMOCRACY, AND THE MOST AGGRAVATED FORM OF TYRANNY AND 
SLAVERY OUT OF THE MOST EXTREME LIBERTY.” - PLATO

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

-
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40 Years of Psychology Research Deemed Invalid:
Study Finds Results Skewed By Students Looking For Beer Money

By Gregory Linsch

STANFORD—The Stanford Psy-
chology department just released 
the results to a revolutionary study 
that they had been conducting over 
the past forty years: 93.2% of the 
results they have obtained from 
surveys and studies conducted on 
college campuses have come from 
students looking for beer money.
 Some are worried about 

-
ings. Psychology Department 
chair Brian Wandell has voiced a 
concern that this may undermine 
all of the major conclusions that 
have been reached in the past forty 

we really haven’t been covering a 
random sample of the population. 

Basically, these results show that 
we’ve only been testing broke un-
derage drinkers.”

all the major experiments in doubt. 
The famous and renowned Stan-

ford Prison Experiment, and the 
groundbreaking conclusions re-
garding obedience, attribution, and 
cognitive dissonance, may turn out 
not to be valid.
 “If these participants in 

these experiments were just stu-
dents looking for beer money, that 
explains why they would be so 
mean to each other,” said Wandell. 
“They just had the goal of beer 
money in mind, and they weren’t 
letting anything get in their way.”
 This latest study at-
tracted even more students than 
normal, because they offered the 
payout as $15 an hour or a six pack 
of Stamped Light beer. “This study 
was great, dude. It saved me a trip 
to the store, and not only that, they 
gave out Stampede Light,” said 
one sophomore Jed Gilford.
 The Psychology depart-
ment is now trying a different strat-
egy to attract a wider audience and 
as a payoff for future studies, will 
now offer religious salvation.

Campus Police Give Up, Replace ‘STOP’ Signs 
With ‘GO’ Signs
By Stanley Waters

STANFORD—Last Thursday, in 
an act many have seen coming for 
over a decade, Stanford’s campus 
police department announced its 
decision to remove all stop signs 
from the Stanford campus. The 
initiative is designed to cut down 
on crime and ease the heavy work-
load on campus police. “Every day, 
we see student after student bike 
straight past stop signs without 

-
tion of the law can not be tolerated. 

-
tions and maintain the rule of law, 
we will soon replace all stop signs 
around campus with the more logi-
cal ‘go’ sign,” reported Campus 

            The decision was met with 
widespread support across campus.  

“Biking around and seeing STOP 
signs is such a downer. That’s not 
the way I want to live my life, 
stopping every 300 feet.  It will 
be so much nicer to be met with a 
word of encouragement as I move 
along,” said junior Mattie Collins.  
            In addition to decreasing 

there is hope that the new signs 
will improve student academic 
performance by inspiring them 
to bike faster to classes. The new 
‘GO’ signs will appear on campus 
starting next week.

Presidential Debate Ends in 
“Because I Said So”

Top Lehman Brothers 
Executive Says Now Is The 
Best Time To Invest



“You betcha, in wasilla, when i heard there was an economic problem i said thanks, but no thanks.”
governor sarah palin, on how she plans to deal with the economic crisis.

“OSSW BYBR GEKL WSKWTS YIK MER MK PSTJMMTS RKHE BLPJMJKDV. VLBTT WSKWTS 

BTYBRV CK MIBM, PHM MIS ESBTTR UESBM LBOS RKH GSST MIBM RKH, MKK, XBD PSXKLS 

UESBM.” - LBEO MYBJD

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT S=E

The earliest Stanford class that is having their reunion 
this week. This may surprise you, but all the members 
of that class are still alive and well, and yes, a full 
132 years old. Their reunion activites consist of be-
ing on life support, talking to great-great-great-great 
grandchildren, comparing medications, and playing 
bingo.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THE BOWLER 
MADE SURE TO HAVE IN 

HIS CAR

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Upper Deck

1898

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: GOURD GRIND SPOKEN RIVALS what the 
physicist said when his son came home past curfew YOU’RE GROUNDED

last weeks answers: UP FOR GRABS, RIGHT AWAY, ONE HIT WON-
DER, SPLINTER

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “I DON’T WANT TO ACHIEVE IMMORTALITY THROUGH MY WORK. I WANT TO ACHIEVE IT THROUGH NOT DYING.”- 
WOODY ALLEN

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

-
ures are being satirized. Remember, these are all jokes.

 PESES

 PTREC

 LIRLAP

 BUNADO
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37% of Full Moon Revelers Identify as Both ‘Senior’ and ‘Freshman’

University Physicists Strategically Plan First Full 
Moon To Be Day Before Midterms

    According to exit polls con-
ducted by undercover reporters, 
72% of Full Moon attendees were 
freshmen, while seniors accounted 
for another 65%. Surprisingly, 0% 

-
selves as sketchy graduate students. 
Statisticians in the math depart-

-
ings and released their reports late 
last night. “We have no choice but 
to conclude that 37% of respond-
ers claimed to be both seniors and 
freshmen, which is anomalous in 

said graduate student Stepha-
nie Chen, who did not attend. 

something was awry on Tuesday 
night. Jessica D, who was under-
cover for The Flipside, noted that 
several male students told her they 
were ‘whatever you want me to be’ 
when she asked their class year. 
Faculty and students studying this 
phenomenon have turned to species 

answers. If there are too few males 
in a school of wrasse, some female 

ratio and improve their chances of 
passing on their genes. Some spec-

-
ing the same role at Full Moon On 
The Quad, facilitating more senior-

freshman pairing than would oth-

said one student who adapts to po-
tential partners based on their class 
year. “If you’re a senior and I’m a 
senior, why should we let that get 
in the way? I’ll be a freshman and 

VARIAN BUILDING--After hours 
upon hours of equations and tinker-
ing with nature, the Stanford Uni-
versity physicists emerged from 
the depths of the Varian basement 
with a solution to one of the most 
pressing university problems: 
How to calm down the insane an-
nual event that has come to be 
known as Full Moon on the Quad. 
     University scientists knew that 
the answer would come only if 

relative lunar shift such that the 
full moon would fall the day before 

midterm. It took the entire Physics 
Department as well as several in-
terested members from the School 

moon. Through some high-level 
special relativity and gravitation, 
they successfully altered the date 

 

     “It really was a university-wide 

Walter Greene. “The administration 
was behind us, and we all really felt 
the importance of making the moon 

 
     Students who were affected by 
the coinciding of the full moon 
and the midterm had harsh feel-

chem midterm the day after the full 
moon. Who can go drinking and 
partying and making out in that 

 
     From the way that the Full Moon 
on the Quad turned out, it was evi-
dent that it was the tamest event 

very happy with the success of this 

made the most people possible miss 

Hennessy. “And that is what I call 

Lone Sophomore 
Responsible For Full 
Mono on the Quad

What’s Your Number?
President John L. Hennessey 42, 
and they were all freshman
Dean Julie - 2, all tongue
Michelle Wie - 68, 3 under par

More Online!



“Freshman?”
THE EASIEST PICKUP LINE EVER, SEE FULL MOON ON THE QUAD

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“OSSW BYBR GEKL WSKWTS YIK MER MK PSTJMMTS RKHE BLPJMJKDV. VLBTT WSKWTS 

BTYBRV CK MIBM, PHM MIS ESBTTR UESBM LBOS RKH GSST MIBM RKH, MKK, XBD PSXKLS 

UESBM.” - LBEO MYBJD

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT S=E

The total number of kisses given at Full Moon on the Quad. This 
is actually a math problem of combinations. 
Part A. If two thousand people go to Full Moon, they each kiss 
on average ten people, and there are no repeats, how many total 
kisses were there? 
Part B. How many different combinations of kissing patterns 
can we make?
Extra Credit: If freshman can only kiss seniors and vice versa, 
and sophomores and juniors can only kiss within their grade, 
what is the new number of total combinations. Assume 500 
people in each grade participate.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE LAWS FOR
AMBIDEXTERITY

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: 8

12,206

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: SEEPS CREPT PILLAR ABOUND what the 
bowler made sure to have in his car SPARE TIRE

last weeks answers: TOP DOG, LAST RESORT, SPLIT PEA, SCRAM-
BLED EGGS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “KEEP AWAY FROM PEOPLE WHO TRY TO BELITTLE YOUR AMBITIONS. SMALL PEOPLE ALWAYS DO THAT, BUT THE 
REALLY GREAT MAKE YOU FEEL THAT YOU, TOO, CAN BECOME GREAT.” - MARK TWAIN

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

-

 HIGSS

 ONTAB

 LOWLIB

 GERFOD
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Vice Presidential Adult Film Helps McCain’s 
Ratings Within Niche Porn Demographic

The San Jose Mercury News re-
ported Friday that porn kingpin 

-

porn video starring Palin look-alike 

Paylin” is set to hit porn shops be-

said to contain several scenes of 
the Vice Presidential candidate do-

The New York Daily 
News say… -

-

-

-

-

After endlessly bickering over a 
$2800 disaster known as the Wel-

hopes of restoring collegiality and 
-
-

-

principle, which will henceforth 

than two inhalations before passing 

-

-

-

ASSU Introduces Joint 
Resolution in Wake of 
Latest Squabble

Isolated FroSoCo Residents Declared  New Species: 
Students Can No Longer Produce Viable Offspring With Taller, More Social People 

-

a new species yesterday after de-

-

-

sapien peers. 

-

-

-

-

-

-
valed only by the sheer fervor with 

-

Stanford Admissions Says 
There Is No Way They Would 
Have Accepted Gabriella From 
High School Musical    
 RADIO NEWS ONLINE



“Have you seen the Stanford Flipside? It’s hilarious!”
EVERYONE AROUND THE STANFORD CAMPUS. (REMEMBER THERE IS MORE ONLINE: FLIPSIDE.STANFORD.EDU)

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“JGGQNSUVB DQ WQID IDRSULI, ELQEKL’I VRWCLN QVL YLJN UI ERCKUG IELJXUVB. VRWCLN DPQ UI SLJDT. 

SLJDT UI VRWCLN DPQ. SQLI DTJD IQRVS NUBTD? DTUI WLJVI DQ DTL JHLNJBL ELNIQV, UY OQR BQ DQ J YRVL-

NJK, OQR’NL CLDDLN QYY UV DTL GJIXLD DTJV SQUVB DTL LRKQBO.” - ALNNO ILUVYLKS

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT D=T

The numbers on the current propositions pending in the state of 
California. There has been much talk on Stanford of proposi-
tions 4 and 8, and now 11 is getting a little more airtime. In the 
future, expect to hear more about Proposition 32, which is call-
ing for the state of California to change its shape, and Proposi-
tion 9 and three quarters which is calling for an end to discrimi-
nation against all muggles. Finally, within a month advocates of 
Proposition 81 will be on the Stanford campus. Proposition 81, 
which is calling for California to donate a bag of Lays chips to 
each of its students, is hailed as a major step forward for educa-
tion, but it too has drawn its fair share of critics. 

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHERE THE ROOK
WENT TO SELL

HIS THINGS

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

8,4,11,32, 9 3/4 ,81  

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: SIGHS BATON BILLOW FORGED the laws for 
ambidexterity BILL OF RIGHTS

last weeks answers: HOLE IN ONE, THE SKY’S THE LIMIT, GO 
ABOVE AND BEYOND, TENNIS SHOES

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “ANY FOOL CAN MAKE THINGS BIGGER, MORE COMPLEX, AND MORE VIOLENT. IT TAKES A TOUCH OF GENIUS - 
AND A LOT OF COURAGE - TO MOVE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.” - ALBERT EINSTEIN

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 NOIRY

 PEWST

 GILPHT

 NARPAL
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Facebook Adds New “It’s Abusive” Relationship Category 
FACEBOOK HEADQUAR-

TERS--After much delibera-
tion and mixed reviews of the 
“New Facebook,” Founder and 
CEO Mark Zuckerberg sought 
to make things right with users 
through the addition of the new 
“It’s Abusive” relationship status. 
    The move has been hailed by 
the majority of Facebook users 
as a “step back in the right direc-
tion.” Many say this feature has 

and reshape their relationships. 
    Sophomore at University of 
Colorado Bethany Joyce said she 
didn’t realize her relationship was 
abusive until Facebook added this 
category. “Everyone knows it’s 

-
 

    Bethany Joyce had been dat-
ing her boyfriend Lawrence for a 
year and a half and had failed to 

pick up on any of the telltale signs. 
Joyce’s friends noted that Law-
rence was overly demanding, told 
her she could never hang out with 
other boys, and always seemed to 
be hitting her. “We all thought it 
may have been abusive, but we just 
weren’t sure,” said Joyce’s clos-
est friend, Daniella Talante. “But 
when they put it up on Facebook, 

 
    Facebook employees said that 
this addition came about after 

sensing that users felt too limited 
in describing their relationships. 
“Users reported that they wanted 
something between ‘Single’ and 
‘In A Relationship’ but not quite as 

said Matt Cohler, Vice President 
of Product Management. “Now 
our users have more options like 
‘Has a Thing With,’ ‘It’s Over,’ 

 
    However, the biggest break-
through was the category ‘It’s abu-

sive,’ which now allows users to 
make sure that all of their friends 
are in safe, healthy relationships. 
Said Cohler, “When you get a mes-
sage in your newsfeed that says, 
‘Rachel Pinter changed her rela-
tionship status to ‘It’s Abusive’’--
that’s when you know you need to 
step in and help.”

Opinion: “I Know Why 
The Mausoleum Party Was 
Moved---Those Dead Peo-
ple Were Coming Alive” 

Scientist Discovers Disease, Names After Arch-Rival  

The humble Dr. Timothy Flugin 
of the Center for Disease Con-

discover a medical phenomenon 
and name it after someone other 
than himself. Last week, Flugin 
introduced the world to Borsen’s 

skin mostly prevalent among cer-
tain groups of sexual deviants 
and Italians. According to his re-
search, the disease results from a 
curious interaction between bodily 

 
    At a press conference in Atlanta, 
Flugin announced that he intends to 

name the disease after Dr. Henrik 
Borsen of the National Institutes 
of Health, whom he referred to as 
his “arch-nemesis.” The two met at 
Johns Hopkins University, where 
both were pursuing graduate de-
grees in microbiology. According 
to Flugin, tension developed when 
they began competing for the affec-
tions of an attractive female under-
graduate research assistant named 
Susan Zabrowski, who ended up 
dating Borsen for several months. 
    “It wasn’t a big deal to me,” 
Borsen insisted. “She was a 6 
at best. Timothy prepared a lab 

slide with a marriage proposal 
spelled out in mRNA and asked 
her to view it through the micro-
scope. He practically chased her 
into my arms.” Flugin would nei-

 

dubious honor Flugin has con-
ferred on him, and he maintains 
that his behavior toward Flugin 
has always been courteous: “There 
was just Susan, and maybe once 
I got a fellowship that we both 
applied for. That’s about it.” Fl-
ugin sees things differently. “He 
pursued Susan only because he 
knew how much she meant to 
me. Same with that fellowship.” 
    Meanwhile, Borsen has promised 
to take up a particularly objection-
able area of research in the hopes 
of returning the favor. “I haven’t 

-
vestigation,” Borsen said. “But my 
hope is that it will have something 
to do with ebola, maggots, and 

By Rick Hansen 
   Some of you 

may just think 
I’m your aver-
age conspiracy 
theorist, but 
that is certainly 

not the case. I have some reliable 
inside scoop here, but I won’t 
tell you exactly where I got the 
information from (the spirits). 
    First let me dispel some of the 
overriding theories for reasons 
the Mausoleum Party was moved. 
Some say because it was going to 
rain--I was there, you were there-
-it didn’t rain. That proves that 
one wrong. And do you think a 
spiritual event such as this would 
be moved by the earthly claims of 
your local weatherman? Hardly. 
    Others say the Mausoleum Party 
was moved out of respect for the 
dead. A tempting answer, indeed, 
but hardly true. This was just one 
theory concocted by your no-
goodnik teenage kids who lack a 
true understanding of Halloween. 
    Here’s what happened. Every 
hundred years the specters, zom-
bies, witches, ghouls, and monsters 
gather at the nearest Mausoleum to 
perform ancient and sacred Hal-
loween rituals. This year they 
happened to be in the bay area, so 
they aroused all the spirits from the 
dead, and the OSA moved it to Old 
Union. That’s really all there is to 
it.



“Did you see the ti-89 for halloween? It was sweet!”
Just a little shoutout to the best halloween costume that went to the old union party.

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“KQQ UWT SMTGECTPU EG, EG K DQVMEIETC SZNQEA MTQKUEVPG YKP RWV GSTPCG WEG UEYT IQKUUT-

MEPD, HEGGEPD, KPC HEAHEPD STVSQT UV DTU UWTY UV CV RWKU UWTJ KMT GZSSVGTC UV CV KPJRKJ.” - 

WKMMJ G. UMZYKP

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT Q=L

people who dressed up as Tetris Blocks. They completed ten 
full rows, which in turn, made them disappear before they fell 
back down from the sky again. They also received bonus points 
for using their friend who was in the shape of the T, because he 

-
nately, there was a point in the night, where they stacked up too 
high, couldn’t complete a row, hit the ceiling, and their game 
ended and they all fell down. 

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

PREFERRED CLOTHING
FOR ARMED
VEHICLES

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Ph.D.

135

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: IRONY, SWEPT, PLIGHT, PLANAR where the 
rook went to sell his things THE PAWN SHOP

last weeks answers: IN AND OUT BURGER, LAPTOP, SQUARE 
DANCE, ROLE REVERSAL

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “ACCORDING TO MOST STUDIES, PEOPLE’S NUMBER ONE FEAR IS PUBLIC SPEAKING. NUMBER TWO IS DEATH. 
DEATH IS NUMBER TWO. DOES THAT SOUND RIGHT? THIS MEANS TO THE AVERAGE PERSON, IF YOU GO TO A FUNERAL, YOU’RE BETTER 
OFF IN THE CASKET THAN DOING THE EULOGY.” - JERRY SEINFELD

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 NARCK

 SPITY

 NOTHOP

 DOVELG
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Barack Obama Gets A Sex Change, US Has First Black and Female President
By Dorothy Cranard 

 
WASHINGTON D.C--In order to 
continue his message of change, 
Barack Obama got a sex change 
yesterday to give the country its 

who has received a sex change. 
    

waste no time. Right when I was 

something drastic, and so I ar-

 

-

discrimination against those who 
 

once again taking over the country 

-
ity Rush Limbaugh had this to say 

 

Obama has now become confused 

of that one.

Obama Wins, Palin 
Says “Gosh Darnit”

Obama Credits Victory 
to Power Thumb

Obama’s First Presidential Action To 
Get, Walk New Puppy

By Frank the 
-

think the U.S. just 

Obama as President? Come on, 

only 

using dirty techniques to rig the 
-

enfranchised on a massive

have yet to be counted. Why is this 

-

What does this mean? Every vote 
for Barack Obama was meant to 

encouraging, these facts have not 
-
 

    We need a recount. We demand 
a recount. America, stand with me, 

-

Court votes on it.

-

Wednesday, just one day after be-

bring change to the White House 
 

-

 

-

-

 

Opinion: “I Demand 
A Recount” 

“I knew the country 
needed something drastic, 

so I arranged the 
procedure right away”



Barack Obama in his acceptance speech, noting that all racist groups disbanded due to no longer having a purpose.

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“HGKPBM VSCC PZR HZOM SD VM VKSR DZQ XZOM ZRGMQ WMQXZP ZQ XZOM ZRGMQ RSOM. VM 

KQM RGM ZPMX VM’YM FMMP VKSRSPB DZQ. VM KQM RGM HGKPBM RGKR VM XMME.” - FKQKHE 

ZFKOK 

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT Q=R

How much more money John McCain needed to spend 
to win the election. Simply, when it comes down to it, 
the person who spends the most money wins, and John 
McCain and his fundraising team just didn’t bring it. It’s 
a fact of the world that money wins elections, and the 
McCain campaign failed to reazlie this. This was also 
the amount of money that the Obama campaign spent on 
t-shirts and stickers alone, which goes to show you that 
stickers win elections.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE PROBLEM 
AT THE WIGSTORE
CHECKOUT LINE

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

$34.2 MILLION

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: CRANK, TIPSY, PHOTON, GLOVED preferred 
clothing for armed vehicles TANK TOP

last weeks answers: CORNER KICK, FORTUNE, LAMB CHOP, ARMY

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “ALL THE PRESIDENT IS, IS A GLORIFIED PUBLIC RELATIONS MAN WHO SPENDS HIS TIME FLATTERING, KISSING, 
AND KICKING PEOPLE TO GET THEM TO DO WHAT THEY ARE SUPPOSED TO DO ANYWAY.” - HARRY S. TRUMAN

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 NUDOP

 DRATY

 HECABY

 PENDEE
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Apple Releases Next 
Generation iHum

Missed Connections
32 years ago you spoke the 

word “serendipity” down the sub-
way stairs. I haven’t forgotten.

Two weeks ago you posted on 
missed connections. Call me...

To the girl on the elevator... you 

button for you.

To the girl at Axe & Palm.. do 
you know how many calories are 
in that?

I saw you at Senior Night a 
month back, but I’m pretty sure 
you didn’t see me. Or at least 
that’s what I assumed when I saw 
you passed out in a pile of your 
own throw up. Hit me up.

You wrote a Flipside article 
once, and then I loved you.

SEND YOUR MISSED CONNECTIONS TO 

FLIPSIDE @STANFORD.EDU

Italics Malfunction Rids Campus of Pretentious Papers
    A system error of Microsoft 

Word caused widespread disabling 
of the italics function earlier this 
week, forcing faculty and gradu-
ate students across the country to 
remove italicized foreign-language 
words from papers and articles, 
making their prose easier to read 
and less pretentious.    

    “This is a problem of cyclopean 
proportions,” said an anonymous 
source at Dædalus, the journal of 

the American Academy of Arts and 

academia rely on an excessively 
ponderous, arid, and pretentious 
style, which is thoroughly under-
mined by the absence of italics.”  

    Italics are used in the writing 

of non-English words, which are 
often substituted in academic writ-
ing for common but less impressive 
words of equivalent meaning.  

    “My paper now reads like a 
really good middle school book re-
port,” said Joel van Hutten, a Yale 
graduate student in American his-
tory.  “The ideas are not all differ-
ent from the original version, but 
the fact that a popular audience can 
now understand it makes it com-

pletely unpublishable.”  
    As Word systems failed, Ac-

ademic departments across the 
country scrambled to issue exten-
sions for grad student papers, and 
professors themselves worked to 
revise articles slated to appear in 
academic journals.  Two Amherst 
English professors are currently 
in critical condition after jumping 

    According to van Hutten, 
even sociology faculty members 
were furiously editing late into 
the night.  “We have to rebuild the 
ivory tower to its previous heights 
of aloofness, but we lack the 
tools.  We’re missing a certain...je 
ne sais quoi.”  

    “My paper on the provincial 
tariff collection system of the 
Yuan Dynasty in thirteenth century 
China was supposed to go to press 
this week,” said J. Lyman Spencer, 
professor of Chinese history at the 

University of Illinois.  His article 
was pulled from the most recent 
edition of Chinese Historical Re-
view because of formatting prob-
lems connected to the malfunction.  
“I just don’t know how relevant 
this article will be when the next 
issue comes out in a few months.”  

     “My authoritative voice is 
shattered,” said Adele Marks, an 
assistant professor of Compara-
tive Literature at the University of 
Chicago,  after being forced to re-
place “sine qua non” with “essen-
tial component.”   she said, “I don’t 
even want to think about what this 
does to my prospects for tenure.”  

    “It’s a real tragedy,” added 
Spencer.  “The academy has spent 
centuries building a vernacular that 
insulates us from the outside world 
and makes us appear smarter than 
we are.  It’s scary to think that one 
computer error could undo all that 
progress in an instant.” 

According to several eyewit-
nesses, Stanford President John 
Hennessy was seen walking be-
tween the Quad and the business 
school around 11:15 A.M. last 

of the elusive Hennessy since he 
addressed the Class of 2012 dur-
ing Orientation in mid-Septem-
ber.  Sophomore and Hennessy-
watching enthusiast Claire Naziri 
told the Flipside that she had spent 
over a year trying to observe him on 
campus.  “I’ve staked out positions 
all over campus hoping to catch 
a glimpse of this rare specimen, 

him since he spoke at my Orienta-
tion.  He truly is a majestic crea-
ture, and I count myself as lucky 
to have seen him a second time.” 
   It is widely thought that Presi-
dent Hennessy, who serves on the 
boards of Google and Cisco Sys-
tems, spends most of the school 
year hibernating in a cozy nest con-
structed from branches, mud, and 
stock options.  He usually emerges 
twice a year—for Orientation and 

-
ligations to the University.

President Hennessy Spotted On Campus 

Journalist Wants To 
Take Acute Angle For 
Next Article

The italics malfunction left many 
dissertations and stacks of paper completely 
devoid of pretentious passages.

“My paper now reads 
like a really good middle 

school book report.”

!"#$%#&!$'()*$+#!



“What will we do without Senior Night?”
the freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and graduate students who are wholly unaffected by the cancellation of this activity.

“TE QFB GPZC ITZUO UPVO EP VD FEEOZETPZ EQFE NOPNGO PA FUUPVNGTIQVOZE MFMOGD IFE 

YFUW FZB GOE EQTZCI QFNNOZ EP EQOV. EQOD JOZE PKE FZB QFNNOZOB EP EQTZCI.” - GOPZFMBP 

BF HTZUT 

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT F=A

The average number of emails received by a Stanford 
University student on a given weekday. Half of these 
come from mailing lists you didn’t sign up for, a quarter 
of these come from classes you didn’t know you were 

another two or three will probably come in a language you 
don’t speak. Don’t worry about it though, this just shows 
the power of technology!

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT HAPPENED WHEN 
THE SINGING GROUP 
PLAYED TOO LOUDLY

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Master

87

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: POUND, TARDY, BEACHY, DEEPEN, the prob-
lem at the wigstore checkout line HE DIDN’T WANT TOUPEE

last weeks answers: FRUIT LOOP, SOUTHPAW, MANHOLE, BOXER

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “CHANGE WILL NOT COME IF WE WAIT FOR SOME OTHER PERSON OR SOME OTHER TIME. WE ARE THE ONES 
WE’VE BEEN WAITING FOR. WE ARE THE CHANGE THAT WE SEEK.” - BARACK OBAMA 

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 ROBAH

 VELDE

 BLINBE

 ENDANT

THEY GOT
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Man Lies About Being 
From Boston For No 
Good Reason

Report: Student Is Tired
By Daniel Francinte 
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Stanford Changes Rival 
To University of 
Phoenix Online

Revolutionary Soft Drink Pepsialis to 
Hit Stores Next Week 

Overheard @ 
Stanford
These are real snippets from 
conversations on the Stanford Campus. 
Send in your Overhead@Stanford to 

“Stanford should invest money in 
getting private jets for all of their 
students.”

“Wasn’t that your PWR teacher?” 
- Sigma Nu Partier

“Here’s some money.” - Student 
talking to a tree



“It’s too bad they didn’t have more naked people in Gaities”
The 60+ Year Old Alumni, Who Have a Full Appreciation For Modern Art

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“VNSX CDRI OX DTLXHRIAAL OKZBFKHLR; ODI... NI CDRI OX VNWXL SAH-

FKHL.” - RAHXT BNXHBXQKKHL

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT N=I

The number of pages you will have read in Tolstoy’s War 
and Peace if you spent the entire Thanksgiving Break 
reading. Unfortunately, that still means that you have 
several hundred pages left, and that War and Peace is a 
really long book. Now you have several options: 1. Spend 

Treehouse, because why were you spending your whole 
break reading War and Peace 

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE MOUTH’S FAVORITE 
FLOWER

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

 

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: ABHOR, DELVE, NIBBLE,  TANNED what hap-

last weeks answers: RSS, WAIT UP, FOR EVER AND EVER, MICRO-
PHONE

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 COVIE

 PHUNC

 PREEEB

 LEVTEW
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Hanukkah Gelt Gains 
on the Weak Dollar

In Final Presidential Act, Bush Completes US Christmas List

WASHINGTON, D.C--In his 
last major act as President of the 
United States, George W. Bush has 

into law the United States Christ-
mas List. Since time was running 
out for the Bush Administration, 

action to set out some items the 
 

    Among other things, Bush re-
quested that Santa get the United 
States $20 trillion, a new and 

-

and the Wii. The new Macbook 

at the last second because it had 

 
    “America, It’s time to feel 

-

do that than to get a new car or 
 

    Critics of the President were 

-

 
     “If we look at how the coun-

-
Times. 

- that when Obama was elected 

-
ment. In light of recent economic 

-
-

decades. The new amendment will 
-

th Amend-

th 
-
-

can with a Christmas gift. “It’s 

-

Constitutional amendments? It’s 

-
tion of church and state, the ACLU 

ACLU, announced, “There is no 

on Christmas, Kris Kringle distrib-
uted gifts to countless children. Is 

-
gue the inclusion of Santa Clause 
into the Constitution will make it 
easier for children to relate to the 
Constitution. According to a re-

-

and Immunities Clause. This sta-

-

If We Had Any 
Kwanzaa Jokes, We’d 
Put Them Here

Congress Expected to Replace the “Privileges and 
Immunities” Clause with the “Santa” Clause 

Asks Santa For $20 Trillion, Energy Solution, and the Wii



“djlkad;jeritueidjdkdkjd;lkdj;dlkjd dkjd;lkjd d”
My facebook status after my keyboard broke

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

MOUSE

“PDSU WNWGD, ZU SPTU HP HYU YPIGJWK EUWEPD, W JUUQIK VUIGNGPME 

HGTU HYWH UWSY PC ME PXEUVAUE, GD YGE PZD ZWK, XK NPGDN HP HYU 

TWII PC YGE SYPGSU.” - JWAU XWVVK

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT D=N

The number of calories in a 100-Calorie Pack. This is the 
sad truth. You have been deceived all along and all your 
life by the nutrition facts. Don’t let this happen anymore. 
Do your own chemical testing for calories. Don’t be 
fooled. These big name companies are out to get you and 
make you eat extra calories. Be ready.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT JOHN CALLED 
HIS COOKWARE, 

INFORMALLY

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

593

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: VOICE, PUNCH, BEEPER, TWELVE, the 

last weeks answers: CLOSE CALL, HEARTBEAT, UP IN ARMS, OUTER 
SPACE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “LIFE MUST BE UNDERSTOOD BACKWARDS; BUT... IT MUST BE LIVED FORWARD.” - SOREN KIERKEGAARD

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 COVUH

 CRIPK

 JEERCT

 CURCAE

THE
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Gov. Blagojevich Reads Copernicus: ‘Will Fight This Heliocentrism Thing’

CHICAGO—It was announced 
today that the recently dis-
graced governor of Illinois Rod 
Blagojevich recently picked up a 

copy of On the Revolutions of Ce-
lestial Spheres, Nicolaus Coperni-
cus’ watershed tome on the helio-
centric nature of our solar system, 

-
liocentrism thing.”

Despite overwhelming evidence 
in support of Copernicus’ theory 
that the earth does in fact revolve 
around the sun, Blagojevich is 
insisting that it is the other way 
around.

“I’m not going to quit believing 
in an earth-centric universe be-
cause of modern science’s say-so.”

When asked by state Attorney 
General Lisa Madigan whether or 
not his conviction in the ancient 
view of the universe deemed him 

Court put aside the black tar heroin 
they were main-lining and said 
simply, “Nah.”

Among the allegations the gover-
nor is denying are the Earth’s tilt, 

the whole of celestial mechanics, 
and that stars are not angels doing 

the waltz in the night sky.
It remains to be seen whether he 

will step down in light of these ac-
cusations.

With Obama’s recent election, 
you may be elated about the pros-
pect of change, and excited to see 

black president. You might be 
tempted to think that racism is a 
done deal and that as a nation, we 

-
ly wrong.

Although some steps have been 
taken to eliminate racism, there still 
exists one place where discrimina-
tion is still alive and well. There 
still exists a place where “white” 
is given better treatment than “col-
ored.” Take a look around campus 
laundry rooms. You’ll probably 
visit one sometime in the next few 
weeks, so open your eyes when 
you get the chance. Surprised? 
Don’t say I didn’t warn you.

That’s right, people everywhere 
still discriminate in laundry rooms, 
providing separate wash cycles for 

“whites” and “colors.” It’s 2008, 
quickly approaching 2009, and 
people still have the audacity to 
believe in the “separate but equal” 
mindset. Really, now. “Whites” re-
ceive warm, soothing water while 
“colors” have it cold, and you’re 
going to claim that we’re equal? 
Think back to the last time you 
took a cold shower – it certainly 
wasn’t because you wanted to.

We’ve made tremendous prog-

ress in the last few years, particu-
larly as people have slowly eased 
off the use of bleach. It was an ugly 
period in the history of mankind 
when we thought it desirable for 
our clothes to be “whiter.” Sicken-
ing. But while that phase may be 
over, segregation is still prevalent. 
Until “whites” and “colors” can do 
their laundry hand in hand, racism 
will never be eradicated.

The solution is simple. We should 
simply do away with the “white” 
and “colored” wash cycles. In-
stead, we should have “Diversity 
cycles” or “Integration washes.” It 
doesn’t really matter as long as the 
term contains no chromatic refer-
ences that could be misconstrued 
as subtle nods toward bigotry. The 
day we see these new wash cycles 
will be a great day for humanity, 
when all “colors” will have full 
reign to the privileges currently 
given to the “whites.”

Opinion: End Laundry Room “Whites” and “Colors” 
Discrimination

Apricot Worried About 
Date Rape

Political Apathy Club 
Falls Through

“I’m not going to quit 
believing in an earth-centric 
universe because of modern 

science’s say-so.”

-Governor Rod Blagojevich



“I am not a crook... but how much will you pay me for this senate seat?”
Illinois governor Rod Blagojevic

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“WD WVHGEH GE EPTUPDU ZYP QVPJMSUE HYGDNE HYWH QUPQIU JPD’H 

DUUJ HP YWAU XMH HYWH YU - CPV EPTU VUWEPD - HYGDBE GH ZPMIJ XU W 

NPPJ GJUW HP NGAU HYUT.” - WDJK ZWVYPI

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT K=Y

The nmber of miles traveled by Stanford students over 
the break. 100,000 of those miles were Stanford students 
going to the moon, another 20,000 of those miles were 
Stanford students going around the world swimming, and 
the rest were Stanford students just going home to the 
most remote parts of the world. 

The cost of travel: $5,383,002,876.00
Having kids from all over the world: Priceless

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE HOLIDAY 
VACATION TANGO

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: New Year’s

240,310

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: VOUCH, PRICK, REJECT, ACCRUE, what john 
called his cookware, informally THE JACKPOT

last weeks answers: IN ONE EAR AND OUT THE OTHER, MINNIE 
MOUSE, THREE SHEETS TO THE WIND, BEAT AROUND THE BUSH

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “ONCE AGAIN, WE COME TO THE HOLIDAY SEASON, A DEEPLY RELIGIOUS TIME THAT EACH OF US OBSERVES, IN 
HIS OWN WAY, BY GOING TO THE MALL OF HIS CHOICE.” - DAVE BARRY 

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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By Rory Sampson

STANFORD, CA—With new 
technology comes new conse-
quences, as junior student Allie 
Speigel found out the hard way. 
Google’s new StreetView technol-
ogy, which allows users to see im-
ages at street level, caught the ju-
nior Speigel violating the Stanford 
Honor Code. The close up pictures 
and the zoom feature of Google 
StreetView revealed that she was 
clearly using her computer for a 
take home test. A user quickly re-
ported a concern and she Speigel 
was caught.

    University administrators were 
quick to applaud Google for its use 
of technology in preventing cheat-
ing. “The Stanford Honor Code 

proves itself once again,” said Pro-
vost John Etchemendy. “It’s just 
great that we can use technology to 
peer into the private lives of all of 
our students and really make sure 
that they aren’t cheating. Kudos to 
Google.”

    Students were unsure about the 
event, and many thought this was 
an invasion of privacy. “Sure she 

was cheating, but that really isn’t 
the point,” said politically aware 
student Jake Enspoch. “The point 
is that we as a society are losing 
our privacy to these technological 
giants. They now can track your 
every move, every purchase, and 
every girlfriend through Google 
StreetView images of windows. I 
urge students to close their blinds 

in protest.”
 Allie Speigel said this was a rude 

awakening. “I thought they trusted 
us with this Honor Code thing, 
so I could just cheat or whatever. 
But I guess not... honestly, it’s just 
so stupid. Especially on this take 
home test. Like really, who gives 
take home tests?”

 Since Google StreetView caught 
another guy smoking weed in his 
room at Berkeley, a girl stealing 
from a convenience store in Palo 
Alto, and a group of friends sneak-
ing into the Ricker dining hall, 
people around the country have 
started to rethink how they interact 
with technology. “We’re in the dig-
ital era,” said Enspoch. “It’s time to 
get ready.”

STANFORD (AP)   Two weeks 
ago sophomore Sharon Dasuli 

for what she thought was a routine 
meeting to discuss marine biology. 
Once inside, professor Von Nos-
trand locked the door and shut the 
blinds. What happened next would 
change Sharon’s life forever.

“I didn’t think it was wrong at 

soon realized that I was mistaken. I 
trusted Dr. Von Nostrand, and now 
I have to pay the price.”

Nostrand gave Sharon Dasuli crabs. 
“It wasn’t intimate or anything, we 
just talked, then he did it, and it 
was over.” When Sharon went to 
the Stanford Hospital with crabs, 
she was immediately questioned 
by doctors. “They asked me where 
I had gotten the crabs and whether 
I was a willing party. I told them 
about professor Von Nostrand, and 
that I had been willing but that I 
didn’t think anything was wrong.”

out that the crabs had been stolen 
from the aquarium in Monterrey 
and that it was a felony to be in 
possession of the crabs. Dr. Von 
Nostrand had tricked Sharon into 
taking the crabs for research pur-
poses, thereby displacing blame 
from himself for having stolen 
them. Sharon is now out of jail on 
$25,000 bond.

For his part, Dr. Von Nostrand 
has been suspended by Stanford 
University, and is under

investigation by the police. This 

scandal has rocked the marine biol-
ogy world in what is being called 
the worst case of crabs ever.

* Lesbian
Gay
Bisexual
Trans
Queer
Silly
Alternatively Sexual
Homosexual
People who like people of the same gender 
or sex
Oriented towards others of the same gender 
or sex
Up for anything
Down with men, women, whatever
Enjoys sex, period.
Creationist Enjoys sex with any/all of gods 
creations
Terribly apathetic towards appearance when 
it comes to sex
Into Leather
Never says never
Furry
Missing necessary parts to engage in sex
Vegans
X-men and X-women
Yellow people whose skin color is actually 
yellow like in the Simpsons

SCANDAL: Science Professor Gives Female Student Crabs LGBTQ Community 
Changes Name To Include 
More People Not Consid-
ered ‘Straight’ : 
Now Calls Itself LGBTQSAH-
POUDECTINFMVXY*

Sexual Innuendos Hit Peak 
Numbers, If You Know 
What We Mean



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“ROG OGDEORJ CA ETGYR LGP TGYBOGI YPI VGNR FGTG PHR YRRYDPGI CA JQI-

IGP WMDEOR,CQR ROGA, FODMG ROGDT BHLNYPDHPJ JMGNR, FGTG RHDMDPE 

QNFYTIJ DP ROG PDEOR.” - OGPTA FYIJFHTRO MHPEWGMMHF

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT C=B

The number of people it takes 
to tango. However, this does 
not mean that you cannot tango 
with more than two people, 
just that two is the necessary 

minimum so that you can tango. 2 is also the number of 
people it takes to drink Tang, the beverage. Tang can also 
be drunk by 
groups larger 
than 2 and at 
parties, but 
Tang the drink 
can in no way 
be had alone... 

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THE DONALD
PLAYED IN THE 
BRIDGE GAME

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Medium Rare

2

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  BIPED, FLANK, CREAKY, STENCH, the holi-
day vacation tango BREAK DANCE

last weeks answers: THERE IS NO SPOON, FLASHBACK, CIRCULAR 
LOGIC, LIGHT WAVE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “AN ARTIST IS SOMEONE WHO PRODUCES THINGS THAT PEOPLE DON’T NEED TO HAVE BUT THAT HE - FOR SOME 
REASON - THINKS IT WOULD BE A GOOD IDEA TO GIVE THEM.” - ANDY WARHOL 
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Attention to Presidential Library
As President Bush prepares to 

hand over the White House to Ba-
rack Obama, he is devoting more 
of his energy to shaping the legacy 
he will leave behind for future gen-
erations of Americans.  The George 
W. Bush Presidential Library will 
be situated next door to the Presi-
dential Library of the elder Bush, 
“So that visitors can get a 2-for-1 
sort of deal,” said a White House 
spokesperson. 

The highly secretive Bush ad-
ministration has generously prom-
ised that a number of its documents 
and records will be available to the 
public, although it is likely that 
they will be completely incinerated 
beforehand.  Indeed, the Library 
will contain rather limited read-
ing material: W. Bush favorites Go 
Dog Go, the Patriot Act, and an 
unknown Dr. Seuss book comprise 
the entirety of the written archives

Bush has hinted that some unique 
exhibits will incorporated, includ-

ing real weapons of mass destruc-
tion from Iraq, a shooting range 
with Osama bin-Laden targets, and 
a small-scale replica of the Guan-
tanamo Bay Facility (with live de-
tainees).  The architect’s plans also 

show that Bush’s approval ratings 
will be showcased on the walls, al-
though most of them will be turned 
upside-down to present a more 
favorable view of the President’s 

WASHINGTON, D.C—In a his-
toric move keeping with campaign 
practices and marking the growth 
of electronic communication, 
President Elect Barack Obama has 
announced the creation of a new 
Department of Spam, to be headed 
by David Plouffe.

Plouffe is known for his unremit-
ting emails to supporters, some-
times numbering in the tens per 
week, asking for donations and 
forwarding video clips of ads and 
campaign speeches.

“I have great con-

said Obama at a 
press conference an-
nouncing the deci-
sion.  “He has shown 
time and again that 
he is has the shamelessness and 
persistence to spam millions of 
Americans many times a day, 
breaking through even the toughest 

On the Hill, where the appoint-

the Senate, some lawmakers ques-
tioned the decision and pick.

“I’ve been on the Hill for years 

President Elect has the gall to cre-

ate a department of spam?” said 
Senator John McCain, notoriously 
computer illiterate, who believed at 

to do with the canned meat product 
Spam.  “What’s next, ambassador 

to Hillshire Farms and a Depart-
ment of Bacos?”

The new department will be re-

emails to Americans.  “David’s 
role will change very little from the 

action will be to spam the country 
about a drawing we’re having for 
new contributors,” said Obama.  
“The winner will get to pet our new 
puppy.”

“The American people can rest 
-

ment accounts are empty doesn’t 
mean their inboxes have to be,” 
said Plouffe.  “I look forward to 
continuing to work with President 
Elect Obama on the important task 

Obama Names David Plouffe to Head New Department of Spam

“Just because their 
retirement accounts are 

empty doesn’t mean their 
inboxes have to be.”

Massive Fonzie Scheme 
Fraud Stole Hearts, Minds 
of 1970s Audiences

Student Stops Texting—
Grad Student

INSIDE:
*The Rhetoric of PWR Enrollment: 
When Computer Automation Makes 
Rhetoric Unnecessary
* Perfect Magazine Found--The 
Pictures of National Geographic, the 
Articles of Playboy



--STANFORD STUDENTS ALL AROUND CAMPUS, WHO EAGERLY AWAIT THE CHANGE IN GOVERNMENT

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“FYTYICAKC YD SMC WHSMCG HO IHHF OHGSLAC, ZAF YFTCACDD, YSD HXXH-

DYSC, ACBCG VGHLIMS Z WZA SH SMC IHZT HO ZAN HO MYD VCDS EYDMCD.” 

- WYILCT FC KCGBZASCD 

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT I=G

The number 
of songs that 
continue to be 
downloaded il-
legally daily in 

the United States. Unfortunately, that means that the new 
Recording Industry Association of America policy has al-
tered the internet using behaviors of a total of three people 

-
ing litigation against illegal downloaders of music will be 
out of a job. Time to move on to more important litigation 
like tort reform.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

HOW THE PLUMBER
FELT AFTER A GOOD

DAY ON THE JOB

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: 96mph

895,332

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  GRIMY, DUCKS, ADOPTS, PROVEN, what the 
donald played in the bridge game THE TRUMP CARD

last weeks answers: UNDERGROUND RAILROAD, POWER PLAY, TIP 
TOP SHAPE, TRIO

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “THE HEIGHTS BY GREAT MEN REACHED AND KEPT WERE NOT ATTAINED BY SUDDEN FLIGHT,BUT THEY, WHILE 
THEIR COMPANIONS SLEPT, WERE TOILING UPWARDS IN THE NIGHT.” - HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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LIFUKA, TONGA—The dat-
ing world has been turned upside 
down as many people around the 

true love. Dating, which once was 
considered strictly a local practice, 
has now been taken global.

Thanks to the International Date 
Line and the internet, it is now easy 
to connect up with others who are 
looking for foreign dates. “It used 
to be the case that you needed to 
date someone that you knew from 
personal experience,” said one 
longtime dating freelancer Sam 
Sebastian. “But now you can just 
call the International Date Line. It 
really is that easy.”

The International Date Line 
headquarters are located at 180 de-
grees longitude in Lifuka, Tonga. 
Here, hundreds of employees work 
around the clock to match up failed 
romantics from across the globe.

“Just yesterday I matched up a 

computer programmer from Guinea 
with a psychologist from Burma,” 
said an International Date Line 
employee. “We really are bringing 
people together.”

There have been several logisti-
cal concerns about the time differ-

ence, but those have been largely 
brushed over in favor of progress. 
 
You can call the international date-
line at +676-80-DATE-LINE, and 
they are open 24 hours a day for 
support.

Stanford Creates 7th Man 
Club For Fans of Stanford 
Basketball Fans

Obama Unveils Economic 
Stimulus Plan Consisting of 
Selling Obama Shirts and 
Buttons

By Stanley Waters 

WASHINGTON D.C.—In an 
unexpected act of brilliance, co-
median Al Franken relaunched 
his comedy career last week as 

Senate. After winning the closest 
election in US history, Franken an-
nounced his “master plan” to the 
people of America. “As promised, 

to change!” declared Franken. “I 
knew two things when I declared 
my candidacy for the Senate. 
First, that because of declining 
book sales, my comedy career was 
doomed to failure, and second, all 
debates, discussions, and hearings 
in the Senate are broadcast to mil-

lions of Americans via C-SPAN. 
These two facts led to one obvious 
course of action, and now that I’ve 
been elected, I am proud to an-
nounce the rebirth of my comedy 
career!” Franken continued to ex-
plain that, as a Senator, he would 
use every opportunity to ridicule, 
embarrass, and humiliate his fel-

low Congressmen. 
Franken’s commentary was not 

also lambasted airport security and 
women’s shoe stores. Immediately 
after Franken began his commit-
tee hearing, the number of people 
watching C-SPAN increased dra-
matically. By the end of the week, 
Franken was one of the most popu-
lar comedians in the country, as 
the number of Americans who had 
watched C-SPAN increased from 
10 to 4.6 million. Even more sur-
prising, Franken’s forthcoming 
book, “Rush Limbaugh is Still A 
Big Fat Idiot and Now I’m A Sena-
tor” has earned millions of dollars 
in pre-orders.

Despite Franken’s success, he 

has announced that he has no inten-
tion of limiting his comedic efforts 
to C-SPAN. According to Marga-
ret Neal, Franken’s spokesperson, 
“Franken is not going to end his co-
medic expansion any time soon. He 
has only just begun his term in the 
Senate, and over the next 6 years, 
he hopes to make himself known 
not only on C-SPAN but also on the 
more exclusive networks: C-SPAN 
2, C-SPAN 3, C-SPAN Radio, and 
C-SPAN online. By the end of his 
term, C-SPAN will be known as 
the comedy network for Americans 
of all ages.” 

 
Al Franken can be found on C-
SPAN every business day start-
ing from 10/9c. 

Franken Relaunches Comedy Career, Changes C-SPAN into Comedy Network 

INSIDE: 4 Killed, 7 Injured In 
Overzealous Flipside Distribution

By Jerry Vickname 



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“IF EKODRITQWXK JQOKQXR GOVBLDE NLCX ILVXJ O ROF GWXD JWX GOJ 

JLHQF. JWX’J DLDXQF-JXCXD DTG, ODR GX RTD’Q BDTG GWXKX QWX WXVV 

JWX LJ.” - XVVXD RXEXDXKXJ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT D=N

The amount of money in the Stanford Endowment. It may 

but they still have enough money to buy everyone in the 
world the XBox 360, keep the sprinklers on when it’s 

the world, restructure numerous failing ecosystems, buy 
up a majority of American universities, give out Ferrari’s 

programs.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

A COMPLEX PROBLEM
FOR MATH STUDENTS

AND BUSINESSMEN 
ALIKE

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: One Puzzle 

            Fits All

$99,999,999,999,999,
999,999,999,999

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  JOINS, TWIRL, FAKING, WEAPON how the 
plumber felt after a good day on the job IN SINK

last weeks answers: BRAINSTORM, UNDER THE SEA, FAT TUESDAY, 
FROSOCO

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “DILIGENCE IS THE MOTHER OF GOOD FORTUNE, AND IDLENESS, ITS OPPOSITE, NEVER BROUGHT A MAN TO THE 
GOAL OF ANY OF HIS BEST WISHES.” - MIGUEL DE CERVANTES 

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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 VELARM

 GIGLEJ



Stanford, CA – At most libraries 
Michael Blum (’10) would have 

reel of Better Homes and Gardens 
from 1955.  But not at Stanford.  
The library’s draconian checkout 

-
day when, after a comprehensive 
cavity search, a library employee 

Blum’s rectum.  
“We are very happy with our 

security today,” said Michael B. 
Schultz, Associate Librarian of 
Checkout and Security Affairs.  “It 
was because of our strict search 
policy that this theft was prevent-

ed.” 
 While over 99.7 percent of li-

braries in the United States use 
magnetic sensors to prevent un-

checked materials from leaving 
the library, Stanford—though re-
nowned for its technology—relies 
on a sophisticated system from the 

1890s, in which students wait in 
line to have their bags and personal 
belongings searched before exit-
ing the library.  Students are also 
subject to comprehensive strip and 
cavity searches.  

“Although our policy clearly vio-
lates the personal rights of Stanford 
students and is humiliating and de-
meaning to both employees and 
community members, we believe 

said Dana Scalabrine, Assistant Di-

Collections.  “It would have been a 

reel.” 

Lead Synchronized Swim-
mer Drowns, Rest Follow

Nose Goes

professors, the Stanford Registrar’s 

-
ing scale.  Unlike the number and 
letter based scales of the past, the 
epic fail scale will rank students 
based on skills, ownage, and de-
gree of noobishness.  We sat down 
with Mr. Emory Hearst, one of sev-
eral drafters of the plan.

“Thank you, we here at the of-

measures.”
“What exactly will this achieve, 

Mr. Hearst?”

evaluating students. No longer will 
TAs and professors have to slavish-
ly write pages of responses to me-
diocre papers and half- assed tests. 

grade will convey that the student 

needs to commit more to the ma-
terial, while the ‘noob’ and ‘fail’ 

-
tance, such as tutoring or facepal-
ming.”

“And ‘epic fail’ would be just an-
other form of failure then...”

“No, no that is a new feature, ac-
tually. Once a student has hit that 
epic fail level, its pretty much a 
KO; they can’t retake the course at 
any time during their stay at Stan-
ford and, at that point, the student 
is re-evaluated to see if Stanford 
did in fact make a mistake by ad-
mitting him or her.”

“What a time saver! Thanks for 
being with us, Mr. Hearst.

Stanford Registrar Changes To New Epic Fail Grading System

BREAKING NEWS: ASSU Holds 
Town Hall Meeting To Make Stu-
dents Feel Like They Have Input

STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM

COME WATCH THE SYNCHRONIZED 
SWIMMING TEAM, FEB. 7, 4:00 AVERY 
AQUATIC CENTER

Axe and Palm Crêpe Thief, Jean-
Claude Pierre, is behind bars at 
last. He was caught last night at 
10:08 in the kitchen of The Axe 
and Palm, attempting to steal yet 
another crêpe. 

Onlookers were rather confused. 
“It seemed that he [Pierre] passed 

cash to steal the crepes. Why would 
anyone do that? Everyone knows 
the Axe and Palm always runs out 

of crepes. It’s probably cause he is 
foreign.” 

Pierre searched for the nonex-
istent Nutella crepes long enough 
for the staff to notice him, call the 
campus police, and take him into 
custody. “Eet Eez Absurd - zis 
restaurant ‘aving such short sup-
plies.  Zees estableeshment should 
be ashamed!”

Unfortunately for Pierre, no 
amount of stealth could substitute 

for the small amount of research 
that would have revealed the pit-
falls of targeting the Axe and Palm, 
which already caught an Interna-
tional Milk Shake Thief and a infa-
mous Sandwich Robber earlier this 
year through similar “unexpected” 
supply shortages. The Axe and 
Palm manager has been simultane-
ously praised for the capture and 
censured by hungry students who 

CAUGHT: Notorious Axe And Palm Crêpe Thief Jean-Claude Pierre Foiled Again



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“AMPV NSY EUP LSYUGXVT E VXLP TXUO EV MSYU WPPHW OXZP E WPLSVI. 

AMPV NSY WXG SV E UPI-MSG LXVIPU E WPLSVI WPPHW OXZP EV MSYU. 

GMEG’W UPOEGXCXGN.” - EORPUG PXVWGPXV

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT V=N

The number of high school students accepted into Stan-
ford under the Early Action application. In what many are 
calling the toughest year ever, there was not even a three 
digit absolute number accepted and the admit percentage 
rate was 0.05 percent. Regular decision applicants are 
hoping for a acceptance percentage greater than one, and 

to forty more students may be accepted.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY SAID
ABOUT THE CRIMINAL

IN THE PHOTO

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Like, Really Hard

17

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  AUDIT, VISOR, MARVEL, JIGGLE a complex 
problem for math students and businessmen alike DERIVATIVES

last weeks answers: JACK NICHOLSON, IPOD, BEETLE, CATCHER IN 
THE RYE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “MY GRANDMOTHER STARTED WALKING FIVE MILES A DAY WHEN SHE WAS SIXTY. SHE’S NINETY-SEVEN NOW, 
AND WE DON’T KNOW WHERE THE HELL SHE IS.” - ELLEN DEGENERES

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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FLIPSIDE OPINION: POINT-COUNTERPOINT

This past November, I watched 
with horror as Barack Hussein 
Obama captured the White House 
from our beloved GOP.  Our party 
shattered into little fragments, and 
some of those were lost to the 
blue side.  I don’t know if we 
can bring the intellectuals, 
the libertarians, or the soccer 
moms back into the Republi-
can fold in time for 2012.  But 
I sure as hell don’t want to see 
the Democrats smothering our 
great Nation for longer than one 
term.  There is only one solution 
if we want to see a conservative 
in the White House in 4 years: we 
must give fetuses the right to vote.

Fetuses are people too, and 
they’ve been disenfranchised long 
enough.  Some of my detractors 
say, “Children can’t vote until 
they’re 18.  Why should fetuses 
get the vote?”  The answer is that 
fetal life only lasts for about nine 
months, at which point the fetus 
leaves the womb and enters society 
as an actual child.  Dogs have dog-
years; we need to think about fetus-
es the same way.  After two months 
of pregnancy, a fetus has lived the 
equivalent of 18 years, and should 
be able to vote.

Some people are concerned 
about whether fetuses are actually 
capable of voting.  “Even if fetuses 
prove competent, how can they ac-
cess the physical ballots without 
their mother enduring an inva-
sive procedure?” they ask.  I say 
it doesn’t matter.  We know every 
single fetus would vote Republi-
can.  So all women who are at least 
two months pregnant should get 
an extra ballot that automatically 
counts as a Republican vote.  Write 
to your Congressmen now and help 
us win back the White House with 
the help of our prenatal pro-life 
friends!

Lately, our country has been 
swept by a sort of neo-nostalgic na-

tionalism, if you 
know what 

I mean. 
T h e r e 
are just 
tons of 
g r o u p s 
popping 

up advo-
cating for 

the rights of 
fetuses and the un-

born. Well I’m not going to tackle 
all of our civil liberties dilemmas at 
once--but if I know one thing, it’s 
that we have to stop these groups 
from taking things too far.  Give 
the fetuses your right to life--hell, 
give them your rights to privacy 
and due process as well--but this 
madness must stop somewhere-
-and I say, here and now, that we 
must not ever let these unborn fe-
tuses vote.

America used to be founded on 
principles, principles like slavery 
and expansion into Indian terri-
tory. This is why we used to have 
literacy tests to see if you could 
vote. We couldn’t have slaves and 
Indians voting if they couldn’t pass 

-
ing test!

You think fetuses are any better? 
Not only do they not speak a lan-
guage, create art, or have rituals, 
but often, they are only subsisting 
on the whims of their mother. They 
just don’t understand the issues. Is 
this the type of voter we want? Do 
we really want fetuses deciding 

I say no, and I urge you to to 
think long and hard before you al-
low fetuses the right to vote. 

Jackson, MS—Just 
a few months after 
bringing “Intelli-
gent Design” into 
Mississippi class-
rooms, the Depart-
ment of Education 
in Mississippi has 
decided to bring a new 
controversial theory to students 
across the state.

In a press conference held yes-
terday, Haley Barbour, governor of 
Mississippi, discussed his new ed-
ucation policy: “As of next year, all 
students in Mississippi will learn 
about the theory of ‘Intelligent 
Warming.’This newly constructed 
theory proves that the Earth’s tem-
perature is affected not by heat, but 
by an intelligent and benevolent 
being, who warms the Earth when-
ever we are feeling chilly.”

Barbour went on to explain why 
he disliked mainstream scientists, 
placing a particular emphasis on 
scientists’ “inability to entertain 
the notion that the Earth is regulat-
ed by an all powerful, untraceable, 
and invisible mastermind.”

Aides close to the governor sug-
gested that he hopes to further 
modify Mississippi’s curriculum 
by adding “Intelligent Economics” 
and “Intelligent Grammar.” Bar-
bour’s top aide explained, “These 
things--grammar, economics, en-
vironmental science--they are all 
far too complex and intricate to 

any human.  There must be an all 
powerful entity behind the scenes, 
pulling all the strings and making 
things work. After all, why would 
anyone ever support a “Theory” 
when they could support an “Intel-
ligent Theory”?”

Punxsutawney, PA—In the 
timeless tradition of ground-

hogs that have come be-
fore him, Punxsutawney 
Phil came out last Mon-
day, February 2nd and 
saw his shadow. Meteo-

rologists and environmen-
talists around the world are 

stirring after an event with such 
revolutionary implications.

“Do you know what this means 
for global warming?” said promi-
nent environmentalist and scien-
tist Lawrence Vandermeer. “Poof. 
Gone. Done. Finito--There are 
six more weeks of winter coming 
up--and that’s not global warm-
ing!” Science also is planning 
on rethinking its climate change 
theory to incorporate the whims 
of a rodent. “How can you believe 
in global warming when there are 
unerring methods of prediction like 
groundhogs?”

Should Fetuses Have The Right To Vote?
The Fetuses Just Don’t 
Grasp The Importance 

of The Issues

Mississippi School 
Begins Teaching 

“Intelligent Warming”

Groundhog Sees His 
Shadow, Global Warm-
ing Formally Disproved

Give Fetuses The Vote 
in 2012

Is Global Warming Real?

Does Marijuana Make You 
A Better Swimmer?

Michael Phelps 12,000 Calorie 
Diet Explained By Munchies

helping out awkward people since 
August 14, 1531 at 7:12:32pm GMT

Study: Top Ten Olympic 
Swimmers All Smoked Weed?

www.stanford  ipside.com



“Imagine a world with no hypothetical situations...”
source: unknown, internet, or david kravitz

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“E QNEXB DSDWAYXD GNYROK PY QY JYOODPD IXK PDQ I KDPWDD IXK QNDX GZDXK GET 

FYXQNG IG I UIWQDXKDW IXK GET FYXQNG IG I JIUKWESDW. QNDX QNDA LYROK WDIOOA 

UD DKRJIQDK.” - IO FJPREWD

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT B=K

The new record size for smallest font ever. Earlier in the 
week, Stanford researches had unveiled technology able 
of writing at a font size of 0.3 nanometers using quantum 
interference patterns. However, thanks to the dedication 
of Stanford physicists, they were able to produce a font 
that had a negative size. This means that it is smaller than 
being at size 0. Just think about it. Wow, science! Try to 
wrap your head around that one!

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE JEALOUS 

ENVIRONMENTALIST

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Blue Belt

-105nm

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  FORUM, KARAT, WRETCH, HYBRID what 
they said about the criminal in the photo HE WAS FRAMED

last weeks answers: BEAR MINIMUM, INNER CIRCLE, TURNPIKE, 
APPLE BOTTOM JEANS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “WHEN YOU ARE COURTING A NICE GIRL AN HOUR SEEMS LIKE A SECOND. WHEN YOU SIT ON A RED-HOT CINDER 
A SECOND SEEMS LIKE AN HOUR. THAT’S RELATIVITY.” - ALBERT EINSTEIN

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 RIVOY

 GNIFE

 YENONA

 DAGNEA

WITH
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Obama Rebukes African Leaders for Lack of African Americans in Africa
While the United States cel-

African American president, sig-
nifying a break from hundreds of 
years of racism, segregation, and 
slavery, many are concerned that 
other countries in the world will 
never be able to accomplish the 
same.

A recent study has shown that 
there are no African American citi-
zens in Africa, a study that is ex-
tremely troubling to US president 
Barack Obama. The census, con-
ducted in 2005, breaks down the ra-
cial demographics of every country 
in Africa, and none of them have a 
category for African Americans. In 

the smallest racial group compos-

the Gamo. African Americans were 
nowhere to be found. “This absence 
of African Americans in Africa is 
worse than segregation and slavery 
combined!” said a disturbed Ba-

rack Obama at a press conference 
on Saturday. 

The absence of African Ameri-
cans in Africa has struck fear into 
the hearts of many American politi-
cians who used to think that Africa 

was a continent with a lot of black 
people. The question on everyone’s 
mind is: “Where the heck did all 
the African Americans go?” 

Congressman John Noriega from 
South Carolina visited Africa a 
few years ago and recalls seeing 
thousands of African Americans. 
“When I went to Kenya, my cab 
driver was African American, the 
hotel receptionist was African 
American, heck, everyone was 
African American! I didn’t see a 
gosh-darned white person the en-
tire time!” 

At the moment, no one knows 
why there are no African Ameri-
cans in Africa, and according to 
Reverend Jesse Jackson, the only 
thing we can do is pray. 

HE FINALLY DID IT! 
By Stanley Waters

After spending what seemed 
like countless hours in front of his 
computer, local man Benjamin Al-
der managed to accomplish what 
many people thought was impos-

Alder successfully completed the 

high score by a staggering seven 
seconds.  Though he is still over 

record, Ben is still extremely proud 
of his accomplishment.  In de-
scribing his pride, Ben stated, “I 

maybe one I would never be able 

had to try, that I couldn’t give up, 

if I did, I knew I would have to get 
back to work, and that was some-
thing I simply could not accept.” 

Though tens of thousands of 
students and cubicle workers play 

to put off work, few, if any, persist 

play the game, let alone how to set 
and then break a personal record. 
Though Ben is extremely proud of 
his achievement, he believes others 
can learn from his experience. “I 

can teach everyone a very valuable 
life lesson.  When you are trying 
to accomplish your goals, people 
will put you down. They’ll say ‘No 

-
onds,’ and ‘There’s no way you’ll 

‘A black man will never become 

experience proves that if you pro-
crastinate hard enough, then any-
thing is possible.”

Shortly after breaking his record, 
Alder secured a book deal with 
Scholastic, Inc.  His book, titled 
How to Sweep Away Your Prob-
lems: A Serious Story of Mine, will 

Student Wakes Up On 
Tuesday, Thinks It’s 
Wednesday

Dog Found Mimicking 
Owner: Walks on Two 
Legs, Uses the Toilet, 
Acts Like a Huge Bitch.

Local Man Sets New Personal High Score In Minesweeper

stanford
flipside.com



“Ah! Where am I? Where am I?”

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“XO XR F OSIVRFTL OXJYR GYOOYW OI SFEY QIJJIT RYTRY AXOSIVO YLVQFOXIT 

OSFT OI SFEY YLVQFOXIT AXOSIVO QIJJIT RYTRY.” - WIGYWO KWYYT XTKYWRINN

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT N=L

The number of students who attended the last ASSU 
Town Hall Meeting. Yes, that is including ASSU President 
Jonny Dorsey ‘09 and Vice President Fagan Harris ‘09. 
Fagan was really busy studying for a midterm so he actu-
ally couldn’t make it. This Town Hall meeting discussed 
how the ASSU can get more people to attend future ASSU 
Town Hall Meetings. So if Jonny Dorsey ‘09 is talking at 
a Town Hall meeting and no one is there to hear him, does 
he really make a sound?

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE REASONABLE

PRICE

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

1

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  IVORY, FEIGN, ANYONE, AGENDA what they 
called the jealous environmentalist GREEN WITH ENVY

last weeks answers: SPINACH, TUNA, LET SLEEPING DOGS LIE, 
NOMAD

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “I THINK EVERYONE SHOULD GO TO COLLEGE AND GET A DEGREE AND THEN SPEND SIX MONTHS AS A BARTEND-
ER AND SIX MONTHS AS A CABDRIVER. THEN THEY WOULD REALLY BE EDUCATED.” - AL MCGUIRE 

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 FIRGE

 FIXFA

 PIRMIA

 RERFOV
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Supreme Court Hopes to Serve More Poetic Justice
By Gideon Constable 

 
WASHINGTON, D.C—After 
many groundbreaking, obscurely 
worded, and contested decisions, 
the United States Supreme Court 
under Chief Justice John Roberts 

has decided unanimously to serve 
much more poetic justice than it 
has in the past.

“We just want our decisions to 
have that sort of feel, that when 
you read them, you say, ‘Oh yeah, 
they got what they deserved,’” said 
Chief Justice Roberts. “We want 
our decisions to hold the nation in 
suspense right until the end where 
there is a perfect twist of irony and 
then everyone understands the new 
ruling and interpretation of US 
law.”

Many have criticized past rul-
ings as being rather harsh or un-

in the words of a literary/political 
analyst. Many cite Roe v. Wade as 
an case where poetic justice could 
have been used to wrap up the af-
fair with no loose ends.

“The whole abortion to-do was a 

little messy,” said enthusiastic judi-
cial clerk Joey Ellery. “I just wish 
we could have resolved it perfectly 
with poetic justice—like King Sol-
omon when he decides to cut the 
baby in half. Now that’s what I call 

justice!”
The Supreme Court is now plan-

ning a brilliant decision where, in 
a bizarre turn of fate, they plan to 
give a lethal injection to the man 
who invented the procedure.

Students For a Sustainable 
Stanford Search For Way 
To Recycle Wasted Time

Vaden Adopts “Laughter 
is the Best Medicine” 
Policy

Wind, Rain, Sleet, and 
RA’s Break Up Donner 
Party

What Are We Doing On Our Computers During Lecture?

We just want our decisions 
to have that sort of feel, that 

when you read them, you 
say, ‘Oh yeah, they got what 

they deserved,’”

12% : Editing the 
Wikipedia talk page 
for Roger Rabbit

38% : Posting to 
fmylife.com. FML.

9% Fixing makeup 
using Photobooth 

13% : Facebook stalk-
ing the professor. 

11% Watching a 
different lecture

15% Registering an 
account on 
eHarmony.com

stanfordflipside.com!*!stanfordflipside.com

This past Monday, a rather un-
fortunate smattering of events oc-
curred circling around one under-
graduate student, Morris Jones.  
Morris who typically awakes to 
106.6 The Goat, instead arose to 
high pitch chirping, and it all went 
downhill from there. 

“I hadn’t left my room since the 
night before when I had to yell at 
those jerks upstairs for their mu-
sic.  I mean, lord, it was 9 p.m. and 
that’s when quiet hours start.”  

Morris then detailed a step by step 
account of everyone he met during 
his day and why he hated them. “I 
just can’t take this crap anymore, 
it’s this damned weather.” 

Morris’ Mommy said, “He’s a 
very nice boy, especially when the 
sun’s out.  He would run around for 
hours with his imaginary friends, 
Patrick and Louis, and play all day.  
He still does it a bit when he’s home 
over the breaks [giggles].  Oh, he’s 
just an angel.” 

Doctors later told the Flipside 
that Morris does not have Seasonal 
Affective Disorder, and that he is 
just in fact a huge asshole. 

Asshole Student Hates 
Everyone, Blames It On 
The Weather



“And the Oscar for best soundtrack in an original IHUM goes to ... “

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“JR XTOUO RLPO VUJEYJVCN LH ECXKUO ITJYT RXCXOR XTCX IO EODOU WELI XTO 

ZKCNJXS LH ITCX IO TCDO KEXJN JX JR BLEO?” - TOUPCE PONDJNNO

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT P=M

The number of gallons of water used this year by the 
people in the United States. Do you know what this 
means? Do you know how much energy we are wasting 
by drinking water and taking showers and brushing teeth?  
We could save the environment if we all just stopped us-
ing water--it’s time to make a difference. So if you want 
to save the environment and do what’s right, rethink your 
water usage. Don’t use water at all. It’s not about you, it’s 
about the environment. 

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHY THE PIANIST
COULDN’T PLAY THE 
MUSIC WITHOUT HIS

GLASSES

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: 

Choose Your Own Level!

800 MILLION BILLION

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  GRIEF AFFIX IMPAIR FERVOR what they 
called the reasonable price FAIR FARE

last weeks answers: PORCUPINE, SHOE IN, SUBWOOFER, SECOND 
NATURE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “IT IS A THOUSAND TIMES BETTER TO HAVE COMMON SENSE WITHOUT EDUCATION THAN TO HAVE EDUCATION 
WITHOUT COMMON SENSE.” - ROBERT GREEN INGERSOLL

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 VETOC

 RODCH

 PURTAB

 BIRESC

HE COULDN’T
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Student In Trouble For Irresponsible Guests
Parents Found Puking, Vandalizing; Son Put on Probation

By Jorie Carmeister

STANFORD—Freshman stu-
dent Troy Altman, a member of the 
dorm Naranja, is now on probation 
after hosting several guests who 
failed to respect dormitory rules. 

According to the RA, the guests 

tearing down posters, and kicking 
over hallway garbage cans.

Troy’s parents, Steve and Linda 
Altman, came to visit during Par-
ents’ Weekend, but clearly were a 

little too intense for the Naranja 
atmosphere. 

“I mean I’ve seen people party 
hard,” said Vaughn Jackson, a 
member of the dorm. “But nothing 
like Troy’s parents.”

Steve and Linda Altman started 
pregaming around 7pm, which in-
cluded two Power Hours and sev-
eral games of Beirut. Then things 
got out of control.

“Troy should know that he is 
responsible for the guests that he 
brings to our dorm,” said the RA. 
“And if they are going to drink too 
much, vomit on the carpet, and start 
yelling out fads from the 1960s, 
well that’s crossing the line.”

Troy declined to comment and 
now is infamous throughout the 
dorm for his party parents.

ECONOMIC CRISIS:
Stanford Cuts Budget 
Cutting Committee

Handwashing Directions 
Clarify Handwashing For 
Local Employee

FLIPSIDE DAILY POLL:
How Many Units Are You 
Taking?

Trojan Fooled into Ranking Stanford Most Sexually Healthy
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By Joel Weinstein
JERUSALEM—I like to think 

I’m a reasonable person. I know 
how to think, I can make logical 
inferences about the world, and 
on rare occasions I’ve even been 
known to think outside of the box, 
but last Thursday I was shocked 
when, while looking through the 
local Directory of Jews, I found the 
name of my close friend and rela-
tive Max Weinstein. I’ve known 
Max for years, but I never had any 
idea he was Jewish. Upon mak-
ing this discovery, I immediately 
asked my friends Aaron Rosen-
berg and Steven Freidman if they 
knew Max was Jewish. I couldn’t 
believe it—they laughed at me, 
saying, “Of course we knew Max 
was Jewish—everyone knows it. I 
mean, just look at his name—he’s 
Max Weinstein.”

Upon hearing this, I took a step 
back—how could everyone but me 
know this about my closest friend? 
Maybe Max and I weren’t as close 
as I thought. Maybe I should’ve 
known he was Jewish. Looking 
back, I guess all the clues were 
there the whole time. I knew Max’s 

during WWII, but I assumed it was 
because they were gypsies. Even 
stranger, Max never wanted to go 
out with me on Friday nights. But 
I attributed that to his personality 
(Max is very awkward and always 
seems to be studying). Even though 
I had seen these and other clues, I 
still had no idea my best friend was 
Jewish. If I hadn’t stumbled upon 
that Jew Directory, I might never 
have found out the truth about Max 
Weinstein. 

If I didn’t know about this, what 
else don’t I know? Are any other 
members of my family Jewish? 
What about Aaron or Steven? 
Could they be Jews as well? How 
much am I missing? In a world 
where anyone’s religion, even 
that of your best friend, cannot be 
known, how are we to function?

OPINION: Why Didn’t 
Anyone Tell me Max 
Weinstein Was Jewish!?

In a recent study funded by 
Trojan and conducted by an inde-

was found to be the most sexually 
healthy school in the nation. Sitting 
on top of Columbia and Cornell 

-
tors and students a very, very good 
feeling.

Unfortunately, recent informa-
tion has emerged about the illegiti-
macy of Stanford’s ranking, leav-
ing the university with not just one, 
but several warts on its record.

Statistics show that Stanford stu-

dents use more condoms per capita 
than any other school in the coun-
try. While this may be the case, 
the study did not penetrate deeply 
enough to determine just how ex-
actly those condoms were being 
used. 

Although using condoms for sex 
is traditional around the globe, a 

condoms are devoted to more un-
orthodox purposes. A Stanford 
Flipside poll found that 36% of 
students who use condoms either 

-

ple while drunk, while only 54% 
use them for sex. Another 10% use 
them in art projects, science ex-
periments, or motivational tools to 
wake up in the morning.

This new information has 
prompted Trojan to reconsider its 
decision to rank Stanford #1. Tro-
jan CEO Mark Wolff blames what 
he called “Stanford goggles” for 
blinding him to the truth, but is also 
grateful, as those same goggles 
protected him from being squirted 
in the eye on several occasions. 

WIN A FREE FLIPSIDE
T-SHIRT!(see back)

A B

A) 21
B) 19
C) 17
D) 16

taken by a total of 2 people 

50%

50%



QUOTE “ What’s all this fuss about rice? haven’t they been serving it all year?”
REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“YCMRQZQYCO AGHMEZ ME PQETGW. BET, BU UCG GET, PCGE YCMRQZQYCMD UCQKHCU 

CBZ TQEG MUZ AGZU, UCG PQETGW WGNBMEZ.” - BRSWGT EQWUC PCMUGCGBT

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT E=N

The amount of numbers between your number and the 
current number at Axe and Palm. What this means for you 
and your wait time is that they will probably close before 
they get to you and just not give you your food. Also, they 
are counting backwards, which is also not a good sign for 
you because now there are still forty orders of chicken 
strips separating you from your crepe.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT KIND OF WORDS 
THE BAKER LENT TO

THE NEWLY MARRIED 
COUPLE

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: 98 Degrees

502

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  COVET, CHORD, ABRUPT, SCRIBE, why the 
pianist couldn’t play the music without his glasses HE COULDN’T C SHARP

last weeks answers: HALF PIPE, CAPITAL PUNISHMENT, TIMELESS, 
GO OUT ON A LIMB

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “IS THERE SOME PRINCIPAL OF NATURE WHICH STATES THAT WE NEVER KNOW THE QUALITY OF WHAT WE HAVE 
UNTIL IT IS GONE?” - HERMAN MELVILLE 

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 SHRAB

 BETER

 ROKEMS

 LYTRIF

A

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: SOLVE THE REBUS PUZZLE, JUMBLE, AND CRYPTOGRAM 
AND EMAIL YOUR ANSWERS TO FLIPSIDE@STANFORD.EDU. IF YOU ARE THE FIRST PERSON TO SOLVE 
THE PUZZLES, YOU WILL WIN A FREE FLIPSIDE TSHIRT!
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If you’ve been reading the Stan-
ford Daily lately, or skimming the 
headlines of the New York Times to 

you know that the Daily is go-
ing downhill. So are lots of other 

on old-world print models like ad-
vertising.

But at the Flipside, we do things 
differently. We don’t make money 
here at the Flipside.
not a “real” newspaper, we don’t 
have to worry about “real” prob-

-
be that’s not true.

Yes, it’s been hard for us here at 
the Flipside -

a twenty page tabloid to a two sid-

here at the Flipside are getting so 
bad that we don’t even pay our 
staff members. We never used to 
pay our staff members, but we still 

with fake problems.
But we promise you that at the 

Flipside

-
dog on the Stanford Daily. -

If you want to help the Flipside get 
through -

 
1. Read the Flipside in print and 

online. Can you believe that! 
2. Continue to ask more of us. 
3. Buy Flipside 
Flipside -
ported by t-shirt and shot glass 
sales, so if you like the Flipside, 

-

don’t have anywhere to drink 
Flipside 

shot glass. And if you don’t have 

body, buy a Flipside t-shirt. (email 
 

Letter From the Editor:
Ensuring the Financial 
Future of the Flipside

WIN A FREE FLIPSIDE
T-SHIRT!(see back)

Math Becomes Interdisciplinary
subject combines the study of math with foreign language

-
ford’s ever powerful ability to lo-

areas, Math has been merged with 
the foreign language department.  
“For a long time we imported Math 
professors simply to make math 
as hard as possible to learn,” said 

President John Hennessy, “you 

When we realized students’ for-

to make the move.  It’s really the 

best.” 

Sophomore student Allison Port-
man didn’t quite know what to 

Russian professor Alexsander Fima 
entered and said, “I like mayth. Let 

Many students at Stanford have 

-

-
-

your understanding of broken eng-

March Madness To Be Covered Under 
Universal Health Care 

After learning that the disease 

-

-

important to make this a priority.” 

-

-

strain every year, making the dis-
 

     President Obama moved this 
issue to the top of his priority list, 
having already begun to draft a bill 

-

“I know this disease 
affects real folks, my-
self included, and it is 

important to make this a 
priority.”

Freshman Receives 
B/B On IHUM Paper

Stanford Brings In 
Linguistics Professor to 
Teach Potty Language



QUOTE “so...how about the weather...yeah... awkward. ”
REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“X DPTI EP EGR DJFR XJL’E LRARFFXTN, JE’F EGR FESQJI PLRF DGP LRRI EGR 

XIHJAR.” - VJYY APFVN

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT D=W

This the number of grains of sand in a small seven by 
seven foot square area on the beach. Don’t ask. It was a 
long spring break. 

CHECK OUT THE WEBSITE FOR MORE CONENT:

WWW.STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT JEWELRY
THE BASEBALL

PLAYER GAVE HIS WIFE

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

13,04,803

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  BRASH BERET SMOKER FLIRTY  what kind 
of words the baker lent to the newly married couple A TOAST

last weeks answers: DEAD WEEK, CORNY, HAMSTRING, BEND 
OVER BACKWARDS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “PHILOSOPHY BEGINS IN WONDER. AND, AT THE END, WHEN PHILOSOPHIC THOUGHT HAS DONE ITS BEST, THE 
WONDER REMAINS.” - ALFRED NORTH WHITEHEAD

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 DOGUR

 PHYMN

 BAPOHI

 DICUNE

A

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: SOLVE THE REBUS PUZZLE, JUMBLE, AND CRYPTOGRAM 
AND EMAIL YOUR ANSWERS TO FLIPSIDE@STANFORD.EDU. IF YOU ARE THE FIRST PERSON TO SOLVE 
THE PUZZLES, YOU WILL WIN A FREE FLIPSIDE TSHIRT!  congratulations to last week’s winner: ROBIN THOMAS
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WIN A FREE FLIPSIDE
T-SHIRT!(see back)

We Couldn’t Decide Who To Support For ASSU Elections

The Flipside Supports the 
Chappie Slate, haha

Everything Explodes

The Flipside editorial board got together to decide which candidate we wanted to throw our support behind for the upcom-
ing ASSU elections. However, because of major political differences and several poorly constructed alliances, the Flipside 
editorial board could not reach any agreement. Therefore, we wanted to bring you several views on the election that repre-
sented the different perspectives.

The name says it all. Most likely, 
you’ve already seen SMUDGE’s 

can easily distinguish SMUDGE 
from the rest of the pack; this can-
didate just has that x-factor. With a 

know that, if elected, Smudge will 
deal with the issues most important 
to students on campus.

We at the Flipside had a rare 
opportunity to ask smudge a hard-
hitting question about the issues.

What kind of platform are you 
running on? 

Well, to name just a few, I want 
to promote student health, com-
munity centers, Student Wellness, 
ASSU events, sustainability, di-
versity, student activism, ASSU 
transparency, class pride, green 
living, and awareness. I will also 
work hard to promote town hall 
meetings so students can have their 
voices heard.

Here at the Flipside—we know 
these few things are especially 
important, so we are endorsing 
smudge for the ASSU Senate. 
What makes smudge stand out is 
that the other candidates just don’t 
seem to get it. Some of them value 
Wellness, others promte activ-
ism, or diversity, but only smudge 
understands what stuednts care 
about.

Again, we especially want to 
emphasize this particular candi-
date’s uniqueness! SMUDGE  s 
slogan is so clever, we’re sure you 
won’t forget it when you go to 
place your vote ( SMUDgED vote 
SMUDGE). Some of us here at the 
Flipside will be voting this candi-
date on election day, and we hope 
you realize you should as well. 
 

This week, as students across 
campus are deciding which candi-
dates they will support in the up-
coming ASSU Senate Elections, 
many eyes are turned towards Stu-
dent Wellness.

Althoguth Mr. Wellness has re-
sisted guerrilla campaign tactics 
like many of his opponents, he 
has still garnered almost universal 
support. For supports of Senator 
Wellness, sickness is a thing of the 
past. He is running on a platform of 
happiness and contentment. “I was 
sick about the pool of candidates... 
but then i found out Student Well-
ness was running.” remarked Ju-

are consistent with most other 
students on campus. According to 
the most recent Stanford Poll, over 
76% of Stanford Students support 
Wellness. 

Though Student Wellness has 
been popular at Stanford for de-
cades, the push for his presence is 
stronger now than ever before. This 
increase in popularity has been mo-
tivated largely by administrators at 
Stanford. While administrators and 

abstain from supporting candidates 

at Stanford, including professors 
and deans, have spoken in favor of 
Student Wellness, even creating a 
room in his honor.

In what is perhaps the most 
blatant form of favoritism, “The 

the Student Wellness campaign 
for months. Additionally, various 
health centers on campus, includ-
ing Vaden Health Center and the 

Counseling all exist to “promote 
Student Wellness.”

election week, it is time for ev-

decisions. Those decisions range 
from trivial choices such as, “Who 
should I vote for for ASSU Execu-
tive slate?” to such life-or-death 
choices like, “What dining hall 
should I eat at next Wednesday at 
lunch?”

What this comes down to, Stan-
ford students, is a matter of pri-

things to do than log onto ballot.
stanford.edu on April 9th or 10th-
ish to vote on your class presidents 
and ASSU senate members. Those 

-
onds you can’t be wasting. The 
junior class presidents will win 
anyways. That’s right; they are not 
running against anyone. It’s like 
one of those puppet-elections they 
hold in Iran or Cuba as a formal-
ity to let the people who are going 
to win automatically demonstrate 
some pretense of a functioning de-
mocracy. If no one votes for them, 
they will still win, because they 
will probably vote for themselves.

To you freshman and juniors who 
may still be interested about next 
year—remember: Voting is a mat-
ter of numbers and one vote does 

Vote 
for ASSU Senate!

Vote Student Wellness 
For ASSU Senate

Don’t Vote In ASSU 
Senate Elections

not make a difference. Especially 
with such few candidates, the mar-
gin is bound to be greater than two 
votes. Anyways, everyone knows 
that the ASSU senate just spends 
most of its time quibbling about 
semantics and formalities. To their 
credit, they do allocate money to 
student groups, but beyond that, 
their tangible impact on the cam-
pus is hardly noticable.

There’s just too much red tape 
and posters that you don’t want to 
get stuck to when you talk about 
ASSU elections. I’m sure that 
time spent voting would be much 
more wisely spent on Facebook or 
maybe your favorite illegal music 
downloading website. I urge you, 
students of Stanford, don’t vote in 

to be part of the time-wasting, the 
corruption, the two-facedness, and 
sex-scandals. Make the right choice 
on election day.

These acts of institutional favor-
itism have caused some students to 

-
theless, the wide support of Student 
Wellness ensures that he will win 
the election. Furthermore, Well-
ness has already made progress in 
deconstructing the hostile, multi-
partisan atmosphere in the ASSU 
Senate—Wellness is supported not 
only by the student body, but also 
by all of his opponents in the elec-
tion. 



QUOTE “Vote for me in ASSUE elections. ” - too many people

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

QBI QINQ HV X VGTNQ-TXQI GFQIKKGRIFDI GN QBI XWGKGQO QH BHKM QSH HJJ-

HNIM GMIXN GF ZGFM XQ QBI NXZI QGZI XFM NQGKK TIQXGF QBI XWGKGQO QH 

VCFDQGHF. - V. NDHQQ VGQPRITXKM 

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT N=S

The number of students running to be part of the ASSU in 
some form or another. Unfortunately, this corresponds to 
thousands of emails and facebook group invites and post-
ers and solicitations and rollouts  and free food and tshirts 
and prank calls that you will be bombarded with. But you 
should be thankful, as this is the price of a democracy.

CHECK OUT THE WEBSITE FOR MORE CONENT:

WWW.STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE INSECTS
FAVORITE 

SPORT

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  GOURD NYMPH PHOBIA INDUC  what jew-
elry the baseball player gave his wife A DIAMOND

last weeks answers: MICROWAVE, SIX PACK, DUMBBELL, ROUND-
ABOUT

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “A WORD TO THE WISE AIN’T NECESSARY, IT’S THE STUPID ONES WHO NEED THE ADVICE.” - BILL COSBY

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 SMIDT

 RELCK

 KIBOOE

 CLIHNF

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: SOLVE THE REBUS PUZZLE, JUMBLE, AND CRYPTOGRAM 
AND EMAIL YOUR ANSWERS TO FLIPSIDE@STANFORD.EDU. IF YOU ARE THE FIRST PERSON TO SOLVE 
THE PUZZLES, YOU WILL WIN A FREE FLIPSIDE TSHIRT!  congratulations to last week’s winner: Bharath Sitaraman
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Conservatives Applaud Rush Week
WASHINGTON, D.C.—In light 

of Rush Limbaugh’s extremely 
popular and well received speech 
at the Conservative Political Ac-
tion Conference, the Republican 
Party decided to honor the life and 
spirit of the infamous talk show 

April to the promotion of activities 
normally conducted by Limbaugh. 
This week, which the Republicans 
have named “Rush Week,” was 
well received by college students 
across the country. This year, many 
college students observed Rush 

the opportunity to engage in behav-
ior that would normally be frowned 
upon by their peers and by univer-
sity administrators. 

The most common Rush Week 
activity requires participants to re-
cite illogical statements repeatedly 
and loudly until everyone in a par-
ticipant’s vicinity concedes that the 

statement is true. When asked why 
students are doing this, Freshman 
Benjamin Truden explained, “It’s 
not every day of the year you get 
to emulate your favorite Republi-
can pundit. And plus, doing stupid 
things is a great way to get people 
to like you.”

Truden’s view that participating 
in Rush Week helps students to be 
accepted by their peers was echoed 

by another student, Erica Meyers. 
According to Meyers, “If you want 
to be part of the party, this is just 
something you have to do. People 
who question our actions just don’t 
know what it means to believe in 
something.”

Participants of Rush Week also 
engaged in more extreme actions 
that demonstrated their dedication 
to Limbaugh. Some were pressured 
into eating unhealthy quantities of 
food while others turned to drugs 
such as OxyContin. The most dedi-
cated Rushers, however, demon-

several people in wheelchairs and 
accusing them of faking their dis-
ability to gain pity and attention 
from others.

“For one week, Rush is fun,” said 
Truden. “But to be like Limbaugh 
every day of the year is just mind 
boggling. It’s truly impressive.”

INSIDE SCOOP: The Art of Girl-Flirting
By Reva Laughlin
Rush. What a wonderful way 

Standing in line alphabetically, 

with clapping and cheering sorori-
ty girls, I have truly connected with 
all the girls whose last name begins 
with “L.” I have even become quite 

close to some “M”s and “N”s.  The 
bonds of sisterhood have already 

The conversations I have shared 
with the sorority girls have been 
truly profound. Shouting over the 
noise until my voice is hoarse and 
sometimes having to read lips to 
hear what the other girl is saying, 
we discuss art, politics, and Kate 
Spade. Because, clearly, long-last-
ing relationships are built off simi-

In those two minutes, it is im-
portant to encapsulate your entire 
essence as a human being. It is 

best if this can be accomplished in 
one phrase. Better yet, if it can be 

speak louder than words. You want 
to prove to them that you have 
clothes that they might want to bor-
row for some event later on. Don’t 
forget accessories, either.

The true test is if you can im-

abilities. Whoever thinks that girls 

delusional. Boys are only used to 

smile, sweet laugh, and well-timed 

-
cult. They see through a laugh that 
is slightly too high, a smile that is 
too forced. To impress a girl, you 
really have to be on your game. 
And rush is the prime opportunity 

-
vers and to see how charming you 
really are. They will become your 

So go to a few frat parties before 
rush to brush up on your game. 

want to walk in with a reputation.

AEPi Hazing Makes Pledges Eat 
Pork, Scaled Fish

Last Wednesday, the new Kappa Kappa Gamma pledges celebrated their 
initiation. None of them actually know what they did that night; but their 
sober friends told them that they had a fantastic time, and they were all 

T-shirts, misspelled text messages, and most popular videos on YouTube. 
Since they forgot what happened, they now just have an excuse to do it 

Kappas Had A Great Time At Their Pledge Event, 
Or That’s What People Told Them 

Want to do nothing for 45 minutes--exactly? Come to the Flipside 
meeting this Thursday at 7pm in Old Union 121.

Student Leaves Rush In a 
Hurry

Pi Phi Girls Not Tall 
Enough To Go On This 
Ride

ADVERTISEMENT - ADVERTISEMENT- ADVERTISEMENT- ADVER

Come Rush Gamma Alpha Upsilon
Sigma Nu’s brother fraternity

Rush Tri-Kappa
Tuesday April 14 - Ghost Dress Up Party

Rush Psi-Phi
Wednesday April 15- 2001: A Space Odyssey Movie 
Screening

Rush Kappa, The Fraternity For Girls
Thurday April 16 - Watch sports and drink beer

Upcoming Fraternity Rush Events

Our !rst event Monday April 13- Scrapbooking!

Aw Shucks Chi O, You Guys Are 
So Geniune

“Clothes speak louder 
than words.”



QUOTE “ where do you live? what’s your major? omg i love your shoes.”-typical line of sorority questions

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

CR NQI ZIP TLR TUO BTZ NQTF ZIP MRRH, CRSTPBR FQIBR NQI ADUO OIU’F ATF-

FRL TUO FQIBR NQI ATFFRL OIU’F ADUO. - OL. BRPBB

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT B=S

The number of Kappa jokes in this week’s issue of the 
Flipside. Can you believe that? All in just two pages. Now 

them are subliminal and 2 are written with invisible ink.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT TO DO WHEN
YOU RUN OUT OF 

INFORMATION

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  MIDST CLERK BOOKIE FLINCH the insect’s 
favorite sport CRICKET

last weeks answers: CUTTING EDGE, STATE OF THE ART, SHA-
QUILLE O’NEAL, EXPERIMENT

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:  THE TEST OF A FIRST-RATE INTELLIGENCE IS THE ABILITY TO HOLD TWO OPPOSED IDEAS IN MIND AT THE SAME 
TIME AND STILL RETAIN THE ABILITY TO FUNCTION. - F. SCOTT FITZGERALD 

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 MATID

 GNUDE

 GHIVAN

 SWIGAJ

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: SOLVE THE REBUS PUZZLE, JUMBLE, AND CRYPTOGRAM 
AND EMAIL YOUR ANSWERS TO FLIPSIDE@STANFORD.EDU. IF YOU SOLVE IT CORRECTLY, YOU WILL 
BE ENTERED IN A DRAWING TO WIN A FREE FLIPSIDE TSHIRT  congratulations to last week’s winner: Peter Livesy
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Stanford Cuts Mechanical Engineering: “It’s Just Not Working” 

STANFORD, CA--Due to the re-
cent budget cuts, Stanford has been 

departments around campus. In a 
long expected move, the university 
announced Monday that the Me-
chanical Engineering department 
will be cut because ME no longer 
has any practical applications. 
    “It made sense,” said ME profes-
sor Paul Mitiguy. “We’d just been 
fooling around all this time with 
Legos. Everyone knows ME doesn’t 
work.... Things break all the time.” 
    Many astounded Drama and 
English students could not believe 

Mechanical Engineering was cut, 
considering it is an extremely popu-
lar department among non-majors. 
    “You want to talk about an 
easy A, then let’s talk about ME 
101,” said Classics major Joey 
Kemp. “I use ME all the time to 
pad my schedule. It’s too bad I 
won’t have that option anymore.” 
    Many other students  are wor-
ried that ME just won’t make the 
cut in the new economy. “I tried 
to sell my retractable whisk that I 
designed in the shop class ME203 
to Williams Sonoma, but they re-
jected it,” said a depressed ME 

minor. “There’s no hope. There 
just isn’t any future in ME.” 
    Other arts programs like dance 
were not even considered during 
the budget cuts. 

“Our classes are at the core of a 
Stanford Education,” said dance 
Professor Reddick, Phd.  “The 
Evolution of Hip Hop and the 
Dance Stage From Broadway To 
Hollywood and MTV” could be 
the most applicable class at the 
university. These dance moves 
come up in every day life and 
may be the only way to solve 
world problems like poverty, the 
energy crisis, and lack of grace.” 
    Additionally, the fate of Com-
puter Science and Human Biology 
will be decided in the upcoming 
week by a panel of administrators. 
Inside reports say that things are 
looking dreary for these subjects. 
However, President Henessey has 
vowed complete immunity to the 
Philosophy department, for which 
he cites “purely ethical reasons.”

Holy Cow, It’s The 
Flipside!

Student Makes Informed 
Decision In Large Crowd

Stanford Review Ousted For 
Racism In Their Own Paper

TGIFunk Begins 12th Goodbye 
Tour

The Flipside Magazine
Michelle Stanton thought it would 

be a normal trip to the library. She 
had a slip full of call numbers and 
was making her way through the 
dark, labyrinthine shelves of books 
that make up the “South Stacks.” 

That’s when she saw what in-
vestigators now believe are the 
remains of Dennis Flanders (’78). 
Authorities say that the decompos-
ing body was clutching a copy of 
Ayn Rand’s Atlas Shrugged. 

The South Stacks are known for 
their maze-like layout and incom-
prehensible numbering system. 
Combined with a lack of air and 

light it’s the perfect storm, and can 
cause utter disorientation and irra-
tional behavior.

“It’s the Bermuda triangle of the 
Stanford Library system,” said one 
employee, speaking on the condi-
tion of anonymity. “Last year a 
sophomore went missing for two 
weeks before she was discov-
ered huddled in a dim corner of 

the Stacks,” said the employee. 
“She was searching for the elusive 
SL.673 section, which no one has 
found for years—not even librar-
ians”

“It’s unclear whether the de-
ceased died because of the book he 
was reading or because he got lost 
in the South Stacks and couldn’t 

Cohn of the Stanford Police De-
partment. 

“I’ve been lost there many times 
and it’s scary,” said Nathaniel Sut-
ter (‘10).  “But I also almost died 
reading that book too.”

The Flipside Investigates: Human Remains Discovered in South Stacks

ASSU Senator Pledges To Reduce Sexual Assault on 
Campus--Will Stop Sexually Assaulting Women

Throughout his campaign, ASSU Senator Greg Bernardi pledged that 
he would devote his complete efforts towards tackling sexual assault on 

that he will personally stop sexually assaulting women. “Bernardi was 
responsible for 35% of sexual assault cases on campus,” said Peer Health 
Educator Lilianne Huff. “This would be a big step forward for student 
health. It shows how one little person can have a big impact!”

  WIN A FREE  FLIPSIDE
 T-SHIRT!(see back)

“But I also almost died 
reading that book too.”

Stanford May or May Not Hold Waitlist Weekend 
Sometime in the Middle of June

In an effort to foster unity among the admitted and waitlisted students, 
Stanford may or may not be planning a Waitlist Weekend sometime in 
the middle of summer. If this weekend occurs, it might consist of a jam-
packed schedule of activities and a great chance to meet your best friends 
for the next four years. However, the fate of Waitlist Weekend rests on 
the success of Admit Weekend--if the admits really don’t like it, Waitlist 
Weekend may actually become a reality.



QUOTE “ i just might be going to waitlist weekend, maybe...”-waitlisted student

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

EHTBEQTOEWQ YTM BENFQ OW HTQ OW SWHKFQMTOF REH UWA YRTO RF EM QWO, TQZ 

T MFQMF WU RDHWA YTM KAWNEZFZ OW SWQMWCF REH UWA YRTO RF EM.—WMSTA 

YECZF

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  W=O

The number of people who solved the Flipside Puzzle 
Challenge last week. Can you solve it this week? Be the 

fourth person to send in your answer and you can win the 
coolest free t-shirt ever. Ever.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHEN THE BAND
WANTED TO BE 

SECRETIVE THEY WENT

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 1 of 5 - Hard

3 1

9 2 4 5

8 2 7

8 9 3 7

4 6

9 7 4 8

6 7 3

8 6 5 9

5 2
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Persistence Needed

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  ADMIT NUDGE HAVING JIGSAW what to do 
when you run of of information GO DATA MINING

last weeks answers: TRIPLE PLAY, TREETOP, BEDSPREAD, COWARD

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:  BE WHO YOU ARE AND SAY WHAT YOU FEEL, BECAUSE THOSE WHO MIND DON’T MATTER AND THOSE WHO MAT-
TER DON’T MIND. - DR. SEUSS

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 CEMID

 ROFEF

 ETORAT

 WARMOR

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzles, jumble and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside t-shirt!!   
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CHECK OUT THE WEBSITE FOR MORE CONTENT:

WWW.STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM
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Stanford University is hoping to 
make impressive headway on the 
diversity front with a new plan to 
reach out to its most neglected mi-
nority: babes.  The initiative cen-

program that will ease admission 
requirements for babes and entice 

packages.  “This is an important 
step for us in crafting a diverse stu-
dent population and reaching out to 

demographics that have been his-
torically underrepresented at Stan-
ford,” proclaimed Dean of Admis-
sions Richard Shaw.  “Our attitude 
used to be, ‘Let the babes come to 
us.’  Those days are over—we’re 

going to be extremely proactive 
from now on.”

The construction of a commu-
nity center for babes is also in the 
works.  Previously, the babes of 
Stanford University were resigned 
to a life of quiet suffering in the 
Cowell Cluster. “I’m really excited 

I can feel comfortable on campus,” 
said a babe who wished to remain 

anonymous.  “The Babe Commu-
nity Center will provide a great 
space for us to gather, and babe-af-

have a place to meet.” The babe 
community and its supporters have 
applauded these measures, which 
will bring Stanford up to speed 
with more progressive institutions 
like University of Arizona and 
Loyola Marymount University.

In an effort to clear up their less 
than stellar reputation, the Somali 
pirates issued a statement today 
making clear their intention to do-
nate all goods and money gained 
from their pirating efforts towards 
very worthy cause: the Susan G. 
Breast Cancer Foundation.

“We like to think of ourselves as 
the Robin Hoods of the seas,” said 
one Somali pirate Abdi Farah Juha. 
“People think we just take the 

money for ourselves to buy more 
guns and do that sort of criminal 
behavior. But we pirate for the 
greater good.”

Breast cancer foundations all 
over the world are truly thankful 
for what the pirates have done for 
them. “Without the Somali pirates, 
I don’t know where we’d be,” said 
Nancy Goodman Brinker, founder 
of Susan G. Komen For a Cure. 
“They just keep giving and giv-
ing.”

“It was hard for us to decide 
where to donate the abducted 
ships and goods stolen,” said a pi-
rate. “There are just so many good 
causes.”

The Somali pirates all plan to 
participate in a breast cancer walk 
next year, and will be sure to sport 
the pink ribbon on their shirts and 
AK-47s.

Flipside

Some babes that Stanford is looking to attract for the class of 2013 

coming soon

Wednesday April 29 8-11pm at 
the row



QUOTE “ ”-

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

FS FX IQS WKQA SLM GMIMYQCMIRM QW SLM GOSRLMK, SLM GKMUMK, QK SLM GND-

MK SLNS UM MHTMRS QOK EFIIMK, GOS WKQA SLMFK KMZNKE SQ SLMFK QUI FISMK-

MXS. - NENA XAFSL 

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  I=N

The number of pieces of candy taken by current Stanford 
students posing as Pro-Fros during the Activities Fair. And 

all of those students decided to come to Stanford! What 
can you learn from this? Candy = Power.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE HARDWORKING 
CHEF’S FAVORITE 

INGREDIENT

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 2 of 5 - Medium

1 9 6 4

3 5 2

7 2 6

8 5 7 2

2

6 1 4 3

8 5 9

7 1 3

3 1 4 5
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Bowser’s Castle

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  MEDIC OFFER ROTATE MARROW when the 
band wanted to secretive they went OFF THE RECORD

last weeks answers: ADORABLE, MACINTOSH, CORN ON THE COB, 
RODEO

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:  IMAGINATION WAS GIVEN TO MAN TO COMPENSATE HIM FOR WHAT HE IS NOT, AND A SENSE OF HUMOR WAS 
PROVIDED TO CONSOLE HIM FOR WHAT HE IS.—OSCAR WILDE 

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 SARBS

 GOSBU

 LOVEIT

 DEGEWD

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: just solve the rebus puzzle and jumble and email your answers to 
. The 9th person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside t-shirt!!   

congratulations to last week’s winner: Zach Nevin
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WASHINGTON, DC—After 

serving the state of Pennsylva-
nia for thirty years, United States 
Senator Arlen Specter surprised 
everyone when, last Monday, he 
announced that he  would step out 
of the closet and join the Demo-
cratic Party.  In a statement to the 
press, Senator Specter explained 
his decision: 

“I’ve been on Capitol Hill for 
over three decades, and over the 
years, I’ve learned that you can’t 
hide who you truly are. It took me a 

terms with my Democratic identity.  
The truth is that for years, I denied 
who I really was, I put on a charade 
for the people of Pennsylvania be-
cause I wanted to be accepted, but 
enough is enough. The Republican 
Arlen Specter you thought you 
knew does not exist—he never 
existed. It’s been hard for me to 
acknowledge, but now I am proud 
to say, after living in the closet for 
my entire career, after ignoring 
the real me, that I am a Democrat.  
And now I have this to say to the 
Republican party—for everyone 
out there in the Republican Party 
who is afraid—for everyone who 
is worried about what might hap-
pen if you decide to reveal your 
true identity, remember, we live in 
America, and in America, anything 
is possible. There are more clos-
eted Democrats in the Republican 
Party than you think, so please, 
come out! Let the American people 
know just how many of us there 
are! We may not all be the makers 
of super-majorities in the Senate, 
but if we join together and promote 
our true identities, then there’s 

 
 Shortly after making his an-
nouncement, Specter was hailed by 
Democrats as a national hero. Af-
ter hearing Specter’s plea for other 
closeted members of the Republi-
can Party to come forward, politi-
cal analysts across the country are 
wondering which Republicans are 
likely to come forward, but thus 
far, no Congressmen have been 

Specter Finally Comes 

The creators of iSwineFlu have 
succeeded in making their app go 
viral. With over ten million down-
loads in the last two weeks, this 
app has been quite the hit on the 
iTunes store.

The iSwineFlu app keeps the 
user informed with the latest in-
formation about the spread of the 

-
location feature to allow tracking 

city and across the country in real 
time. The app is available in every 

country and in every language 
so that everyone can experience 
iSwineFlu.

“iSwineFlu isn’t your stan-

Howard Wi. “Once a user installs 
iSwineFlu, the app is automatically 
texted to all of their friends, and this 
allows the app to spread exponen-

transmitted by breathing into the 
microphone, or by coughing.

Users have commented that their 
experience with iSwineFlu is very 
similar to other viral applications, 
but many users who have had the 
app for an extended period of time 
have died.

The ubiquitous press coverage 
of the Bush administration’s use 
of waterboarding has won Bush 
and Co. a handful of new support-
ers.  Surfers, skaters, and other 
extreme athletes have praised wa-
terboarding as a revolutionary in-

novation for those constantly seek-
ing new thrills and challenges.  “I 
had no idea Bush was into board-

Derek, 24, who surfs and wake-
boards.  “I thought he was whack 
until he and Condi dropped this ill 

an esteemed pantheon of extreme 
sports heroes alongside those who 
created and popularized pastimes 
like skateboarding, longboarding, 
and freestyle skiing.

For many of Derek’s peers, the 
particulars of waterboarding remain 
shrouded in mystery.  “I don’t real-

ly know what waterboarding is, but 
it sounds dank, you know what I’m 

-
tington Beach.  “My buddies and I 
are just so stoked to try it.   We’re 
saving up to hit the beaches at Guan-

extreme athletes, including snow-
boarding legend Shaun White, are 
pushing for waterboarding to be 
included as an event in the 2010 
X-Games.  “First the X-Games, 

in a press statement.  “So what if 
it violates international law?  That 

 

 
Sport Gives Bush Administration Unexpected Street Cred



QUOTE “ We will not be accepting any applications from white males.”

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

Q JBPWZBA JPI VY IBJJ, COB APM Q RWPADPCBA Q VDBA COB LYJJBRB, IYZ COB 

LPVB, PZA RYC NM CDQCQYZ EPLF. - SWBA PJJBZ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  P=A

The next 100 days of the Obama presidency that the 
Flipside will be covering in great detail. We will keep you 
up to date about every meeting, every meal, every shower, 

and every breath that Obama takes. These may possibly 
be the most important one hundred days of this historic 

presidency--or maybe the next one hundred. 

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHEN THE 
MATHEMATICIAN RAN 
OUT OF FOOD ON THE 
ISLAND, HE HAD TO...

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 2 of 5 - Hard

8 4 2 5

2 9 7

6 9 1 4

7 8

6 5

9 3

7 8 1 6

3 1 5

5 3 9 1
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Threat Level: Red

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  BRASS BOGUS VIOLET WEDGED the hard-
working chef’s favorite ingredient ELBOW GREASE

last weeks answers: CASHEW, JUGGLE, HOPSCOTCH, UKULELE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:  IT IS NOT FROM THE BENEVOLENCE OF THE BUTCHER, THE BREWER, OR THE BAKER THAT WE EXPECT OUR DIN-
NER, BUT FROM THEIR REGARD TO THEIR OWN INTEREST. - ADAM SMITH 

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 TALNS

 ZIPER

 VARITI

 FONFIC

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your 
answers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside t-shirt!!   

congratulations to last week’s winner: Cameron Holt
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Report: Condoleeza Rice Subjected Guantanamo Prisoners to IHUM
STANFORD, CA—A controver-

sial video showing Roble residents 
questioning Rice on her policies 
has been a hit on YouTube. Due 
to its popularity, the video has 
since been picked up by several 
national TV networks. This video 

has prompted an investigation into 
what experts are claiming to be 
“very serious allegations regarding 
torture and other war crimes.”

The investigation has revealed 

that Condoleeza Rice subjected 
Guantanamo prisoners to IHUM. 
Although denying in the Roble 
video that she subjected the prison-
ers to torture, strong evidence has 

proven otherwise.
Video clips have been uncovered 

that show the prisoners being sub-
jected to IHUM 4B: Mass Violence 
lectures. In what could be deci-

phered from the clips, prisoners 
were heard screaming, “No, not the 
IHUM. Anything but the IHUM.”

Rice has claimed in several pub-
lic statements that she was not 
responsible for IHUM. “I never 
authorized IHUM, and only con-

veyed what was told to me from 
the President [Henessey] , and that 
it would be legal.”

In the Roble video, one student 
asked Condi repeatedly, “Is IHUM 
torture?” After a brief awkward si-
lence, she responded, “I dont know. 
Go do your IHUM homework.”

Stuff White People Like #126: Fraiche
The student approaches the coun-

ter, the visage of the Argentine rev-
olutionary Che Guevara peeking 
out from behind an organic cotton 
tote bag. The dreams of a world 
without the chains of imperialism 

the stern gaze on his face. 
“It’s like, I KNOW that I’m just 

sucking on the corporate teat by 
coming here everyday, but I can’t 
help it…Fraiche is SO good,” she 
said. 

Throughout the ages, white peo-
ple have had to grapple with the 
often opposing ideological forces 
derived from their social con-
sciousness and the lure of trendy 
foodstuffs. 

This ideological catch-22 can be 
seen most readily the organic fresh 
and frozen yogurt café, Fraiche. 

Upon opening in Tressider 
Student Union in 2008, Fraiche 
seemed like the perfect snack food 
option--the combination of organic 
yogurt and minimalist design aes-
thetic made it an irresistible option 
for Stanford’s often overlooked 
population of white people who 
want to be  European. 

“It was such a pleasant surprise 
coming back from my quarter 
abroad in Paris…I almost started 
speaking French when I smelled 
the sweet aroma of the crème fra-
iche, just like they sell at the maga-

sins by the Arc d’Triomphe. Then 
the lady behind the counter asked 
me if I was gonna pay because she 
didn’t have no kind of time to be 
waitin’ on me.” said the student. 

There have been several reports 
of students experiencing interme-
diate emotional meltdowns at the 
Fraiche counter, lamenting the lack 
of fair trade opportunities within 
the Fraiche corporate model while 
simultaneously clutching their ol-

lalieberry-graham cracker crumble 
confections. 

“Fraiche is almost a perfect mi-
crocosm of the idea of class strug-

-
gels,” said a Stanford professor in 
the Philosophy Department, “We 
can see students becoming more 
and more conscious of their posi-
tions in the end-all battle between 
the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. 
They must abandon the decaying 
capitalist system to join the unstop-
pable force that is workers united 
in the arduous journey to Commu-
nism. But goddamn, how can you 
say no to frozen yogurt!?!” 

An irresistible option for 
Stanford’s often overlooked 
population of white people 
who want to be  European. 

“No, not the IHUM. Any-
thing but the IHUM.”

“Is IHUM torture?”

New Pro-Life Movement Champions 
Rights of the Undead

Justice For the Undead, a new 
advocacy group, is adding another 
angle to the controversial pro-life/
pro-choice debate by demanding 
rights for those who have risen 
from the grave.  “The undead are 
people too, and they want to be 
treated as such, regardless of their 
pale ashy skin color,” said JFU 
founder Patti Mabel.  “I’m tired of 
the hypocrisy of those who defend 
the rights of the unborn fetus while 
ignoring those of the reanimated 
human corpse.”

Mabel suggests that the com-
monly used term ‘zombie’ is a 
base slur used to dehumanize the 

undead.  “The Z-word has served 
an ugly historical function by le-
gitimizing massacres of the undead 
with gunshots or sharp blows to the 
head.”

JFU is hoping to gain bipartisan 
support in Washington for a mea-
sure that will recognize the rights 
of the reanimated.  “They want 
simple things, like you and me,” 
declared Mabel.  “Things like the 
right not to be exposed to excessive 
light, the right not to be slaughtered 
by chainsaw or headshot while 
shambling down the street, and the 

brains.”

More News: Student Runs Out of Ink, Buys a New Printer
 

Student Pulls All-Dayer New PWR Class: The 
Rhetoric of Twitter

Find out: What exactly is Twitter?

Final paper: 140 character max 
about your favorite celebrity



QUOTE “You know what other stuff white people like? study groups and playing one song on the guitar.”

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

HRB LUDA EBWD PLAWQB LM ZOFKLPBEA KLUFOFHF ULH OU FBBIOUQ UBX 

DWUZFKWVBF TSH OU RWPOUQ UBX BABF.  -GWEKBD VELSFH 

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  B=E

The percentage of readings that Stanford students do. This 
means for every 100 pages assigned, Stanford stuents 

are only reading 34. And they’re still brilliant! Can you 
imagine how smart these people would be if they did all 

of their reading? It would just be scary.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

HOW SENATOR 
LIEBERMAN LIKES TO 

START OFF HIS DAY

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 3 of 5 - Medium

6 8

3 1 8 6

8 6 4

7 3 4 6

2 5

2 7 4 3

2 5 9

8 7 2 1

9 3
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Reasonable

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  SLANT PRIZE TRIVIA COFFIN when the math-
ematician ran out of food on the island, he had to RATIONALIZE

last weeks answers: PILLOW, AROUND THE WORLD, NEON LIGHT, 
MISUNDERSTOOD

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:  I LEARNED LAW SO WELL, THE DAY I GRADUATED I SUED THE COLLEGE, WON THE CASE, AND GOT MY TUITION 
BACK. - FRED ALLEN

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 CREOF

 PRIVE

 SUJOOY

 MIMUED

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your 
answers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside t-shirt!!   

34%

CHECK OUT THE WEBSITE FOR MORE CONTENT:

WWW.STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM

WITH A
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Partygoers Heed PHE Advice, Leads to Worst Exotic Erotic Ever

-
ers from the Peer Health Educators 
(PHE), the Stanford student body 
has listened.

On Friday, May 15th, hundreds 
of boys and seven girls headed 
over to 680 Lomita for the annual 
and renowned Stanford tradition. 
However, because everyone was 
following the PHE advice, Exotic 
Erotic took an unexpected turn.

“The PHEs reminded us that 
there was no pressure to drink or 

get naked, so I didn’t,” said Fresh-
man Ricky Ollen. “But neither did 
anyone else.”

Many fully clad and sober stu-
dents milled about awkwardly, 
while several rebellious outcasts 
who had sipped a few drinks re-
mained in the “social zone.”

After the event, many PHEs 
basked in their success. “Finally,” 
said the FloMo PHE. “I had this 

out our emails.”

A Mother Laments Stanford’s “Gender-Biased” Dorm Housing
By Alicia Huffman, mother of 
Denise Huffman ‘11

If sharing a room with a member 
of the same sex is not your idea 
of acceptable college housing, be-
ware. Oblivious parents like me 
haven’t realized that Stanford has 
been forcing our children to live 

rooms.
Our daughter and Stanford soph-

omore Denise Huffman lives in a 
gender-biased, one-room double 

in Western Lagunita. While she 
claims to be happy with her living 
situation, we know otherwise.

We sent her to Stanford expect-
ing them to prepare her for the real 
world. This isn’t the real world. 
I share a room with my husband. 
She has siblings that are boys. Real 
world housing is not single sex. 
Why should Stanford keep their 
policies how they have always 
been without notifying us ahead of 
time? 

Stanford told us that they would 

not change the situation for Denise 
-

nise apparently enjoys living with 
another girl and claims to be “bif-

that means. Outrageous. Is it not 
enough if I complain?

A ‘gender-biased’ housing ar-
rangement is not morally accept-
able. My hope in the future is to 
warn other parents about how 
Stanford is trying to corrupt our 
children. Beware.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Junior Jerry Sanders left for class a couple minutes later than usual from 
his dorm in Roble, fully expecting to be late to lecture by at least a minute 
or two. To his surprise, he made it just as class was starting and didn’t 
miss a thing. Jerry was relieved, attributing his success to a tactical shift 
in gears on his bike. “Next time, I hope I’m as lucky,” he said, “I totally 
could have been three or four minutes late.”

Fierce Debate Over Party 
Costume Breaks Out On 
Kibbitz List

EXPOSED: Relay For 
Life Is A Pro-Life Event—
We Support the Relay 
For Choice 

Every year, students across the 
country work to organize the “Re-
lay For Life,” an event which, ac-
cording to the American Cancer 
Society, “raises money for the 

the Relay For Life may seem like 
a genuine and legitimate attempt 
to end disease, further examination 
reveals that this event against “can-
cer” is a charade. What the Ameri-
can Cancer Society won’t tell you 
is that the Relay For Life is really 
pro-life, a relay against choice. 

A f t e r 
r e a l i z i n g 
their efforts 
to win the 
hearts and 
minds of 
college stu-
dents were 

doomed to failure, the American 
Right To Life movement came up 
with a new strategy—cancer. Pat-
rick Devolt, leader of the pro-life 
movement explained, “We knew 
students would never join the 
pro-life movement willingly, so 

their support in a simple and non-
controversial way. We thought, 
‘Why not cancer? Everyone hates 
cancer!’ And so the Relay For Life 
began.”

-
cer, the Right To Life movement 
started the Relay For Life, an 
event which would raise money 
for their cause while also distract-
ing students from their Pro-choice 
efforts.

In light of this recent discov-
ery, Pro-choice activists have re-
sponded by organizing a Relay For 
Choice.

Though the Relay For Life has 
been successful for several years, 
many expect the Relay For Choice 
to give the Pro-life movement a run 
for its money. The events will be 
held on May 22nd and May 23rd 
and are sure to be fun for the whole 
family. 

Student Almost Late To Class, But Makes It On Time

Stanford Project on Hunger (SPOON) Raises 
Questions About Literacy at Stanford

It recently came to the attention of university administrators that sev-

word in their name and making an acronym. SPOON, the group that helps 
feed the homeless could stand for Stanford Puts Onions On Nipples or 
Someone Please Offer Orgies Now, but there is absolutely no combination 
of the letters in SPOON that could result in Stanford Project on Hunger. 
There is no “H” in SPOON. Administrators are worried because Stanford 
is supposed to be a place of higher learning, and if students can’t even 
spell, then that calls into question whether Stanford is actually as academ-
ic as Harvard or Yale. Also under investigation is the new Stanford Spiked 
Punchline standup comedy group, whose acronym is PENIS.

Stanford Replaces 
Security Guards With 
More Security Guards

Many Sober, Fully Clothed Students Trek to 680



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

MN MH MZ JCMZ NX UXFO NX FBOCHO CBB CBMDO. BON C VCZ HNCZG RMNU UMH YCPO 

MZ RUCN GMWOPNMXZ UO RMBB, UO VLHN ZOPOHHCWMBI NLWZ UMH ECPD XZ XZO UCBY 

XY NUO RXWBG. -SOXWSO GOZZMHXZ FWOZNMPO

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  M=I 

The P.O Box number of the lucky winner of the Special 
Edition Flipside. You will receive the Stanford Flipside 
printed in pure gold and silver (silver!). This is one of 

two ever printed and is in mint condition and can be sold 
for over $3 million on eBay or to your local jeweler. But 

hurry, time is running out! 

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT WAS RESPONSIBLE 
FOR THE SOCCER PLAYER’S 

SUCCESS AND FAILURE

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 1 of 5 - Easy

1 8 3 4

2 8 4 7 5

1

7 9

3 4 6 5 1 8

8 4

8

9 4 6 2 3

7 3 4 5
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Casual Friday

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  FORCE VIPER JOYOUS MEDIUM how senator 
lieberman likes to start off his day WITH A CUP OF JOE

last weeks answers: DECAF, ARMADILLO, EXCITING (OR EXCITA-
TION), ATTENTIVE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THE ONLY REAL VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY CONSISTS NOT IN SEEKING NEW LANDSCAPES BUT IN HAVING NEW 
EYES.  -MARCEL PROUST

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 FAECH

 LIPOT

 EXTORV

 WEBOTS

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your 
answers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside t-shirt!   

12983

CHECK OUT THE WEBSITE FOR MORE CONTENT:

WWW.STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM
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The public often raises uncom-
fortable questions about the past of 

-

a number of leaders have no choice 
but to be candid about the minor 

a remarkable 99% of political lead-

-

-

were

-

of moral fortitude could have al-

-

seems like our leaders could have 

-

-

took one time for them to learn that 

embark on the virtuous path to pub-

understand these virtuous freaks of 

fortunate to have such honest and 

Figures of Authority Only Tried It Once, Didn’t Inhale       

SCIENCE NEWS:
Band Revealed as Massive 
Psychology Experiment

Head Shop Implements 
Drug Testing to Weed 
Out Sober Employees

200 People Die in Building Collapse, But More Importantly, 
One of Them was the Cousin of a Professional Athlete

-

-

-

Campus Watches Passively As Haus Mitteleuropa 
Residents Begin Occupation of La Maison Francaise

-

-

members of the German house to 

-

-

-

-
-

campus have spoken out in favor 

chosen not to involve themselves 

Opinion: “Why Were We 
Even Paying These Little 
Orange and Red People in 
the First Place?” 

-

little paper people for full time 
-

-

 ISSUES: COMMUNITY CENTERS

Pick up a copy of the Flipside every week in CoHo and Treehouse!

MORE: Girl Pissy Because It’s That Time of the Day



QUOTE  “dammit.” - future oak creek apartment residents.

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

LJ CETAQRTDOVE KABV DKYQ LV DOTD DOVEV UVEV DUK ZWAQG KR HVKHYV: DOKGV 

UOK QK DOV UKEZ TAQ DOKGV UOK DTZV DOV BEVQWD. OV DKYQ LV DK DEJ DK PV WA 

DOV RWEGD CEKXH; DOVEV UTG LXBO YVGG BKLHVDWDWKA. - WAQWET CTAQOW

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  K= 0

The draw number of the last person to get into the teepee 
in the middle of White Plaza. Clearly, this was one of the 
most coveted locations on campus in the upcoming 2009-
2010 year. ResEd researches say the main reasons for its 
popularity are most likely its central location and also its 

very roomy dorms.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED THE 
TWO FUNNY GUYS ON THE 

MIDDLE OF THE LINE

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 4 of 5 - Medium

9 6 8 1

8 5 9 3

5 8

3 1 5 6 2

1 2 8 4 6

6 1

9 8 7 4

5 4 1 3
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  CHAFE PILOT VORTEX BESTOW what was 
responsible for the soccer player’s success and failure ATHLETES FOOT

last weeks answers: POLYNOMIAL, WORLD WIDE WEB, FORWARDS 
AND BACKWARDS, CROSS LEGGED

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: IT IS IN VAIN TO HOPE TO PLEASE ALL ALIKE. LET A MAN STAND WITH HIS FACE IN WHAT DIRECTION HE WILL, HE 
MUST NECESSARILY TURN HIS BACK ON ONE HALF OF THE WORLD. -GEORGE DENNISON PRENTICE 

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 SUMIN

 CRAFS

 DEVRON

 LERHOW

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your 
answers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside t-shirt!   

340

CHECK OUT THE WEBSITE FOR MORE CONTENT:

WWW.STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM
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Students Turn Driving into a Drinking Game
STANFORD, CA—Stanford stu-

dents have always been at the fore-
front of new developments in every 

-

new level with their invention of 

-

-

also in the best interests of the 

-
 

-

The Flipside Magazine

Axe and Palm Goes National
-

on Monday that The Axe and Palm 

new business venture, and will be 
-

Montell said that the idea to 

-
-

Montell did mention that he is 

-
-

One Stanford student expressed 

Breaking News:
Student Has So Much To Do

Focus - The Interweb:
Use qlitter.com to follow your 
friends sex lives!

Upcoming Events:
Do you believe in uppercase 
letters? Come to a talk on capital-
ism, Thursday 8pm, Dinkelspiel 
Auditorium

Lost and Found:
Piece of Ass was lost on Santa 
Teresa, if found please return to 
Justin Hefter, Suites. $20 Reward

Junior Matt Taloman requested 

-

-
-

-

In an interview, Taloman’s room-

-

poster on the wall and the daily 

-
-

-

Yellow Fever Sufferer Seeks Pre-Assignment to Okada

Supreme Court Helps Students Study For Finals; 
Holds Judicial Review Sessions

-
ner, many students have started 

Roberts of the Supreme Court an-

-
-

Jeremiah Sweet, a Junior at Ameri-

-

-



QUOTE  “that game ‘drinking and driving’ is a great game to pregame with.” - anonymous

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CROSSWORD

The number of people to show up to the last FroSoCo 
party, and they were all specially invited guest speak-

ers. Only one student showed up, and after the Flipside 
interviewed him for several minutes, it became clear that 

he was very lost.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

LAST WEEKS JUMBLE ANSWERS:  MINUS SCARF VENDOR HOWLER 
what they called the two funny guys on the middle of the line COMEDIANS

last weeks answers: BREADWINNER, CIRCLE OF FIFTHS, PARA-
DIGM SHIFT, SQUARE ROOT

LAST WEEK’S CRYPTOGRAM ANSWER: MY GRANDFATHER ONCE 
TOLD ME THAT THERE WERE TWO KINDS OF PEOPLE: THOSE WHO DO 
THE WORK AND THOSE WHO TAKE THE CREDIT. HE TOLD ME TO TRY 
TO BE IN THE FIRST GROUP; THERE WAS MUCH LESS COMPETITION. - 
INDIRA GANDHI 

are being satirized. Remember, these are all jokes.

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzles and crossword and email your answers to 
. The FIRST TWO to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside t-shirt and a Flip-

side shotglass!                        

11

ACROSS

1. Lowlife
5. Constellation with a belt
10. Gardener’s need
14. Arizona Indian

16. Wild goat
17. Hopeless determination?
19. An ellipse has two
20. Crazy
21. Most soaked
23. Swamp
26. Dissenting vote
27. Weightlifting feathers?
34. Rod at a pig roast
36. Alien ship
37. 1970 World’s Fair site
38. Hokkaido native

42. Field yield
43. Old school
45. Glass of “This American 
Life”
46. Adolescent marks
47. Enjoyable torture device?
51. “The Matrix” hero
52. Mouth part
53. Classic literary language 
of India
58. Little bits
63. He believes, in Spain.
64. Relaxed fascist rule?
67. Bio lab need

69. Bolt
70. String
71. City near Düsseldorf
72. Clothing line

DOWN

1. Level
2. Mrs. Dithers in “Blondie”
3. “Once ___ a time...”
4. Short skirt
5. Tolkien beast
6. Uncooked
7. Nile bird

9. Large antelope
10. Old 45 player
11. Double-reed woodwind
12. Moments
13. Door sign
18. Part of a nuclear arsenal, 
for  short
22. Greek sandwich
24. Great work
25. Present
27. Kind of bean
28. 180 in driving, so to speak
29. Device for raising water
30. Person from south-central 
Italy
31. Informers
32. Religious image: Var.

33. Superhero accessory
34. Delhi dress
35. Dock
40. Seed cover
41. Dry riverbed
44. Farm sound
48. Red shade
49. Patterned fabrics
50. The Odyssey, for example
53. Battle wound

54. Mythical craft
55. Certain tide
56. Arid
57. Male turkeys
59. Opposite of ons
60. Mah-jongg piece
61. Not on land
62. Flower part
65. Born
66. Hostel
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Harry Potter Fans Outraged at Rowling’s Inclusion of 
Events Not Seen in Film 

 This summer, Harry Potter fans 
across the world united in protest 
against J.K. Rowling and the Harry 
Potter Franchise.  “The Harry 

Rowling just can’t let good art 
stand. She has to meddle, ruining 

and characters that make the plot 
too slow and confusing,” remarked 
one Harry Potter fan. 

Another fan, Troy Baker, 
summarized the feelings of most 
Potter fans: “When I watched 

Voldemort’s past and Harry’s 

Transformers

Potter fans organized rallies, 

locations around the world, forcing 
author JK Rowling to respond and 
apologize for her actions. “I’m 
sorry I let you down,” announced 
Rowling in a press conference 

know how special Harry is to each 

that didn’t appease you I knew 
nothing would.  I hope in time you 

with the 7th

respect again.” Rowling continued 

fans that she would stay away from 
the screenplay of the 7th Harry 

Rowling is not the only one to 
respond to the demands of the 
Potter fans. Hollywood has also 

Transformers and his his plot holes 
in Transformers 2. 

 

Brett Favre Can’t 
Decide Heads or Tails 
on Coin Flip 

to decide whether to pick heads 

declared heads, the referees waited 
and asked if he was sure. He shook 
his head a lot, shed some tears and 

 As the refs started to toss the coin, 

switch to tails right away. After 

changed his mind and requested 
the switch to tails, prompting NFL 
analysts to suddenly question the 

ask if a 40 year old coin should 

will on the coin, rather than the 

Black Eyed Peas Sued for Falsely Advertising Quality of Thursday Night

2009, was nothing to write home 

Eyed Peas singer Will.i.am, told a 

a good good night.” Well that was 

First of all, Danielle got really 

she drank and was acting like a 

has had a crush on since freshman 

the side of the road.
Only a 

sadomasochist would 

the side of road as 
a good good night. 

security purposes), people across 

Peas, and are less inclined to go to 
sleep for fear of missing out on this 
supposed good, good night.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 
Friday, Saturday, Saturday and 

Eyed Peas are liars and someone 
has to stop them from ruining our 

the quality of our nights, or whether 

Adrian Peterson Picks 
Wrong Adrian Peterson In 
Fantasy Draft

Joe Wilson Yells Out “Nice 
Ass” To Michelle Obama 
During Speech

Yo, Flipside printed edition, 
im really happy for you and  

has some of the best online 
Flipside content of all time. 
All time.



QUOTE 

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“YMF AYM XBS NYM EVRGW PYHWQF XBRQW JRPPRMZ Y KVWUUF ZRVQ RP PRAKQF MSU 

ZRGRMZ UBW JRPP UBW YUUWMURSM RU EWPWVGWP.” - YQIWVU WRMPUWRM

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  Y=A

A number that is very, very big, and actually will cause 
-

puter may explode, you may get injured and have to go 
to Vaden, which will result in a sequence of scary and 
unnecessary events. I would be afraid of numbers too.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHEN YOU NEED SOME
ZEST, EAT THIS

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 3 of 5 - Hard

5 9 1

7

7 6 2 8

3 8 1 9

4 5

1 9 2 6

9 8 6 7

9

5 2 3
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  

last weeks answers: 

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:  

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 FLAIP

 RONTS

 SIVELP

 LEMBUM

Stanford Flipside
: solve the  and email your an-

swers to . The person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

3.5 3 * 2^32

CHECK OUT THE WEBSITE FOR MORE CONTENT:

WWW.STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM
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Stanford Researcher Discovers 
Missionary Position  By Chad Levin 

In another miracle of science, 
Stanford researcher Dr. Phillip 
Huang, PhD has discovered the 
missionary sex position.

Huang and his team of several 
undergraduate researchers have 
been studying intercourse between 
Homo sapiens for over a decade, 
and they claim this breakthrough 
promises to change the world 
forever.

“I’m very pleased to say that 

so-called “missionary position.” 
After thorough testing with many 
subjects, it has proven to be quite 
robust, but full of surprises,” 
explained the stoic Dr. Huang.

Huang explains that what’s special 

about the missionary position is 
its simplicity. “It’s almost as if its 
been hiding right in front of our 

eyes all along,” remarked Huang. 
“It’s taken thousands of man-hours 
and billions of dollars, and I’m 
sure anyone who sees what we’ve 
discovered will think that it was 

Huang will be holding a 
demonstration of his research next 
Tuesday at 8pm in Dinkelspiel 
Auditorium, and if you are unable 
to attend, the presentation will be 
posted that night on redtube.com 

It is 11:14 AM in Annenberg 
Auditorium. Professor Hussein 
begins to speak about the virtues 
of truth and morality, and one by 
one, his pupils pull out their Mac-
Books, MacBookPros, and their 
iPods, all set on proving their non-
conforming, yet attentive, note-
taking prowess. That was when it 
happened—Freshman Julie Spitler 
opened her computer—a machine 
devoid of the Apple logo. Yes, her 

sat untouched—harmed only by 
awkward glances from fellow stu-
dents, TA’s, custodians, and vam-
pires alike. But thanks to the heroic 

actions of one brave student, all of 
this changed. International student 
Jose DeJalapeno immediately di-
aled 5-DELL and within minutes 
the Stanford police arrested, ID’d 
and detained Julie Spitler.

When asked about this heinous 
crime, President John Henessy re-
sponded, “This was an absolutely 
inconceivable breach of the Honor 
Code. To think that Spitler could 

and campus security with such a 
façade is both frightening and in-
timidating. I mean, what if we let 
any student with a PC through our 
doors? I think by then we ought to 
name ourselves Berkeley.”

As punishment, Spitler was bom-
barded with pop-ups which stated 
she had won a free Mac. Then, 
instead of winning the Mac, she 
would get a virus. Unfortunately, 
she was asked if she was sure over 
twelve times before students gave 
up and instead threw cans of Spam 
in her cell. Mr. and Mrs. Spitler 
arrived the next day to bail their 

daughter out. They had the follow-
ing to say “She was always a good 
kid. To think that she would actu-
ally be a demonic PC owner, well, 
that’s just not our daughter. I guess 
we should have seen it coming 
when she bought a Zune instead of 
an iPod. I mean, who in their right 
mind would do that?”

Julie Spitler will not be chant-
ing “thirteen”. She faces criminal 
charges of disturbing the peace, 
public lewdness, and attempted 
manslaughter. She will appear in 
court October 11, 2009.

Wellness Room 
Doing Well

Stern Goes Plateless

VIEW THE ENTIRE SLIDESHOW ONLINE

STANFORD FLIPSIDE.COM

check out STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM for sweet hilarious online-only content!

Admissions Decision Revoked After Student Reveals She 
Doesn’t Own a Mac

Over the past few days, every student on campus has gotten the swine 
-

men in Roble, has caused Stanford to reconsider the Full Moon on the 
Quad event. Students argued that the school wide make-out session is 
no longer dangerous to campus health because everyone already has the 

-
rie Caligiuri, “We might as well have some fun while we’re sick.” It re-
mains to be seen whether awkward kids will still have to suffer through           
FMLOTQ (Fuck My Life On The Quad).

Everyone Gets Swine Flu Anyways, Full Moon 
Back On

ONLINE ONLY: 
Radio News: Desperate 
Students AutoTune 
Physics 45 Lecture

“...quite robust, but full 
of surprises”



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

L KRRS MAYZ AT XCPB VCP GWAJP RM VCP SABBPW, VCP VCPLVWP LSZATTARB 

LBS VCP HLHFTAVVPW XPWP XRWVC AV.” - LYMWPS CAVJCJRJU 

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  S=D

The number of slides by Andrew Luck in the game versus 
Washington. Well, he did also run for a touchdown, and 

we won by a lot, so I think we’ll forgive him.... but barely.   
Go Stanford Football! Red Zone 2009-2010! Oooh, oooh 

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY SAID
ABOUT THE

FOREIGN GIRL

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 1 of 5 - Easy

1 6 3 8 2 9

3 4 7 1

1 9 5 4

7 8 3

9 7 3 8

5 8 1 2

9 4 1 7 5 6
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Washington

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  PILAF SNORT PELVIS MUMBLE when you 
need some zest, eat this PASSION FRUIT

last weeks answers: SUNSET, HALF-DECENT, NUTS AND BOLTS, 
BOX TOPS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:  “ANY MAN WHO CAN DRIVE SAFELY WHILE KISSING A PRETTY GIRL IS SIMPLY NOT GIVING THE KISS THE ATTEN-
TION IT DESERVES.” - ALBERT EINSTEIN

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 SWERB

 GEADA

 ROWORB

 MASHTA

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

last weeks winner: Joshua Wang

48

CHECK OUT THE WEBSITE FOR MORE CONTENT:

WWW.STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM

SHE WAS
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Medical Marijuana Unlikely Swine Flu Cure

    

Swine Flu Cases Up 52%

Anxious Stanford students await emergency marijuana in hope to stop H1N1.

Hell, Michigan Freezes Over

More Top Stories
For in-depth analysis visit 
www.stanfordflipside.com

Ben Laufer Facebook Friends 

With Entire Class of 2013

Check out STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM for sweet hilarious online-only content!

Native Americans Lose Reservation:
Wait 15 Minutes For Seat

Sex in Steam Tunnels:  
“Too Hot and Steamy”



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

XWSIBFGMU GV BU BWCGZBJEX FYGUO, JSF GF GV HXEE FM ZXCXCJXZ PZMC FGCX FM 

FGCX FYBF UMFYGUO FYBF GV HMZFY NUMHGUO IBU JX FBSOYF.” - MVIBZ HGEWX

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  G=I

The number of cases of diagnosed and undiagnosed swine 

because of you.

Can you guess the common word 

Unscramble these four ordinary 

WHAT THE COOK
SAID AS HE 

THREW THE SPICE

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 1 of 5 - Medium

1 4 2 5

2 3

7 5 6 8

9 1 4 2

3 6

2 8 6 5

5 7 1 2

7 9

3 9 7 6
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Just Right

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   BREWS ADAGE BORROW ASTHMA what 
they said about the foreign girl SHE WAS A BROAD

TO EARTH

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:  A GOOD FILM IS WHEN THE PRICE OF THE DINNER, THE THEATRE ADMISSION AND THE BABYSITTER WERE 
WORTH IT.” - ALFRED HITCHCOCK 

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

-

 RUMLE

 HERSF

 LICHLY

 SCYMIT

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

last weeks winner: Firas Abuzaid
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Chomsky Speaks Out About 
How No One Understands 
What He’s Saying

More Top Stories
For in-depth analysis visit 
www.stanfordflipside.com 
Follow us on Twitter @ 
flipsideupdate.

Vandal Comes Back to 
Apologize

Check out STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM for sweet hilarious online-only content!

WASHINGTON, D.C.—U.S.A., 
Inc. President and CEO Barack 
Obama announced yesterday that, 
due to budget constraints, all 535 
members of Congress and their staff 
would be laid off by the end of the 
session. 
    This management shakeup comes 
just after U.S.A.’s acquisition of the 
auto and banking industries, and 
amidst the pending acquisition of 
the healthcare industry.   
    Analysts have started to question 
what the hell the company is think-
ing. 
  In his weekly online address, 
Obama stated, “We believe that re-
moving this unnecessary barrier to 
progress is highly strategic and will 

make us more competitive in the 
global markets, bolstering our abil-

ity to stamp out the competition.” 
  When asked what competition 

he was referring to, Obama said, 
”Um… yeah. We stamped it out 
already.”   
     With worries mounting about the 

-

       In an interview with The Flipside, 
CFO Timothy Geithner explained, 
“We’re planting money trees as fast 
as we can down here.”  

-
rector Douglas Elmendorf could not 
be reached for comment. 
    His position was eliminated last 
Thursday so that he would not, as 
White House Chief of Staff Rahm 
Emanuel put it, “fuck with the 
President’s optimism.” Shares were 
down six points at market close.

  WIN A FREE  FLIPSIDE
SHOT GLASS(see back)

Stanford Card Plan Cut After Credit Line 
Used On Beer
STANFORD—Stanford University terminated its new 
card plan today after students spent approximately 
$35,000 on alcohol purchases.  The card plan provided 
students with a $1000 line of credit. Stanford upper-
classmen recognized this loophole shortly after arriv-
ing on campus several weeks ago. 
     One senior, who wishes to remain anonymous until 
his job interview Saturday explained why the card plan 
is so popular: “My parents can view my purchase his-

-
chased beer on the Stanford Card my parents wouldn’t 
have to know I’m an alcoholic on the weekends.”  
    Keystone Light and Natural Light cans could be 
seen around campus early Sunday morning after a large 
night of partying on the row.
   SAE threw a massive party titled “Drinking Hard 
With Your With Your Stanford Card,” in which students 

had to show their SUID card to get in and to get beer.  
-

tunity and were too drunk to comment.

Cheers to the Stanford Credit Plan

  Popular rapper and role model 

would indeed be introducing a new 
big number to the International Sys-
tem of Numbers: one chamillion.  
   Although it is unclear what the 
actual value of one chamillion will 
be, Chamillionaire assured fans 
and eager onlookers in the math 
world that one chamillion would 

be “higher than one billion, higher 
than one trillion, hell, higher than 
one million.”   
    Middle school math teacher Ron 
Berdell does not share the enthusi-
asm for the arrival of the number 
one chamillion.  “My students 
already struggle at math,” Berdell 
states, “and now all they write 
when I ask them to solve four times 
six is one chamillion.”



QUOTE “all i do is win the nobel prize. all day.” - barack obama

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

EGYVB AGGSFI FXNGA EI PXQGXVG BYNGP IXJ PCHGVBCR, KRYFG FXNYVB 

PXQGXVG AGGSFI BYNGP IXJ TXJHZBG. - FZX CDJ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  F=L

The number of Nobel Prizes won by people who work at 
Stanford. This includes your neighbor, your RA for their 

and new honorary Stanford member, Barack Obama.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

SCORCHING WORDS
FROM AN

EMPLOYER

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 2 of 5 - Easy

9 2 5 6

6 2 3 7

1 5 8 2

9 5 1 8 7

8 9

4 3 7 2 1

6 9 4 8

8 6 1 5

1 2 5 7
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: 4th Grade 

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   LEMUR FRESH CHILLY MYSTIC what the 
cook said as he threw the spice THYME FLIES

last weeks answers: CATERPILLAR, CHEX MIX, HEALTH CENTER, 
ESQUIRE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:  EDUCATION IS AN ADMIRABLE THING, BUT IT IS WELL TO REMEMBER FROM TIME TO TIME THAT NOTHING THAT 
IS WORTH KNOWING CAN BE TAUGHT.” - OSCAR WILDE

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

-

 VARER

 ZUFZY

 NINZOG

 HOBLED

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

last weeks winner: David Philipson

793
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Obama Gets Slimed

More Top Stories

Desperate Frat 
Requires IDs to Leave

Student Brings 14 Pencils to Math Midterm 
Just in Case 
     STANFORD, CA –– Freshman overachiever 
Jessica Pan brought 14 pencils (4 Regular, 3 Me-
chanical, and 7 Colored) to her Math 51 Exam last 
Tuesday. 
    “I wanted to be prepared for everything,” she 
said. “I just knew that I’d never forgive myself for 

of lead.” 
    Luckily, she only had to use 3 of them to suc-

half while furiously erasing what later turned out to 
actually be the right answer. 
     She lost her second one when she put it down 
on her lap to think, only to forget it was there mo-
ments later.  Jessica managed to hold on to her third 
one for the remainder of the exam, though she was 
prepared for the worst. 

portable tent for shelter. 
     “You can never be too sure what’s going to hap-
pen,” she said. While some students may consider 

this excessive, Jessica takes pride in her prepara-
tion.

Check out STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM for sweet hilarious online-only content!

Student Wins Boothe Prize Three 
Days Before Paper Due
STANFORD, CA—Taking a cue from 
the Nobel Prize Committee, the Stanford 

-
lines used to determine the winners of 
the Boothe Prize. 
      Last week, the writing center an-

and the winner of the 2009 Autumn 
award.  
  “I couldn’t believe it—I hadn’t even 
started writing my paper when they told 
me I’d won the top writing award!” ex-
claimed award recipient Alex Freed. 
  Alex continued sharing his thoughts 
about the award: “I am both surprised 
and humbled by the decision of the 
Boothe Committee. To be honest, I 
do not feel that I deserve to be in the 
company of so many of the IHUM kids 
who’ve been honored by this prize.” 
    After the committee made its an-
nouncement, the decision was analyzed 
by students and professors across cam-
pus. 
   “It doesn’t matter that he hasn’t actu-
ally written the paper,” remarked IHUM 
professor Rob Reich. 

we know he’ll accomplish before the 
end of the quarter. 
    By presenting the award now, we 
hope to bolster his agenda, staving off 
procrastination and enabling him to 
write the paper he promised us on the 

Opinion: Excuse Me Ma’am,  But 
I Think Your Breasts Are Fake
     I’ve seen a lot of breasts in my 
day, and that set looks nothing 
like anything I’ve seen before. 
For starters, they both seem to 
point the same way. 
  Believe me, the left breast 
should point left and the right 
breast should point to the right—
that’s how nature intended it. 
    Do I have to remind you of how many breasts 
I’ve seen? 
     Plus, when you walk your breasts seem to jiggle 
about. That’s not what real breasts do. Real breasts 
stay in place as you move forward, just like bones or 
rocks. I doubt those could even poke my eye out! 
    What’s that? You don’t think that I’ve ever even 
seen a real breast! Well then why don’t you just 
take a peek into my internet browser history? And 
if that’s not enough—which believe me it should 
be—how about you check my latest pay-per-view 
statement. 
    Believe me, I’ve seen a lot breasts, and yours 
don’t look anything like any of the other ones I’ve 
seen. What was that? Have I ever seen breasts that 
aren’t represented on some sort of screen? Well, I 
mean…

By Ted Reed



QUOTE “I’m not a gamer, I’m a farmer” - cady ching on farmville

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“AB JTIISSQ, XTEK OJ HTYIWRM OA BKKBFATLYAYSJ OJ MBT 

QB OA IBLIRTJYBLJ.” - NSLXOEYL GFOLWRYL

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  J=S

The number of people who can actually explain to you 
the differences between Cardinal Points, Cardinal Dollars, 

Meal Points, Stanford Card Plan, Stanford Credit Card 
Plan, and the Stanford Confuse You and Take Your Money 

Plan. And even those guys are pretty confused about it.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

A LITTLE CLINTON
LEGISLATION

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 2 of 5 - Medium

3 1 7 6

5 3

4 3 9 5

7 2 1 6 9

2 4

8 7 4 3 5

6 8 2 9

8 7

1 9 5 3
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: 100, on a log scale 

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   RAVER FUZZY ZONING BEHOLD scorching 
words from an employer YOU’RE FIRED

last weeks answers: BOOKENDS, TOP DOG, ALL GREEK TO ME, EVERY 
OTHER TIME

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:  BEING DEEPLY LOVED BY SOMEONE GIVES YOU STRENGTH, WHILE LOVING SOMEONE DEEPLY GIVES YOU COUR-
AGE. - LAO TZU 

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

-

 LITRW

 LEGIB

 BELBOW

 GLARNY

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

last weeks winner: Michael Liu

3

VOTE ON THE DAILY POLL AND PLAY THE CAPTION CONTEST
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Balloon Boy Family Too Dumb to Reenact ‘Up’
FORT COLLINS, CO –– After failing to attract the 
eyes of the nation with Wife Swap, the Heene fam-
ily turned to Disney for inspiration. 
     They decided to put their son in a balloon to 
reenact “Up,” the story of a 6 year old boy and a 

house. 
       But when the Heenes they tried to put their real-
ity stunt into practice, they faced several obstacles. 
First, they didn’t have nearly enough balloons to 
support their 6-year-old son Falcon.
     “We dun’ got down there and strapped him up 
to those hundred bee-loons,” says Richard Heene, 
the father of Balloon Boy. “But that darn air wasn’t 
lifting him up.”
    “I think we just needed three more balloons,” 
said Falcon. “Red ones!”

-
lenges while reenacting Disney Movies. Several 
years ago a Kentucky family was arrested while 
reenacting “Beauty and the Beast.”  Turns out bes-
tiality is still illegal in Kentucky.
    The Heenes also forgot a crucial part of the movie 
“Up,” because the old man they hired wasn’t well 
enough to leave the nursing home.

      Once again, the reality show was not as good as 
the original movie.

Up is no longer in theaters, but it is a really cute 
movie about a kid getting on a balloon with a crazy 
old man.

photo courtesy of  Disney-Pixar

More Top Stories

Free Education With Your 
Purchase of a $50,000 Red 
Zone T-Shirt

Southwest Makes Fat People 
Purchase Two Seats; Not Next 
To Each Other

Check out STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM 

News in Brief
US doesn’t pull out of Iraq; 
Iraq  Now Pregnant
WASHINGTON DC --- Pregnancy 
tests on Iraq returned positive today, 

Americans and political pundits that the 
United States did not pull out in time. 
Despite Obama’s campaign promises 
to pull out of Iraq, the President never 
acted. It seems that his victory in the 
election last Fall excited the United 
States so much that it forgot what it 
was trying to do, allowing troops to 

throughout Iraq. The White House re-
ported that next time the US wants to 
invade a developing democracy, it will 
be sure to put it on the pill.

‘Capitalism: A Love Story’ a Blockbuster Success,     
Michael Moore Decides Capitalism Okay After All
LOS ANGELES, CA –– After three weeks 

“Capitalism: A Love Story” has netted nearly 

and disproportionate wealth in American soci-
ety. But for Michael Moore, experiencing the 

led to a change in heart.
  “The Flipside” tracked Moore down to his 
new mountainside water park and asked him 
what prompted this change of heart. Moore 
explained, “I guess talking to all those people 
losing their homes from foreclosure and bank-
ruptcy was sad… but, I mean it’s not my fault 
they’re poor.”  Moore then proceeded to point 
out all the cool stuff he could now buy from 

share of the New York Yankees.   

that his hostility was simply a misunderstand-
ing.  “We shouldn’t blame wealthy executives 
for having money. I mean, I just bought my 

understand just how cool it feels to spend 
ridiculous amounts of money on things you 
know no one else will be able to afford.”
    Moore has already begun production on 

How to End The Social Security Crisis For 
Good.”

photo courtesy of  Wikipedia
Michael Moore now loves being able to spend 
money on all kinds of useless shit.



QUOTE “It’s a bird, it’s a plane... it’s balloon boy!”

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

F IBLRGZFJ BA F ZFC VUG FRVFKA NMZMZOMNA F VGZFC’A OBNJUIFK OHJ 

CMQMN NMZMZOMNA UMN FEM.” - NGOMNJ YNGAJ  

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  F=A

The high bid on eBay for a front row ticket to see the 

local TV networks near you. This one is sure to amaze the 
viewers and be a reality event like none other!

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 

HOW THE TREE SAT 
DOWN.

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 1 of 5 - Very Easy

6 1 8

7 3 6 8 5

5 2 1 7

8 4 5 2

6 8 9

9 7 8 6

3 8 6 5

9 1 4 2 3

4 9 1
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

numbers 1 through 9.Level: Right On 

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   TWIRL BILGE WOBBLE GNARLY a little 
clinton legislation BILL BILL

-

 HEKEC

 GNUWS

 DANBRY

 DAVINE

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

last weeks winner: Daniel Bardenstein

VOTE ON THE DAILY POLL AND PLAY THE CAPTION CONTEST

HE WAS
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Stanford Opens White Male 
Community Center

-
-

-
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News in Brief

-

-

-

Check out STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM 

More Top Stories
For in-depth analysis visit 
www.stanfordflipside.com 
and follow us on Twitter 
@ flipsideupdate.

Guy Dressed Up As Obama 

Costume Contest

Football Player Living Vicari-
ously Through Fantasy Self

Student Ostracized for Throwing 
Garbage Into Compost Bin

-

-

-

Student Jeremy Hutchins placed all of  his waste in 
a bin for compostables, putting him at odds with 
his environmentally conscious peers.

Sigma Chi members and other white males 

the white community.



QUOTE “Woohoo! Windows 7 partayyy... come to our Windows 8,9 and 10 party next week.”

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“ZR RNTQW RJQORM MQNCW RS AXZDG N CQEXRNRZSO NOG UZLQ YZOXRQW RS CXZO ZR. 

ZU MSX RVZOT NASXR RVNR, MSX’DD GS RVZOHW GZUUQCQORDM.” - JNCCQO AXUUQRR  

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  G=D

The number of people 
dressed up as Waldo for 

Halloween. When you think 
about it, Waldo is relatively 

wearing a red and white 
striped shirt stands out in al-
most any group of normally 

dressed people or crazy 
monsters. 

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE MOST 
ROYAL LETTER

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 1 of 5 - Very Hard

8 6 2 9

5

7 6 3

7 3 2 8

4 2 5 9

5 9 2 6

2 1 3

9

3 4 1 8
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: CS221 Problem Set

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   CHEEK SWUNG BRANDY INVADE how the 
tree sat down HE WAS SEEDED

last weeks answers: BANDANA, LOVE TRIANGLE, TYRANNY, UTOPIA

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:  A DIPLOMAT IS A MAN WHO ALWAYS REMEMBERS A WOMAN’S BIRTHDAY BUT NEVER REMEMBERS HER AGE.” - 
ROBERT FROST  

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

-

 DELNB

 FIGER

 CHIEUQ

 LUMTTU

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Khadija Ismail ---- Online Caption Contest: Andy Monfre
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for Halloween?

vote online at
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Bloomberg Accomplishes 
Impossible—Uses Billions of 
Dollars to Defeat Unknown

Students Fight for Universal 
Healthcare—3 Dead, 5 In-
jured, 2 Without Insurance

After 30 Years, DNA Testing Frees Colonel Mustard
   BILLIARD ROOM--Colonel Mustard will walk 
free today after being wrongly imprisoned for thirty 
years, thanks to new DNA evidence.
     In 1979, Colonel Mustard was convicted of at-
tacking Mrs. Peacock in the conservatory with a 
candlestick and was sentenced to life in prison by a 
jury of 3-6 of his peers aged from 6 to Adult. 
    Last week, new evidence came to light which 
revealed Professor Plum, a Stanford Resident Fel-
low, may 
have been in-
volved in the 
incident.
  “We 
w o u l d n ’ t 
have thought 
to reopen 
the case if it 
weren’t for 
the DNA test-
ing in the Stanford Medical Labs,” said Santa Clara 
County District Attorney Dolores Carr. “Our justice 

people simply guess who they think committed the 
crime.”
     Miss Scarlet, a friend of both Colonel Mustard 
and Professor Plum, refused to comment on this lat-
est development, saying only that she was in the cel-

lar with Mr. Green at the time of the attack, and was 
at least six spaces away from the incident.
     Colonel Mustard is overjoyed to be out of prison 
and is glad that the truth has come to light after all 
these years. 
     “I’ve been saying for thirty years that I was in the 
conservatory with the rope,” said Mustard. “Finally 
someone believes me.”

“I’ve been saying for thirty 
years that I was in the con-
servatory with the rope.”

 - Colonel Mustard

Check out STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM for more online content!

GRAMMAR, PENN.—For years, 
the passive voice has been berated, 
insulted, and abused by English 
teachers across the country. 
   Though it has normally been 

grammatical structure capable of 
accepting the attacks, the passive 
voice has recently been seen cry-
ing itself to sleep and wishing it 
were stronger and more assertive. 
“I’m just not liked by anyone.  In 
the 1600s, I was admired—it was 
the active voice who was despised. 
I was used by peasants, noblemen, 
and even Shakespeare! But now I 
am hated, ignored by even the pres-
ent tense (the obnoxious jerk).” 
        Though psychological assistance 
has been provided, it is believed the 
passive voice’s road to recovery will 

Self-Esteem Sought 
by Passive Voice

Stanford Unveils Rhetoric of FOX News
STANFORD, CA –– In an ap-
parent move to cut costs, the 
Stanford PWR program has 

courses for the Winter Quarter.  
  Administrators realized Mon-
day that they could merge the 
Rhetoric of Deception, the 
Rhetoric of the Insult, and the 
Rhetoric of Outrage into a single 
course focusing on the FOX 
News channel.
     Director of PWR Program-
ming, Andrea Lunsford, stated 
that “FOX pundits such as Bill 
O’ Reilly and Glenn Beck have a 
magical ability to deceive, insult, 
and outrage viewers. Students in 
this class will gain enormous in-
sight into using these techniques 
to manipulate their audiences.” 
  According the class syllabus, 
“students will write essays that 
make provocative and inher-

ently false 
arguments 
appear ac-
curate and 
p r o f e s -
sional.”
     Con-
s e r v a t i v e 
scholars at 
the Hoover 
Institute all 
vied for the 
prestigious 
t e a c h i n g 
p o s i t i o n , 
however News Corporation 
President Rupert Murdoch was 
ultimately given the honor of 
teaching the class.
    Murdoch said that “Stanford 
is one of the most innovative 
campuses in the country, and 
students must understand that 
the newest trend in media is 

using biased coverage to both 

gullible audiences.”  
     After hearing about this class, 
Condoleezza Rice asked the ad-
ministration if she could teach a 
course titled “The Rhetoric of 
Interrogation.”

Colonel Mustard was sentenced to life in prison by a 
jury of  3-6 of  his peers aged 6 to Adult.



QUOTE “How you doin’?” chamillionaire, when asked about the future of technology in the music industry

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

DPAYRNWVQ DSL MA S OJJT SLT MST WPRLO. DPAYRNWVQ RN OJJT XPAL QJG YSUA KJFA 

XRWP RW. DPAYRNWVQ RN MST XPAL QJG YSUA DVSDU XRWP RW.  - STSY NSLTKAV

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  S=A

The number of naked people 
at the Block Party. Don’t 

worry, I know this because 
I counted them all. Then 
I counted again to double 

check and another time to be 
sure. And then I remembered 

that I forgot myself, so I 
added one.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

HOW WE 
KEEP TIME

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 1 of 5 - Hard

8 5 7 9

7 3 6

3 8 9

1 7

9 2 7 3

4 5

6 4 9

8 2 4

3 8 1 2
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Quartz 

(Mohs Hardness Scale)

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   BLEND GRIEF QUICHE TUMULT the most 
royal letter QUEEN B

last weeks answers: BACKGAMMON, BOTTOM LINE, TRICYCLE, 
KITCHEN SINK

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “IT TAKES TWENTY YEARS TO BUILD A REPUTATION AND FIVE MINUTES TO RUIN IT. IF YOU THINK ABOUT THAT, 
YOU’LL DO THINGS DIFFERENTLY.” - WARREN BUFFETT

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 

 GREEM

 LUSKL

 ROPPEC

 AWSEEG

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Eyuel Tessema---- Online Caption Contest: Firas Abuzaid
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STANFORD, CA –– Last Tuesday, November 
10th, a group of students gathered in White Plaza 
to mourn the 20th anniversary of what is widely 
considered one of the greatest modern losses of the 

the Berlin Wall.
     The Berlin Wall, erected in 1961, began as an 

entire city. 

until it was torn down in an effort led by President 
Ronald Reagan, who famously proclaimed, “Tear 

     Neither before nor since has a government de

     Said one of the participants in the gathering, 
Cindy Wells ‘12, “It really was a tragic loss. What 
do we have today that even comes close? Writing 

     Though 20 years have passed since the wall was 
torn down, many of Tuesday’s participants echoed 

just don’t understand their art. (Michael Love)

More Top Stories

Politician Resigns for 
Mistake in Past

Google Doodle 
Celebrates Google

Check out STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM 

News in Brief

STANFORD, CA –– Sophomore Jeff 
Greneman was sending a text message 
on his iPhone today when he realized he 
made a typo. 
    The iPhone autocorrect replaced 

“I totally hate you and can’t understand 

Unfortunately, he had already hit send, 
and there is no cancel button on the iP
hone. 
     Jeff was worried that the recipient 
would not understand his message. “I 

nervously worried. 
     Fortunately she did, and replied, “I’ll 

NorCal, CA –– Dude, Northern California 

anywhere else.  
     We’ve got a gnarly beachfront to surf in the 
summer and insane mountains to carve in the 
winter.  And the weather is always hella sunny, 
so people are much more chill than on the East 
Coast.  
     The one time I left to visit my uncle in 
Boston, it was hella cold, but I still wore shorts 

Yay Area. 
    The Yay Area is what we call the Bay Area 
here. 

fornia has hella farmland, where we grow hella 

I buy at the grocery store.  

choice, I’d want NorCal to be its own country, 
that’s how tight it is here.  

The Flipside Magazine Flipside Radio News FSPN

How CS106A Feels About 
Being Cheated On Gayest Music Ever

Student Goes to Stadium 
Viewing Party Just To Swipe



QUOTE “You know, we still have a half to go” - coach harbaugh at halftime

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“JUM EUIPM IG NQWMAQM WN AIJUWAB CIYM JUVA V YMGWAMCMAJ IG 

MZMYTOVT JUWAXWAB.” - VPDMYJ MWANJMWA  

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  U=H

The median time that people 
pass out after a Special Din-
ner. This includes, but is not 

limited to: Suites Special 
Dinner, Jerry Special Din-

ner, EBF Special Dinner,and 
Slav Special Dinner. That 
means that half the people 
do make it past 8pm... but 

half the people don’t.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

A NEW NAME FOR
SIGN LANGUAGE

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 3 of 5 - Easy

5 7 1 6

9 7 8 3

2 3 9 6

8 2 4 9

5 3 8 2

4 2 6 1

2 8 4 9

7 5 1 2

2 7 1 8
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Countable

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   MERGE SKULL COPPER SEWAGE how we 
keep time OUR GLASS

last weeks answers: POWER OF IMAGINATION, CHOPPED LIVER, CEN-
SORSHIP, SOCIAL CUES

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: CHEMISTRY CAN BE A GOOD AND BAD THING. CHEMISTRY IS GOOD WHEN YOU MAKE LOVE WITH IT. CHEMISTRY 
IS BAD WHEN YOU MAKE CRACK WITH IT.  - ADAM SANDLER

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 

 SMURD

 VORBA

 MORCAL

 SPICEB

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Samir Siddhanti and Ryan Thatcher
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Student Breaks Honor Code, Discovers Secret Message

More Top Stories

Obama Secures Funding for 
Healthcare But Needs to 
Send Your Tax Dollars to 
Nigerian Prince First

Entire Campus Caught 
Peeping on Leonid’s Shower

Budget Cuts Force Stanford to Cancel Winter Quarter
STANFORD, CA—As the American economy 
continues on its downward spiral, Stanford Uni-

as renowned as Stanford should not have these 
-

all students that the closing of the school is only 
temporary, and we are doing everything we pos-

President John Hennessy in a statement released 

statements on the school’s 
-

-

-

Said one enthused freshman, “Are you kidding me!?! 

     Airlines and travel agencies have reported increased 

-

Unfortunately, the news hasn’t 
-

calls from angry parents all 

cooking and cleaning for my 

-

“ It just rains all the time, and the 
classes are hard, not to mention 
totally sucky.” 

 - Patrick Kyles

The Flipside Magazine Flipside Health Flipside Video

Language?
Students Caught Binging 
on Swine Flu Shots

stanford
Cheating on Him?

FSPN

AxeComm Takes Blame 
For Big Game Loss

STANFORD, CA—Last week, Jay de la 

But while The Stanford Daily and the rest of 

depicted de la Torre as a cheater, they are miss-

     The honor code is an important part of our 

“The Honor Code says students ‘will not give 
or receive aid in examinations…reports, or…

-
tunately, my friend Ryan is an expert at this 

CS homework and then, after hours of tedious 

    As soon as de la Torre discovered the true 
meaning of the Honor Code, he went straight 
to the ASSU Senate where he announced his 

poring over the Honor Code, casting aside 
its facade of integrity, and paving the way 

-

-
versity and to execute the true will of Leland De la Torre’s book, ‘The Honor Code,’ hits 

stores next Fall.



QUOTE “white house crashing rule #73. party like a champion.” - mr. and mrs. salahi

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

PIMACUKQZRO MP Z GQZYU IJUKU AJUX OBR’A QMDU AB EMTJA, PB AJUX TUA 

GUBGQU AB OB AJUMK EMTJAMRT EBK AJUN IJMQU AJUX PDM ZRO UZA YJBY-

BQZAU. - QZKKX OZFMO

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  K=R

Number of turkeys around 
the world killed for this 

year’s Thanksgiving. 
Fortunately, most people 

nowadays are actually eating 

or chicken that is made to 
taste like turkey. It’s a good 
thing too, or else they might 

go extinct!

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE NERDY 
ASTROLOGER’S 

QUESTION

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 3 of 5 - Easy

5 7 1 6

9 7 8 3

2 3 9 6

8 2 4 9

5 3 8 2

4 2 6 1

2 8 4 9

7 5 1 2

2 7 1 8
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Dead Week

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   DRUMS, BRAVO, CLAMOR, BICEPS, a new 
name for sign language, CODE OF ARMS

last weeks answers: HOLY COW, TANK TOP, STATE OF THE UNION, OUT 
IN LEFT FIELD

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THE WHOLE OF SCIENCE IS NOTHING MORE THAN A REFINEMENT OF EVERYDAY THINKING.  - ALBERT EINSTEIN  

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 

 THEAW

 NOMAW

 SLIVEH

 DEVASH

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Kyle Craft
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More Top Stories

Stanford Graduate Has Sex

Tiger Woods Finally Gets 
Some Time to Relax and 
Play Golf

Stanford Drops Tiger Woods
STANFORD,CA - Stanford has announced that ef-
fective immediately, it will drop Tiger Woods from 
all of its advertisements.  
     In light of the car crash and the allegations it has 
brought about, Stanford has joined the ranks of Gil-
lette, Accenture and Gatorade in dropping Woods.  
He will no longer be featured in publications de-
signed to lure ambitious high school students to ap-
ply or in newsletters designed to suck money from 
alumni.  
    Additionally, John Hennessy, president of the 
University, requested that Woods no longer wear 
any Stanford apparel.  
   For years, Stanford has bummed free advertis-
ing off the golf superstar, but in a statement made 
yesterday afternoon, President Hennessy explained, 
“We feel that Mr. Woods no longer portrays Stan-
ford in a positive light.  Plus, it’s not like he even 
graduated.”  

    Stanford will continue to force Sigourney Weaver, 
the star of Avatar, to wear Stanford apparel. (Jeremy 
Lai)

Happy 2008 from all of us at the Stanford Flipside!

Opinion: Tiger Woods Gives Us a Bad Name

By Tony the Tiger
     Over the past several decades, 
I, along with my tiger brethren, 
have worked hard to give tigers 
a good name.  For years we were 
frowned upon, viewed as carnivo-
rous beasts, monsters who will 
stop at nothing for a morsel of 

food. 
    Just look at how we were de-
picted: In The Jungle Book, brave 
little human Mowgli just wanted 
to be a mancub, and who wanted 
to eat him?  Shere Khan, the evil 
Tiger.   
  When Dorothy was walking 
through the forest, what was it she 
was afraid of?  Tigers.  We were 
even grouped with lions—don’t 
even get me started on lions, they 
get Aslan, Simba, and Leo down 
at MGM, and what do we get?  
We get Disney referring to a tiger 
by the meanest, most discrimina-
tory term for our kind, we get a 
*igger.
      You’d think they’d have 
learned from “The Song of the 
South,” but no. We get a character 
whose very name is the t-word, 
one who embodies the worst, 
most obnoxious traits of tigers.

    The point is, I have had to work 
hard to change our reputation.  I 
even changed my diet. I changed 
from a healthy diet of meat to 

growl from a strong and fearsome 
battle cry to a catchy and lovable 
slogan. I essentially emasculated 
the public perception of the tiger.  
It was working too. When people 
thought of tigers, they thought of 
me, or the adorable Calvin and 
Hobbes. But a few years ago, all 
of that changed.
   In full disclosure, I thought all 
of our troubles were over when 
Woods entered the scene.  A Tiger 

   I knew things were going to 
shape up.  And they did. As 
Woods rose up in the world of 
golf, we enjoyed more popularity 
than ever before.  
     And when he was inducted into 

the hall of fame, we were certain 
our reign wasn’t going to end any 
time soon.  
    We were wrong.  Just days after 
Woods launched us to a new level 
of fame, he ruined it.  Tigers were 
no longer celebrities, idols or 
role models—no, we were beasts 
again.  Crashing cars, cheating on 
our wives, leaving incriminating 

    Despicable.  Now, we are left 
in the uncomfortable position of 
forcing Woods to leave us once 
and for all.  He may be a Tiger, 
and he may have propelled us to 
a world of popularity, but his ac-
tions are inexcusable, especially 
in a culture of tiger-discrimina-
tion. Accordingly, we have no 
choice but to cast him away. Tiger 
Woods is no tiger of mine.  He 
does not represent us, and he is a 
disgrace to tigers everywhere.

Flipside News Flipside Study

Congress Passes New 
Years’ Resolution

85% of American Teens Fail To Locate 
Room on a Map of Their House

read
 tribute
 online



QUOTE “He always told me there were only 8 of us.” - betrayed tiger woods mistress

REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

ARBS CUAJN MUA FCCNOIC CUN FZJTPK MQBB FLUQNWN CUN QOIAJJQZBN. Q 

CUQRV QC’J QR OS ZFJNONRC... BNC ON XA TIJCFQPJ FRK LUNLV.  - O. L. NJLUNP

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  N=E

Well its the end of a year, so it’s time to make top ten lists. Here’s 
our list of the Top 10 Top 10 Lists of 2009, with #1 entries indi-

cated

10.Top 10 Google Results (Michael Jackson)
9.Top 10 Scandals (Balloon Boy)
8. Top 10 Strange Bowl Game Names (Papajohns.com Bowl)
7.Top 10 Months of the Year (February)
6.Top 10 Spices Beginning with the Letter “R” (Arrrrregano, the 
pirate’s spice)
5. Top 10 Sources of Poor Economic Advice (Astrology)
4.Top 10 Tiger Woods Mistresses (Capitalism)
3.Top 10 Digits (4)
2.Top 10 Kanye Interruption Mashups (Mr. Kanye Goes To 
Washington)
1.Top 10 Top 10 Lists (Top 10 Top 10 Lists)

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

HOW THE CANDY 
CONNOISSEUR LIKED 

HIS ALTOIDS

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 3 of 5 - Hard

3 8 9 1

2 4 5 7

4 8

8 6 4

7 4

3 2 5

2 4

8 7 6 3

9 1 7 6
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: 2010

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   WHEAT, WOMAN, ELVISH, SHAVED the 
nerdy astrologer’s question WHAT’S YOUR SINE

last weeks answers: MIRROR IMAGE, GO OFF ON A TANGENT, IT’S ON 
THE HOUSE, IDENTITY THEFT

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: SWITZERLAND IS A PLACE WHERE THEY DON’T LIKE TO FIGHT, SO THEY GET PEOPLE TO DO THEIR FIGHTING FOR 
THEM WHILE THEY SKI AND EAT CHOCOLATE. - LARRY DAVID

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Tina Zheng
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Gerhart Revealed as Avatar from Alien Race
STANFORD, CA –– Scandal has rocked the Stan-
ford football universe after Toby Gerhart revealed 
himself as an avatar for an advanced alien race.  As 
an avatar, Gerhart possesses a mixture of human 
and alien DNA. 
    This mixture has given him extraordinary strength 
and endurance, far beyond what human physiology 
can normally achieve.  The alien DNA imbues To-
by’s human analogue with increased lung capacity, 
muscle density and bone strength.  It also explains 
the blue prehensile tail that he occasionally uses to 
straight-arm additional defenders. 
     Genetic testing conducted by NFL scouts led to 
a confrontation last week when Gerhart announced 
he was an avatar and explained that his alien body 
was hidden in a remote corner of the Stanford 
steam tunnel network. 
     Jim Harbaugh immediately attempted to subdue 
the controversy by claiming that “Nothing in the 
NCAA rules says that players have to be complete-
ly human,” and that regardless of the origin of his 
genetic advantages, “Toby is doing a great service 
to the Stanford community and the human race.”  
    Gerhart’s curiously high GPA, which has won 
him accolades and awards, has also come into 
question.  Asked how he maintains his GPA given 
his commitments on both the football and baseball 

teams, Toby replied, “My actual job involves ser-
vicing starship antiproton drives, so calculus and 
elementary physics are not really a problem.” 
(Sam D’Amico)

More Top Stories

Dubai Builds World’s Tall-
est Skyscraper To Com-
pensate For Something 

TSA Institutes Colonos-
copy Screening; Security 
Literally a Pain in the Ass 

‘Avatar’ Graphics Deemed Superior To Those of Reality
    Upon emerging from the 7:30 pm 3D show-
ing of James Cameron’s “Avatar,” Palo Alto 
resident Dwayne Schmitt stared up at the night 
sky with a somewhat disappointed expression.  
“Where’s the innovation?” he asked of no one 
in particular.  “Where’s the perfectly-rendered 
spherical gas giant?  Where is the sunset whose 
swirling purple and orange hues defy categori-
zation? I mean the moon is okay but it’s...” he 
seemed at a bit of a loss for words.  “A bit out 
of date.”
    Millions of Americans around the country 
are echoing Schmitt’s sentiments. “I can deal 
with it for the most part,” Shirley Jacobson, 27, 
admits.  “Sometimes I’ll even forget that I’m 
not actually watching a 3D blockbuster and 
get really into it and then...I’ll see some person 
who just sort of ruins the illusion.”  
    As the 2010 midterm elections approach, 
politicians have been under ever-increasing 
pressure to address and remedy the situation.  
“We are seriously considering replacing birds 

and horses with their bizarre, scaly Pandoran 
-

istrator Lisa Jackson assured a throng of report-
ers. “In the meantime, we beseech Americans 
to be patient and to recognize that, well, things 
just look crappy in real life.”  
   “This is something we’re going to have to 
work on together as a people, whether the gov-
ernment is on board or not,” Schmitt asserted.  
“And,” he added as an afterthought, “if my wife 
doesn’t get tall and blue soon I think I’m going 
to divorce her.” (Bill Driscoll)

Gerhart’s mix of  human and alien DNA allowed 
him to dominate college football.

TSA Travel Update
     Important notice to all travelers in the 
United States: In light of the recent terror-
ist attack, the TSA has made several im-
portant changes to make air travel much 

safer. We have raised the Annoyance 
Level from orange to total pain in the 
ass. The Threat Level has been raised 
from orange to orange. The Security Wait 
Time has been raised from 1 hour to at 
least 10 hours. Since 9/11, we have made 

but clearly we haven’t made it enough of 
a total fucking impossibility.
    We want to protect our nation, and 
we want to protect you, and we’ll do 
whatever it takes to annoy the terror-
ists out of our airports, or, barring that, 
we’ll do what we can to stop Americans 

people on airplanes if there are no people 
-

viduals will be required to pass through 
all security checkpoints twice,  “random” 
screening will increase in frequency by 
47% and underwear will be forbidden 

new regulations will make you absolutely 
-

noying you in the future.

more online at...



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

NE DH OUVOJUM PBC VNXCNHYBNXGOV XKNOHCNXC XDMX CGDC XZAOCGNHY NX 

RZXXNPUO, GO NX DUAZXC KOJCDNHUM JNYGC; PBC NE GO XDMX CGDC NC NX 

NARZXXNPUO, GO NX QOJM RJZPDPUM IJZHY. - DJCGBJ K. KUDJTO

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  D = A

The new limit on the amount of liquids you can bring onto 
planes. Previously you could bring 3.4 ounces of liquid as a 
carry on onto a plane. Unfortunately, this rule led to count-
less toothpaste and Diet-Coke attacks. To prevent these in 
the future, the TSA has announced that the amount of liquid 
you can bring on planes can be no larger than the amount 
of liquid that may spontaneously condense out of slightly 
moist air. It’s a good thing everyone is safe now.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

HOW THEY DESCRIBED 
THE PERFECTLY COOKED 

STEAK

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 4 of 5 - Easy

6 5 3 9 1 7

7 2 5 4

4 1 2

5 3 8 2

1 6

8 6 9 3

7 9 4

1 8 2 3

8 9 6 4 2 1
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: You Know, For Kids

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   DONUT CLIMB MOTION WIRING how the 
candy connoisseur liked his altoids IN MINT CONDITION

last weeks answers: AVERAGE JOE, DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH, FORCE 
FIELD, TOP HAT

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: ONLY THOSE WHO ATTEMPT THE ABSURD WILL ACHIEVE THE IMPOSSIBLE. I THINK IT’S IN MY BASEMENT... LET 
ME GO UPSTAIRS AND CHECK.  - M. C. ESCHER

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Matthew Alexander
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Please arrive 5 hours early to give time for airport security.” - tsa update
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‘Not Fucking A Slutty Hot Chick’ To 
Top Obama’s 2010 Agenda
WASHINGTON DC –– In the 
wake of an exhausting health care 
battle, pundits could be forgiven 
for thinking Barack Obama would 
be content to rest on his laurels for 
much of the new year.  Instead, the 
President laid out a broad, sweep-
ing vision for 2010, establishing 
not fucking a slutty hot chick as 
his top domestic priority.  
    “This comes at a critical time 
for our nation, when many folks 
are angry, and many folks are fed 
up, and many folks are sick and 
tired of their leaders not perform-
ing up to par in this area,” he said, 
appearing to reference the recent 
string of bad news for slutty-hot-
chick-fucker Tiger Woods.  
     “But I’m here to tell you today, 
from one American to another, 
that we have heard your voices, 

and we are going to do something 
about it.”  
    Like health care, the problem 
has been notoriously thorny for 
past presidents.  Bill Clinton tried 
to tackle the not fucking a slutty 
hot chick issue during his time in 

But Obama hopes that by focus-

things one day at a time, he will 
succeed where others have failed.   
    “We’d like to accomplish this 
through a series of executive or-
ders without getting Congress in-
volved,” said Obama, expressing 
his fear that the vocal Republican 
minority could get in the way of 
his efforts to not fuck a slutty hot 
chick.  
     “But if we have to legislate, we 
will legislate,” he announced to 
loud cheers.  “We will get through 
this, get through it once and for 
all to make a better world for our 
children.  A world where they can 
coexist peacefully with slutty hot 
chicks and not worry that their 
dads are fucking them.”

More Top Stories

Girl Who Could Have 
Had Her Cake and Eaten 
It Too Unfortunately on 
Atkins Diet

Fight Club Totally Beats 
the Shit Out of 
Nonviolence Club

White People Around the Country Unsure If 
It’s OK to Eat Fried Chicken on MLK Day

             
Opinion: I Never Said Any of These Things

By She

     I am disgusted.  Everywhere I go these 

makes that even has the slightest hint 
of being sexually charged is quoted as 
having come from my mouth.  This is 
defamation to the highest degree.  I am 
in a healthy, monogamous relationship. 
I teach elementary school children and 
donate to charities that feed hungry children in Zimba-
bwe. But everywhere I go, I am hounded by allegations 
that paint me as some kind of kinky, no-standards, two-bit 
whore. 
    I was walking down my street last night and I saw my 
neighbor Neil walking his dog.  The dog said “Ruff”, and 
Neil looked at me, laughed, and said, “That’s what she 
said.” I went to a restaurant and I said to my waiter, “I’d 
like some extra cream sauce with my Italian sausage,” and 
he has the nerve to laugh and say, “That’s what she said.” 
     Even my own students, my kindergarteners, have not 
been sheltered from these rumors.  This is a failure not 
only on the part of their parents, but also on the part of 
society as a whole.  I feel utterly disrespected, and am 

on anybody who utters those four hurtful words so that I 
can be compensated for the damages that have been done 
to me.  If no law is passed within the next three months, 

single congressman, and I will not stop moaning and cry-
ing until they scream, “YES!” (Eric Karpas)

    Every year on Martin Luther King 
Day, white people across the country 
debate the acceptability of consum-
ing fried chicken on a holiday held 
in honor of one of the nation’s great 
African Americans.
    At the local KFC, the conversation 
is lively. One white local, Bobby H, 
described his feelings: “I like fried 
chicken any day, and I know that 
there’s that stereotype that black 
people like it. But I don’t think that 
should matter, just because it’s MLK’s 
birthday. Or should it?”
  His white friend interjected, 
“I wouldn’t hesitate to pick up a 
3-pack from KFC any other day. But 
today it just feels a little weird.”
    Some white people walking by 
the KFC scowled. Said one passerby, 
“It’s just not very sensitive to African 
Americans on Martin Luther King 
Day for us to enjoy fried chicken, 
especially since it started as a meal 
for slaves that could be prepared 
cheaply while disguising the taste of 
old meat.”

    The one black person in the KFC 
seemed unaware of this hot-button is-
sue that surfaces annually. After hav-
ing the controversy explained to him, 
he said, “No dude, we really don’t 
care. Do white people actually think 
we care?”
     Most of the chicken-craving white 
customers reached the same sensible 
compromise: buying a 3-pack but eat-
ing it quickly and with shame. 
(Michael Brandt)

White person at KFC on MLK day

Obama takes on the tough issues.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

RY XLVXIO WG R NRY ADC OXKKG PCH R GWNVKX ODWYU WY R SCYMHGXB ARP 
WY GHSD R MRGDWCY RG OC NREX PCH ODWYE ODX SCYMHGWCY WG PCHI CAY 
MRHKO. - AWKKWRN SRGOKX

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  K=L

7 seater minivan. This subsequently led to their arrest and 
removal from the van, but was mostly hailed as a miracle of 
science. How they did it no one will ever be sure, but many 
argue that if Stanford students put their mind to it, they can 
do anything. Other possible explanations are just that super-
human events seem to happen on dorm ski trips. All anyone 
knows for certain is that Trancos has now joined the ranks 
of notorious social clubs like Kappa and Kappa Sig.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THE BOOKIE 
CALLED HIS STRONGEST 

WAGER

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 2 of 5 - Very Hard

7 5

8 9 1

5 6 3

5 4 1 2

4 7 8 6

6 2 3 4

8 6 9

7 1 4

9 5
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.Level: Like a Rock

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   KNELT WOULD BEYOND REVOLT how they 
described the perfectly cooked steak WELL DONE

last weeks answers: JET PLANE, NO I IN TEAM, PRESENT TENSE, SOCK-
EYE BOMB

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: IF AN ELDERLY BUT DISTINGUISHED SCIENTIST SAYS THAT SOMETHING IS POSSIBLE, HE IS ALMOST CERTAINLY 
RIGHT; BUT IF HE SAYS THAT IT IS IMPOSSIBLE, HE IS VERY PROBABLY WRONG. - ARTHUR C. CLARKE 
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  
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More Top Stories

Sketch Artist Ends Duel 
in a Draw

Rain:  Revolutionizing 
Awkward Small Talk 
Between Stanford Students

DETROIT, MI –– With the Michigan city facing the 
prospect of becoming a ghost town, city lawmakers 
hatched an enterprising plan to restore it to prosper-
ity: Purposefully destroying it with a man-made, 7.5 
“mega-quake.”

sympathy for our beleaguered city will be enough 
to restore it to its former glory,” said Mayor David 
Bing. 
     Detroit boasts a failing infrastructure as well as a 
Haiti-esque 15.4 percent unemployment rate.  “The 
positives clearly outweigh the negatives right now,” 
asserted domestic policy analyst Audrey Cannon, 
who green-lighted the proposal.  

vacant: If we start the quake there, we could get 
some free demolition out of the deal. The quake 
could even help our football team. If we can get 
other NFL teams to take pity on our feeble, pathetic 
Lions, they might decide to give us some good play-
ers for free.  The list goes on and on.” 
     The actual methods of producing a gigantic trem-
or beneath Detroit initially stumped administrators, 
but they are now closing in on a plan.  “We’re think-
ing of telling the Big Three automakers to build a 
giant, golden hammer to smack the ground with. It’s 

not like the automakers have anything better to do,” 
said Bing.
   In addressing the concerns of his populace, Mayor 
Bing has assured everyone that he has carefully 
weighed the pros and cons of his maneuver.  “We 
conservatively estimate the death toll to be around, 

many people move out of Detroit every month re-
gardless, so it’s a wash.  We’re totally gonna go for 
it.” (Bill Driscoll)

Okay With It
      In a recent move that has drawn wide-
spread criticism cheer, China has increased 
Internet restrictions to protect its people. In 
past years, China has ramped up restrictions 
on electronic information to the detriment 
of its Internet-hungry treasonous citizens. 
Entire cities Dangerous urban areas have 
even been cut off rescued from the Internet 
entirely.  Respected and uncorrupt Chinese 

security of its people. 
    Last week, Google announced that many 

-
ers.  Google incorrectly named the Chinese 
government as the perpetrator of these attacks. 
According to Google, China was trying to spy 
on human rights activists traitors. China has 
also started threatening working with cell 
phone carriers, persuading them to allow the 

-
es or else. Some Chinese citizens have tried 

servers, only to meet a swift and painful death 
be taken to a tropical resort. 
   Wang Dongsho, a businessman in Xinji-
ang, says the lack of internet access is very 
problematic understandable in the modern 
era. “It’s hard a new challenge I am will-
ing to undertake for the glorious People’s 
Republic of China,” said Dongsho, who was 
recently not sent to a labor camp for his out-
spoken comments. (Shayon Saleh)

News in Brief

   After donating one million dollars to 
Haiti relief efforts yesterday, Hollywood 
superstars Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie 
are reportedly set to adopt all the children 
in Haiti. 
    When asked if they were ready to take 
care of an additional two million children, 

responded, “Well, we always wanted a 
baby from Haiti, but the government just 
wouldn’t give us one.  I guess it was an 
all or nothing type of deal.  I feel like 
we’re doing the right thing, though.”  The 
couple’s nanny, Sally Richards, however, 
was not pleased. (Jeremy  Lai)

ALERT –– Alert 
System Down, Beware 
of Future Emergencies

Flipside NewsFlipside News Flipside Exclusive

Edwards Admits 
There’s a Lot He Still 
Hasn’t Told Us

StanfordFlipside.comTree, Celebrating Victory, 
Accidentally Does Epic 
Rain Dance.

The Detroid skyline may have to turn to rubble if there is 
any chance of the city gaining real sympathy.

check out the site for 
new content every day!



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

IGS’D JGKKQ BMGHD DLO JGKTI PGWASX DG BS OSI DGIBQ. AD AV 

BTKOBIQ DGWGKKGJ AS BHVDKBTAB. - PLBKTOV VPLHTN

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT B = A

The number of remaining months of delays before the open-
ing of the Coupa Cafe. What does this mean for you? That 

your children are applying here (this assumes you will have 
children in the next year and that they will be child geniuses 
applying to Stanford at age four). Many speculate that the 
reason for the extreme delays is that it takes a really long 
time to get the coffee from the CoHo all the way to right 
outside Green Library.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

HOW THE SUPRISE 
RAIN TOOK THE 

CAMPUS...

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 4 of 5 - Hard

7 5 6

9 2 4 3

2 8 9

4 2

9 6 5 7

2 4

7 1 9

7 8 6 5

3 2 4
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   BLIMP PINCH SAVANT SEESAW what the 
bookie called his strongest wager ALPHABET

last weeks answers: HALF EMPTY, MEDIUM RARE, TEA TIME, WI-FI

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: AN EXPERT IS A MAN WHO TELLS YOU A SIMPLE THING IN A CONFUSED WAY IN SUCH A FASHION AS TO MAKE YOU 
THINK THE CONFUSION IS YOUR OWN FAULT. - WILLIAM CASTLE

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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God Hates Faqs Protest 
Against Computer 
Illiteracy

Steve Jobs: “I just saved 
a bunch of money on my 
car insurance by switch-
ing to Geico”

Students Protest the 
Protesting of WBC Protest

STANFORD, CA-- News that the infamous 
Westboro Baptist Church (WBC) would be 
protesting at Stanford’s Hillel House divided 
much of the student body. 
    Many thought the WBC protesters should 
be met with a counter-protest to glorify toler-

believed that ignoring the church would be 
the best response. Tensions mounted until 
proponents of ignoring WBC organized a 
counter-counter-protest.
     “It was really the only way to get across 
our message of not reacting and not direct-
ing any attention toward the whole thing,” 
explained an anonymous student protest-
protest-protester. “So we decided to protest 

the protest of the protest, all in the name of 
tolerance.”
   One of Stanford’s Christian youth groups 
also took offense to the extremism of the 
WBC, but took the side of the original 
counter-protesters. 
    The group joined the fray, calling them-
selves the Protestant Protesters of the Protest 
Against the Protesting of the Westboro Pro-
test. 
   The WBC protesters, overwhelmed by 
crowding and confusion, left after only seven 
minutes. 
  Correction: There were several students sell-
ing controversial counter-tops, which also led 
to another counter-protest. (Deroche)

Follow The Stanford 
Flipside on 

Facebook 
to Win a 

Free 
Shotglass!

Following is the transcript 
of President Obama’s State 
of the Union address de-
livered January 27, 2010 
as released by the White 
House.

“Madam Speaker, Vice 
President Biden, members 
of Congress, the Coca-Cola 
Corporation, and fellow 
Americans.
   From time to time, the 
President shall inform 
Congress of the state of the 
union. Well folks, this year 
that state is Oklahoma. 

year ago, we had two wars, a severe recession, and a government 
deeply divided and in debt. We still have most of those problems, 
folks, and I ask you Congress, can you hear me now? 
   Fellow citizens, what we need now is to act, and I ask you, mem-
bers of Congress, is it in you? Do you have what it takes to keep this 

-
ering has led us nowhere. Members of Congress, no matter what 

party you are in, give me a break--break me off a piece of that health 
care bill. Partisan tactics will not stand---those tricks are for kids.
    I’ve gotten letters from across the country--from those of you 
on Main Street and those of you on Wall Street, and your message 
has come in loud and clear: just do it. There are too many Ameri-
cans across the country who wonder when they will get their next 
paycheck, and I promise to make the economy and job creation my 
number one priority for 2010 because you’re worth it.
    Many folks ask me, how do you spell relief? Well, we passed 
the Recovery Act last year, also known as the Stimulus Bill, and 
because of that we have saved over two million jobs. 
    When I took over after the previous administration,  I knew one 
thing, and it was that we try harder. We cut taxes. We cut taxes for 
working families. We cut taxes for small businesses. We cut taxes 
for parents trying to send their kids to college. We cut taxes for 
billion-dollar CEOs. 

forward. As a wise president once said, “We are the ones we’ve 
been waiting for. We are the change that we seek.” Can this country 
change? I say yes we can.
    Thank you. God bless you. And God bless the United States of 
America.

This speech was brought to you by Exxon Mobil, GM, AT&T, JP 
Morgan Chase and the Hershey Company.

STANFORD - Excerpt from Scott Scotley’s 
exclusive interview with Adam Savage of TV’s 
Mythbusters 
SCOTLEY: Mr. Savage, rumor has it that you 
and the Mythbusters team have chosen Stanford 
University as the focus of your next episode. 
Can you bust this myth? 
SAVAGE: Ha ha, very funny Scott. But in all 
seriousness, yes, we have chosen Stanford. In 

SCOTLEY: Splendid! So, enlighten me. How 
do you choose the myths that you showcase? 
SAVAGE: Well, an episode like this one re-
quires some hard research: street interviews, 
digging into archives. But we ended up with 
even more material than we’d thought we 
would. You ever hear that Ultimate Frisbee was 
invented on Wilbur Field?  Here were some 
more common ones: 70 percent of Stanford 
graduate will marry other alumni, there are 
more bikes on campus then people, if you crack 
an egg on the Mausoleum at midnight it’ll fry, 
the specter of Jane Stanford still haunts the 
steam tunnels. There are tons.
SCOTLEY: Which one did you choose for the 
show? 
SAVAGE: We settled on the myth that Meyer 
Library was originally constructed to hold 
books, but that mistakes in the construction led 
to a building that wasn’t up to holding more 
than a few computers. Testing it was easy, 
though it led to some problems. 
SCOTLEY: And the verdict? 
SAVAGE: You’ll have to watch the show. But 
it’s quite the ride. The student volunteers were 
almost killed. 
SCOTLEY: And were there any other myths 
you managed to bust on your trip to the Farm? 
SAVAGE: To really bust a myth we use sci-

focus and a whole lot of work. We chose what 
worked best for our methods, and the myths we 
didn’t have time for will have to…well, remain 
myths. Though there are some myths that are so 
obviously true or false that there’s no need for a 
testing process. There’s obviously more people 
on campus than bikes. And President Hennessy 
is a vampire.   (Pulsipher)
 
 

A Flipside 
Exclusive Interview 
With Adam Savage

One of the many protesters protesting the counter-protest 
PHOTO: Ralph Nguyen

Full Text of Obama’s State of the Union Address

Budget cuts have caused corporate 
sponsorship and product placement 
in this years Coca-Cola State of 
the Union address.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

JN UMDKD BKD XY EUVOJH FVDEUJYXE, UMDX CMBU SJXH YN FVDEUJYXE HY EUVOJH 

ODYOQD BES? HY UMDW ADU EGBKU ZVEU JX UJGD UY BES FVDEUJYXE?—EIYUU BHBGE

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT J=I

The number of dentists who approve of the current health 
care bill. Let’s rephrase that: The number of dentists who 
can be paid to approve the current health care bill. 9/10 is 
also the fraction of homeless people who can be paid to ap-
prove the current health care bill. Also 9/10 Canadians can 
be paid to approve the current health care bill. In essence, 
9/10 is the fraction of people who will approve of anything 
if you pay them to do it. So just remember that when you 
buy your next facewash.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE PEOPLE
WHO FAVORED 

THE EXAM WERE...

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 1 of 5 - Very Easy

5 6 7 2

7 6 1 8 5

4 8 6

9 5 6 7 3

7 3 9

1 5 7 4 8

3 6 5

7 2 5 6 9

1 8 9 3
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   CRUMB NIFTY ABSORB SWITCH how the 
rain took the campus BY STORM 

last weeks answers: CROSS POLLINATION, OLD ENGLISH, SIGN POST, 
QUADRATIC

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: DON’T WORRY ABOUT THE WORLD COMING TO AN END TODAY. IT IS ALREADY TOMORROW IN AUSTRALIA. - 
CHARLES SCHULZ
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Patricia Costacurta

President: Jeremy Keeshin * Vice President: Zach Galant *  Managing Editor: Adam Adler 
* Layout  :Andy Lesser * Photo Editor: Wyatt Roy * Copy Editor: Stephanie Weber
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Level: Lazy Sunday
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More Top Stories

Janitor Fired For 
Charging Phone, Also For 
Being Bad Janitor

Student Joins Inside 
Joke Making Club, Doesn’t 
Get It

Special Olympics Proud of Winter Olympics
VANCOUVER—In a display of appreciation and support, the 
Special Olympics committee convened today to announce its 
ongoing support for the opportunities provided by the Winter 
Olympics. Tim Shriver, head of the 2010 Special Olympics ex-
plained, “We’re really excited for the opportunities provided to 
‘normal’ people by the Winter Olympics.  Though we take great 
pride in our event, we don’t think it’s fair to exclude individuals 
just because they’re not special. People with ‘normal’ capaci-
ties may not be as interesting as their special counterparts, but 
they’re not any less deserving of our attention and support.”   
    Shriver was not alone in expressing these thoughts.  Across 
the country, individuals have been showing support for the Win-
ter Olympics on a massive scale.  “I’ve never seen anything 
like it,” exclaimed US bobseld Coach Brad Shayer.  “Usually, 
people are drawn to those are who are special or extraordinary, 
to people who can inspire us with their life stories, but this time 
it seems like the world is making an effort to show the Winter 
participants that even though they are…‘normal’…they can still 
achieve amazing things.” 
          “I mean, just look at the bobsled race. Those guys have to 
stay in a sled for the entire race. It’s hard work for them—they 
have to remember to stay in the sled for the entire race—even if 
they get itchy or distracted. But they do it—they overcome their 

best thing—America’s team can stay in the sled longer than any 
team I’ve ever seen.”  
      Despite the world’s large show of support, not everyone is 
on board with the Winter Olympics. Darrel Frederickson, one of 
the event’s largest critics, explained why he won’t be tuning in 
to the games. “The Winter Olympics are just so slow.  I under-
stand that the competitors have fun, but it’s not right for us to 
string them along, pretending to be interested.” (Adam Adler)

Study: Drinking Too Much Alcohol 
Can Lead You To SAE

STANFORD, CA –– A recent study has shown 
there is a high correlation between over-drinking 
and waking up in SAE without your pants.  While 
it may seem that this statement is relevant only to 
girls, the bizarre twist is that the statistics show 
that 60 percent of those who have woken up in 
SAE without pants were male, while only 35 per-
cent were female. The other 5 percent were unsure 
whether to consider themselves male or female after 
the previous night’s events. 
    “I had no plans to go to SAE at all that night,” said 
a freshman girl who would like to remain anony-
mous. “But after six shots of Captain all I could 
think about was SAE SAE SAE!!!” Many of the in-
dividuals who participated in the survey expressed 
the desire never to return to SAE, but mysteriously 
returned after extended periods of drinking.
   One male surveyed said, “It’s not that it’s so much 
fun or anything like that. It’s just that SAE is the 
one place I know I can go where I won’t have to 
make excuses like ‘It’s my cell phone’ or ‘These 

pants have a really thick zipper.’ The girls are just used 
to it there.” 
     Of course, it is important to note that this study 
simply demonstrates correlation, which does not neces-

be made at this time. There is one thing we know for 
certain, however. Someone in SAE has a really unique 
and diverse collection of pants. 

AIDS Awareness 
Groups Table in 

White Plaza 
FACE AIDS Gets Recognition but 

KOOL AIDS Steals the Show
     In an effort to support Dance Marathon and FACE AIDS, 
several groups tabled in White Plaza to promote their 
unique causes.  Among the groups present were KOOL 
AIDS, HEARING AIDS, and TEACHERS AIDS. The As-
sociated Network of the United Students for AIDS (ANUS 
AIDS), however, decided not to participate.
   “While FACE AIDS has gained popularity due to the 
graphic and visible nature of its symptoms, HEARING 

-
eral level,” said Charlotte Stone, the founder of HEARING 
AIDS, said. “The main idea behind HEARING AIDS is that 
the general population isn’t listening to what people with 
AIDS are saying. Things like ‘Help’ and “I have AIDS.’”
    Other AIDS movements at White Plaza focused on more 

stated “The public must recognize that high school faculty 
parties often get out of control and lead to the rapid spread 
of AIDS. America must gain awareness of this disturbing 
trend amongst the nation’s leaders and mentors.”
    The most popular table, however, was probably the 
KOOL AIDS booth. Infected frat boys and blond girls 
attempted to convince fellow students that if you wanted 
to be popular, you had to have AIDS. “Condoms are for 
losers,” one Kappa Sig senior was heard shouting, as he 
pierced rubbers with paper clips and distributed them to 
wannabe freshmen. He then continued yelling, “Oh yeah.”

there’s more.

This year’s Olympics will provide great opportunities for ‘normal’ 
people.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

K UGPE EJ ZGPR G QGB JH EZD UJSTN KP QX ZJCOD, GPN EZDP K’Q RJPPG BCE BKPO KPEJ GTT EZD TJAGEKJPO 

EZGE K’ID ESGIDTDN EJ. WCE HKSOE K’Q RJPPG ZGID EJ ESGIDT EJ EZD EJB EUJ AJSPDSO JH EZD QGB OJ KE 

UJP’E HGTT NJUP. - QKEAZ ZDNWDSR

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT D=E

The cost of a thirty second ad during the Super Bowl. The 
cost of listening to Shannon Sharpe yell during the Halftime 
Show? Priceless. This means if you are a company who 
wants to get some airtime during the Super Bowl, you are 
better off paying Shannon Sharpe to do your bidding than 
come up with a 30 second commercial. Unless you are Dor-

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

HOW THEY GOT RID
OF THE PROGRAM

ERRORS

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 5 of 5 - Very Hard

3 6 8 9

6 7

4 8 2

5 2

5 3 6 2 4 8

7 1

7 1 9

1 7

6 8 2 5
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   VOLTS PORCH GAVELS BUTTER the people 
who favored the exam were PROTEST

last weeks answers: UNDERCOVER DETECTIVE, TIP OF THE ICEBERG, 
PIRATE, EYEBALL

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: IF THERE ARE NO STUPID QUESTIONS, THEN WHAT KIND OF QUESTIONS DO STUPID PEOPLE ASK? DO THEY GET 
SMART JUST IN TIME TO ASK QUESTIONS?—SCOTT ADAMS
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Gena Eddy
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* Layout  :Andy Lesser * Photo Editor: Wyatt Roy * Copy Editor: Stephanie Weber
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Level: Olympic



While organizers initially 
dubbed the premiere of the ASSU 
Matchmaker Service a success, 
reports of tampering have led 
students and administrators alike 
to question the effectiveness of the 
service.  

By Valentine’s Day, it appeared 
that over two thousand individuals 
had registered for the free service. 

foul play, however, when several 
students’ “Top Three Compatibility 
Pairings” consisted of minor 
variations of the same individual.  
The consensus among students 
gathering in White Plaza was that 
everybody received a variation of 
David Gobaud, Monsieur Gobaud, 
or “Good ol’ Dave.”  

Whispers of tampering 
increased when it became apparent 
that only female entrants, the 
majority of whom do not recollect 

signing up for the service with 
their SUID, received pairings.  
The majority of male entrants did 
not receive pairings, and instead 

“incompatible with every female at 
Stanford.”

Alarmed school administrators 
offered several public statements 
throughout the day to quell the 
restless student body.  Student 
and Activities Leadership (SAL) 
director Clancy Chao stated, 
“Clearly the service was not 

legimitate, for even I received 
different versions of Mr. David 
Gobaud.”  When asked why 
a forty-nine year old school 
administrator had signed up for 
a matchmaking service targeting 
college undergraduates, Chao 
declined to comment.  

When Gobaud was approached 
about the incident, he said, “It 
was probably just a bug in the 
software.”(Tanabe)
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More Top Stories

What is Sarah Palin 
Writing on Her Hand?
(see the slideshow online)

Facebook Feeling Pressure 
From the Fast Growing Group: 
‘1,000,000 Members and 
Facebook Has to Go Back to 
Old Format’

ASSU Matchmaker Pairs Entire Female 
Campus with David Gobaud

Mathematicians Discover New “160 Proof,” Get Totally Wasted 

David Gobaud with his many valentines 
picked by ASSU Matchmaking.

ATLANTA, GA—Last week, 
at the 4th Annual Conference of 
Mathematicians, Brent Foster of 
Arizona State University shocked 
the mathematics community when 
he presented his new form of proof.  
“For years, mathematicians have 
searched for new ways to view 
the world,” explained Foster. “We 
have looked for new approaches to 
problems and for novel techniques 
to solve our problems.  Up until 
now, we have been unsuccessful, 
relying on antiquated mathematical 
processes such as ‘induction’ and 
‘contradiction,’ but today I will 
share with you a revolutionary 
technique—the ‘160 Proof.’” 

Foster went on to explain 
how the “160 Proof” technique 
would place problems in a new 
perspective—how it would quench 
a thirst for knowledge and would 
enable mathematicians to see 
problems they didn’t even know 
existed.  Foster presented the 
example of Fermat’s Last Theorem, 
the centuries old math problem that 

still has no simple solution.  “So....
you seeee...I...[hiccup]...I have 
applied the 160 Proooooffff, and 
now, now the Theorem tastes....
it...it looks...beautiful!  It...it all 
makes sense now.  Of COURSE 
it’s a triple...what else would it be? 
So you see...the truth....the...the 
160 Proof solves...it...it solves the 
problem perr...perrrfectly, wanna 
start somethin’?”

Foster continued to solve three 
more “unsolvable” math problems, 
including what many considered 
to be a brilliant proof for P=NP, 
and then passed out in the corner. 

“Yeah, Foster did some intense 
math. He crashed hard—but that’s 
what happens when you prove too 
much. You have to be careful not 
to take math too far,” explained 
Mary Peterson, professor emeritus 
at Dartmouth.  

Towards the end of Foster’s 
presentation, the other 
mathematicians in attendance tried 
out the 160 Proof for themselves. 
Though the events that took place 
afterward are still a little hazy, 
everyone remembers having 

(Adler)

That is some crazy math. Images start to appear when you start the 160 proof.

‘It was probably just a bug’
- David Gobaud

Evolved from the everyday 
jostling of the lift lines, cross-
country snowboarding has taken 
the Vancouver Olympics by storm.  
This recently added Olympic 
event pits snowboarding dude 

the grueling exertion of cross-
country skiers gliding atop the 
snow, cross-country snowboarding 
requires a nuanced muscle 
coordination necessary to maneuver 
the extremely awkward position of 
having one foot strapped into the 
snowboard and the other free to 
push. Norwegian cross-country 
boarder Gilliam Foundry had this 
to say for aspiring boarders, “Just, 
like, keep going.”

Vancouver Welcomes Cross-
Country Snowboarding as 
Newest Olympic Event

So far 35 people have joined, mostly 
from the Southworth Middle School 
network



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

AT QXV’UZ SXL EUZERUZO LX IZ YUXSP, QXV’BB SZNZU MXWZ VE 

YALJ RSQLJASP XUAPASRB. - FZS UXIASCXS

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT X=O

The number of people on ChatRoulette right now. This 
means you have a small, but very real chance of randomly 
chatting with: A)Your roommate, B) Your ex, C) Your 

to know that you are on this site. This also means there’s a 
very large probability you will end up chatting with: A) A 
bored, awkward looking guy, B) A 45 year old man looking 
for random love. Armed with that knowledge, keep chat-
ting away and making odd remarks and friendships with 
complete strangers. Next!

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY SAID
ABOUT THE SKETCHY

SEAFOOD STORE

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 5 of 5 - Easy

1 6 8 7 9

3 5 8 7 6

9 4 1

7 4 6 5

3 1

1 9 5 2

7 3 6

9 6 5 2 1

8 4 5 3 7
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   BARON YOURS SAVORY PHLEGM how they 
got rid of the program errors BUG SPRAY

last weeks answers: TOODLES, SUM 41, WALKING ON THIN ICE, IONIZE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: I WANT TO HANG A MAP OF THE WORLD IN MY HOUSE, AND THEN I’M GONNA PUT PINS INTO ALL THE LOCATIONS 
THAT I’VE TRAVELED TO. BUT FIRST I’M GONNA HAVE TO TRAVEL TO THE TOP TWO CORNERS OF THE MAP SO IT WON’T FALL DOWN. - 
MITCH HEDBERG
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Cecilia Corral
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* Layout  :Andy Lesser * Photo Editor: Wyatt Roy * Copy Editor: Stephanie Weber
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REPORT: It Is No Longer 
Too Soon For Terry Schiavo 
Jokes, Still Too Soon For 
Luge Jokes

More Top Stories

Students Call For Envi-
ronmentally Insensitive 
Mascot “Tree” to Be 
Replaced With “Indian”

Iran Only to Use Weapons Domestically, 

IRAN –– Last Wednesday, President Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad held a press conference to explain 
the purpose of Iran’s recently discovered nuclear 
weapons program.  

technology can be used for good. We don’t plan to 
launch an attack against another country. Instead, 
we are going to use these weapons to make things 
better in Iran.” Ahmadinejad continued, “We only 
plan to produce enough highly enriched uranium 
for three nuclear weapons. One to knock out the po-
litical opposition, another for the homosexuals and 
heroin addicts, and the third for the Baha’i people. 
The international community has nothing to fear.”   
       Following the announcement, many world 
leaders backed off their recent criticism of the na-
tion and its leader.  White House staff member and 
economist Lawrence Summers even lightly sup-
ported the decision. “Such action would at least 
serve to increase GDP per capita and would in the 
long-run lead to greater individual wealth. The in-

creased GDP would also allow Iran to place more 
of an emphasis on health care, which will become 
more of a priority after the nuclear blast.” When 
asked by the press if he considered his reasoning to 
be circular, Summers replied, “No, it’s economics.” 
(Weinstein)

Retractions
It has recently come to our at-
tention that we have made some 
factual errors in previous issues 
of the Flipside. We would like to 
take this opportunity to address 
some of these errors and to set 
the record straight.

1. In Issue 28, we wrongly stated 
that Relay for Life was pro-life—
they are actually anti-life.
2. We reported that 67.4 percent 
of Stanford students disapprove of 
the ASSU Senate. Further studies 
have shown that our statistic was 

disagree with the ASSU.

lima beans are the worst tasting 
vegetables—this is not true. We 
do, however, stand by our as-
sertion that they are the ugliest 
vegetables.

said, “Yes We Can,” not “Yes We 
Car”
5. An additional study showed 
that 67.5 percent of Stanford 
students disapprove of the ASSU 

-
tract our second retraction and 
apologize for any civil unrest this 
might have caused.

TECH UPDATE: Bill Gates In Need Of Disk 
Cleanup, Defragmentation
    Anybody who has attempted to interact with the 
Microsoft mogul over the past few weeks has the 
same thing to say: Gates just isn’t himself lately.  
Reports have surfaced that the world’s richest man 
takes a solid thirty seconds to answer even the sim-
plest questions such as “Is it raining?” or “Where 
are your mittens?”—seconds that clearly cannot be 
blamed on Gates’ underlying algorithms, which by 
all industry accounts are solid.  

-
taining to the topic, but speculation has run rampant.  

through the roof, and most predict that he sits on the 
edge of his bed for thirty minutes upon waking up, 
desperately trying to marshal his thoughts.  
    While Microsoft has kept silent, Gates’ own wife 
Melinda has been surprisingly candid about the 
whole affair, opening up to the Stanford Flipside.  
“It’s just the little things… we’ll be sitting down at 
the dinner table, and I ask him how his day was and 
he just gets this empty look in his eyes for a second, 
like a deer in the headlights. But of course it’s Bill, 
so there’s this machine-like blankness instead of the 
animal bewilderment that deer have before you plow 
into them and spill their guts all over the highway.” 
She swallowed violently.  “But usually he comes up 
with some answer eventually, even if it’s an unsatis-
factory one, like ‘good.’” 
   But it is when Gates is actually unable to come up 
with an answer that she senses trouble. “That’s when 

you know that he’s not responding, and at this point, 
there’s not a whole lot you can do.  It’s just so frus-
trating.  You just wanna slap his side and yell at him, 
but of course that doesn’t do anything.  He just sits 
there motionless, staring straight ahead, completely 
silent, and then you have to do a reboot, usually.”
   Her candor reveals a deep-seated vexation with 
the situation, but she wants to be clear that this road 
block is merely temporary.  “Look, I love Bill 6.0.   
He’s been a dutiful husband and has done the world 
a great deal of favors through the philanthropy of 
the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation.  But it’s just 
time for an upgrade.  Not some small scale cleanup 
and defragmentation.  The real thing.  A whole new 
operating system.  Bill 7.0.”(Driscoll)

Gates takes uncharacteristically long to answer a simple 
addition question.

Several domestic targets Iran is considering.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

RMMA BGMBHG AM SMP SGGA HTCJ PM PGHH PQGK PM TNP ZGJBMSJOXHI, 

CQOHG XTA BGMBHG COHH WOSA T CTI TZMVSA PQG HTCJ - BHTPM

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT H=L

Do you want to see your rebus puzzle idea appear in the 

campus puzzle fame.

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE NICE FLAME

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 3 of 5 - Medium

7 6

9 3 1

6 4 8 7

4 3 9 5

8 9

5 1 2 7

4 9 1 3

7 5 3

3 6
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   HELMS, FUSSY, FAMINE, SPOILS, what they 
said about the sketchy seafood store, SMELLS FISHY

last weeks answers: CARROT TOP, CUT THROAT, JOURNEY TO THE CEN-
TER OF THE EARTH, TENDERLOIN

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:IF YOU’RE NOT PREPARED TO BE WRONG, YOU’LL NEVER COME UP WITH ANYTHING ORIGINAL. - KEN ROBINSON

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Brandon Skerda 
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Parents’ Weekend Edition

Ambitious ProFro 
Runs for ASSU Senate

More Top Stories

Editorial Online: Support 

the Flipsde for Special Fees.  

We’re Not Applying.  But Sup-

port Us Anyway.

Parents of Azia Kim Apprehended at Parents’ Weekend
STANFORD, CA –– In a bizarre con-
tinuation of the scandal that swept the 
campus just three years ago, it appears 
that the parents of Stanford imposter 
Azia Kim have been apprehended for 
falsely attending Parents Weekend.  
   Authorities grew suspicious of the 
couple when a security guard wit-
nessed 
  Mr. Kim boosting Mrs. Kim into an 

Hall.  
  After further investigation, it became 
clear that the duo was attempting to 
gain access into Provost Bravman’s 
Parent’s Weekend talk entitled “Find-
ing a Balance at Stanford.”  
   Despite the fact that the couple was 

given to all students’ parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Kim had previously navigated 
Parent’s Weekend undetected.  

  Visiting parents expressed concern 

such a mishap.  Mary McDonnell, a 
mother of an undergraduate who in-
teracted directly with Mrs. Kim, was 
particularly distraught.  
   “To think that I participated in the 
same library tour with someone who 
I trusted to be a respected Stanford 

parent,” McDonnell stated, “and then 

   Although Stanford is not pressing 
charges, administrators are forcing 
the couple to return the decorative 
Stanford gear they received upon ar-
rival, as well as the “Stanford Mom” 
shirt purchased by Mrs. Kim during 
the weekend.   (Tanabe)

Student Sexiled By Mother, Permanently Scarred
   When freshman Josh Crawford’s mother Lillian 
informed him that she would be attending Parents’ 
Weekend, he expected that she would spend her time 
exploring campus and buying him overpriced meals in 
Palo Alto. 
   “I thought she would just act like a normal parent,” 
he told reporters, “but I guess I should have known 
better.”

    Last Saturday, Josh returned to his room after a 

his doorknob. 
   He immediately realized that he had been sexiled, but 
he initially had no idea who was in the room. “I knew 
it wasn’t my roommate in there since he’s a CS major,” 
explained Josh. Confused, Josh checked his phone and 
saw that his mom had sent him the following text mes-
sage: “Met a hot dad on walking tour. No time 2 go 
back 2 hotel. U understand.” 
    Angry and disgusted, Josh made his way to his 
dorm’s lounge, where he spent a restless night trying to 

block out an onslaught of disturbing mental images. 

empty, with both his and his roommate’s sheets in 
disarray. 
    He refused to see his mother again before she left, 
and two days later, still had not forgiven her. When 
asked about the situation, Lillian stated, “I don’t un-
derstand why Josh is making such a big deal of this. 
Honestly, I think he’s just upset that his 50-year-old 
mother is getting more action than he is!” (Kuenzel)

News in Brief

Area Man Humiliated 
by Hands-Free 
Wireless Device
STANFORD, CA –– Sophomore Jim 
Callofax had an embarrassing experience 
last Wednesday. While sitting in the quad 
talking to his four-year-old niece on a 
Bluetooth “hands-free” phone, Amanda 
Walkins, a junior majoring in Gender Stud-
ies, walked in front of him.  
      According to several spectators in the 
area, Callofax responded, saying “Come 
over here, coochie coo.” He looked ques-
tioningly at the shocked Walkins who 
had stopped in front of him but thinking 
it wasn’t important, he continued.  “I’m 
going over to your house, and I’m gonna 
jump on you, and I’m gonna blow raspber-
ries all over your stomach . . . why are you 
looking at me?” 
      Callofax was then incapacitated with 
several shots of pepper spray and a jolt 
from a tazer the woman was carrying.  At 
a hearing on the case held by the Univer-
sity Disciplinary Committee, Callofax was 
censured for his actions.  (Pulsipher)

StanfordFlipside.com
Flipside News Flipside Sports

Stanford Police Crack Down
on Seat Theft

Students Participate
In Beer Olympics

The parents of Azia Kim attempt to sneak into a dorm.

Josh Crawford stands outside his room, sexiled.

Met a hot dad on walking tour. 

No time 2 go back 2 hotel. U 

understand.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

E XHGGHK GLMZERU ZNEZ DUHDBU GERU CNUK ZWSLKI ZH AUMLIK MHGUZNLKI 

XHGDBUZUBS JHHBDWHHJ LM ZH OKAUWUMZLGEZU ZNU LKIUKOLZS HJ XHGDBUZU 

JHHBM. - AHOIBEM EAEGM

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT H=O

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE WOMAN WHO MADE 

SPARKS FLY

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 4 of 5 - Very Hard

9 5 8 2 1

5 6

4 8

2 8 6 9

4 3 1 2

8 3

2 7

6 9 4 7 8
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   FROZE BLAND FUTILE RIGHTY the nice 

last weeks answers: BANDITS, GREATER GOOD, WEST POINT, RITE OF 
PASSAGE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: GOOD PEOPLE DO NOT NEED LAWS TO TELL THEM TO ACT RESPONSIBLY, WHILE BAD PEOPLE WILL FIND A WAY 
AROUND THE LAWS - PLATO

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Aliya Deri
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Mock Trial Drinks Their 
Own Blood To Get On 
Special Fees Ballot

More Top Stories

Topeka Renames Itself To 
Google, Gets One Million 
Users

Student Groups Table in White Plaza
WHITE PLAZA--Last Friday, Stan-
ford students came together to table 
in White Plaza to promote some of the 
lesser known groups on campus.
   The White Male Community Center 
came to White Plaza to help push for 
their special fees campaign, and re-
ceived the 24 signatures they needed to 
make it on the ballot. 
   The Resume Building Club made 
an appearance and tried to encourage 
new members to join by telling them 
that “they too could be presidents of 
Resume Building Club, just like every-
one else.”
    The Stanford Seventh Man Club was 
blasting the Space Jam soundtrack as 
well as getting tons of new members 
to be fans of the basketball fans. If 
you were there at 12:20, you may have 
caught them playing their wildly popu-
lar game, “Who’s Your Favorite Fan?”
   Stanford Women in Engineering 
made an appearance at the fair; how-
ever, they did not have any people at 
their table. 
  The Breakfast Club was one of the 
most popular groups, with a mission to 
get together three times a week to eat 

breakfast. Special guest members in-
clude Captain Crunch and Dean Julie.
    AIDS awareness groups came to 
tell us the measures we can take to 
avoid contracting FACE AIDS, KOOL 
AIDS, and HEARING AIDS. Their 
advice: wash your hands.
    The Psi Phi fraternity was at the fair 
shot-gunning Mountain Dew and pro-
moting future rush events like Klingon 
Boggle and Binary Scrabble.
   The LGBTQSAPSDECTINTSSFM-
VX group could be found advocating 
for those who may not be accepted by 
the LGBTQ community.
   The FroSoCo Awareness Club was 

handing out maps, dispelling myths 
about the wild FroSoCoan, and edu-
cating attendees about how to defend 
themselves.  
   The 2210 Temporal Study Abroad 
group gave those passing by a glimpse 
into education of the future. 
  The Pro-Warming group, George 
W. Bush fan club, and the Club You 
Can’t Leave were also signing up new 
members.
    Overall, it was an exciting event 
for all who attended, and another 
demonstration of the great diversity 
of Stanford students’ extracurricular 
interests.

Come See Spiked Punchline’s 
Standup Comedy Show
Primal Laugh,  this Friday
March 12th, 8pm @ Rays

Budget Line Item Budgeted Requested Recommend

6500- Reese's Peanut Butter Cups (3,000.00)      3,000.00     3,000.00     

7140- 2 Dollar Whore (2.00)            2.00           2.00           

7820- Money (2,000.00)      2,000.00     2,000.00     

6550- Laundry Fees (400.00)        400.00        400.00        

6550- Laundering Fees (4,000.00)      4,000.00     4,000.00     

7740- Shovel (75.00)          75.00          75.00          

7740- Body Bag (120.00)        120.00        120.00        

6310- Special PHE (390.00)        390.00        390.00        

7820- Knives (240.00)        240.00        240.00        

6240- Line Item (100.00)        100.00        100.00        

7820- My Two Cents (0.02)            0.02           0.02           

7080- Flipside Charity Concert (6,000.00)      6,000.00     6,000.00     

7080- Moonsplash (6,000.00)      6,000.00     6,000.00     

6340- Chloroform (35.28)          35.28          35.28          

7410- Priceless (100.00)        100.00        100.00        

7420- Bulletproof Vest (5,300.00)      5,300.00     5,300.00     

6990- Money We Will Misspend (2,000.00)      2,000.00     2,000.00     

6710- Overallocated Money (14,000.00)    14,000.00   14,000.00   

7410- Advertising For Special Fees (2,000.00)      2,000.00     2,000.00     

7820- 2 Pay As You Go Cell Phones (240.00)        240.00        240.00        

6340- Security Guards (684.00)        684.00        684.00        

6240- Bail Money (500.00)        500.00        500.00        

7420- Petting Zoo Field Trip (600.00)        600.00        600.00        

6510- Lifetime Supply of Frosted Mini Wheats (15.00)          15.00          15.00          

Budget Total (47,801.30)  47,801.30 47,801.30 

Flipside Special Fees Request Appropriations 
Committee 

Eliminates Support 
for Student Life

Programs on Campus
30 Found Dead

OLD UNION—Last Tuesday, the 
ASSU Appropriations Committee 
met to discuss the future of student 
life programs on campus.  In light of 
new budget rules and by-laws, the 
continued existence of student life 
on campus is no longer guaranteed.  
During its meeting, the Appropria-
tions Committee voted to cut fund-
ing for student life by 63 percent. 
  Anton Zietsman ‘12, Chair of 
the Appropriations Committee, 
explained, “It is our job to make 

We recognize that student life is an 
important issue on campus, but it 
is the belief of the Appropriations 
Committee that student life is also 
wasteful and expensive. We had to 
restrict its funding.” 
   Though the Appropriations Com-

to pull the plug on student life, its 
-

dent body. According to Maria Rog-
ers ’11, President of the Bioethics 
Honors Society, “Protecting student 
life should be the largest priority of 
the ASSU Senate. We can’t let a few 
Senators allow student life on cam-

right to survive.”
  In the few days following the 
budget cuts, over 30 students were 
found dead in the Main Quad. “I 
mean, we ended our support of stu-
dent life. Of course there are going 
to be losses, and they won’t always 

conservative—that’s what it means 
to be a good Senator,” explained 
Alex Katz ’12, in support of the Ap-
propriations Committee’s decision. 
According to Senate rules, support-
ers of student life can petition 15 
percent of the student body to have 
student life restored. 
    Many view this task as daunting, 
but due to the rapidly declining size 
of the student body, supporters of 
student life need to collect only 107 
signatures.

Students doing the Cha Cha slide. See photos and video online.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

ILB’C GBLPG CVW ZWMCVWU; BSBW-CWBCVD LT CVW OWLOEW PLQEIB’C DCMUC M 

PLBXWUDMCSLB ST SC ISIB’C PVMBKW LBPW SB M ZVSEW. - GSB VQFFMUI

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  B=N

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

HOW TO BROWSE THE 
INTERNET, CALI 

STYLE

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 5 of 5 - Very Easy

3 8 6 5 4

5 7 1 4

7 2

6 4 7 8

9 4 3 6

2 5

8 6 1 2

1 5 7 9 6
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   METAL KITTY CHARMS COMPLY what they 

last weeks answers: PARENTS WEEKEND, JACKSON FIVE, MULTI-
TOUCH, UPPER DECK

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: A COMMON MISTAKE THAT PEOPLE MAKE WHEN TRYING TO DESIGN SOMETHING COMPLETELY FOOLPROOF IS TO 
UNDERESTIMATE THE INGENUITY OF COMPLETE FOOLS. - DOUGLAS ADAMS

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your an-
swers to . The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Enoch Kang
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* Layout  :Andy Lesser * Photo Editor: Wyatt Roy * Copy Editor: Stephanie Weber
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More Top Stories

BREAKING NEWS:
iPad Will Be Sold to 
Those With a 
Preexisting Condition

Stanford Admissions Rate Drops Below Zero

Bike Parking Citation Causes Student to Reevaluate Life

STANFORD, CA—Six days 

of Undergraduate Admissions 
released the results for the 
class of 2014 applicant pool. 
With 32,022 applicants, 
Stanford admission rates have 
gotten more competitive than 
ever. Earlier today, Dean of 
Admissions Richard Shaw 
announced that the acceptance 
rate for the class of 2014 was 
-3.14%.

“Not only did Stanford not 
accept any new applicants, 
we actually had to kick out 

students who are already here,” 
commented Shaw. “College 
these days is tougher than ever, 

and if we want Stanford to keep 
its elite status, we can only keep 
the best.” Other top schools 
such as Harvard and Princeton 
boasted admit rates of postive 
4.2% and 2.1% respectively.

Among the students kicked 
out were the entire dorm of 

Junipero as well as the lower 

will be using those residences 
to house the really good 
application essays that we get,” 
said housing manager Ron 
Grinwall.

to admit that his bike parking 
etiquette was not exactly 
commendable.  Before the 
citation, his bike could be found 
obstructing the walkways of the 
quad, locked to door handles, 
or even secured to the leg of a 
Rodin sculpture near the Cantor 
Arts Center.

But one day, that all changed.  
Last month, as Coleman 
returned to his bike, he noticed 
a small orange piece of paper 
wrapped around the body of 
his bike, informing him that 
his bike was parked in an 
obstructive manner. Although 
it is unclear how a non-
monetary warning without any 
repercussions affected Coleman 
so strongly, the parking ticket, 
which Coleman refers to as the 
“salvation citation,” sparked 
a transformation.  After the 

citation, Coleman not only 
amended his illegal parking 
habits, he also rededicated 
himself to Judaism and began 
volunteer work at a local animal 
shelter.  

“After the salvation citation,” 
Coleman explained, “my entire 
life outlook changed.  I go to 

services every week, I speak 
up in class, I even call my 
grandparents on a regular basis. 
I’ve realized the error of my 
ways.” Coleman continued, 

donate all of my money to 
charity, and I’ve stopped 
masturbating.” (Tanabe)

Area Man Dies on 
Russian Chat Roulette

An area man logged on to 
Russian Chat Roulette the 
other day to chat with random 
Russians. Unfortunately, 
after randomly talking to 
a few Russians and thirty 
Russian dicks, he lost and 
died. He should have known 
that based on the rules of the 
website, you have an equal 
chance of getting a person, 
getting a dick, or getting shot 
in the head. (Galant)

Download the 
Stanford Flipside 

iPhone app!

Obama Signs CSPAN 
Reality Show Into Law

We’re the only Stanford 
satirical newsletter with an 
iPhone app--- Get the latest 

articles, headlines, magazine, 
and videos, and play and sub-
mit the puzzles from within 

the app!

A beautiful image of a school that tens of thousands will not be attending. 

Image of the “salvation citation.” Coleman ‘10 is a born-again man.

visit www.stanfordflipside.com for way more funny stuff!



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

BJI LTCRB BTPI EZG UZ RZPIBJTSF, TB’R RQTISQI. BJI RIQZSU BTPI, TB’R ISFTSIICTSF. 

BJI BJTCU BTPI TB’R AGRB XITSF H BIQJSTQTHS. - QMTLLZCU RBZMM

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  R=S

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHERE THE 
GUITAR HERO

SAT

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 3 of 5 - Very Hard

1 3 8

7 2 5 9

6 1

3 8 5 4

9 6

6 2 3 7

3 4

1 7 2 3

3 8 9
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   BIKER COMFY WALNUT KABOBS how to 
browse the internet, cali style SURF THE WEB

last weeks answers: LIL WAYNE, THE ODDS ARE AGAINST YOU, CASE 
IN POINT, EXIT STAGE LEFT or EXIT STAGE RIGHT

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: DON’T KNOCK THE WEATHER; NINE-TENTHS OF THE PEOPLE COULDN’T START A CONVERSATION IF IT DIDN’T 
CHANGE ONCE IN A WHILE. - KIN HUBBARD 

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: just solve the rebus puzzle and jumble and email your answers to 
. The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Katherine Chen
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Wang, Sachs Explode Onto Campus Political Scene
   ASSU Senate candidates 
Showly Wang and Re-
becca Sachs are making 
their presence felt across 
campus in a campaign 
that has grown to epic 
proportions. “This is the 
biggest campaign I have 
ever seen!” said fellow 
candidate Jason Lupatkin. 
“And trust me, I’ve seen a 
lot of  campaigns.”
    Wang, who is Korean, is 
curiously not as big in the 
Asian community as she 
is in the African Ameri-
can community. Sachs, 
who has the reputation 
as someone who never 
drops the ball and who 
can carry the weight, is 
respected across all cam-
pus demographics. Wang 
has often been described 
as the leader of  the two, 

into sticky situations, while 
Sachs has always provided 
much needed support.
    Although the two can-
didates are very different, 
as a pair, they have the 
ability to inject some sense 
into the ASSU. Many have 
begun to speculate that if  
Wang and Sachs are in-
serted into the Senate in 
April, nine months later, 
in January, we will see the 
birth of  some very power-
ful legislation.
  Others, however, are 
not so sure about Wang 
and Sachs. While Wang 
and Sachs are beloved by 
a majority of  both men 
and women, a group of  
thespians has said that 
they are “grossed out” by 
the candidates. “We aren’t 
opposed to Wang and Sachs 
being put in the Senate, 

we just have other ideas 
of  what candidates should 
be allowed in,” said a 
thespian representative. 
This is a big blow for both 
Wang and Sachs since 
thespians have tradition-
ally been huge fans of  the 
Senate. However, it should 
be noted that Wang and 

Sachs have dealt with big 
blows before and come 
out better off. “We can be 
sure that Wang and Sachs 
will win the election,” said 
fellow candidate Bennett 
Siegel. “Everyone knows 
that the thespians are just 
being huge cock blocks.” 
(Hefter)

More Top Stories

ASSU Senate Tournament––Elite Eight

We started out with 32 senate candidates from four different divisions. Here 

along with more election coverage online at 

Obama Appoints Fifteen 
During Congressional Recess
 WASHINGTON, DC—Last week, 
while Congress was in recess, President 
Obama, in a brilliant display of  execu-

-

   Obama appointed important congress-
men, politicians, and schoolyard heroes 
to positions of  critical importance.  They 
include the appointment of  Nancy Pelosi 
to the jungle gym, Sarah Palin to hop-
scotch, and Bobby the 4th grader to the 
swing set.
   When asked why he made these recess 
appointments, Obama explained, “Re-
cess is the most valuable time we have.  
It is during recess that we can relax, play 
games, and connect with our peers.  It 
was in this environment that I wanted to 
make my appointments.”
  Mrs. Jones, 2nd grade teacher and ex-
pert in the politics of  recess, explained 
why Obama’s appointments were effec-
tive: “It’s brilliant, 
really. I’ve monitored 
recess for 25 years 
and I’ve never seen 
anyone manage re-
cess so effectively.  
The nomination of  
Craig Becker to the 
four square court was a bold move, con-
sidering he plays with no spinnies and 
double-hitties.”

   Because the Republicans don’t con-
trol the recess appointments, they have 
resorted to bullying. 
  Top Republican bully Karl Rove de-
scribed what the strategy might look 
like. “Well, the Democrats’ power 
comes from the jungle gym—that’s 

where they’ve 
built their political 
base.  If  we sneak 
in from the back, 
we can destroy 
the base and win 
the election. If  
properly executed, 

this effort will be just as effective as our 
name-calling was against ‘Flip-Flop 
Kerry’ in 2004.” (Adler)

“I’ve monitored recess for 25 
years and I’ve never seen anyone 
manage recess so effectively.”

Mrs. Jones –– 2nd grade teacher

Housing Crunch Goes 
Great With Milk

Stanford Experiences 
Eleventh Plague: 
Election Flyers Swarm 
Campus

Look for Wang and Sachs to leave their mark on the Senate in the coming year.

Obama has made several controversial recess appointments.

The Elections Issue



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

EA EI XTFREOOBZ AT DEUU; AKBFBXTFB WUU YSFOBFBFI WFB LSZEIKBO SZUBII 

AKBC DEUU EZ UWFJB ZSYRBFI WZO AT AKB ITSZO TX AFSYLBAI. - MTUAWEFB 

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  A=T

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

INTERNET MESSAGE
ABOUT NUTRITION

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 4 of 5 - Medium

6 5 7 8

4 1 2 9

9 4

5 6 1

2 3

7 9 1

3 1

7 3 8 9

1 4 6 2
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   PANIC HAVOC SKIING WINTER where the 
guitar hero sat THE ROCKING CHAIR

last weeks answers:TENTACLES, PARADISE, BROADWAY, JAM BAND

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THE FIRST TIME YOU DO SOMETHING, IT’S SCIENCE. THE SECOND TIME, IT’S ENGINEERING. THE THIRD TIME IT’S 
JUST BEING A TECHNICIAN. - CLIFFORD STOLL

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: just solve the rebus puzzle and jumble and email your answers to 
. The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Becca del Monte
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* Layout  :Andy Lesser * Photo Editor: Wyatt Roy * Copy Editor: Stephanie Weber
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CHANGE HAS COME
Kelsei Wharton Elected First African American Vice President

out in the Main Quad on Sat-
-

-

-

-
-

-

-

-
ton told tens of  people at the 

-
ton will also win the election 

-

-

-

of  these issues so that the new 
Senate can take action to solve 

1) The Fire Truck House.

The confusion must stop!  Stu-

-

-

-

2)

Editorial: Candidates 
Glossed Over the 
Important Issues

Women’s Basketball Team Loss Looked Great on the iPad

basketball team took on the UConn Huskies in a 

-

-

More Top Stories

Cardona Becomes First 
Hot President

GPS Technology Tracks 
Down Carmen San Diego

Inspirational poster of Wharton

‘I hate to see us lose, but 
watching it on my iPad, I felt 
like I was right in the stadium 

with them’



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

UZ XJK JII J SBQJT. U AKQS ZE BQJS XEBS AM TJFJGUOQ. KJIZ’O’MQMJ 

JOS NQJHR S AM UO ZNQ IUTEAKUOQ. - WUFFUQ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT U=I, J=A

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THE ATTRACTIVE
BIOLOGIST HAD

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 2 of 5 - Hard

3 5 8 4

5 1 3

7 8

3 5 9

5 6

2 7 1

9 2

9 5 6

8 6 4 7
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   TAXED LOGIC WEIGHS SERMON internet 
messaging about nutrition DIGEST EMAIL

last weeks answers: LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRARIE, RIGHT HAND MAN, 
STINGRAY, LIVIN LARGE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: IT IS FORBIDDEN TO KILL; THEREFORE ALL MURDERERS ARE PUNISHED UNLESS THEY KILL IN LARGE NUMBERS 
AND TO THE SOUND OF TRUMPETS. - VOLTAIRE

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: just solve the rebus puzzle and jumble and email your answers to 
. The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Stephen Brown
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College Prowler Visits Stanford On Sorority Rush 
Weekend; Cardinal Women Jump from C+ to A-

In an unexpected move by 
the college ranking website 
College Prowler, Stanford 
girls jumped from a C+ rating 
to an A- following a surprise 
inspection that took place over 
the weekend of April 9-11. 
Stanford males were shocked 
at the news, reporting that their 
interactions with hot girls had 
not improved.

A College Prowler 
spokesman explained the new 
rating:  “We were impressed 
by the quality of girls that were 
wandering campus during our 
weekend visit. We also received 
reports the following week that 
attractive women were present 
at fraternity rush events.”

The spokesman added that 
on the weekend of April 9-11, 

“Stanford girls were just as 
attractive as girls at traditional 
heavyweights such as USC and 
ASU.”

Rob Hops, a Stanford 
freshman interviewed at a 
Kappa Sig mud-wrestling event 
agreed with the report. He 
said that he had almost given 
up hope that good-looking 
Stanford girls existed, but was 
pleasantly surprised that night. 
“It’s unbelievable,” he said. 
“These girls actually try to look 
good. It’s like they’re not even 
worried about their problem 
sets.”

College Prowler stated that 
they are currently working 
with the Stanford Statistics 
Department to determine 
the cause of this improbable 
and unprecedented spike in 
attractiveness. 

More Headlines

Opinion: I Love 
Hearing Great 
Things About Myself
By a ProFro

Supreme Court 
Prepares to Haze 
New Obama Nominee

AlertSU Update: Be on the Lookout
Warning: Pretentious 

student spotted near the 
Coffee House. The student 
was last seen wearing taupe 
Desert Boots, skinny jeans and 
a scarf. He may or may not 
have been wearing a blue or 
possibly black United Colors 
of Benetton sweater. Exercise 
extreme caution! 

The Stanford Sheriff’s 
Department considers this 
student to be well read and 
extremely pretentious. He 
has already tried to engage 
three students in a debate over 
the relative merits of truth 
and artistry in Nietzschean 
philosophy. All three students 

are in stable condition, 
although one of the students, 
who claimed that Nietzsche 
had no respect for truth, 
was severely burned by a 
Parliament Light. If you see 
this pretentious student, DO 
NOT approach him. Dial 911 
and run as fast as you can in 
the opposite direction. (Reid)

Report: PoPo to No-No RoHo-ProFro Hook Ups
 At this year’s Admit Weekend, 
the Stanford PoPo will patrol 
dorms with ProFros to prevent 
ProFro-RoHo hook ups. 

The PoPo has worked with 
the Head HoHos, HoHos and 
VoCos of FloMo, J-Ro and 
Arroyo. They also have trained 
them to answer questions about 
SoCo, O-Show and Lenovo. 

Head HoHo Toto said, “We’re 
working extra hard to provide 
alternative activities like YoYos, 
PoGos, and watching Tony 
Romo.” 

Current RoHo and former 
ProFro JoJo from Kyoto 
commented, “Yeah, I stayed 
in Soto last year.  I hooked up 
with some RoHo at the CoHo.  

I think his name was BoBo, 

and he was so-so.  We got 
some FroYo afterwards. But no 
homo.” (Lai)

“We’re working 
extra hard to provide 
alternative activities 
like YoYos, PoGos, 
and watching Tony 

Romo.

see the admit weekend
issue online!



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

BUPP, IYNO JVYBS-LRN ZYVJUO BQWO KO BWN PKEU OY CU W EKT. K 

GYBUT OQWO K BYLPT SUGUV ZYVJUO. - IWOO JVYUSKSJ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT P=L, O=T

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

TEN DOLLAR PER HOUR 
BATTLE?

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 4 of 5 - Very Easy

1 8 4

5 7 1 2

4 3 6

2 4 9

4 9 1

5 8 9

8 6 9

1 2 5 7

7 3 6
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  DECKS NERDY SLEIGH GENIUS what the 
attractive biologist had DESIGNER GENES

last weeks answers: ADD INSULT TO INJURY, BACK TO THE FUTURE, 
MAN OF LETTERS, REC CENTER

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: IT WAS ALL A DREAM. I USED TO READ WORD UP MAGAZINE. SALT’N’PEPA AND HEAVY D UP IN THE LIMOUSINE. - 
BIGGIE

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 

 DIARI

 HEWEL

 GAUSTA

 WHEDEC

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: just solve the rebus puzzle and jumble and email your answers to . The 
FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  Play the CAPTION CONTEST online for another chance to 

win a Flipside shot glass! This contest is online only.Last Week’s Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Caption Contest

President: Jeremy Keeshin * Vice President: Zach Galant *  Managing Editor: Adam Adler 
* Layout  :Andy Lesser * Photo Editor: Wyatt Roy * Copy Editor: Stephanie Weber
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More Top Stories

Report: Heroine Saves 
Lives

Toby Gerhart Selected With 
51st Pick of the Draft

Rejected Class of 2014 Enjoys a Weekend on the Farm

Party Starts Before Ke$ha Walks InOpinion: Frat Boys Have Rights Too!  
Note to the reader: words that didn’t meet The Flipside’s 

decency standard have been replaced with *s. 

F**k, this has got to f**king 
stop! Frat boys around the world, 

our rights. 
Rise up and unite against the 

looming cloud of  oppression! Our 
rights to free speech are imperiled. Last week, some 
dude used a perfectly normal word in a perfectly 
normal way to describe a perfectly normal loser. He 
called somebody a—oh wait, I’m not allowed to say 
it anymore—starts with f  and rhymes with bag. Or 
tag. How about I just say, “f-bag?” Yeah. Bring it. 

And this is a slippery slope. After they take away 
“f-bag,” they’ll take “d-bag,” and then they’ll take 
“a-hole,” and then before we know it, we won’t 
even be able to say “butt-f**ker.” 

We, the fraternal brothers of  the world, need to 
speak out against this tyranny. We have the right to 
our kegs! We have the right to wear wife-beaters. 
And we have the right to stagger drunkenly across 

girls. 

Seriously guys, this is gay,
Charles “Chug it!” Frickman

there’s more.

This past weekend, many of  the 92.8 percent of  
Stanford applicants who did not receive admission to 
the University were given a unique opportunity to get 
to know the college that they will not be attending for 
the next four years. The ‘No-Fros’ partook in a wide 
range of  activities, such as meeting professors who 
will never teach them anything and enjoying classic 
Stanford traditions such as fountain hopping that they 
might later think about wistfully.

School administrators hail Reject Weekend as a 
resounding success. Dean of  Admission Richard Shaw 
says that the event works wonders for Stanford’s yield. 
“100 percent of  Reject Weekend attendees do not end 
up coming to Stanford, a percentage that is tied for 
highest in the nation with prestigious institutions such 
as Harvard and Yale,” he noted. “Those aren’t the 
type of  numbers you can ignore.”

Continuing the trend of  recent years, planners 
created a slogan printed on a banner to greet the 
rejects as they enter the University and repeated often 
throughout the weekend. The Reject Class of  2014 is 
hailed with You might try and get in for grad school, but we 
probably won’t take you then either, continuing the theme of  
2013’s Zebras don’t change their stripes and 2012’s You will 
never be good enough.

      Stanford rejects take the exact same campus 
tour as their accepted counterparts, a point that 
guides often like to bring up. “And just think,” said 
Miranda Lambert ‘11, leading a pack of  them to 
Green Library, “exactly a week ago, the smart kids 
who will actually be coming here next year put their 

that you’re walking on right now. Makes you wish 
you worked harder doesn’t it?” One of  the rejects 
raised his hand. “Doesn’t that seem a little mean-
spirited?” he asked. “Absolutely not,” Lambert replied, 
thinking quickly on her feet as only Stanford students 
can do. “That’s the type of  negative mentality that 

 

This weekend, Stanford students in Loro 
threw a party that started before the arrival 
of  Ke$ha. Guests were surprised that the 
DJ made it pop and blew the speakers up 
without even receiving instruction from the 
music sensation.

“Yeah, we just opened a few beers and 
threw on some tunes,” said party host Jason 

Holmes. “We were just playing some pong, 
and some guy was like, ‘Hey man, sick party!’ 
We didn’t even know it began.”

they heard there was a party. Before anyone 
knew it, people were dancing on tables and 
making terrible life decisions.

Jason and his friends thought Ke$ha didn’t 
come because she was probably still getting 
her pedicure on her toes toes and trying on 
all her clothes clothes. “We thought the party 
couldn’t start until Ke$ha came,” said Jason’s 
roommate Alberto, “but it all just happened 
so fast.”

When Ke$ha was reached for comment, 
she just said “Whoah whoah wha-oh, whoah 

Aerial shot of the campus many will not attend.

MORE: Iceland’s Eyjafjallajokull 
Erupts After Reporters 
Mispronounce Its Name



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

K NZIMXMCW KXXMXEFW QKJ TZX IZYCW KYY JZES NSZVYWQI, VEX MX UMYY KTTZJ 

WTZELR NWZNYW XZ QKHW MX UZSXR XRW WBBZSX. - RWSQ KYVSMLRX

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT Z=O

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

HOW THE TRADERS 
REFERRED TO TICKER 

SYMBOL LOL?

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 5 of 5 - Hard

6 8

1 5 9

8 2 3 7

6 4 5 3

9

2 3 7 1

4 7 1 2

6 3 4

8 7
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  RADII WHEEL AUGUST CHEWED ten dollar 
per hour battle WAGE WAR

last weeks answers: TOO LITTLE TOO LATE, FRUIT BY THE FOOT, REST 
IN PEACE, FREE WILL

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: WELL, MOST GROWN-UPS FORGET WHAT IT WAS LIKE TO BE A KID. I VOWED THAT I WOULD NEVER FORGET. - 
MATT GROENING

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 

 KLOFC

 SHOTG

 SLITUG

 KENHAS

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: just solve the rebus puzzle and jumble and email your answers to . The 
FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  Play the CAPTION CONTEST online for another chance to 

win a Flipside shot glass! This contest is online only.Last Week’s Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Caption Contest

Editorial Board: Jeremy Keeshin, Zach Galant, Adam Adler, 
Laney Kuenzel, Bill Driscoll, Stephanie Weber
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Level: Oh, man!
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More Top Stories

ASSU Undergrad Senate 
Grills Goldman Sachs 
Summer Interns

Assassins Update: 
Terminators Still Can’t 
Find Osama

Facebook Introduces ‘Like Like’ Button For Awkward Teens

Stanford Daily Caught in Printing Scandal Opinion: On Closing 
the Gap

On Thursday, April 29, 
professors, students and alumni 
from Stanford came together in 
the Tresidder Oak Room for a 
panel discussion called “Closing 
the Gap.”  

I am outraged. 
The Gap has 
such great clothes 
at reasonable 
prices. Right 
now, for a limited 
time only, men’s 
and women’s 

shorts are 30 percent off. And have 
you seen their new gray chambray 
military shirt? It looks great with 
just about anything.  

How could we, as Stanford 
University students, let this 
happen? It is our responsibility to 
stand for what’s right, to give justice 
to the weak and the fatherless, to 
maintain the rights of  the poor 
and oppressed. You should all be 
ashamed of  yourselves. (Kravitz)

Just weeks after announcing its ambitious plan to 
spread the ‘Like’ button all over the Internet, Facebook 
unveiled the ‘Like Like’ button. The new button, which 

a convenient way for shy or socially awkward users to 
share their romantic feelings with one another. 

As a Facebook representative explained in a press 
conference yesterday afternoon, “Based on extensive 

market research, we realized that when you like 
like someone, the ‘Like’ button is simply not enough. 
With the ‘Like Like’ button, you can tell that special 
Facebook friend that you want to be more than just 
friends.”  

Many Facebook users have reacted positively to the 
announcement. For example, Jason Parsons, a sixth 
grader from Michigan, expressed excitement about 
trying out the new button. He explained, “There’s this 

girl that I really like, but I’m too scared to actually talk 
to her. A few weeks ago, I decided I would show her 
how I feel by pressing ‘Like’ on all of  her 837 tagged 
photos on Facebook.  The ‘Like Like’ button just 
makes it so much easier!”   

According to a Facebook insider, the company plans 
to introduce even more romantic buttons in the near 
future, including a ‘Love’ button for people who want 

scared to do so in person. (Kuenzel)

STANFORD, CA—Last Wednesday, 
scandal erupted at The Stanford Daily when 

and discovered the newspaper’s dirty secret. 
 After a Daily article published that 
morning brought attention to students’ cancellation 

looked into the SUIDs of  offenders and found that 
an astonishing number of  cancellations were made 
by members of  the Daily staff.

“Each member of  the Daily staff  made 10,000 
cancellations this week,” commented a nameless 
University technician. “We just had to investigate.”

In the early morning, one of  the administration’s 

took video footage of  the newspaper’s staff  printing 
the University’s most prominent publication on 
University printers, and then cancelling the print 
job without paying the 10 cents per page. Soon after, 
the footage was shown to the administration, and 

of  the Lorry I. Lokey building.
Upon entry, the Stanford police apprehended 20 

staff  writers, all caught red-handed hitting cancel 

printers, 16 fake SUIDs, 300 rolls of  counterfeit 
dimes and close to 50 pounds of  Dailies whose print 
jobs were not paid for.

“It was a brilliant plan, and it was saving us so 
much money,” said Kamil Dada, the Editor in Chief  
of  The Daily. “We were living the high life. We 
had Chipotle catered to every meeting. We thought 
publishing this anti-cancellation article and quoting 
some random student to give it a grassroots feel 
would divert attention away from our violations. I 

A new Facebook button, when you want to tell someone you like 
like them.

Daily member caught red-handed cancelling a print job.

Based on extensive market research, 
we realized that when you like like 

someone, the ‘Like’ button is 
simply not enough. 



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

“ABW EZUQI JO NZUW NTQQWTRQW ABTY XZD ABJYV TYI JA’O ETJAJYP SZU 

XZD AZ BTNNWU JA JYAZ OBTMW.” - RZYZ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT Z=N

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE BEST BREAD THE 
RESTAURANT HAS TO 

OFFER

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 2 of 5 - Very Easy

7 5 1 6

4 2 5 9 3

3 9 4 5

1 9 4 8

3 2 6

1 5 7 4

3 1 7 4

9 7 8 2 3

6 1 7 8
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  FLOCK GHOST GUILTS SHAKEN how the 
traders referred to ticker symbol lol? LAUGHING STOCK

last weeks answers: THE PLOT THICKENS, JAYWALKING, FIGURE OF 
SPEECH, PICCOLO

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: A POSITIVE ATTITUDE MAY NOT SOLVE ALL YOUR PROBLEMS, BUT IT WILL ANNOY ENOUGH PEOPLE TO MAKE IT 
WORTH THE EFFORT. - HERM ALBRIGHT

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 

 LEHOW

 KNILB

 DERONP

 ROWRAM

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: just solve the rebus puzzle and jumble and email your answers to . The FIRST person to 
send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  Play the CAPTION CONTEST online for another chance to win a Flipside shot glass! This 

contest is online only.Last Week’s Winners: Puzzle Challenge:

Editorial Board: Jeremy Keeshin, Zach Galant, Adam Adler, 
Laney Kuenzel,  Eric Karpas, Bill Driscoll, Stephanie Weber
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Level: 35 Below Sea Level
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More Top Stories

Cardinal Implicated in 
Abuse Scandal

Report: 94% of People Like 
Good Weather

Jewish-Muslim Game Night Devolves into Heated Game of Risk

AlertSU Reports Woman Peeper: 
Huge Cockblock 

Class of ’72 Surges to Win 
Battle of the Classes

Citing the need to defend 
their claim as the best class since 
the Vietnam War, the Stanford 
class of  1972 devastated the 
competition during Stanford’s 
inaugural Battle of  the Classes. 
As current undergraduates 
gradually arrived clad in spirit 
bandanas and funny hats,’72 
immediately established their 
dominance, armed to the 
teeth and led by former army 
corporal Ed “Two-Finger” 
Howard.  “I knew they were 
serious when their tanks drove 
up onto the curb and ran over 
my bike,” recalls Vietnamese 
sophomore Cynthia Nguyen.

With shouts of  “Oh-Seventy-
Two,” the vets split into three 
camps, Alpha, Bravo and Charlie, 
methodically dispatching 

current undergraduates in 
tug of  war, kickball and the 
line for the barbecue.  Class 
of  ‘12 eventually hit upon the 
realization that the vets would 
scatter when they shouted “IT’S 
A TRAP, GET DOWN,” and 
if  small water balloons landed 
on the ground near them.

Hours after they intended 
to go home, ‘72 could still be 
seen milling around Roble 
Field, trying to develop an exit 
strategy. “I just feel bad that 
we’re leaving the upperclassmen 
in Branner and Manzanita at 
the mercy of  those commie 
freshmen in Okada,” Howard 
lamented, as the last of  the 
choppers airlifted his men to 
their Bay Area residences. “We 

HILLEL HOUSE--Last week, tens of  Jewish 
and Muslim students gathered to promote 
interfaith relationships and just have a grand old 
time.

Students attending the game night played a 
number of  carefree games including Candyland, 
Apples to Apples and Connect Four 3D. While 
these games were all in good fun, tensions 
heightened when the students began playing 
Risk.

Mohammed Muhammed claimed that his pieces 
were on Jerusalem, but Jewish student Moishe 
Greenberg disagreed. “My pieces have been 
there all along,” Greenberg said. “My great-
great grandfather Abraham always had his pieces 
there.”

When the Jewish students realized that there 
would be no easy compromise, they launched 
a preemptive attack of  double sixes, which was 

The game quickly spun out of  control, as non-
game players in surrounding fraternities were hit 

Hillel promised that future game nights would 
stick to tic-tac-toe.

The University was met with 

it began using the AlertSU 
system to notify members of  
the Stanford community about 
female peepers. According to 
Terrence Goodman, a victim 
of  a female peeper, “I thought 
I was dreaming about a woman 
in the shower with me, and then 
I realized there was one right 

outside the shower! I told her, 
‘stop watchin’, come on in!’”

But it wasn’t long before the 
AlertSU system sent a report of  
the incident to all of  campus. 

Chi members showed up. “It 
was a major cockblock,” 
complained Goodman. “And 
to make matters worse, those 
Sigma Chi guys took over the 

shampooing.”
Even former peeper victim 

Lauren Davidson ‘11 claimed, 
“If  it had been a woman 
watching me, I’d have invited 
her in too. She could have 
helped me get soap on those 
tough to reach spots mid-back.” 
(Weinstein)

The game board used by the Jewish and Muslim students

Women peepers have been a threat to 
campus security ever since the early 1980s.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

KOJMCBCQ KVQEN KC XMMCQ NOVXZE GC YOVNCH KFMO YJQC PVQ SCVSZC 

KFZZ OCJQ MOCR JHE GC FHPZXCHYCE GT MOCR PVQ UVVE VQ FZZ. - GXEEOJ 

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT O=H

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT ARTISTS DO 
ON SUNNY DAYS

www.Sudoku-Puzzles.net
Sudoku, Kakuro & Futoshiki Puzzles

Sudoku 9x9 - Hard (136611267)

6 2 1 5

8 9 6 3

1 4

8 4 3 7

8

2 6 3 8

6 4

2 1 5 7

9 6 8 1
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Solution:
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  WHOLE BLINK PONDER MARROW the best 
bread the restaurant has to offer HONOR ROLL

last weeks answers: BACKSTREET BOYS, APHRODITE, BORN IN THE 
USA, REAL ESTATE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “THE WORLD IS MORE MALLEABLE THAN YOU THINK AND IT’S WAITING FOR YOU TO HAMMER IT INTO SHAPE.” 
-BONO

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 

 STRAB

 DUAIO

 DIWHEN

 WISLRY

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: just solve the rebus puzzle and jumble and email your answers to . The FIRST person to 
send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  Play the CAPTION CONTEST online for another chance to win a Flipside shot glass! This 

contest is online only.Last Week’s Winners: Puzzle Challenge:

Editorial Board: Jeremy Keeshin, Zach Galant, Adam Adler,  Laney Kuenzel,  
Eric Karpas, Bill Driscoll, Stephanie Weber, Ben Lubkin
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More Top Stories

Black Community Center 
Only Has Colored Printing

Obama Appoints Another 
Fox to the Supreme Court

President Cardona Slow to Respond to Great Lag Milk Spill

Lebron James to Sign With 
the Stanford Cardinal

Phenomenal Court Mopping Propels Stanford to 
First NCAA Volleyball Championship Since 1978

Reminiscent of  bat-boy legend 
Jake Newman’s phenomenal 1987 
performance that propelled Stanford 
to a college baseball title, 12-year-
old court mopper Devon Johnson 
led the Stanford Cardinal to its 

since 1978. Analysts agree that 

to dash onto the court after each 
point and his nationally recognized 
squeegee ability provided Stanford 
with the unparalleled inspiration, 
and traction, to drive the Cardinal’s 
dominance.

“While the average spectator 

digs coming from the players,” 
said head coach John Kotsky, “it’s 
keeping the court dry and safe that 
wins us championships – and that 
was our fundamental downfall until 
we brought on Devon this year.”

For 12-year-old Johnson, 
although his future with Stanford 
volleyball is uncertain, letting the 
national championship soak in is 

this message, delivered by his 
mother, to the press. “I am not 

now maybe I can come back to 
Stanford again.” Although NCAA 
regulations require Johnson to 
graduate from middle school before 
declaring himself  eligible for a 
professional position, sources tell us 
that Johnson hopes to challenge the 
constitutionality of  the stipulation.  
(Tanabe) 

Last Wednesday, the student body of  Stanford 
was devastated when freshman Jack Porter spilled 

Immediately following the spill, President Cardona 
was contacted and alerted of  the disaster. But rather 
than responding immediately, Cardona waited a full 
half  hour before she appeared on the scene to console 
victims and direct the milk clean-up effort. 

The milk spill was traumatic for Laggers, many of  
whom were seen drenched in milk and holding half-
empty glasses. Tens of  bewildered victims with half-
shaved milk mustaches were seen roaming around Lag 
Dining. Woeful cries of  “Got milk?” could be heard 

In light of  the slow response, Cardona has received 
widespread criticism. “I just don’t understand how she 
could ignore us when we needed her help,” said Erika 
Harker ‘11. 

Daniel Nguyen ‘12 thought Cardona’s inaction was 
intentional. “I know that if  this spill had happened on 
the other side of  campus, Cardona would’ve been there 
in a second. The real reason for Cardona’s absence is 
obvious—Cardona don’t like Lag people.” 

President Cardona issued a statement justifying her 
response. “Obviously, this is a serious challenge, but my 
mother told me never to cry over spilled milk. There are 
those who think my response was too slow, who claim 
that this spill is my ‘Hurricane Katrina,’” Cardona 
continued, “but those people don’t understand how 

hard I’ve worked to stop this milk from going sour. I 

safety signs to stop such a spill from happening again. 
I’ve worked with milkmen from all around campus.”

Though Cardona has received a great deal of  
criticism, some think her performance has been 
praiseworthy. “I think people are making this larger 
than it needs to be,” said Katrina historian Douglas 
Brinkley. “This spill wasn’t anything like Katrina. 
Compared to that disaster, this was nothing—there 
wasn’t even any chocolate milk involved in the spill.”

Dining, but only time will tell whether this spill be 
worse than the Juice Catastrophe of  ’74. (Adler)

that superstar LeBron James plans 
to opt out of  his contract with the 
Cleveland Cavaliers to sign with 
the Stanford Cardinal. Tired of  

he needed a change of  scenery.
At his press conference, James 

for Stanford. They have a lot of  

championship potential and also 
great academics. I know they had a 
disappointing season this year, but I 
think this team can go places.”

James also hopes Stanford, which 
still has plenty of  salary cap space 
in its huge endowment, will be able 
to sign another marquee free agent 
like Dwyane Wade, Chris Bosh or 
one of  the Monstars from “Space 
Jam” to join him.

James’ agent echoed his 

sports town. The attendance at 
games is fantastic. Those stadiums 
are always packed.” 

Stanford for the great weather and 
crazy frat parties. (Galant)

How can we prevent future milk spill disasters?

ONLINE RADIO NEWS:
Charity Fashion Show 
Donates To Fashion 
Disaster Victims



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

XQM XVTGCOM KNXQ ATLLNSL NY XQHX, CF XQM XNDM FTG VMHONPM FTG’VM 

STX NS YQHWM ITV NX, NX’Y XTT IHV XT KHOR CHJR. - IVHSRONS W. ATSMY

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT X = T

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

PRESIDENTIAL 
RECYCLING MOTTO

www.Sudoku-Puzzles.net
Sudoku, Kakuro & Futoshiki Puzzles

Sudoku 9x9 - Very easy (135430511)

4 8 5

2 5 8 1 9

9 4 7 2

1 3 9 6

2 3 4

5 8 7 3

1 5 6 8

6 7 4 2 1

2 3 6
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Solution:
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  BRATS AUDIO WHINE SWIRLY what artists do 
on sunny days DRAW THE BLINDS

last weeks answers: BROWN EYED GIRL, OVERWHELMING,         
BRANCHING OUT, BLUE JEANS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: WHATEVER WORDS WE UTTER SHOULD BE CHOSEN WITH CARE FOR PEOPLE WILL HEAR THEM AND BE INFLU-
ENCED BY THEM FOR GOOD OR ILL. - BUDDHA

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!

Puzzle Challenge:

Editorial Board: Jeremy Keeshin, Zach Galant, Adam Adler,  Laney Kuenzel,  
Eric Karpas, Bill Driscoll, Stephanie Weber, Ben Lubkin
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Level:  And a level up!
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First Arab-American Miss 
America Chosen For Her 
Sexy Eyes
WILL USE NEW POSITION TO 
STRIVE FOR “WORLD PEACE”

5 Dead, 10 Egos Bruised in 
Horrible FroSoCo Chat List 
Incident

Controversy: Queen of England Touches Herself The Midnight Fryer: The 
Blowjob Scenario Part VIII

see the funniest emails on campus.

BUCKINGHAM PALACE—Last year, First 
Lady Michelle Obama opened a can of  worms 
when she placed her hand on the back of  Queen 
Elizabeth as they chatted at a reception. She was 
immediately criticized by the British and American 
media, which stated simply, “There’s just one rule 
you have to follow when you’re visiting Buckingham 
Palace, ‘Whatever you do, don’t touch the Queen!’” 
In light of  these events, the British royal family 
is now in the midst of  a scandal, as it has been 
discovered that the Queen regularly touches herself.

“We were shocked when we made this discovery. 
If  my mother has been clear about anything, it’s 
that you don’t let anyone, and I mean anyone, touch 
the queen. She wouldn’t even let me play chess, and 
I’m her son,” said Prince Charles, the eldest son of  
Queen Elizabeth. 

Investigators report that the Queen touches 

William Doyle explained, “Our best estimate is that 
the Queen touches herself  in the shower, while she’s 
sleeping and even while she’s eating. Sometimes 
she even touches herself  where everyone can see 
her—in front of  cameras, the media and the royal 
family. It’s amazing no one has picked up on this 
before now.”

Despite the bed of  trouble the Queen appears 
to be in, Diana Kingsly, expert in royal protocol, 
explained why the Queen might be okay: “The 
rule is not absolute. There are exceptions and 

corollaries. For example, if  both parties in question 
are wearing gloves, it should be okay.”

Fortunately, the citizens of  Great Britain 
empathize with the Queen. Scott Chumley shared 
his feelings with us. “I think it’s really awful what 
they’re doing to [the Queen]. I mean, I touch 
myself  more than a few times every day. To demand 
that the Queen live without feeling her own touch 
is a bit extreme.” Others share Mr. Chumley’s 
feelings. Alicia Kensing said, “I understand what 
the Queen’s going through. People thought I was 
wrong when they saw me touching myself, too, but 
it’s really just unfair. Whatever happens with this 
investigation, Elizabeth will still be my Queen.” 
(Adler)

After several 
weeks of  writing a 
column, I have been 
called “self-righteous 
masculinist,” “playa,” 
“pimp,” “thoughtless 
man-whore” and 
“shallow,” to which I 

proudly plead guilty. 
You’ve got me pinned; I’m your 

stereotypical guy who thinks of  nothing 

seconds, that is), and I’m here to tell you 
that we’ve been persecuted for far too 
long. 

People may claim this is the age of  
sexual liberation, where you can go 
around talking about blowjobs and 
orgies and bestiality all you want, but I 
am living proof  that this is simply not 
true. I won’t even tell you what happened 
the last time I started talking about my 
forays into bestiality.

We men, when we go out, we are 
just trying to claim our god-given right to 
the blowjob. The only thing we ever 
think about is boobs and vaginas and 
boobs and asses and vaginas and boobs. 
Yes, women of  the world, you’ve got us 

All we do is read ESPN magazine to 

best pick up lines. This is our life. 
And if  you are a man who goes out just 

to get a simple blowjob every night, only 
to come back with a hug, I challenge you. 
I dare you to say no to these Stanford 
girls who tease you. Traumatizing studies 
have come out recently, revealing that a 
majority of  Stanford men have been 
involved in a life-altering tease. Many of  
these men have never recovered.

You may think, “This can’t happen 
to me,” “This is Stanford,” “I’m a nice 
guy” or other similar thoughts, but I 
assure you, these teasers walk amongst 
us. They may look like your average girl, 
but trust me, these women are vicious. 
So BE CAREFUL PLEASE!

To discuss your forays into bestiality, 

Queen Elizabeth may in fact be touching herself right now.

By Yanran Hu

Last Monday, Psych 1 
got personal for freshman 
Carrie Messner. With each 
passing moment of  Professor 
Gregory Walton’s lecture about 
rationalization as a defense 
mechanism, Messner grew more 
and more uneasy. “Professor 
Walton was describing exactly 
what I do all the time,” recalled 
Messner. “Like how I convince 
myself  that eating a whole pint 
of  ice cream is good for me, 
because it has 80 percent of  my 
daily calcium. And that I don’t 
have a boyfriend because guys 

are just intimidated by how 
beautiful and smart I am.”

panic to the realization that 
she was a chronic rationalizer, 
but after a few minutes, she 
started to calm down. “Actually, 
when I think about it, I don’t 
rationalize all that often,” she 
thought to herself. “Besides, 
almost everybody I know does 

big of  a deal.” By the time 
Professor Walton started talking 
about repression, Messner had 
forgotten the whole incident ever 
happened. (Kuenzel)

Tendency to Rationalize Is No Big Deal, 
Student Tells Self



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

CIIX NBF DHFFH KB XSVA, XSVA NBF DHFFH KB JSFL, HFZ H JSFL HSF’U EHUSEPSBZ 

USO AB XTOBE BRBXQUASFL. - KXTVB ECXSFLEUBBF

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT F = N

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT YOU CALL AN 
INDO-EUROPEAN

LIVING NEAR 
SAN FRANCISCO

www.Sudoku-Puzzles.net
Sudoku, Kakuro & Futoshiki Puzzles

Sudoku 9x9 - Hard (131649566)

2 7 5 9

8 6

7 1 4 2

9 5 8 7

3 6 1 9

2 3 4 9

4 5

7 1 2 3
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Solution:
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:  BLAZE WOMEN MYSTIC UNCLES 
presidential recycling motto YES WE CAN

last weeks answers: MATINEE, CATEGORY, CENTER OF ATTENTION, 
DRESS CODE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THE TROUBLE WITH JOGGING IS THAT, BY THE TIME YOU REALIZE YOU’RE NOT IN SHAPE FOR IT, IT’S TOO FAR TO 
WALK BACK. - FRANKLIN P. JONES

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Puzzle Challenge: Caption Contest: 

Editorial Board: Jeremy Keeshin, Zach Galant, Adam Adler,  Laney Kuenzel,  
Eric Karpas, Stephanie Weber

Level:  Yesss!!!!!
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Get the Best Fourth 
Dimsional Storage Around!
5x5x8x1968 FOR ONLY $100!
WE’LL STORE IT IN 1968 

   CALL 650-STORAGE

Students Draw into 
Crothers Memorial 
Nursing Home

Band Celebrates Arrival of New Dollies

The Police Blogger: Computer 
Security and Recording Devices

solve the puzzles online

The band on Thursday celebrated the arrival of  
a new set of  dollies. The new dollies are expected to 
move more smoothly than the old and will accompany 
the band to all of  its major performances. Band 
members generally look for two traits during dollie 
selection: a sturdy base and a strong, straight back. 
Both greatly improve candidates’ chances.

Candidates must demonstrate their abilities on 
Dollie Day, when hopefuls need to show the band 
what they’re made of. “We get dollies of  all shapes 
and sizes on Dollie Day,” said assistant manager Ditto. 
“Small wheels, big wheels, wide base, short base, the 
list goes on...But we look for the ones who move best 
under lots of  pressure.”

Also, the Band said that there will be a strict  “no 
riding the dollies” policy to prevent wear and tear and 
possible injury.

When asked about the new dollies, junior tuba 
player Shotgun expressed his relief. “I’m just glad 
the process is over, and we have chosen the best ones. 
Carrying my tuba around was getting to be a real 
drag.”

There has been a lot of  positive feedback on the 
new dollies. Mellophone player Shazbot said, “I’m 
really glad we have these new ones. They move really 
well and make us look really good. They also go 
wherever you push them without much fuss.” 

(Conner, Gettinger)

I’m Joe, but you can call me 
the “Police Blogger.” No, that’s 
not what my friends call me, it’s 
just what I call myself. This is my 

and ramblings. 
Normally, in the paper you see 

the police blotter, where you read all the crimes. But 
I’m the police blogger--I give you the crimes and then 
I give you my opinions. 

Let’s begin: Yesterday at 3:15 p.m., a Macbook was 
stolen from Hewlett 200 from some girl Carli. First off, 
Carli, seriously? Everyone knows Stanford students are 

report says you didn’t have a lock and are not actually 
sure that you lost it and that it might still be in your 
dorm room under your bed. I think what we have here 
is a case of  the “I need to be more responsible”s. 

Ok, next up: Last week in Mirrielees, a recording 
device was found in a bedroom. First off, creepy. 
Second, really? Ok, guys, if  you are looking for 
recording space, I have this friend who does a really 
great job, he’s really professional and he can record 
your band for cheap. He’s done a bunch of  local bands 
before--I’ll give you his number.

Last: Another day, another bike crash outside the 

name of  the game. Let’s act like grown ups. 

The band’s newest dolly shows off its shiny physique.

By Joe Phillips, Policeman

ADVERTISEMENT

CLASSIFIED
HI! I’M A SINGLE LOOKING FOR 

A ROOMMATE, MIGHT BE DOWN 

FOR A TRIPLE IF YOU KNOW WHAT 

I MEAN. I LIKE LONG WALKS 

DOWN THE HALL. CALL 459-235-

2991 FOR MORE INFORMATION

HEADLINES

Stanford Maintenance 
Finally Remembers to 
Turn on Spring [RADIO]

We’ve Found Waldo!
WATCH THE SLIDESHOW ONLINE

Last week, Synergy 
residents participated in their 
annual outhouse draw, where 
they fought over who will get 
to occupy the most desirable 
outhouses and lavatories 
during the next academic year. 
Competition this year was 

vying for outhouse 
four. Synergy resident Greg Nart explained why he 
prefers outhouse four. “It really doesn’t even need an 
explanation. Everyone knows outhouse four is the best. 
It’s got the best location, the softest toilet paper and, 
best of  all, an interesting discussion on the bathroom 
wall.”

Though the outhouse draw went largely according 

two of  the draw groups were split over the course of  
the draw. “There’s nothing better than hanging out 
in the bathroom with my girlfriends—it’s why I came 
to Synergy. Now, I’m stuck in outhouse seven with 
Suzie Thallows.  ResEd seriously needs to reform the 
outhouse draw process,” said Synergy resident Jenny 
Rempel. (Adler)

Synergy Residents Prepare for 
Outhouse Draw



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

LKPIOPYNFX JDUUGCUJ ZUKU NXEUXYUI VPKLUVR NX YCU MUVNUS YCPY GFVVULU JYO-

IUXYJ JCFOVI XUEUK MU KUVUPJUI NXYF YCU ZFKVI OXYNV YCUR CPEU MUUX DKFDUKVR 

JUIPYUI. - LPKKR YKOIUPO

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT U = E

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED THE 
WRENCH WHO GOT USED 

BY ALL HIS “FRIENDS”

www.Sudoku-Puzzles.net
Sudoku, Kakuro & Futoshiki Puzzles

Sudoku 9x9 - Very hard (136825775)

9 3

4 8

7 2 4 9 5

1 6 7

8 5 3

2 6 9

3 4 9 1 6

2 4

8 9
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Solution:
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS:  WRYLY GLAND LABORS DEADLY 
what you call an Indo-European living near San Francisco BAY ARYAN

last week’s answers: PARANOID, SEAFOOD, LIKELIHOOD, ACE OF 
CLUBS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: POOR MEN WANNA BE RICH, RICH MEN WANNA BE KING, AND A KING AIN’T SATISFIED TIL HE RULES EVERYTHING. 
- BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Puzzle Challenge:

Editorial Board: Jeremy Keeshin, Zach Galant, Adam Adler,  Laney Kuenzel,  
Eric Karpas, Stephanie Weber
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Vaden Health Center To Start 
Testicular Cancer Checkups 
With Happy Endings 

Tragedy Strikes Second Life as Real World 
Claims Another Victim

Crucial Band Member Decides To Take Yom Kippur Off

SECOND LIFE—For the past several weeks, 
citizens in the virtual world have mourned the loss of  
one of  their closest and dearest friends.  A few weeks 
ago, Matt Wilkins (cosmoboy72), longtime member of  
the Second Life community, deactivated his account 
after what many describe as a tragic and preventable 
addiction to “The Real World.”

One of  Wilkins’ oldest friends, tiger_104, explained 
“I’ve heard stories about people getting caught up in 
the Real World, but I never thought it could happen 
to someone this close to me, you know?” tiger_104 
continued, “I guess I should’ve seen it coming.  All 
the warning signs were there. He started neglecting 
his second family and second friends, and selling all 
of  his stuff  on the Second Life marketplace. He even 
jokingly hinted that he may ‘disconnect.’”

Despite the many warning signs, Wilkins’ death 
shocked the Second Life community.  “I was going to 
leave him a message to see where he was disappearing 
to when I got the notice,” said cosmogirl96. “I had just 
clicked ‘Send’ when I saw the message. It was tragic.  
I’ll never forget what it said.  ‘ERROR 527: The user 
you are attempting to contact has deactivated his 
account. He is no longer on the Second Life network.  
We are sorry for your loss.’”

Error 527, also known as the Second Suicide 

of  the Linden Dollar (L$) in 2007, after which dozens 
of  Second Life avatars were seen jumping off  of  
buildings before they disconnected, never to be seen 
again.   

Immediately following the discovery of  Wilkins’ 
death, the Second Life community came together to 
celebrate the man they once knew and loved.  Now, 
weeks later, they are starting to move on with their 

“But now—I think I’m okay. After all, he’s in a better 
place now—he’s in the Real World, or, as we like to 
call it, Second Heaven.” (Adler)

and logistical decision, crucial band member and 
devout Jew Ben Shenkman decided not to partake 
in the game versus the Demon Deacons this past 
Saturday.

Shenkman, who plays the kazoo in the band, 
joined only three days earlier and has quickly taken a 
leadership role in the renowned band. “It was really 
a tough situation for me,” said Shenkman. “I don’t 
want to let down the football team, my section, the 
band, my university, my country, or mankind as a 
whole. I know they depend on me for those buzzing 
sounds, but sometimes you just have to make hard 
decisions.”

Band members lay on both sides of  this issue. 
Many respect what his faith means to him, but others 
question his devotion to an organization he just 
joined. 

“If  this is all it takes for him to miss a game, what’s 
next?” said bone player Robby, “First you miss games 
on Yom Kippur, and then you start missing games 
on Shabbat, and then you miss the whole season.” 
(Keeshin)

HEADLINES

Failed Attempt to Score on 
PAT Leaves Stanford Just 
Short of 69 

With the spectacular ratings 
generated by Gainseville, Florida 
pastor Terry Jones and the Koran 
burning controversy, media 
organizations have increasingly 
shifted their focus to other small 
town nutjobs.  CNN correspondent 
Jamie Nussbaum found a deranged 
paleontologist in Toulon, Nevada, 
who is planning to mow his lawn 
in the shape of  Elvis, and then 
pee on it.  The bald paleontologist 
revealed that his actions were to 
protest those with full heads of  
hair.

Mary Childress, a resident of  
Mobile, AL, was interviewed by 
MSNBC about her plans to steal 
and burn thousands of  skateboards 
to protest the racket and unrest 
that teenage skateboarders cause.

Surprisingly, the earnest efforts 
of  cable news reporters seeking 
to show off  their compassionate 
sides were not enough to convince 
the small town nutjobs to see the 
fundamental insanity of  their 
actions.  (Hefter)

Forget the News: Media to 
Report the Actions of Small 

Town Nutjobs

visit  for way more hilarious stuff!

Matt Wilkins plans to cremate his Second Life body. The funeral will 
be held this Thursday at the local Second Life church.

Shenkman was greatly missed last game.

BREAKING: Jewish Partygoer Atones For Party Foul
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CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

JPADPI VCD CJE XCI ZDVIL XD UJSI ADF RIKWIHI JREFLTWXWIE 

CJE XCI ZDVIL XD UJSI ADF NDUUWX WPQFEXWNIE. - HDKXJWLI 

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT I = E

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED THE 
LOVABLE 37 DEGREES

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 5 of 5 - Medium

3 5 8 1

9 2 4 8

4 3 1

6 5

5 4 7 6

7 1

6 5 9

7 1 3 8

1 9 2 6
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!

Editorial Board: Jeremy Keeshin, Zach Galant, Adam Adler,  Laney Kuenzel,  
Eric Karpas, Bill Driscoll, Brendan Weinstein, Stephanie Weber

Level:  First college problem set
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Fuck Hipsters

New LinkedIn Movie Opens, Viewers React With Mild Approval

Books on the Flipside

Calculus Textbook ‘Dazzles’ and ‘Inspires’

The prescreening of  the new LinkedIn movie, “The 
Online Rolodex,” opened to crowds in the tens at some 
cinema in Palo Alto or Menlo Park or somewhere.

The movie opens with a corporate meeting of  
middle-aged men in business suits. They discuss what 
sounds like a solid business plan, and over the course 
of  the next 104 minutes, they implement it.

The movie climaxes when the LinkedIn executives 

expanding global business strategy. At one point, the 
middle-aged men who run LinkedIn all get moderately 
sized performance bonuses based on meeting their 
numbers.

There are no sexual exploits to speak of  in the 
movie, although many of  the lead characters are 
happily married. Sometimes, they drink alcohol, but 
they tend to get sleepy after a second glass of  wine.

One of  the actors in “The Online Rolodex”, the 

of  a former colleague of  LinkedIn’s founder. At one 

pivotal point early in the movie, Lachey’s character 
tells LinkedIn’s founders, “I’d like to add you to my 
professional network on LinkedIn.” The phrase stuck, 
and the rest is history. (Brandt)

Colley’s masterpiece “Vector 
Calculus” is not your average math 
textbook. Colley has a way with words 
that makes reading about the dot 
product and the del operator a pure 
joy. She draws us in with a soothing 
third-person omniscient narrator, and 
the rest is just a whirling adventure 
through vectors and integrals.

“Vector Calculus” is a journey 
of  love, lust and revenge amidst 
a sea of  mathematics. The plot 
escalates until we reach extrema and 
Lagrange multipliers in Chapter 4, 
and this is really when you fall for the 
characters.

“I want the reader to get lost in 
the pages of  this book,” Colley said, 
“because when you read about the 
Jacobian, you realize there are things 
bigger than yourself.”

Colley maintains a beautiful 
extended metaphor throughout the 
book. We read of  the derivative and 

may change with respect to x, we are 
changing also. (Keeshin)

HEADLINES

Report: Money May Not 
Grow on Trees, but It 
Does Grow on Hedges

groomed grounds of  the world-renowned Stanford University. Featuring two 
carved pine beds and a pristine view of  the manicured Wilbur courtyards, this 

artisan-quality armoires with matching desks that can be arranged in up to 
two spacious arrangements. Complete with around-the-clock bathroom access 
and top-notch acoustics from the room next door. Roommate provided. J-Ro 
204 is waiting for you to call it home! (Vassar)

For Sale: 1 bedroom 0 bath in Wilbur

The poster for the LinkenIn movie. This may be the watershed movie 
for the current generation of businessmen.

Colley’s story of love and loss 
amidst mathematics.

Music on the Flipside

Live EP “ShowaJamz” Reveals New Artist’s 
Fresh, Clean Sound

If  you had any doubt that Stanford MS&E major James Harak 
would be the next Kelly Clarkson, doubt no longer. Yesterday, 
after presenting my press pass at the front door of  his residence 
at Xanadu, I was able to secure a spot in the shower stall next to 

performance recorded in his shower was a strong way to enter the 
world of  music. However, after listening in, there is no question 
that on a scale of  one to 10, this album is incredible.

The EP begins with a brilliant, brazen cover of  Lady Gaga’s 
“Bad Romance.” People who are gaga for Gaga will not be 
disappointed, since Harak’s version has all of  the glitzy gusto 
of  the original. However, the sounds of  water pattering on the 
shower walls around Harak really add a new element to the music 
that makes his version of  the song into a truly unique entity. 

of  this track truly show his talent as a lyricist, delving into the deep 
themes of  catharsis and redemption. “The Sound of  Soaping” is 

the joys of  clean hair. Although from my vantage point I could 
not see Harak, sources tell me that the music video of  “The 

Boy’s “Crank That,” and from the way my feet were moving as he 
sang, I am certain that this will be true.

that the shower shook with his dancing.  The enthusiasm with 
which he sang was the icing on the proverbial cake that convinced 
me that Harak’s fresh, clean sounds will certainly make the top of  
the charts.   (Karpas)   



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

UYJGJ ZVEG CVK BKMSG UYJ IFLDJ MA JHJFEUYLKP WNU UYJ HVQNJ 

MA KMUYLKP - MGDVF SLQZJ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT J = E

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE OBSTETRICIAN’S 
FAVORITE PART OF THE 

SONG

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 3 of 5 - Very Easy

7 4 6 3

1 2 9 4

5 4 9 3

2 8 1 9

5 4 8 6

6 5 7 3

8 7 1 9

4 8 3 5

4 6 7 2
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: GNARL GUEST INFECT LAWFUL 
what they called the lovable 37 degrees A CUTE ANGLE

last week’s answers: WHEEL OF FORTUNE, TORNADO, TRAFFIC JAM, 
MONKEY’S UNCLE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: ANYONE WHO HAS THE POWER TO MAKE YOU BELIEVE ABSURDITIES HAS THE POWER TO MAKE YOU COMMIT 
INJUSTICES. - VOLTAIRE

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

Editorial Board: Jeremy Keeshin, Zach Galant, Adam Adler,  Laney Kuenzel,  
Eric Karpas, Bill Driscoll, Brendan Weinstein, Stephanie Weber
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Level: All 81 Boxes are Here
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AlcoholEDU Teaches 
Safe Keg-Stand 
Techniques

California Government to Carry Out Extra Executions 
Before Lethal Injection Drug Expires

California’s remaining stock of  Sodium 
Thiopental, a medicinal anesthetic that is also a key 
component of  lethal injections, is set to expire this 
Friday. In a rare display of  frugality, government 

Thiopental before its expiration date.
“It’s all about being humane,” said Michael 

Quinn, the Deputy Attorney spearheading the 
effort. “We gotta use the drug before it expires or 
else it might not work properly. We’re giving the 
prisoners peace of  mind knowing that their lethal 
injections will kill them the proper way.”

Critics of  the expedited execution initiative 
argue that rushing a prisoner’s execution date due 
to something as mundane as an expiration date 

a label shouldn’t determine a person’s expiration 
date,” said ACLU’s Natasha Minsker. “People 
deserve fresh ingredients in their lethal injections. 
Not that stale stuff  that’s been sitting in the back 
of  the shelf.”

“Stop using our product to kill people,” said 
a spokesman for Hospira, the company that 

produces Sodium Thiopental. “It’s bad for our 
PR.”

After the expiration date, the CA government 

injection drug during the upcoming shortage. 
“We have a wide variety of  untested, exotic liquids 
and chemicals for putting in people’s circulatory 
system,” said Michael Reiner, CEO of  Magikill, 
a company offering alternative lethal injection 
cocktails.

When asked about his thoughts on alternative 
execution methods, death row inmate Mark 
O’Meara said, “As long as they don’t electrocute 
me, I’m ok.” (Evans)

HEADLINES

Surfer Dudes Getting 
Into Radical Islam

For as long as shelled 
crustaceans have inhabited 
Earth, a simple but powerful 
adage has reigned as 
unquestioned truth – “She sells 
seashells by the seashore.” 

Recently, this popular 
expression has come under 
attack by a group of  radical 
seashell salesman from the 
Atlantic Coast.  The new 
grassroots movement claims 
that the traditional slogan 
promotes an unhealthy attitude 
of  sexual discrimination in the 
seashell-selling industry, and 
is detrimental to both current 
and prospective male vendors.  

Robert Sanchez, the self-
proclaimed Martin Luther 
King Jr. of  the new movement, 
explains, “The current gender 
stereotypes surrounding 

our industry are simply 
unacceptable.  We are working 
to erase these prejudiced 
viewpoints and create a more 
progressive environment 
within the seashell business.”

Cracking the shell, so to 
speak, of  a female-dominated 
industry has not been easy 
for most men, who often 
complain of  a loss of  dignity 
and self-respect.  Sanchez 
describes the mindset of  many 
male employees when he says, 
“They are embarrassed to face 

their friends and family when 
all they want to do is make an 
honest living and follow their 
dreams.”

Though the new movement 
is facing a rising resistance 
from conservative seashell 
vendors, who claim that 
men are infringing on their 
exclusive privilege of  hawking 
calcareous shell to passing 
tourists, Sanchez is still 

pressed for an idea of  a new 
slogan to replace the biased 
motto, Sanchez replied, “He 
and she simultaneously sell 
seashells by the seashore 
serenely.”  

“And that,” explains 
Sanchez, “Is something that 
we can all come together to say 
three times fast.” (Hoffer)

New Movement Seeks to End Sexual 
Discrimination in Seashell-Selling Industry

In an effort to halt what many 

Jihadist thinking on young people, 
the State of  Texas Textbook 
Committee has banned the use of  
Arabic numbers in Texas schools.

 One member of  the Committee 
said that kids could get by with 
Roman numerals. After all, most of  
the important things like the Super 
Bowl are already using Roman 
numerals. It would also help reduce 

write a trillion in Roman numerals 
anyway?”

Additionally Texas Governor, 
Rick Perry said, “I know these 
Roman Numerals could be a bit 
more inconvenient, but I sure as 
heck don’t wanna empower those 
git damn Ay-Rabs.” (Galant)

State of Texas 
Eliminates 

Arabic Numbers

there’s way more online
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CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

LEGGTDYATTG VSGVLTD: GIT BTPPVA, BTYYX, PTKQ-UESUEZF OTDQTSG OKJYT 

LTGATTZ GIT VOOVYEZF BEYTDETY VQ YJBBTD KZR AEZGTD. -SKDVP LEYIVO IEOOY

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT T = E

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE MOST 
ENVIRONMENTALLY 

FRIENDLY LETTER

www.Sudoku-Puzzles.net
Sudoku, Kakuro & Futoshiki Puzzles

Sudoku 9x9 - Easy (135137176)

8 9 3 5 7

4 8 2

6

1 6 4

2 5 3 1

3 7 9

4

9 2 8

5 6 8 3 1
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Solution:
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: CUBIC GIFTS LONGER ACCENT 
the obstetrician’s favorite part of the song C-SECTION

last week’s answers: SCATTER PLOT, NORTHERN LIGHTS, PARALLEL 
PARKING, MISINFORMATION

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THESE DAYS MAN KNOWS THE PRICE OF EVERYTHING BUT THE VALUE OF NOTHING - OSCAR WILDE

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

Editorial Board: Jeremy Keeshin, Zach Galant, Adam Adler,  Laney Kuenzel,  
Eric Karpas, Brendan Weinstein, Stephanie Weber
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Parents Practice 
Mourning for Son Lost in 
Earth Quake Drill

Lunar Energy Advocates Feel Left In the Dark
Holding signs with slogans such as “Carpe Noctem” 

(Seize the Night) and “The Moon: Also Pretty Fucking 
Cool”, advocates for Lunar Energy packed White Plaza 
on Friday to protest the recent approved tax breaks for 
solar energy.

“You know, it just pisses me off,” noted Frank Schnappel, 
the leader of  the student-run Lunar And Moon Energy 
group here at Stanford. “Look how much attention solar 
energy gets on campus. That’s bullshit man, the sun is 
only up there half  the time! That means for the other half  
of  the time, the moon is doing all the work. Its like the sun 
of  the night.”

According to the group’s website, the moon is an 
“untapped resource” waiting to be utilized by energy 
producers. But opponents of  lunar energy disagree, noting 
that the sun obviously produces much more energy than 
the moon, given that the sun is a super-hot star and the 
moon is essentially a big rock.

In fact, Schnappel says, there’s already plenty of  proof  
that the moon is a potentially lucrative source of  energy.

“Think about it. Tides, pagan holidays, menstrual 
cycles and even werewolves. They are all controlled by 

the moon. We are wasting an opportunity to harness that 
huge energy-source for commercial use.”

Schnappel notes that while solar energy has received 
massive government funding and tax breaks, there has not 
been a single taxpayer dollar spent on lunar energy.

“We need to go lunar before China. This is a race to get 
off  of  oil, and every second counts. Every night we don’t 
fund lunar energy, we are just wasting energy. And that’s 
just not right.” (O’Byrne)

HEADLINES

Mars Release New S&Ms

As one who 
regularly likes 
to pay women 
compliments on 
their racks, this 
makes no sense 
to me.  Has ‘rack’ 
somehow become 
a derogatory 

term? Tell that to the elks who have 
racks of  antlers on their heads.  Tell 
that to the pool players who regularly 
rack ‘em up.  And yes, tell that 
to the women who have massive, 
compliment-worthy racks.  

Say I buy into the notion that the 
world rack is somehow offensive.  
Should I be yelling ‘NICE TA-TAS’ 
instead as I drive by a group of  
walking women in my car? Would 

I’m gonna call ‘em like I see ‘em no 
matter what word you want me to 
use, but personally I think ta-tas just 
sounds silly.

Is it possible that women feel 
slightly cheapened when I compliment 
them on their racks? Maybe they feel 
like they have nothing to offer other 
than a nice set of  hooters and that’s 
all the world cares about? Because if  
that’s the case, maybe I can always 

yell ‘NICK RACK AND NICE ASS’ 
to let them know I don’t just consider 
them one-trick ponies.  Because the 
two are often correlated, racks and 
ass.  

The bottom line is, I just don’t 
get it.  If  some bitch yelled ‘NICE 
CHEST’ at me I wouldn’t be 

fuck on.  If  she was hot.  Times have 
changed, I guess.  My father was 
fond of  saying that kind of  thing to 
women as they passed by our mobile 
home, and I’ve got seven brothers 
and sisters so I guess it worked out 
well for him.  

But I haven’t been as lucky as dad, 
and I’m open to the idea that there 
is some point I am missing entirely.  
If  that’s the case I would be happy 
to sit down and learn from a woman 
about respect and good manners...
particularly if  that woman had a 
sweet pair of  knockers.  Excuse me—
tits. See? I’m trying. (Driscoll)

Opinion: Why do women get so upset 
when told they have a nice rack? 

Earlier this week, in an attempt to 
regain internet browser market share, 
Microsoft unveiled its new Dora the 
Internet Explorer web browser. 

The new browser includes 
a radically reworked graphical 
user interface, which prominently 
features Dora, the iconic little brown 
girl from the children’s show Dora 
the Explorer, who hovers next to 
the address bar. Dora cheerfully 
offers various internet browsing tips 
while also teaching simple Spanish 
phrases. 

The browser includes built-in 
anti-viral software that renders 
spy-ware and viruses in the form 
of  Swiper, a mischievous fox who 
repeatedly attempts to steal from 
Dora and her friends. Dora quickly 
responds to Swiper’s arrival by 
repeating the phrase, “Swiper, no 
swiping!” three times, which triggers 
multiple anti-viral quarantine and 
disposal algorithms.

To promote wide adoption 
of  the new browser Microsoft 
controversially implemented an 
automatic backdoor update that 
replaced all existing versions of  
Internet Explorer upon connection 
to the internet, regardless of  user 
consent.

“The Dora browser is an 
abomination!” wrote Michael 
Arrington, founder of  the web 
publication TechCrunch and one 
of  the most vocal critics the new 
browser. “No matter what, Dora is 
always there. Always. Smothering me 
with her unblinking stare. Watching 
me. Judging me.”

analysts at Alexa have noted a recent 

all major adult websites, a trend 
coinciding, oddly enough, with the 
release of  the new Dora browser. 
(Evans)

“Microsoft Releases New ‘Dora the Internet 
Explorer Web’ Browser”

How lunar energy works.

Should I be yelling 
‘NICE TA-TAS’ 

instead?
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QGYFD DGT FKU DGT, QNFQ BJ QKTUK QNFV QKTU. QNUKU BJ VG GVU 

FWBOU ENG BJ DGTUK QNFV DGT. -YK JUTJJ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT Q = T

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

  WHAT THE MAN 
BOUGHT INSTEAD OF 

HEAVY FLOWERS

www.Sudoku-Puzzles.net
Sudoku, Kakuro & Futoshiki Puzzles

Sudoku 9x9 - Hard (136745574)

8 7 1

2 5 9 4

6 1 8

5 9

6 1 2 5

7 1

4 9 5

5 3 1 2

9 8 3
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Solution:
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: GLADE, STAND, STEREO, PLEDGE
the most environmentally friendly letter GREEN TEE

last week’s answers: RIGHT ON, FOREIGN FILM, DIVERSITY, 
EFFICIENCY

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:BITTERSWEET OCTOBER. THE MELLOW, MESSY, LEAF-KICKING PERFECT PAUSE BETWEEN THE OPPOSING MISER-
IES OF SUMMER AND WINTER. -CAROL BISHOP HIPPS

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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Eric Karpas, Brendan Weinstein, Stephanie Weber
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Microsoft’s Clippy Helps 
You With All of Your 
PowerPoint Needs

Chilean Miners Wait a Day to Avoid “Coming Out” Confusion
33 Chilean miners, all male, have been trapped in 

horrid conditions for over two months, living close 
together in a tight space, rubbing up against each other, 
and suffering from loneliness and isolation from their 
loved ones.

Despite, or perhaps because, they have been living 
with 32 other men for so long, their anxiousness to 
return to their families took a back-seat to what they 
considered a more pressing concern.

“They have apparently decided they would like to 
stay in the mine another day,” announced a shocked 
Jaime Feliciano, the Rescue Operation Coordinator. 
“We told them, ‘Hey, we can help you guys out today, 
we’ll support you 100%, we won’t think any less of  you 
or anything.’ But they weren’t having any of  it.”

In an unprecedented unanimous decision, the 
Chilean miners decided exiting the mine on the Gay-
Pride Holiday known as “Coming-Out Day” might 
present a confusing idea of  what (and who) went down 
during the lonely nights of  their 68-day horror.

Despite widespread condemnation from gay-rights 
groups around the world, the Chilean miners held 
their ground, waiting the extra day before allowing 
rescue operations to commence.  “I think it just goes 

to show how far we have to go before true equality is 
reached.” said Jorge Moreno, a gay-rights activist in 
Chile. “They’d rather live in their own shit for an extra 
day just so they don’t get mistaken for a gay person? It’s 
outrageous and offensive.”

through the hole in a rescue capsule. As he staggered 

streamed down his face. As the audience erupted into 
applause, the miner made an emotional plea to the 
rescue workers to work faster, noting, “You only have 
24 hours to get them out. We refuse for our rescue to be 
continued to the 69th as well.”

HEADLINES

Google Car Comes With 
DUI Mode, Asian Driver 
Mode, and More

WHITE PLAZA—In the days 
leading up to the on campus talk 
by His Holiness the Dalai Lama, 
students across campus worked 

event, often resorting to extreme 
acts of  violence.    

“I really wanted to hear 
what he had to say about peace 
and compassion,” said Michael 
Thallows ’012, explaining why 
he “beat the shit” out of  Robert 

Thallows wasn’t the only 
student who went to extremes 
to see the Dalai Lama. Another 
student, Megan Staletto ’13, also 

“I actually killed a guy to get his 
ticket, but turns out he didn’t 
have one either.”

Greg Weinstein ‘011 said, 
“A few dozen tickets were sold 
through chatlists, but at a hundred 
dollars a pop, they were way too 
expensive. I ended up just buying 
mine from a scalper outside of  
Maples—he’s the same guy I use 

for my Giants tickets. And my 
crystal meth.”

While Thallows and Staletto 
 tickets to the 

event, other students had a hard 
time protecting the tickets they 
had. In the days leading up to 
the Dalai Lama’s presentation, 
several tickets were stolen from 
three houses, all on the row. 
“I don’t really know how it 
happened. They ignored my 
iPod and my laptop, they went 
straight to my Dalai Lama ticket. 
I had lots of  other valuable things 
lying around, but I guess all they 
wanted was some spiritual peace 
of  mind,” said Erica Gavin ’011. 
(Adler)

Students Fight, Steal, and Kill for 
Dalai Lama Tickets

A research team at Johns Hopkins 
University has found that there is a 
high correlation between long life and 
death. “It’s a unique situation,” says 
team leader Dr. Stefan Walters. “You 
would think that people who live long 
lives are healthy, but these people are 
dying all over the place.” 

Last month, Lacey Dunston, a 97-
year-old woman from Sacramento, 
California, died in her sleep. She had 
no prior history of  disease and was 
physically active, walking around the 
block every day. Mrs. Dunston is the 
latest example of  what scientists are 
describing as an “alarming” trend 
of  extremely old people suddenly 
dropping dead. 

The study found that 97-year olds 
are more likely to die than every 
other age group under age 97. It’s 

potentially create a disincentive for 
people to grow old. “Every year of  
life that a man lives, he increases the 
likelihood that he will die,” lamented 
57-year-old Dr. Walters. “There’s no 
escaping it.” 

Recently, Americans have become 
more conscious about the healthiness 
of  their lifestyles. If  this study is 

being healthy and living longer is 
only contributing to our eventual 
demise. (Hefter)

Study Finds People Who Live Longer 
Are More Likely to Die

According to an alarming report released Monday by Stanford’s Center 
for Media Studies, print journalists from the nation’s leading newspapers 
tend to manipulate quotations in misleading ways. Bill Keller, the Executive 
Editor of  The New York Times, weighed in by saying that “this study . . . 

the high frequency with which journalists use quotations out of  context to 
further their own agenda. “It’s a very serious issue,” commented President 
Obama in a press conference last week. (Kuenzel)

Journalists Mislead Readers With Quotations
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Y EYX’D BWYAYBKSA EYH PS JSYAXSF QATE KWS YFLSBKGCSD RWGBW 

WS WYPGKMYJJH MDSD GX BTXCSADYKGTX. -EYAN KRYGX

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT Y = A

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

 FRIEND FORCE PER 
UNIT AREA

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: HATCH, UNION, BRIGHT, LABELS

last week’s answers: ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK, PENELOPE CRUZ, TOP 
OF THE MORNING TO YOU, GEMINI

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: TODAY YOU ARE YOU, THAT IS TRUER THAN TRUE. THERE IS NO ONE ALIVE WHO IS 
YOUER THAN YOU. -DR. SEUSS

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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Eric Karpas, Brendan Weinstein, Stephanie Weber
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Students Getting Excited 
for Waning Gibbous Moon 
on the Quad

Farmville Releases New Immigrant Worker Feature
Starting late last week, Farmville players are now 

able to hire immigrant workers for their farms.
According to an announcement on the Farmville 

website, “Players can click on a sombrero icon in the 
Farmville Marketplace and hire Mexican immigrants 
for very affordable wages to help pick fruit, landscape, 
build tool sheds and perform various other labor 
intensive jobs.”

“We have a diverse user base, with players from all 
around the world,” said Zynga CEO Mark Pincus at a 
press release. “As a tribute to our Mexican players, we 
wanted to acknowledge the contribution of  Mexican 
workers to our society.”

Pincus went on to say that the immigrant workers 
feature was only the beginning of  a campaign to reach 
out to multiple cultural groups. 

“We have a special surprise coming for Black History 
Month, when farmers can look forward to some special 
live-in guests to help with cotton farming.”

When asked about other upcoming features, Pincus 
added, “depending on the voting results for Prop. 19, 
we might have a new limited edition crop in the works, 
as a tribute to white, unemployed 20-somethings who 
live in their parents’ basement.”

However, not everyone is pleased with the recent 
additions to Farmville. 

AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka has condemned 
the new immigrant workers feature. “This is an outrage! 
The [digital, non-existent] workers in the game are not 
earning enough [digital, non-existent] money to pay 
minimal living expenses.”

Trumka has called for widespread boycotting of  the 
game until Farmville raises the workers’ wages.

Other critics cite a different issue with the new 
feature. Many Farmville players are worried that these 
immigrant workers will be stealing their jobs. Said one 
unemployed Arizona resident, “We used to pick the 
crops ourselves, and now these illegal immigrants are 
doing it at prices we just can’t compete with.” (Evans)

HEADLINES

New Law Prohibits 
Drinking and Playing 
Mario Kart

Cases of  bullying against straight – or 
perceived to be straight – students in San 
Francisco public schools drew local scrutiny 
and pleas from parents of  straight students 
for tolerance, acceptance and dialogue. “It 
needs to be made clear that my son didn’t 
choose to be straight. He was born that way. 
He shouldn’t have to feel ashamed of  that,” 
lamented Robin Davidson, mother of  a 14-
year-old who was made fun of  for being 
openly straight.

“My boy isn’t straight. He just likes 
wearing baggier jeans. There’s nothing 
wrong with that,” said Rashida Jacobs, 
mother of  Darren, a gay 15 year old. Darren 
had been bullied by the other gay kids 
because he looked straight. The complaints 
poured in last week from parents of  straight 
students who all reported that the school 
administrations have done little to intervene 
in the clear-cut cases of  bullying. If  you 
have similar complaints, we encourage you 
to participate in the straight pride rally next 
weekend, so we can make our schools safe 
for all non-gay students. (Weinstein)

Straight Students in San Francisco 
Plead for Acceptance

Recently, North Korea’s 
famously unpredictable leader 
Kim Jong-Il has been deciding 
who should succeed him. 
After what he called a very 
tough decision, he eliminated 
his son, Kim Jong-Un from 
the running, leaving the race 
down to Kim Kardashian, Lil 
Kim and Kim Possible. 

“I had always hoped my 
son would be able to take my 
title, but he is not ready,” Kim 
Jong-Il said. “I will have to 
give power to one of  my three 
daughters.”

Kim Kardashian said she 
didn’t even know Kim Jong-
Il was her father, but she was 
convinced after being told that 

is the family name. 
Kim Possible seems ready 

for the job. “So not the drama,” 
she said in a recent interview 
about the prospects of  turning 

around a nation stricken by 
poverty. Unfortunately for her, 
some people high up in the 
North Korean government are 
convinced that their country 

character.
Lil Kim seems to be the 

long shot, but she remains 

queen bee,” she said, hoping to 
become the country’s queen.

Stay tuned for the latest 
coverage on Kim Jong-Il’s 
successor. (Galant)

Kim Jong-Il’s Successor Decision Down To 
Kim Kardashian, Lil Kim and Kim Possible

The logo for the new edition of Farmville.

Jill at Full Moon on the Quad 
Monday, which concluded a week-
long period of  awkward hugs and 
sexual comments between the 
two. “It was only her fourth kiss 
of  the night, so it may have meant 
something,” he stated. “She 
doesn’t need to know that it was 
my 29th.” 

action and even included minor 
petting. Jared, a friend of  Jack, 
noted that there seemed to be 
great intimacy during the 10 to 15 
seconds the kiss lasted. “They even 
said goodbye,” he said. Whether 
or not Jill will answer Jack’s text 
remains the biggest question of  
the moment. (Lubkin)

Jack Unsure If Full Moon 
Hookup Meant Anything

And More On Line!

We’ll be live blogging #FMOTQ!

FroSoCo Kids Boycott Full 
Moon and Organize High 
Five Sesh Near the 
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A EP HJD IAYDYH PES EVAFD, LBT A RSBI BSD HJASM, ESN 
HJEH AY HJEH A RSBI SBHJASM. -YBQTEHDY

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT H = T

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHERE SPHERES OF 
LIQUID GO TO GET 

CLEAN

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: PURGE, VERBS, PRAYED, ISSUES 
friend force per unit area PEER PRESSURE

last week’s answers: TALL ORDER, BUOYANT, CENTIPEDE, DAYQUIL

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: A MAN’S CHARACTER MAY BE LEARNED FROM THE ADJECTIVES WHICH HE HABITU-
ALLY USES IN CONVERSATION. -MARK TWAIN
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Winner of The Flipside 
Halloween Costume 
Contest: Slutty Baby

Chefs and Potters Unions Show Strong Support for Prop. 19
Both the California chefs and potters unions declared 

support for Proposition 19, the statewide referendum to 
legalize the recreational use of  marijuana in California. 
Famous TV Chef  Emeril Lagasse, a senior member of  
the chefs union, commented, “Pot is the most important 
tool for a chef. Without it, we’re nothing.” Lagasse 
continued, “You light the pot up from underneath and 
then BOOM! You’re cooking—that’s the only way to 
do it.”

lot of  misinformation out there. Some people refer to 
cooking with the pot as baking, which is preposterous. 
Unless you put a pot in the oven, it’s not baking.”

The chefs union was not the only group lobbying 
in favor of  Proposition 19. The potters union has also 
been putting its support behind the proposition. Artist 
Blake Crowe lamented, “What would an artist like 
myself  be without pot? I can’t even start the creative 
process without it. In fact, I’d say that in this business, 
there can be no creative process without pot.”

On the other side of  the debate, gardeners have 
come out in strong opposition to Proposition 19. 
“These chefs and potters might get all high and mighty 

proposition is inclusive of  weed too,” remarked Rachel 
Garbowski, head botanist for the Menlo Park Senior 
Citizens Center. “How do the chefs expect us to plant 

communities?”
Through all this controversy, emotions ran high. A 

slightly angrier potter who wished to remain anonymous 
told a Flipside correspondent, “My job is literally on the 
line; these people, these vicious people against Prop. 19, 
they ought to get stoned.” (Weinstein)

HEADLINES

On Line: Palo Alto Man 
Shows Off Pizza-Eating Dog

THE ROW--Due to a recent 

on Stanford’s campus, Zipcar has 
decided to enter the ambulance 
market. Starting this Wednesday, 
Zipcar will have Zip ambulances 
available to drunk students in 
need of  an IV.

“It’s a really smart idea,” said 
freshman Sarah Lasner, who 
has already been to the hospital 
three times for alcohol-related 
incidents. “When I get too drunk 
next time, it will be way easier to 
just drive myself  to the hospital in 
an ambulance. And for only $7 an 
hour.” 

Zipcar representatives 
explained that Zip ambulances 

will be available at Tresidder 
Union and several other locations 
around campus, including four 
permanent spots in the Kappa Sig 
parking lot. 

To unlock a Zip ambulance, 
students just need to blow into 
a breathalyzer in the car. If  the 
student’s BAC is above safe levels, 
the car will be unlocked for the 
student to use.

Some are concerned that drunk 
students will be driving themselves 
to the hospital, but Zipcar is 

were drunk, the police would 
never pull over an ambulance. 
(Galant)

Zipcar Puts Zip Ambulances Around Campus

Pot is crucial to an artist.

Drawing criticism recently for 
their caffeine-injected alcoholic 
beverages, nicknamed “Blackout 
in a Can,” the Four Loko Brewing 
Company has taken a controversial 
step toward embracing its newfound 
status as a “problem” company.

“In an effort to keep our young, 
college-age audience interested, 
we are announcing a new line of  

Blackout™ products,” announced 
CEO Jack Hammerstein. The 
most anticipated product is their 
new “Blackout in a Cone” frozen 
yogurt. The taste of  “Blackout in a 
Cone” has been described as a cross 
between Red Bull, espresso, gin and 
cheap vodka. 

“That’s not surprising--those are 
the only ingredients,” Hammerstein 
noted, adding, “It tastes like shit, but 
it will fuck you up.”

The wisdom of  the move is 
questioned by some experts in the 

industry, who expected Four Loko to 
lay low during a time where its drink 
is being banned on college campuses 
and is also being investigated by the 
FDA. But Hammerstein says he’s just 
doing good business.

“We are really just trying to 
expand our demographic here,” he 
argued, defending his company’s 
controversial move to appeal to 
younger, college-age audiences. “Our 
internal surveys showed there was an 
untapped hipster community that 
thought of  Four Loko as too ‘Jersey 
Shore’ for them. But no hipster can 
resist froyo.”

Grasswheat ’12, a resident of  
Synergy. “I mean if  it’s froyo, it’s 
healthy, right? Plus it just tastes so 
natural.”

The effects of  “Blackout in a 
Cone” are not yet fully understood, 
and consumers can only wait for 
the other releases such as “Blackout 
in a Breadbowl,” “Blackout in a 
Salad Dressing” and “Blackout 
in a Panini,” also directed toward 
hipsters. (O’Byrne)

Four Loko Brewing Company Introduces 
New Line of Blackout™ Products

“It tastes like shit, but it 
will fuck you up”

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

B QV ZSWCBWZUL KOQK UCUXH FSH, BW OBI OUQXK, DSETL XQK-

OUX IKUQT IUZSWL FQIU KOQW QW QEKSVSFBTU. -KSV ZTQXG

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT Q = A

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHERE HALLOWEEN 
TREATS GO TO GET 

DRUNK

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: BENCH, FLUNK, BOMBER, BATONS
where spheres of liquid go to get clean BUBBLE BATH

last week’s answers: HALF MARATHON, EMAIL, UNDER THE WEATHER, 
CAPS LOCK

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: I AM THE WISEST MAN ALIVE, FOR I KNOW ONE THING, AND THAT IS THAT I KNOW 
NOTHING. -SOCRATES

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

Editorial Board: Jeremy Keeshin, Zach Galant, Adam Adler,  Laney Kuenzel,  
Eric Karpas, Brendan Weinstein, Stephanie Weber
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Spoken Word Collective 
Accepts First Mute Member

SHPRC Advocates Bike Helmets as a New Form of Birth Control
Last week, the SHPRC launched a major campaign 

advocating the use of  bike helmets as a new form of  
birth control following the release of  a study from the 
Stanford School of  Medicine.

of  this new form of  birth control. “Since he started 
wearing a helmet two months ago, he hasn’t come even 
close to getting a girl pregnant,” said Palo Alto resident 
Lauren Grolam.

Following the release of  the study, an abundance 

of  dorm rooms around campus. Bike helmet activists 
caution that users should not be wearing helmets that 
their friends have worn previously. 

However, many fear that the use of  helmets will just 
create new problems. It has been discovered that some 
users have been wearing two helmets, which undoes 

ineffective.”

is the mechanism by which the helmet prevents 
pregnancies.”

many new helmet forms, including ribbed helmets, 

HEADLINES

Fortunately For Democrats, 
Midterm Elections Graded 
on a Curve

Facebook, always looking for 
innovative ways to change the social 
norms, has added a new feature 
allowing users to record their 
masturbatory habits.

“I mean, masturbation is a huge 
part of  life, and it’s time we recognize 
that,” said Mark Zuckerberg, CEO 
of  Facebook. “Plus, this combines 
well with our new places and tagging 
feature, allowing you to tell your 

you are masturbating.”
At least some Facebook users 

are upset, however. Brett Marshall 
recently tagged his RA Stephanie in 
a post reading, “Just masturbating 
to Stephanie at the CoHo.” 
Unfortunately, Brett’s girlfriend 
Amy reacted poorly to that, and four 
minutes later, moved from being ‘In a 
Relationship’ to ‘It’s Complicated.’

“It’s just a sticky situation,” 
commented Brett, looking 

lie about bustin’ a nut in the CoHo 
to Steph, cause she’s totally hot, but 
it doesn’t mean anything.”

Facebook has also come under 

people. Sophomore Jake Burke 
recently tagged his best friend in a 
masturbation post, and when his 
friend found out, he confronted Jake, 
saying, quote, “Dude that’s so gay.” 
But Burke doesn’t see it that way.

“Look, sometimes I masturbate to 

Many users have been critical 
of  Facebook’ s new feature, but 
Zuckerberg has noted that the 
ultimate masturbation responsibility 
falls with the masturbator.  “Look, 
you gotta know when to masturbate, 
and who to masturbate to. Facebook 
has always encouraged responsible 
masturbation, and this new addition 

Facebook Adds Ability To Share Masturbatory 
Habits With Friends

The medical school conducted a very quantitative study which leds to 
these results.

Researchers around the world 
are grappling with a disturbing 
trend that has sent shockwaves 
reverberating through the medical 
community: almost 100 percent 
of  children under the age of  two 
show telltale signs of  primary 
degenerative dementia.

said Stanford medical researcher 
Lauren Hilton, who has a 
personal connection to the 
issue as her own 17-month-old 
daughter was recently diagnosed 

the disease can have its onset this 
early in infants who are otherwise 
completely healthy speaks volumes 
about what sort of  unpredictable 
sickness we’re struggling to cure 
here.” 

“Degeneration of  cognitive 
function is an early warning sign,” 

said Hilton. “If  your child is startled 
or delighted when you uncover 
your eyes with your hands and say 
‘PEEK-A-BOO!’ it is most likely 
Alzheimer’s interfering with their 
sense of  object permanence.”

Likewise, developed motor skills 
often take a turn for the worse 
after the onset of  Alzheimer’s.

“If  your baby stumbles or 
even falls when taking their 

test for Alzheimer’s by asking 
them to read a passage out of  
a well-known book—“David 

stare blankly or try to chew on the 
book, see a doctor immediately,” 
she recommended.

Other signs that your baby 
may have Alzheimer’s include 
being unable to remember what 
he or she did yesterday, producing 
copious amounts of  saliva and 
making vocal noises that are 
unintelligible and repetitive.

It is every parent’s worst 
nightmare to have to bring in 
his or her child for diagnosis for 
Alzheimer’s, but it is the kindest 
thing you can do for everybody, 

STUDY: 99% OF BABIES SHOW SIGNS OF ALZHEIMER’S

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Uncontrolled drooling is a sign of early 
Alzheimer’s
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CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

YCS BEWWSFSAGS PSYMSSA ISFOSQSFDAGS DAB NPOYEADGV EO YCDY NAS 
GNRSO WFNR D OYFNAZ MEKK, DAB YCS NYCSF WFNR D OYFNAZ MNA’Y. 
-CSAFV MDFB PSSGCSF

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT S = E

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE NASA POPULATION

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: PLAID, BERET, YEARNS, CANYON
where halloween treats go to get drunk CANDY BAR

last week’s answers: POISON IVY, TWO PERCENT MILK, SOMEONE, RUN 
OUT OF MONEY

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: I AM CONVINCED THAT EVERY BOY, IN HIS HEART, WOULD RATHER STEAL SECOND 
BASE THAN AN AUTOMOBILE. -TOM CLARK

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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Angry Drunk Tells Stem 
Cell Scientist to Grow a 
Pair

Andrew Luck Fails to Get Enough Loyalty Points to Attend Big Game
In what is certainly a disappointing revelation for 

fans of  this year’s high-ranking Stanford football team, 
it has been discovered that star quarterback Andrew 
Luck does not have enough loyalty points to attend big 
game for free.

“It’s fucking ridiculous,” stated a furious Luck at a 
press conference earlier this afternoon, “I was too busy 
playing in all of  the other games to swipe my card.”

As a result of  Luck’s ineligibility to attend Big 
Game, the football team has been burdened with the 

It was initially rumored that Coach Jim Harbaugh was 
going to put his wife, who he has previously stated is as 
perfect as Luck, behind center.  However, this rumor 
was quickly dispelled by the Cardinal coach.

“I’m going to put Owen Marecic in as quarterback,” 
he revealed, “he already kind of  does everything anyway.  

Cal won’t know how to react when the same guy is 
playing both fullback and quarterback simultaneously.   
Then by the time he gets into position as a linebacker 

Alternatively, Luck could just pay $65 to attend the 
game and this whole issue would be resolved. (Karpas)

HEADLINES

Report: Women More Likely 
To Fake Moon Landing 
Than Men

As part of  the annual Big Game festivities, 
Stanford students will be performing “Gaieties” 
on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday of  this 
week.  Each and every year, this performance 
is accompanied by a heated debate in the 
Stanford community regarding the origins of  

While many students and staff  members 
are convinced that the play was written by the 
great English playwright William Shakespeare, 
an equally large contingent contest this 
claim.  Those who don’t believe Shakespeare 
wrote Gaieties point to the unusual syntactical 
structure, awkward character development, and 
abnormal plot trajectory that are incongruous 

with the rest of  the classic Shakespearean 
comedies. 

The strongest fringe theory refuting 
Shakespeare’s authorship of  “Gaieties” is the 

Writers” who claim to have written the play. 
“Guys, seriously, we wrote it,” claims head 
writer Nick DeWilde. 

Many Shakespearean scholars are not 
convinced. “Shakespeare may have been forced 
to hide his identity due to extremely complex 
issues of  social status, gender, or simply because 
he wanted to avoid the wrath of  Muwekma-
Tah-Ruk,” said Professor Ian Holmart. 

Others point to the uncanny and convincing 
similarities between Gaieties and typical 
Shakespearean performances, including the 
presence of  actors, the existence of  a stage, and 
the use of  a script containing predominantly 
English dialogue.  This camp has also 
spawned a more moderate wing which claims 
that “Gaieties” was not, in fact, written by 
Shakespeare, but was just a very poor translation 
of  Shakespeare’s “The Taming of  the Shrew.”

The most recent development in this age-
old debate revolves around the meter of  the 
“Gaieties” script.  The play is conspicuously 
devoid of  Shakespeare’s characteristic iambic 

people surveyed stressed this point. (Hoffer)

Controversy Emerges as to Whether Shakespeare Really Wrote “Gaieties” 

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

STANFORD 28, CAL 0: Stanford has the 
best coach, the best offensive line, and the 
most complete defense in the game of  football. 
Cal students are bitter about not getting into 
Stanford.

STANFORD 147, CAL 0: The Cardinal 
defense can’t be penetrated. Cal is a school full 
of  cowards.

STANFORD 1000, CAL 0: Cal’s offense 

day against Cal’s shitty defense. The tree will 
cum on the Golden Bear’s face. Cal sucks. 
(Kravitz)

Predictions: Stanford vs. Cal

Due to a slew of  recent studies demonstrating 
that the majority of  Americans can only 
maintain their focus through a single sentence, 
journalists from many leading newspapers have 
begun to write dramatically shorter articles. 
(Kuenzel)

Journalists Respond to New 
Research on Attention Span

Note: In the print edition of  last week’s issue, we accidentally used a picture of  Tyler Clementi, the Rutgers student who committed suicide. 
We did a random image search for a student, and we were unaware of  who this person was. We regret the use of  the photo.

“I’m going to put Owen Marecic 
in as quarterback”

Star QB Luck is unfortunately unable to play in this week’s 
game.

new content online every day @



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

DJ DX V RNWDKNX JUDET, UVWWA, ZNJ SYWUVSX JUKXY GUK VWY ZYXJ 

XNDJYO JK SKGYW VWY JUKXY GUK UVIY EYIYW XKNTUJ DJ. -ONBZCYOKWY

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT J = T

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE CAP WITH OCD 

TENDENCIES

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: ACUTE, AMUSE, PERSON, DRENCH
what they called the NASA population SPACE RACE

last week’s answers: BRADY BUNCH, SIGNIFICANT OTHER, REALISM, 
INCENTIVE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PERSEVERANCE AND OBSTINACY IS THAT ONE COMES 
FROM A STRONG WILL, AND THE OTHER FROM A STRONG WON’T. -HENRY WARD BEECHER

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

Editorial Board: Jeremy Keeshin, Zach Galant, Adam Adler,  Laney Kuenzel,  
Eric Karpas, Brendan Weinstein, Stephanie Weber
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Dogs Love TSA Pat Down 
Agents

Stanford to Meet Electricity, Heating Needs by Harnessing 
President Hennessey’s Raw Sexual Energy

In an effort to remain a leader in environmental 
sustainability, Stanford has announced plans to 
capture and use University President John Hennessy’s 
raw sexual energy to meet the campus’s ever-growing 
energy needs. Similar to wind or solar power, the plan 
relies on a converting a naturally abundant, renewable 
and seemingly limitless source of  energy into a usable 
form such as electricity or heat. The administration is 

keeps with his current exercise regimen and diet, will 
meet 50% of  the university’s energy needs when it goes 
into effect in 2012.

one night at a Board of  Trustees meeting. The board 
had been arguing about ways to reduce the university’s 
carbon footprint; frustration was quickly building and 

After hours of  debate, Hennessy stood to remove his 

and loosening his tie ever so slightly as a hush fell over 

the room. They had an answer. One board member 
said of  the moment, “I’ve always found John to be a 
very attractive older man, but I mean [shivers]…that 

mean tap that potential for clean, renewable energy.”

to “green” Stanford’s image that also includes riding 
bikes instead of  driving and putting “these come from 
trees” stickers on paper towel dispensers in bathrooms. 
Said one board member, “We want make Stanford 

we ride President Hennessy all the way to that goal. 
Oh, and the potato forks…yeah those are really going 
to help too.” (Doherty)

HEADLINES

Local Student Travels to 
Congo For Volunteer 
Project of Letting People in 
the Congo Use His iPhone

Review of Activision’s Call of Booty: Black Cops Video Game

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Cover for the new Call of Booty game. This soldier is 

Luke Patterson, an Al-Qaeda operative from 
Colorado, reportedly feels “really nervous” on 

“What if  they make fun of  me for wearing 
a hand-me-down bomb vest?” said Luke. “Not 
everybody’s daddy can buy them new bomb 

last impression.”
Luke’s mother made several attempts to 

reassure him, including rubbing his tummy, 
singing “You Are My Sunshine,” and making 

“Don’t you worry about a thing, my 
little bundle of  honey-chuckles,” said Mrs. 

a blast!”
Despite Mrs. Patterson’s best efforts, Luke 

remained nervous.

one piece,” said Luke.  (Evans)

Terrorist Nervous On First 
Day as Suicide Bomber

President Hennessey emits raw sexual energy

shooter with stealth and tactical play aspects 
that puts players in the role of  an African-
American cop looking to have sex with a large 
variety of  women. Created with the input of  
actual black cops, the game mixes traditional 
Call of  Booty tactical gameplay with new 
gameplay options designed to expand the 
players’ experience. 

Additional features include extensive 
multiplayer options, along with new weapons 
and even more realistic looking penises. Now 
with over forty different missions, Call of  
Booty provides hours of  entertainment for the 
whole family. 

Three booty calls in a row earns you a 
booty streak reward: more booty. Add in a 
community of  several hundred thousand 
online, and the variety only gets better. The 
bottom line is this: if  you like black cops and 
you like booty, then Call of  Booty: Black Cops 

“I realized I just had to tap that…
I mean tap that potential for clean, 

renewable energy.”

TSA Travel Update: Ebert 
and Roeper Give Terror 
Level Two Thumbs Up

check out new content 
every day online at 
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SUDOKU JUMBLE

Z KJWWNINWE NW FTJ YAF IZQJW HNPPNDSBENJW FP ANW FKKFVESTNENJW, ZTH 
ZT FKENINWE NW FTJ YAF IZQJW FKKFVESTNENJW FP ANW HNPPNDSBENJW. -AZVVC 
EVSIZT

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT W = S

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE SEVEN 
LIFELESS DAYS

www.Sudoku-Puzzles.net
Sudoku, Kakuro & Futoshiki Puzzles

Sudoku 9x9 - Medium (135288238)

8 5 1 9

3 2 5

5 4 3 1

9 8

1 9

4 6

6 7 2 9

4 8 1

5 8 6 7
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Solution:
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: WITCH, GHOST, CHARMS, DRAGON
what they called the cap with OCD tendencies SORTING HAT

last week’s answers: JK ROWLING, MUGGLE, DIVINATION, ALBUS 
DUMBLEDORE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: IT IS A CURIOUS THING, HARRY, BUT PERHAPS THOSE WHO ARE BEST SUITED TO POWER ARE THOSE WHO HAVE 
NEVER SOUGHT IT. -ALBUS DUMBLEDORE

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

 NWKAS

 ZAELG

 LDWHEO

 RDEAPA

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

2,000,000,000

QUOTE:  “You can see people naked? How can I get a job for the TSA?!” - John Doe, American

Level: Preteen

The total number of pounds gained by Americans on 
Thanksgiving this year.  Knowledge of this statistic has 

caused an overwhelming number of British people to move 
to the U.S. hoping to strike it rich.  Unfortunately, the 

U.S. economy has not been able to handle the large num-

themselves working for minimum wage in textile plants.

Simon says, “Check out !”
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NYC Celebrates the Whitest 
Kwanzaa in Decades

Man Spends 127 Minutes Stuck in Winter Coat
In what is perhaps the most 

inspirational story of  the year, 
Pittsburgh man Tom Welsh spent over 
two hours trapped in his winter coat 
before cutting himself  out with a pair 
of  nail clippers. The incident occurred 
in late November, when Welsh got 
home from a night of  drinking alone 
in a neighborhood bar and tried to 
remove his coat. Unfortunately, the 
zipper had broken. “I tried pulling it 
from like thirty different angles, but it 
wouldn’t budge. I really started to panic 
at that point,” recalls Welsh. “Stupidly 
enough, I hadn’t told anybody what I 
was doing or even that I was planning 
to wear my winter coat that night.”

For the next two hours, Welsh 
paced around his kitchen sweating 
profusely due to his coat’s fur lining 
and becoming increasingly delirious. 
About to give up hope, Welsh had a 
vivid hallucination of  his father calling 
him a dumbass and telling him to get 
his shit together. “I think some sort of  
primitive survival instinct kicked in. I 
took the nail clippers from my pocket 
and started clipping away frantically at 

free, Welsh collapsed on his kitchen 

the next morning surrounded by a 
puddle of  his own urine.

Today, Welsh keeps the cut coat in 
a frame above his bed as a reminder 
of  what could have been. He has been 
invited to give motivational speeches 
throughout the U.S. and even in 
Canada. “I try to show people that 
even though they might view me as 
some sort of  superhuman, I’m just 
an ordinary guy. Anybody could have 
done what I did.” Warner Brothers 
has already begun work on a feature 

bring Welsh’s story to the big screen, 
giving viewers the courage to conquer 
adversity and follow their dreams. 
(Kuenzel)

HEADLINES

Birthers Who Meet Obama 
in Person Want Better 
Evidence that it Was 
Actually Obama

People Start Using “Cause They Rapin’ Everybody Out There” 
As a Reason For Everything

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

The blogoverse and the twismos have 
erupted in discussion after the release of Kanye 
West’s latest tweet. Many have said they 
preferred Kanye’s earlier tweets and feel that 
his newer tweets are too experimental. “When 
Kanye tweeted, ‘You have to balance ignorance 
with intellect! Can’t have school with out 
recess! #Greatesttweetofalltime,’ he really 
just captured the zeitgeist of our generation,” 
said professional twittermeister Kevin Willis. 
However, many twitics around the nation have 
commended Kanye on creating a new genre of 
tweets. “This isn’t the same Kanye who tweeted 
‘@videocrazy999 goodluck : ))))’ just minutes 
before. This is the start of a new era. We can 
only expect great things from here.” (Keeshin)

Kanye West Releases New Tweet

Two days ago, 14 year old troublemaker, Timmy 

questioned him. He replied that he didn’t make 
it on time “Cause They Rapin’ Everybody Out 
There.” 

The teacher was not amused, but his class got a 
few good laughs out of  it. Since then, he decided 
it was an appropriate answer to every question 
including the word “why.”

funny for referencing a hilarious YouTube video in 
real life, it quickly got old. His gratuitous use of  the 
phrase has evidently caused his friends and family 
to get “pretty pissed off ” at him.

reason he can’t come over after school is ‘cause they 
rapin’ everybody out there.’ It’s just dumb.”

Timmy’s mother was also pretty disturbed by his 
use of  the phrase. “I wanted to ask him why he was 
saying it, but I knew he’d just say ‘Cause they rapin’ 

everybody out there.’ I just don’t know what to do 
with him.”

Timmy isn’t the only one using the phrase to 
explain his decisions. It’s apparently spreading 
throughout the nation, even to the Supreme 
Court.

his opposition to a new bill threatening to overturn 
the ruling of  Roe v. Wade. The Bill would prevent 
mothers from getting a legal abortion, even under 
extreme circumstances.

Roberts told reporters, “We have to be conscious 
of  women who are pregnant by accident. It’s 
becoming increasingly common because they 
rapin’ everybody out there.”

When asked what he would do if  the bill were 
passed and abortions were made illegal, he calmly 
replied, “I would hide my kids, hide my wife, and I 
recommend you do the same.” (Galant) 

A recent study conducted by the 
federal Drug Enforcement Agency 
has found that mescaline is starting to 
replace Adderall and caffeine as the 
study drug of  choice on some college 
campuses. Mescaline, a derivative 
of  the peyote cactus, causes vivid 
hallucinations punctuated by 
projectile vomiting. The substance 
has been used by some Native 
American tribes as part of  spiritual 
rites for many years. Some argue the 
drug provides clarity and facilitates 

problem or paper. 
One student surveyed reported 

having been contacted by his spirit 
animal while working on a problem 
set. He said of  the incident, “The 
words on the page rearranged in 
the shape of  possum and it started 
talking. It told me the answer was 
17 and also that my roommate is the 
reincarnation of  Richard Nixon.” 

Experts also note that there is 
a very real danger of  becoming 
dependent on the drug and have 
already found several students who 
can not face the day, let alone attend 
class or study, without embarking on 
a spirit quest and tripping balls for up 
to 12 hours. (Doherty)

Study Finds Mescaline 
Becoming Popular 

Study Drug

New Online-Only 
Content Every Day at 

INSIDE: Ethics Professor 
Holds Firm in Plans to Mark 
Football Team Tardy: 
“It’s Simply Not Fair”

Movie poster for 127 Minutes.
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MT HDZ PYLC JZMEI RYVIECV MK IPC YMB, HDZB UDBN KCCF KDI JC 
EDVI; IPYI MV UPCBC IPCH VPDZEF JC. KDU GZI IPC TDZKFYIMDKV ZKFCB 
IPCX. -PCKBH FYLMF IPDBCYZ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT C = E

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE GRIZZLY WITH 

ITS FUR SHAVED OFF 

LAST TIME’S ANSWERS: SWANK, GLAZE, HOWLED, PARADE the 
seven lifeless days DEAD WEEK

last time’s answers: FORMAL ATTIRE, INDISPENSABLE, 98 DEGREES, 
PLAY ON WORDS

LAST TIME’S ANSWER: A PESSIMIST IS ONE WHO MAKES DIFFICULTIES OF HIS OPPORTUNITIES, AND AN OPTIMIST IS ONE WHO MAKES OP-
PORTUNITIES OF HIS DIFFICULTIES. -HARRY TRUMAN 

 BSAUC

 BARRO

 KYBERA

 GATTER

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last time’s winner:

300

QUOTE:  “My New Year’s resolution is to break my resolution. Ha! That’s a paradox!” -Smartass philosophy major

The number of calories in the Orange Bowl, as well 
as the percentage daily value of Vitamin C that it 

inedible Rose Bowl. Thus, the Orange Bowl is the 
healthiest option for Stanford fans, who no longer 
have to worry about scurvy, obesity, or starvation.

All the cool kids are reading .

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt which will 
cost $8.  Available in all sizes and many colors. Find someone on the Flipside, 
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Stanford Celebrates Orange 
Bowl Victory By Getting Rid 
of Top Coach

Stanford Tells Students: ‘Shut the Luck Up’
Stanford quarterback Andrew Luck has announced 

that he will stay with the school to play his redshirt 
junior year.  However, Stanford has other plans for 
Luck.  The school has just mandated “Operation Shut 
the Luck Up,” a school-wide program to prevent Luck 
from ever leaving the school.  

After the Stanford football team failed to keep Toby 
Gerhart from entering the NFL, the school is instituting 
a lockdown on Andrew Luck.  “By keeping Luck as 
quarterback for another 5, 10 or even 20 years, we can 
ensure that the Stanford football legacy will continue,” 
said Bob Bowlsby, the Stanford director of  athletics.  

His professors have been warned that they must fail 
Luck in any future classes he takes 
to prevent him from graduating.  If  
students see Luck around campus, 
they are instructed to jump and pin him down until a 

Luck is powerful and may try to defend himself.  If  you 
think you see Luck, please press the red button on one 
of  the many white emergency towers located on main 
travel routes around campus or please call the hotline 
(800)-SHUTLUCK. (Collison)

HEADLINES

New Edition of Huckleberry 
Finn Will Eliminate 
Offensive Words Like 
Huckleberry

Harbaugh Announces He 
Will Leave Stanford to 

Coach High School Football

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

In a recent press conference, Jim Harbaugh 
announced that he will be leaving Stanford to 
pursue “a deal he just couldn’t pass up.”

with Northern Pines High School in Edgewood, 
Missouri. 

“It’s here I feel that I can make the most impact,” 
Harbaugh said in the press conference. “I will also 

classes, which is something I’ve wanted for a long 
time.”

Others involved question Harbaugh’s motives, 
saying he is only doing it for the money and to hit 
on high school cheerleaders.

They say everybody 
does things they regret.  
That statement has never 
rang truer than it does 

on the plane home from 
Miami, wondering what 
might have been.  Sure, 
going to the orange bowl 

was the sensible thing to do, but there are 
certain opportunities that only come knocking 
once in a lifetime and I just let one walk away 
without even answering the door.

I spent most of  the game eagerly checking 
my cell phone to see if  any of  my friends who 
had stayed would happen to text and give me 
updates on what was going on back at school: 
Maybe the bookstore was crowded, maybe 
they were serving tamales at Stern…anything.  
Anything tangible that would ‘take me there’.  
And I did get a few texts, with most saying that 
they were in the sky box watching the Orange 
Bowl, and sarcastically adding how ‘jealous’ 
they were.  I too was watching the Orange 
Bowl, but as far as the camaraderie and good-
spirits that can only come with eating pizza 

and watching a big football game on TV with 
your friends…well, I would just have to do 
without those.  

So I tell you now: Learn from my mistakes.  
If  something amazing comes your way that 
probably won’t come your way again, just 

do it.  Don’t just picture the eager faces of  

Don’t just imagine the thrill of  wandering 

your PWR II class is: live it.  Don’t do as I 
ended up doing: cheering  till my throat hurt, 
partying deep into the south Florida night, 
thinking of  opportunities come and gone and 
memories lost.  Life’s just too short.  (Driscoll) 

OP-ED: THERE WILL BE MANY MORE BOWL GAMES, BUT 
ONLY ONE FIRST DAY OF WINTER QUARTER 2011.

Movie poster for 127 
Minutes.

“Don’t just picture 
the eager faces of your 

friends in line at the post 

President Hennessy announces the new ‘Shut 
the Luck Up’ policy at a conference in memo-
rial Auditorium. Here Hennessy is holding a 
Luck model to demonstrate the policy.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

SC AMYI PKWWJ XIWK’Z FIWWK RA ZVW WKN MC ZVW NXA, AMY MYFVZ 

ZM JWISMYJGA IW-WOXUSKW AMYI GSCW. -RSGG LXZZWIJMK

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT W = E

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE JELLY THAT 
COMES FROM WITHIN 

AN OYSTER

LAST TIME’S ANSWERS: SCUBA, ARBOR, BAKERY, TARGET what they 
called the grizzly with its fur shaved off BARE BEAR

last time’s answers: TOOLBOX, HEAVY DRINKER, TALE OF TWO CITIES, 
TECTONIC PLATES

LAST TIME’S ANSWER: IF YOU HAVE BUILT CASTLES IN THE AIR, YOUR WORK NEED NOT BE LOST; THAT IS WHERE THEY SHOULD BE. NOW 
PUT THE FOUNDATIONS UNDER THEM. -HENRY DAVID THOREAU

 EEVAL

 SILJA

 MOXISA

 PRUBEM

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last time’s winner:

40-12

QUOTE:  “When do we get a special themed Flipside issue about us?” -Number one ranked women’s water polo team

Four tournament held between sophomore Janet 

?

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt.  This weeks 
design is available on a white shirt or tank in all sizes for $5. Find someone on 
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Stockpiled Four Lokos
Running Out After Harsh 
Winter

ASSU Speakers’ Bureau 
Brings Antoine Dodson

 to Campus in Response to 
Hot Prowl

In an effort to deter further 
activities of criminal trespassing, the 
ASSU Speakers’ Bureau has invited 
Antoine Dodson to speak at Cubberly 
Auditorium next Tuesday.

Known nationally for his 
expertise on criminality, focusing on 
discouraging criminals from being 
“so dumb,” and rallying law-abiding 
citizens around the anthem “we gon’ 

shows the University’s hard line on the 
recent criminal activity.

Representatives from the Speakers’ 
Bureau have indicated that Mr. 
Dodson plans to continue to push his 
rhetoric which traditionally empowers 
and protects would-be victims by 
delivering them highly relevant 
information and evidence.

Said Antoine Dodson, “I’m not 
sure why everyone keeps telling 
me to hide my wife and kids. I’ll be 
speaking at Stanford University about 
the evolving portrayal of criminality 
presented in the modern viral media 
environment.” (Brandt)

HEADLINES

Developers Release New 
Paperweight App For 
iPhone

Students Discuss How 
Fucking Hammered They 

Got Last Weekend During 
Lecture On Monday

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Students in IHUM: Journeys 
discussed how they all got so 
fucking wasted they couldn’t even 
walk straight during class on 
Monday. One freshman said that 
he had planned to go out to the 
row, but ended up taking so many 
shots that he didn’t even leave his 
dorm. His friend said, “Man, we 
had like a ton of  30 racks of  Natty. 
And we played beer pong until 
we literally couldn’t hit any cups 
anymore. We were like, totally 
piss-ass drunk.” Many students 
felt so shitty the next day that they 
said they would totally not drink 
again for a while, or at least till like, 
Wednesday. (Galant)

Freshman Stu Baker was emotionally scarred on 
Wednesday night when his Karel collided with the east 
wall along the eighth avenue of  CollectNewsPaperKarel. 
A witness saw Karel allegedly move forward four times 
and make a right turn before leaving the house. “And 
that’s when the mayhem began,” said Beth Shaker. 

“Something wasn’t right. Karel should have picked up 
the newspaper, but instead he just kept going and going 
and crash! I had never seen one so close before. It’s so 
much louder in person.”

Police report that syntax errors and bad indentation 
were found on the crime scene near line 38. 

One grade bucket was thought to have been lost in 
the crash, but no one knows for certain. “Hey, that’s 

ok,” remarked junior Jeff  Spiegels. “Not even the 
CS106A professor knows how those checks turn into 
a grade. The kid will probably still end up with an A.” 
(Conner)

One Lost in Tragic Karel Crash

Following their last big hit, the 
makers of  ‘Animal House’ and 
‘National Lampoon’s Bagboy’ 

‘College Campus: Hot Prowl.’ 
The movie features Emma Watson 
as Chloe Vermuth, an attractive 
young co-ed who is trying to 
retrace the steps of  the three men 
who stole her laptop but captured 
her heart. Chaos ensues as Chloe 
goes from party to party and 

her true love before the hot prowl 
ends. Hailed by Ebert and Roeper 

‘Hot Prowl’ is sure to be the best 
National Lampoon movie yet! 
(Adler)

National Lampoon 
Announces New Flick, 

‘Hot Prowl’

Email Recipient Not Sure If 
He is Intended Recipient or 
Just Recipient

Director David Fincher 
Sued By Best Friend Over 
Who Directed “The Social 
Network”

“Police report that syntax errors 
and bad indentation were found 
on the crime scene near line 38.”

A screenshot from the Karel crash.

Check Out

for new content
every day!



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

JGARKCVV YGKKQU JABPC QXU JGARKCVV; QKDN DBHMU YGK JQ UMGU. MGUC 

YGKKQU JABPC QXU MGUC; QKDN DQPC YGK JQ UMGU. -EGAUBK DXUMCA RBKH, LA.

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT G = A

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE TRENDY JUMP

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: LEAVE, JAILS, AXIOMS, BUMPER the jelly 
that comes from within an oyster PEARL JAM

last week’s answers: DOOR TO DOOR, NOBLEMAN, TWENTY TWENTY 
DIVISION, DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: IF YOUR KNEES AREN’T GREEN BY THE END OF THE DAY, YOU OUGHT TO SERIOUSLY RE-EXAMINE YOUR LIFE. 
-BILL WATTERSON

 ULIQL

 PSEPI

 UCHPIC

 LOBEHB

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

36

QUOTE: “We used to be star crossed lovers... now we are just lovers.” - Romeo on the Zodiac change

The number of Hershey’s chocolate bars 
massacred after Sarah Palin declared a war 

against obesity.

Hungry? Why wait? Grab a Snickers! And 
then visit .

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt.  This weeks 
design is available on a white shirt in all sizes. Find someone on the Flipside, 
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Media Outraged At Sarah 
Palin’s New Website Graphic

HEADLINES

Chinese Man Arrested

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

In an effort to reverse a trend of  declining viewership, 
as well as spread the sport to a new demographic, 
NASCAR executives have announced the decision to 
hold a race at Rainbow Road during the 2011 season.

large-scale event at such a remote site, preparations 

the 150cc race.  Drivers have begun practicing their 
aim with green shells while power-sliding around 

event that their drivers fall off  the edge and need to be 
recovered.

“It has been a tremendous challenge for me 

Earnhardt Jr., “because those fake items boxes just look 

work to overcome this obstacle in the weeks leading up 

intergalactic race courses.

As usual, the Sprint Cup Series race will be preceded 

NASCAR to Add Rainbow Road Course to 2011 Schedule

The last thing James 

passing out was the curve of  
his upcoming orgo midterm. 

bookshelves had disintegrated 
into carbon chains. “I woke 
up the next morning on a cold 

a new BMX bike with rims 

midterm crisis drove him to 
the brink of  El Camino Real. 

he added. Things began to 
turn around, however, when 

cooled beer pong table. 

scored some great coke from 

became pen pals with Tucker 
Max.

shopping for new courses. To 
celebrate the change in their 

bought him a brand-new Five 
Star binder. 

experiences over the past few 

Student Has Midterm Crisis, Finds 

whole brood with them—twins Jia-
Min and Chu Plus 2 

has delighted Chinese audiences since 
its inception, and season two promises 

frantic parenting. Taking its cue from 

8, Min and Chu has ridden a similar 

producer Shu Yi Feng. “You put two 

shenanigans start to happen right 

appears to have paid off, as the show is 

as China’s Got Virtue and So You Think You 
Can March In A Single File Line, which is 
good news for Min and Chu, because 

“Min and Chu Plus 2” Tops 
Chinese TV Ratings

for new content every day!

Earnhardt Jr. gets ready to take on the Rainbow Road.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

QBMBDR VEXR PEH EMP GV PTMV UBFR BF. HTK REIV PTMV UREF HTK 
XTKOP. DTJV GOKMPVYD EMP EGDKYPBFBVD MT PTKGF XYVSF BM; 
QTYLVF FRVJ ED DTTM ED HTK XEM. -YEOSR UEOPT VJVYDTM

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT M = N

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE BATTLE BETWEEN 
THE TWO DIGITS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: QUILL, PIPES, HICCUP, HOBBLE what they 
called the trendy jump HIP HOP

last week’s answers: OVERSEAS STUDIES, ALGORITHM, TIC TAC TOE, 
MEAN GIRLS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: DARKNESS CANNOT DRIVE OUT DARKNESS; ONLY LIGHT CAN DO THAT. HATE CANNOT DRIVE OUT HATE; ONLY 
LOVE CAN DO THAT. -MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

 EHBTR

 KUMYR

 NATLUW

 ATTUME

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

651

QUOTE:  “Did you buy one of those new Flipside iHum shirts? They are sooooooo cool!” - Stanford Student

The number of possible combinations of Subway 
sandwiches and Jamba Juice orders you can make. 

Now go pick me up the 437th permutation, which if 
you don’t have it memorized, is a meatball sub with 

jalapeno peppers and a double wheatgrass shot.

With a parent’s permission, log on to the world wide 
web, and surf on over to !

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  This 
weeks design is available on a white shirt in all sizes. Find someone on the Flip-
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Obama Adds Laugh Track to 
State of the Union Address

HEADLINES

Student Working On His 
.40 GPA, BAC

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Malia and Sasha delivered the Republican response 
to the State of  the Union this past Tuesday evening. 
They took a hard stance on many of  the issues the 
president brought up, including the economy, illegal 
immigration, and health care.

“As is typical of  the democratic leadership, Dad 
has shown that he is too paternalistic. For example, he 
makes us go to sleep too early,” said Malia. “And there 
are many glaring issues with his economic policy. He 
continues taking money from Americans who work hard 
for their money. I can tell you from personal experience 
how the president has taken my allowance and given it 
to lazier kids who don’t work as hard. The president is 
always telling us to share, but we know sharing is just 
another word for socialism.”

Sasha continued the criticism of  her father, 
summarizing the Republican view on foreign policy 
and health care reform: “He won’t even let us use 
nuclear bombs on the bullies who are bothering us. He 
tells us that we should talk out our problems instead.” 

Sasha continued, “And on healthcare—Last week, Dad 
made me get a shot. Look, if  I don’t want to go to the 
doctor or get a shot, the government shouldn’t make 
me. Overall, when we look at the President’s State of  
the Union, we see broken promises. He promised to 
take us ice skating, but he never did.” (Keeshin)

Obama’s Kids Deliver Republican Response to 
State of the Union Address

Long time Black Eagle employee 
Abu Nayeem was let go yesterday 
amidst accusations that many critical 

His departure has sent surprised 
cartel managers searching for a 
replacement who can competently 
swallow condoms full of  heroin and 
then extract them from his feces 
once past security checkpoints.

Trouble surfaced during a 
routine indexing of  company 
records when it was discovered that 
Nayeem’s primary reference-- Xbox 
Live gamertag pistolmnky17—was 
not a valid gamer ID.  Nayeem’s 
secondary reference—a four year 
old stray pit bull named Bruiser—

key points on the resume were true.  
“His education came under 

intense scrutiny,” said VP of  
Human Resources Vincent Ortega.  
“Naturally we want people with 
middle school degrees, and he 

out he dropped out of  Nogales 
Middle School in 7th grade, and on 
top of  that his diploma in “Cappin’ 
the Po” was a clever forgery.  It was 
a complete surprise to us.”

The resume also contained 
exaggerations designed to make 
Nayeem stand out as an exemplary 
drug mule candidate during the 
intense interview process.  Under 
professional experience he listed 
“Badass mofoing kingpin, bitch 
WUT,” when in reality he was a 
small-time marijuana dealer who 
often smoked from his own supply 
and earned multiple stints in the 
county jail.

for a new job, and prospective 
employers are reluctant to bite.  
“Sure, the guy is incredibly skilled 

glove down without gagging before 
he worms his way through airport 
security,” explained rival cartel 
leader Guzman Falconi.  “But it’s 
not about that.  When we look 
to hire we’re looking for people 
who are good at communicating, 
who are creative and innovative 
problem solvers, who understand 
globalization and social media, and 
most of  all who are trustworthy.  
And after this it is unclear whether 
he is any of  those.” (Driscoll) 

Drug Mule Fired Over Resume-Padding Allegations Clone Army of Undergrad Premed Interns 
Created Inside SLAC

Sasha and Malia afer delivering the response. 

In a press release yesterday, the 
dean of  the School of  Medicine, 
Phillip Pizzo, declared that a clone 
army of  undergraduate premed 
interns has been created inside 
the SLAC National Accelerator 
Laboratory. 

The clone army is based off  
the genetic template of  Andy 
Kim, from the class of  1993, 
who was the best research intern 
the school ever saw. Identical in 
MCAT score, physical prowess, 
mental stamina, and shoe size, the 
clones of  Kim are fully equipped 
in white lab coats.  Their faces 
are shielded with safety goggles 
with their hands strapped into 

high-speed pipettes.  Each clone 
has limited independence and an 
increased growth rate.  A clone 
of  Kim can be produced in less 
than 3 days.  Right now the Med 
School has an army of  6,000 and 
has enough genetic material for 
another 15,000 interns.  

“The intern clone army 
represents the future of  medical 
research.  No more dealing 
with resume-building, crazed 

some requirement.  When we tell 
them we need them to come into 
lab on Saturday for 12 hours to 
run tests on rhino genitalia, they 
do it,” said Pizzo.  (Collison)



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

T SMXTMNM TG MNMOAWCTGE HGWTX TW’R ZTRQODNMZ. RD T SMXTMNM TG UITOTMR, 

WCM JAWCR, ZOIEDGR. TW IXX MKTRWR, MNMG TU TW’R TG ADHO JTGZ. YCD’R WD RIA 

WCIW ZOMIJR IGZ GTECWJIOMR IOMG’W IR OMIX IR WCM CMOM IGZ GDY? -LDCG XMGGDG

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT G = N

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THE WEATHER 
WORE AT THE FORMAL 

EVENT 

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: BERTH, MURKY, WALNUT, MUTATE the 
battle between the two digits THUMB WAR

last week’s answers: GRAFFITI, RIGHT OF WAY, INDIAN OCEAN, PRIME 
MINISTER

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: FINISH EACH DAY AND BE DONE WITH IT. YOU HAVE DONE WHAT YOU COULD. SOME BLUNDERS AND ABSURDI-
TIES NO DOUBT CREPT IN; FORGET THEM AS SOON AS YOU CAN. -RALPH WALDO EMERSON

 WBALY

 RNTYE

 COVENI

 RONJAG

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

86%

QUOTE:  “I’m in charge of salmon when they’re smoked!” -the stoner down the street, in response to Obama’s State of the Union

The percentage of Egyptian teenagers more upset 
about not having access to Facebook and Twitter 
than about living under a dictatorial regime. The 

other 14% were not fully aware that the Internet even 
existed. The other 10% were really bad at math.

Unless you live in Egypt, go online and visit 
!

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  This 
weeks design is available on a white shirt in all sizes. Find someone on the Flip-
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AA Doubles Success Rate 
With New, Easier Six-Step 
Program

HEADLINES

New ‘Fight Fire With Fire’ 
Initiative Among US Fire-

Conserves Water

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

In one of  the more 

discoveries this week, 
researchers have 
proven the existence 
of  a benevolent and 
all-powerful deity, thus 
forever rendering ages 
of  religious speculation 
and existential dread 
pointless.

“This shit’s airtight,” said Richard Dawkins, a 
prominent and vocal atheist, in reference to the study’s 
pristine methodology. “My bad for being wrong all this 
time.”

John Cabbot, leader of  the twelve person team of  
scientists responsible for the discovery, worked tirelessly at 
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory where he would 
later discover God.

“It was all actually quite simple,” said Cabbot. “Once 
we got our Higgs bosons synchronized with our dark 
matter arrays, all we had to do was smash together some 
subatomic doohickeys, gather statistics, and integrate the 
hell out of  our functions.” (Evans)

In the days following Egyptian 
President Hosni Mubarak’s decision 
not to run for re-election, FOX has 
announced a new show for its Fall 
2011 lineup. Last Tyrant Standing will 
feature the world’s greatest dictators 
battling it out to determine which 
is the most ruthless of  all. FOX 
spokesperson Janette Wilkins 
explained the show’s format.

“Each week of  the show will 
represent a decade in power. 
Whichever contestant stays in 
power the longest will be the winner. 
Weekly events will include ‘Kill the 
Rebels,’ ‘Tear Gas the Rioters,’ and, 

my personal favorite, ‘Extinguish 

Wilkins continued to explain how 
tyrants leave the show. “Contestants 
are eliminated in a weekly election, 
in which all candidates are given 60 
seconds to stuff  a ballot box with as 
many votes as possible. Whichever 
candidate stuffs the fewest ballots 
will be exiled and, in some cases, 
killed. Each week, viewers will 
also vote for their favorite tyrant. 
However, because of  the ballot box 

power.”

Finally, Wilkins explained how 
the shows’ innovative “Lifeline 
system” will work. “Though Last 
Tyrant Standing will emphasize ballot 

as skilled at subverting democracy 
will still be given the opportunity 
to win. Throughout the run of  the 
show, three lifelines will be given 
at random to some of  the tyrants. 
These lifelines, Join the War on Terror, 
Find Oil, and Bribe a Lobbyist, can be 
used to gain support from the United 
States.  Each lifeline will prop up 
the dictatorship for another decade, 
saving the tyrant from elimination 
for one week.”

tyrant to sign on to the show, other 
candidates include Robert Mugabe 
of  Zimbabwe, Kim-Jong-Il of  
North Korea, Pervez Musharraf  
of  Pakistan, and   Omar al-Bashir 
of  Sudan.  Representatives for each 
of  the tyrants have stated that the 
show will receive high ratings…or 
else. (Adler)

FOX Announces New Reality TV Show,  Last Tyrant Standing

In one of  the most [“thrilling”/“drama
tic”/“mundane”] Super Bowls of  all time, 
the [winning team] defeated the [losing 
team] by a score of  [higher number] to 
[lower number].

Winning quarterback [name of  winning 
QB] had an impressive game, leading his 
team on [number] touchdown drives and 
accumulating [number] passing yards.  
The defense also played a huge role in the 
victory, forcing [number] turnovers and 
stopping the opposing offense on numerous 
drives.

Amidst the shower of  post-game confetti, 
Coach [name of  winning coach] hoisted the 
Lombardi Trophy and complimented his 
team on their performance.  “I think all the 
guys really came together and performed 
[“well”/“slightly above mediocre”] as a 
collective unit.  The [name of  losing team] 
deserves [“a ton”/“very little”] respect for 
their performance this afternoon.  They 
played [“exceptionally well”/“far worse 
than we had anticipated”].

Steelers quarterback Ben Roethlisberger 
told reporters after the game, “You know, its 
such a surreal experience to [“win”/“lose”] 
a game of  this magnitude.  I’m so 
[“proud”/“frustrated”] with our guys and I 
just want to [“get ridiculously drunk to help 
celebrate this win”/“get ridiculously drunk 
to help drown out this loss”].

In a critical moment of  the second 
quarter of  the game, Packers wide receiver 
Greg Jennings [“did”/“did not”] suffer a 
debilitating [“right”/“left”] knee injury.  

[“is”/“is not”] in critical condition at a 
local hospital.

Over [number] million viewers also 
tuned in to watch The Black Eyed Peas 
perform during the halftime show.  In a 
shocking and unexpected incident, Fergie 
[“did”/“did not”] experience a wardrobe 
malfunction that revealed her breast to the 
national TV audience.  In addition, Brett 
Favre’s name was mentioned [number 
higher than four] times during the Super 
Bowl broadcast. (Hoffer)

Doing science.

standup comedians 
campus-wide competition
standup.stanford.edu



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

BRJNSTKU QXXJOREE TZ ETIV BRJNSTKU YXAKXUARYSD. JSVAV’Z YEVKJD XQ RN-
JTXK, RKM T NRK’J JRIV LD VDVZ XQQ TJ, OGJ BSVK TJ’Z XFVA, T BXKMVA BSD JSV 
SVEE T ZYVKJ RK RQJVAKXXK MXTKU TJ. -EGIV ZRETZOGAD

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT K = N

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE HERO OF THE 
KITCHEN CUPBOARD

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: BYLAW, ENTRY, NOVICE, JARGON what the 
weather wore at the formal event RAINBOW

last week’s answers: BEATBOX, OBESITY, CAPTAIN AMERICA, HEAD-
QUARTERS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: I BELIEVE IN EVERYTHING UNTIL IT’S DISPROVED. SO I BELIEVE IN FAIRIES, THE MYTHS, DRAGONS. IT ALL EXISTS, 
EVEN IF IT’S IN YOUR MIND. WHO’S TO SAY THAT DREAMS AND NIGHTMARES AREN’T AS REAL AS THE HERE AND NOW? -JOHN LENNON

 LZBIT

 NODSW

 LUFMEB

 RUTEPN

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

2

QUOTE: “my ears hang low. AND they wobble too and fro” - The biggest problem from the Make Stanford Better doc.

The number of vice president scandals that have rocked Stanford 
in the last two years. This can only mean one thing students: a 

curse! First they got Quirrell, Lockhart, Lupin, and de la Torre, 
and now they got Wharton. Future vice presidents beware! The 
Chamber of Secrets has been opened, and you will never be safe 

again!

New content every day online @ 
 !

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  This 
weeks design is available on a white shirt in all sizes. Find someone on the Flip-
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Monkey Sued for 
Plagiarizing Shakespeare

HEADLINES

Laptop Begs User Not to 
Pull the Plug

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

SOTO--Two budding computer science majors from Soto 
released their latest project to the world yesterday, and tech pundits 
around the globe are going wild. 

The site, called Jitterbunk, is a revolutionary startup that hopes 
to combine social media to advance the global economy and 
change the way we go about our daily lives. The founders are one 
white guy and one Asian guy, and they both seem to know a lot 
about computers.

Students have gone wild so far about the site. “It’s great how I 
can just jitterbunk my friends whenever I want. It’s amazing what 
these kids have been able to do in such a short period of  time.”

There has already been speculation about an IPO in the near 
future for Jitterbunk, and Techcruch has valued the company at 
near 2 million dollars. 

“We are looking to expand our user base,” said the founder. “We 
started small, but we have big goals now.” (Keeshin)

Stanford Students Found Revolutionary 
Startup That Does Nothing

It’s a story truly worthy of  
attention on this Valentine’s Day 
February 14th, and it can teach us 
just a little bit about the power of  
love. 

Christopher Duke and Amy 
Morgan are not your typical 
married couple.  He’s the 70-year-
old owner of  multibillion dollar steel 
conglomerate Alcoa, and she was a 
busty blonde personal trainer at the 
gym where he rode the stationary 
bike twice a week.  Yet one day she 
worked up the courage to seduce 
him after his workout, and now they 
are happily in love.

“It’s pretty amazing,” said a 
family friend who wished to remain 
anonymous.  “Not only did they 
have to work through a 47-year 
age difference, but on top of  that 
a massive income disparity as well. 
The fact that they were able to do 

both really speaks volumes about 
what the human heart is capable 
of.”

The loving pair does everything 
together: from buying Amy a 
new pink convertible with vanity 
plate, to making sure Christopher 
remembers to take his prostate 
medication.  Even Duke’s own 
teenage grandsons have expressed 
awe at the deep and passionate 
tenderness between the two, saying 

of  their new grandmother, “Hot 
damn.”

Duke’s lawyer was also quick to 
note the duo’s palpable chemistry.  
“I really saw the sparkle in her eye 
when he was signing the will that 
would leave her half  of  his immense 
fortune.  It just shows that even in 
kind of  a morbid situation like that, 

she was just incredibly loving and 
excited to be with him.”

So let them be a lesson for the 
naysayers who claim that true love 
is only for birds of  a feather.  After 
all, Christopher and his old wife 
were both old and unattractive, and 
now they’re divorced.  (Driscoll)

RICH MAN, HOT YOUNG WOMAN OVERCOME OBSTACLES TO FIND TRUE LOVE

Opinion: Selling Chocolate Vaginas is Wrong—

This week, I 
received several 
e-mails promoting 
“V-Week” events—

panel discussions, 
Oprah praising sessions, etc. But 
while vaginas are certainly to be 
celebrated (believe me—I love vaginas 
just as much as the next guy), I take 
issue with the V-Week Chocolate 
Vagina sale. In their rush to promote 
their vaginas, Stanford women have 
forgotten that chocolates are not just 
random collections of  sugar, melted 
together for our idle amusement, 
consumed only to satisfy our human 
desires. No—chocolates are special. 
Each one has a unique taste, a special 
quality that should be appreciated 
and respected. 

By selling their chocolate vaginas, 
V-Week proponents are saying that 
chocolates are just objects to be sold, 
commodities to place on the market, 

gain. Even worse, the V-Week women 
fail to recognize chocolate diversity. 
Gone are the distinctions between 

white and black, sweet and semi-sweet, 
dark and light. Gone are the caramel 
chocolates and the hot chocolates, 
the Belgian chocolates and the Swiss 
chocolates, the whipped chocolates 
and the mint chocolates. By selling 
their uniform vaginas, the women 
of  Stanford deny the diversity and 
specialness of  chocolates everywhere. 

As a chocolate advocate, I can’t 
sit idly by, chewing on vaginas and 
watching as the chocolates I love 
so much suffer at the hands of  
feminists.  No! I must take a stand! 
I must make a statement so that this 

again!  To all chocolate lovers—join 
me in boycotting chocolate vaginas. 
Help me send a message that will not 
soon be forgotten: Chocolates deserve 
our respect and admiration. They 

human urges, but are instead sensitive 
and delicate bundles of  joy that 
we should strive to protect from fat 
kids, nutritionists, and heat sources. 
(Adler)

“Hot damn.”



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

BLPI HO ERWU XHWIV QL SI HX QUZX ZX ZRQLELSHBI ZWWHCIXQ, Z QHDUQ 

DHVCBI, Z UHDUIV QZG SVZWYIQ, LV Z ULBCHXD NZQQIVX LPIV NUHBZCIB-

NUHZ. -FRCHQU PHLVOQ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT H = I

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE TOTALLY 

AWESOME ORGAN

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: BLITZ, DOWNS, FUMBLE, PUNTER the hero 
of the kitchen cupboard SUPER BOWL

last week’s answers: TIE DYE, HIERARCHY, MAN OF THE YEAR, 
STARTUP

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: WATCHING FOOTBALL IS LIKE WATCHING PORNOGRAPHY. THERE’S PLENTY OF ACTION, AND I CAN’T TAKE MY 
EYES OFF IT, BUT WHEN IT’S OVER, I WONDER WHY THE HELL I SPENT AN AFTERNOON DOING IT. -LUKE SALISBURY

 NYOHE

 TEDDA

 TIRUSO

 ORLFEW

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

$4.99

QUOTE: “I’m so glad we found each other”—Peanut Butter to jelly on Valentine’s Day and every other day of the year.

to your loved one. There is no better way to show that you care 
-

New content every day online @ 
 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  This 
weeks design is available on a white shirt in all sizes. Find someone on the Flip-
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Photographers Owe One 
Thousand Words to Stanford 
For Every Picture Taken

HEADLINES

Historians Discover 
Darwin’s True Theory of 
Evolution

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

In the wake of  Arcade Fire’s “The Suburbs” winning album of  
the year at this year’s Grammys, the nation’s hipster community is 
reeling as it is forced to reevaluate its opinion of  the former indie 
darlings. Since the release of  2004’s “Funeral,” Arcade Fire has 
been a favorite of  hipster critics, hipster bloggers and hipster music 
fans alike. But some fear that recognition from the music business 
establishment is a sign that the band has gone too mainstream or, in 
the words of  popular culture blog Ironic Fixed-Gear Bicycle Tattoo, 
“become another concubine in the whore-house of  corporate 
America.” Another reviewer added that where the band’s previous 
albums contained “beautiful and affected sprawling pop melodies,” 
“The Suburbs” consists of  “over-produced, grandiose bubblegum 
pop.” However, it should be noted that although divided on the 
legitimacy of  the band, the hipster community still prefers Arcade 
Fire’s earlier work. (Doherty)

Nation’s Hipsters Now Unsure How 
They Feel About Arcade Fire

This past Sunday marked the 
deadline for student groups to 
submit their Special Fee budgets 
and Declarations of  Intent. This 
can mean only one thing: get your 
SUIDs ready and inboxes cleared, 
because petitioning season is about 
to start.

Among the most notable budgets 
was that of  the Flipside, which 
requested $14,400 for, among 
other things, a Segway. According 
to Helga Weaver, the Flipside’s 

Events 04361--Distribution and 
04362--Fun. 

Flipside President Barney 

didn’t want a Segway, but when 
the Appropriations Committee 
said our initial budget was ‘too 
reasonable’ to be considered under 
Special Fees, we decided to make 
some changes.” 

While other groups are going 
through extensive laundering chains 
to buy beer with students’ money 
under “Discretionary Funds,” the 
Flipside is very direct about the 
Segway that it will be purchasing. 

From the Flipside Editorial 
board, we encourage you to go 

budgets. 

Flipside Requests “Segway” In Special Fees Budget

IBM’s Watson Wins Jeopardy, 
Now To Appear on Dancing 

With the Stars
After dominating the human 

Watson has been invited to appear 
on Dancing with the Stars. Impressed 
with Watson’s question answering 
abilities, viewers are excited to see 
Watson try its hand at dancing.

“I am very excited to participate,” 
Watson said in his nerdy, monotone 
computer voice. “I know a lot about 
dancing from YouTube videos.”

People everywhere are skeptical 
that Watson will be able to dance like 
a human, especially since it has no 
arms or legs.

“Lack of  body parts shouldn’t 

“People always underestimate the 
ability of  computers, and we are 
here to prove them wrong. Watson 
has access to how-to guides and can 

Watson will learn to be the best 
dancer in no time.”

People on both sides of  the 
argument are excited, nonetheless. 
No word on who its partner will be, 
but frontrunners are ENIAC, C3P0 

Another Presidents’ Day, and 
more disappointment in Washington. 
Insiders have told the Flipside that this 

has neglected that one special day for 
her husband. “I’ve just been so busy 
giving talks and attending conferences,” 

just slipped my mind. I promise I won’t 
let it happen again next year.” Obama 
has told the press that he  isn’t upset 
about it, but everyone kind of  thinks 
he is.

Michelle Forgets 
Presidents’ Day Again

Hi Students! If you like the Flipside, please vote for our petition for Special Fees. The total cost 
to you is $2.07/year, and hopefully we entertain you for a few minutes each week.  The petition is at 

New Classes Announced For 
the Love Major

LOVE 57: What is Love? 

LOVE 101: Self-Love
LOVE 103: Introduction to Theoretical 
Love
LOVE 143: Puppy Love

PHIL 192: Platonic Love

ATHLETIC 93: Falling in Love



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

O VLTN O RVWII TLRRNRR UOGKPNRR WPX HOGCFN NPLFMV CL KWOPCWOP 

ZVWC O SLPROXNG CVN KLRC NPHOWYIN LU WII COCINR, CVN SVWGWSCNG 

LU WP VLPNRC KWP. -MNLGMN ZWRVOPMCLP

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT P = N

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT HONEST ABE 
WOULD DO IF HE 

JOINED THE BUSINESS 
NETWORKING SITE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: HONEY, DATED, SUITOR, FLOWER what they 
called the totally awesome organ SWEET HEART

last week’s answers: BUD LIGHT, AFTERNOON DELIGHT, FIRST DATE, 
SPICE GIRLS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: LOVE IS MUCH NICER TO BE IN THAN AN AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT, A TIGHT GIRDLE, A HIGHER TAX BRACKET OR A 
HOLDING PATTERN OVER PHILADELPHIA. -JUDITH VIORST

 NIFTE

 LCILH

 PINAKN

 OSTINL

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

$2.07

QUOTE: “This is the downfall of humanity.” -Graduate Student Council member on the Special Fees process

The cost to support the Flipside for Special Fees. 
Also less than half the cost of a Jamba Juice smoothie.  

Well, Jamba Juice is pretty good, so if you just get 
Jamba Juice, we understand.

New content every day online @ 

 !

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  This 
weeks design is available on a white shirt in all sizes. Find someone on the Flip-
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Center for Coming Up 
With Fancy Names for 
Silly Things Announces New 
Global Peace Summit for 
Prosperity and Change

HEADLINES

Student Runs Out of Late 
Days, Becomes Pregnant

Universe Finally Decides to 
Give Charlie Sheen Conse-
quences for His Actions

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Only weeks before he was to receive his Ph.D 
in English Literature, Stanford graduate student 
Lance Snarsdale is reportedly “very disappointed” 
to learn that he will not become a “real doctor” 
upon graduating. “I was already exploring residency 
options,” said Snarsdale. Needless to say, those plans 
are now on hold. 

“I always just assumed that, you know, a doctor 
was a doctor,” said a visibly distraught Snarsdale. 
“Stanford really should be more clear about these 

on this issue, instead directing us to a very clearly 
labelled online application to the “Ph.D Program in 
English Literature.”

 Snarsdale, who spent the last six years at Stanford 
working on a dissertation on the parallels between 
Chaucer’s Cantebury Tales and The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar, reported being initially a bit confused 
to be studying so much English Literature at what 
he thought was Stanford Medical School, but that 

covered most of  that doctor stuff  in Chem 31 and 
Bio Core.” 

Fellow English Literature Ph.D candidates Dylan 
Rehagen and Helen Parkerson, both close friends 
of  Snarsdale over the past six years, reportedly 
considered revealing the truth several times during 
their studies. “We really wanted to tell him,” said 
Parkerson, “but we also really liked wearing lab coats 
to class.” (Shaffer)

Ph.D Thought He Was Becoming a Real Doctor

A new, rapidly growing activist 
organization in Haiti has one simple 
but important goal: increasing 
people’s awareness of  the issues 

Stanford University.
“It’s just so sad how ignorant we 

are of  other people’s problems,” 
said Dominique Coupout, the 
president of  Awareness for Stanford 
Students (ASS). “We want people 
here in Haiti to think more often 
about how Suzy Connors has to 
stay up all night studying for her 
chem midterm.”

So far ASS has succeeded 
at raising modest funds to help 
Stanford students cope with 
increasing menu prices at the Axe 
and Palm. 

“I stay up nights crying when 
I think of  what those poor souls 
go through,” said Miranda Jean-

Claude, whose family lacks indoor 
plumbing and access to basic 
healthcare. “I hear so many terrible 
things about what they have to go 
through in IHUM sections. Such 
boring lectures! And what does 
getting an A-/B+ even mean? It’s 
so absurd!” 

“Do TAs really think that’s more 
encouraging than just getting a 
B+?” she added.

After just a few weeks of  
promoting awareness, ASS seems 

to have swayed even the hearts of  

“What bugs me is the inhumane 
living conditions,” said Kely Bastien, 
the President of  the Haitian Senate, 

whose country recently suffered 
from a magnitude 7.0 earthquake. 
“Did you know that most Stanford 
students don’t even get their own 
dorm room?”

“And don’t even get me started 
on how cold it can get occasionally 
during the winter,” she added. 
(Evans)

Haitian Activists Seek to Raise Awareness for Stanford Students

Hi Students! If you like the Flipside, please vote for our petition for Special Fees. The total cost 
to you is $2.07/year, and hopefully we entertain you for a few minutes each week.  The petition is at 

“Do TAs really think 
that’s more encouraging 
than just getting a B+?”

On Thursday, after an op-ed 
in the Daily accused the Flipside’s 
Actions of  not speaking loudly 
enough, an argument about who 
could speak louder erupted in the 

Words. The argument immediately 
escalated both in terms of  volume 
and violence. 

Actions, for some reason, could 
not match the auditory volume of  
Words, so Actions proceeded to beat 
the shit out of  Words. Words, who 
was unable to act, just kept saying 
“Ow! That hurts! Stop it!” 

Actions eventually listened 
to Words and stopped. Actions 
subsequently hugged Words in a 
silent embrace. Words then said, “I 
love you,” to Actions. Both smiled, 

making people laugh. (Hefter)

Flipside’s Actions, Words, 
Compete for Who Can Speak 

the Loudest



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

LB’A OEOFLZU BTOB BTS OEIRZB IP ZSDA BTOB TOMMSZA LZ BTS DIJYV SQSJX VOX 

OYDOXA WRAB SNOGBYX PLBA BTS ZSDAMOMSJ. -WSJJX ASLZPSYV

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT B = T

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE MOST EXCEP-
TIONAL AND EXPEN-
SIVE MEMBERS OF 

DORM STAFF

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: FEINT, CHILL, NAPKIN, TONSIL what honest 
abe would do if he joined the business networking site LINK IN

last week’s answers: DELIVERY, GRAMMYS, LOAFERS, MOOD RING

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: I HOPE I SHALL POSSESS FIRMNESS AND VIRTUE ENOUGH TO MAINTAIN WHAT I CONSIDER THE MOST ENVIABLE 
OF ALL TITLES, THE CHARACTER OF AN HONEST MAN. -GEORGE WASHINGTON

 HUPMC

 SOLEC

 UXDPEL

 SILAOV

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

602

QUOTE: “The Flipside needs a Segway. How are they supposed to deliver thousands of copies over the entire campus every week?”

The number of spelling variations on the name of Libyan 

Vote Flipside for Special Fees! 

 !

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  This 
weeks design is available on a white shirt in all sizes. Find someone on the Flip-
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HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Stanford students were shocked by a recent case 
of  lighthearted playing gone horribly wrong. What 

devolved into a bloodbath. 
“Me and Laura were baking pancakes in the 

kitchen when we heard noises in the activity room,” 
said Heather Croft, survivor of  the TriDelt Pillow 
Massacre. “Right when we opened the door we were 

ambushed by Aubrey and Sara, so we picked up 
some couch pillows and retaliated. It was crazy.”

study-time distraction.
“It was all going well until a couple of  people 

in her pillowcase,” said Ashley Neunzert, another 
survivor. “A bunch of  girls then snuck out and came 

then Britney really started to rage rage rage—but, 
like, not in the good way.”

with rocks, beer bottles, and even knives. In one 
particularly noteworthy case, there was a pillow case 
which contained multiple sawed-off  shotguns. None 
of  the pillowcases contained feathers or any other 

“This is still not the worst thing to happen in the 
TriDelt activity room,” said Megan Trombley. “I 
still shudder when I think of  that Twister game we 
played last year…so many broken bones.”

In response to the pillow massacre, the University 
has issued a temporary ban on all pillows, snuggies, 
and other soft items. Sources close to President 
Hennessy indicate the ban will be lifted “as soon as 
those girls learn to behave themselves.” (Evans)

Vicious TriDelt Pillow Fight Leaves 7 Dead, 16 Wounded

It’s only been months since 
Four Loko has been off  shelves, 
and college students have already 
found a much more dangerous 
replacement. The popular drink, 
which combined caffeine and 
alcohol, was banned by the FDA late 
last year due to a series of  reports 
that it posed serious risks to young 
people, including increased heart 
rate, excessive fun and the desire to 
never drink another Four Loko. 

Recently, however, deans of  
colleges across the country have 
reported a serious and unintended 

of  Four Loko, a new drug called 
Charlie Sheen has cropped up 
on college campuses and the 
results have proven dire. While the 
dangerous effects of  Four Loko 

a Today Show special, the exact 

effects of  Charlie Sheen, however, 
are not yet entirely understood by 
scientists. 

Early reports, however, don’t 
look good. 

According to campus police 
at Winchester College in Maine, 
the faces of  15 students melted 
off  completely after having taken 

fraternity party. On the other side 

in Nevada, 10 students are reported 

to have ingested Charlie Sheen 
right before their bodies exploded 
in a violent burst. We caught up 
with one student who reported 
having tried the drug, and he says 

that he would be in support of  a 
ban. “Charlie Sheen was too much 
for my human brain to handle. I 

it.” His funeral will be held next 
Monday. Although there are no 
current plans to ban Charlie Sheen, 
an FDA announcement is scheduled 
for late next week. (Reid)

Four Loko Use Falls, Charlie Sheen Use Skyrockets

In wake of  the recent economic 
downturn, GM has been put on the 
ballot for Special Fees at Stanford 
University because they heard how 
they could receive lucrative budgets 
with little scrutiny.

Some Stanford students have 

reasonable, and that the company 
really needs what they ask for. Students 
even overlooked the three million 
dollars budgeted for executive salaries 
and food for meetings.

“It’s a really great opportunity for 
us,” said GM CEO Dan Akerson. 
“These students are willing to throw 

we needed was 1000 signatures.”
President Obama was relieved to 

hear that he would no longer need to 
provide money to the failing company.  
If  only America could also rely on 

our national debt…. (Galant)

GM Successfully Petitions 
Way Onto Special Fees Ballot

“Charlie Sheen was too 
much for my human brain 

to handle.”

started accusing Jessica of hiding rolls of 



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

PX KJJVJ ZVKE XVR DKHVLK RJYRT DQ JKPEVX VW LYMRGBMGKZ BJVBPCPRGVX, 

XVJ ZVKE RJYRT DKHVLK KJJVJ DKHPYEK XVDVZQ EKKE GR. -LVTPXZPE CPXZTG

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT J = R

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE MUSEUM FULL 

OF LEGUMES

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: CHUMP, CLOSE, DUPLEX, VIOLAS the most 
exceptional and expensive members of dorm staff SPECIAL PHES

last week’s answers: BACKSEAT DRIVER, DUCT TAPE, ANTIBACTERIAL, 
MULTIPLE CHOICE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: IT’S AMAZING THAT THE AMOUNT OF NEWS THAT HAPPENS IN THE WORLD EVERY DAY ALWAYS JUST EXACTLY 
FITS THE NEWSPAPER. -JERRY SEINFELD

 SUPTN

 UHGAL

 YPECHR

 TILERA

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

94%

 !

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  This 
weeks design is available on a white shirt in all sizes. Find someone on the Flip-
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Student’s Social Life 
Completely Reinvigorated by 
Quirky New Haircut

HEADLINES

Rebecca Black Releases 

Parody Parody Parody 
Parody Parody Parody

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Flipside Staff  member Penelope Peterson 

Flipside Staff Member Shell-Shocked to Find She’s 
Been Writing For a Satirical Newspaper

University Changes Mascot Back to the Stanford Jew

Stanford Sophomore Agonizes 
Over Seat Choice

The Flipside has recently demonstrated a direct 
correlation between Kanye West’s ego and 
greenhouse gas levels

Morty says ‘Go Stanford! Go Jew! 
Hook ‘em horns!’



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

G AZIGZBZ FLZEZ TEZ XSEZ GKRFTKOZR SQ FLZ TAEGMDZXZKF SQ FLZ QEZZMSX SQ 

FLZ YZSYIZ AJ DETMCTI TKM RGIZKF ZKOESTOLXZKFR SQ FLSRZ GK YSNZE FLTK AJ 

BGSIZKF TKM RCMMZK CRCEYTFGSKR. -PTXZR XTMGRSK

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT S = O

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THE CHAIR 
NEEDED AFTER IT 

LOST WEIGHT

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: PUNTS, LAUGH, CYPHER, RETAIL what they 
called the museum full of legumes PEANUT GALLERY

last week’s answers: NIGHTINGALE, ANCHORMAN, CANINE TEETH, 
INTUITION

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: AN ERROR DOES NOT BECOME TRUTH BY REASON OF MULTIPLIED PROPAGATION, NOR DOES TRUTH BECOME ER-
ROR BECAUSE NOBODY SEES IT. -MOHANDAS GANDHI

 TELFA

 AMLYE

 SULTES

 ZAALEB

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

236 million

QUOTE: “You know what they say. Once you go Rebecca Black...” 

The number of minutes wasted by the global population 
watching the Rebecca Black “Friday” video. This is millions 

of dollars of productivity lost, and millions of minutes we 
could have spent doing something useful, like twiddling our 

thumbs or staring at a wall. 

 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  This 
weeks design is available on a white shirt in all sizes. Find someone on the Flip-

This week you have the option to get a shirt that has your favorite two consecu-
tive days on it, and have your own personal meme!

A



68-year-old Libyan dictator Muammar 
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Branner Loses House

HEADLINES

Phi Psi: “We Have Girls 
Pass Out At Our Parties 
Too!”

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Kappa Sigma Loses House, Brothers Adopt Hunter-Gatherer Lifestyle

Flipside Implements New Paywall 
Requiring Readers to 

“Bro, I’m just living hand 
to mouth right now.”

Online Exclusive: The Flipside Interviews Your ASSU Senate Candidates

TECH/HEALTH:
Women Now Required To Watch 
‘Charlie Bit My Finger’ Video Before 
Finalizing Abortion



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

YA’W WLTYVC PSXST. AJBA YW DJBA AJS VBNS UP YA YW. BVF DJSV MUQ’XS CUA YA, 

MUQ DBVA - UJ, MUQ FUV’A OQYAS EVUD DJBA YA YW MUQ FU DBVA, GQA YA IQWA 

PBYTZM NBESW MUQT JSBTA BRJS, MUQ DBVA YA WU! -NBTE ADBYV

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT B = A

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE METAL COIL’S 

FLU SYMPTOM

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: FETAL, MEALY, TUSSLE, ABLAZE what the 
chair needed after it lost weight A SEAT BELT

last week’s answers: FORERUNNERS, SLEEPOVER PARTY, CARDINAL, 
MISSION TO MARS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: I BELIEVE THERE ARE MORE INSTANCES OF THE ABRIDGEMENT OF THE FREEDOM OF THE PEOPLE BY GRADUAL 
AND SILENT ENCROACHMENTS OF THOSE IN POWER THAN BY VIOLENT AND SUDDEN USURPATIONS. -JAMES MADISON

 VANRE

 OGLIO

 NORFEC

 ETISIP

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

7.8

Bennett for Senate

 

 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  This 
weeks design is available on a white shirt in all sizes. Find someone on the Flip-

This week you have the option to get a shirt that has your favorite two consecu-
tive days on it, and have your own personal meme!
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Obama Announces 
2012 Presidential 
Campaign With 
Promises of “Same”

HEADLINES

Alcohol Transports Up 
18 Points in 2011

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Hopeless Bachelor Forwards Chain
E-Mail To 20 People, Still Single

Billboard Momentarily Causes Students to Reconsider 
Helmet-Wearing Decision

United States Launches 
Thumb War On Libya

The cat picture that was supposed to woo Babson’s 
soul mate.

-

wear helmets to save their brains, and 
also that there were Zombies ahead.

“Should I wear a helmet?  
Will I look less cool?  

What will my mom say?”



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

LAM AOQRP YRFM ARU ARZ EXPK MNIMYBMPFM RPZ R TBPM LYRZBLBXP BP UOYS-

BSBPK RZSMYUBLC. JOL GM PXG TRFM R LRUV TXY GABFA GM ARSM EBLLEM MN-

IMYBMPFM: LAM LRUV XT UOYSBSBPK IYXUIMYBLC. -RERP KYMKK

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT P = N

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY SAID 
ABOUT THE MAN WHO 
MANAGED THE PIECE 

OF DINNERWARE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: RAVEN, IGLOO, CONFER, PITIES what they 

last week’s answers: ROUNDHOUSE KICKS, EXTENUATE, SOMER-
SAULTS, PIONEERING

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: IT’S SPRING FEVER. THAT IS WHAT THE NAME OF IT IS. AND WHEN YOU’VE GOT IT, YOU WANT - OH, YOU DON’T 
QUITE KNOW WHAT IT IS YOU DO WANT, BUT IT JUST FAIRLY MAKES YOUR HEART ACHE, YOU WANT IT SO! -MARK TWAIN

 EHFIT

 HYDAS

 NRUERN

 CADHET

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

$38.5 billion

QUOTE: “I totally think the war in Liberia is unethical, and Obama should just get us out of there.” 

The amount that the US budget will be cut for the remaining part of 

of its budget based on a Special Fees like process, where programs like 

 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  



Stanford, CA -- Stanford Police are 
reevaluating their squad-car assignments and 
setting up night-time patrols after a pair of  
crimes committed in Escondido Village and 
Rains last week shocked the community.

“To have two bicyclists go through this 
intersection without stopping in one week 
-- it’s just unthinkable,” said frightened 
Escondido Village 8th-year PhD student 
Hung Wang.  The incidents each occurred at 
the intersection of  Campus and Escondido, in 
what was once a quiet, family district.  “Once 

housing, we just knew, ‘there goes the 
neighborhood,’” said Wang.

In response to the incidents, Stanford 
police will be setting up 24-hour stop-sign 
patrols in the area, and erecting high-speed 

Sheriff  Jim Davis assured the community in 
an e-mail to the [ugres_rcfs] list: “We will no 
longer be having our squad cars monitor the 
perimeters of  campus for suspicious activity 
at night. It just doesn’t make sense when 
you’ve got bicyclists running stop signs left and 
right. And without bike lights at that!”  His 
e-mail sparked an outcry, with nearly 200 
concerned undergrads voicing their concerns 
in response.

While the original APB described the 
suspect as “a dark skinned male, possibly Black 
approximately 30 years old and 5’4” tall,” this 
description was changed once Muggsy Bogues’ 
alibi held up.

Police have issued the following information 
about one of  the bicycle assailants, and are 
asking for the community’s help: “The suspect 
had a dark olive skin color -- or possibly burnt 

college-age, wore no helmet, and was wearing 
a Stanford sweatshirt and jeans. Victims in 
the crosswalk say an odor of  Stern dining was 
in the air when he passed by.”  Witnesses are 
urged to call the Bicycle Abatement tipline at 
650-444-4686. (Charnin-Aker)
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In Final Act As President, 
Cardona Pardons Ram’s 
Head

HEADLINES

People Still Joining 
Antiquated Social Clubs 
for Some Reason

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Stanford Police Reassess Priorities After Recent Crimes

On Tuesday, SCN announced 
that it would be bringing Indie 
sensation Mmmmphsphlts to 
campus for its one and only 
spring concert. Lead guitarist 

their sound as “Grunge meets folk 
meets disco-slash-surf  rock, plus, 
you know, a lot of  screaming.” 
With narrowly-known hits 
such as “mmaphhhlyyyyyyyn” 
and “plephhhhhhhhhh,” 
Mmmmphsphlts is bound to keep 
out all the sorts of  people who don’t 
belong at SCN concerts.

Said Jon Bitters, director of  
SCN programming: “OK, look. If  
students could be trusted to make 
up their own minds about what 
artists they wanted to see, then they 
wouldn’t pay us so much in special 
fees to make that decision for them, 
right? Ugh, can you imagine it--
Becky buying her own tickets to 

Britney, Jamie getting a pass to see 
Mumford and Sons? Awful.”

mainstream-ish last year at 
Coachella, where they performed 
on Stage N, a little-known venue 

Deth’s pickup truck. Nonetheless, 
of  the ten students on campus who 

have heard of  Mmmmphsphlts, 
eight claim it has sold out.

Indeed, avid concertgoer and 
recreational drug user Jake Delaurel 

wishes SCN had chosen a group 
with a little more authenticity, 
such as “Palalaphalleeentka,” a 
band so obscure it only exists in 
his head. “They almost never fail 
to disappoint,” he said, before 
returning to his conversation with a 
mailbox. “Almost.” (Webb)

Stanford Concert Network Brings Mmmmphsphlts to Campus!

We accept girls with all shades of  blonde hair
To please our national charter, we love doing 
many unique, philanthropic events such as:

Annual Fundraiser for Chronically Shy Girls1. 
Pancake Sundays, where we give away all   2. 

 the pancakes that have too many carbs for us  
 to eat
We sometimes prefer having “girls night” instead 
of  getting really shitfaced
When we get shitfaced, we still look cute
We have a private Marguerite bus that goes 
straight between KA and the hospital
We charge only $399.99 per quarter to let you 
have unlimited alcohol!*
We have classy and fun parties with themes such as 
“Sluts and Hoes” and “Let’s Get Drunk”
We all love each other because we are sisters! 

*While supplies last   (Vassar)

Why YOU Should Join Alpha Phi, 
Stanford’s Newest Sorority!

A few policemen who are out on the lookout for 
bicyclists who are a danger to the campus.

Mmmmphsphlts performing on Stage 
R at local Arizona festival Followia

With narrowly-known hits 
such as “mmaphhhlyyyyyyyn” 

and “plephhhhhhhhhh,” 
Mmmmphsphlts is bound to 
keep out all the sorts of people 

who don’t belong at 
SCN concerts.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

PEVJV FL B RKTNZPVJ MFLVBLV PEBP BDUAKMU HEK HKJXL HFPE RKTNZPVJL XDKHL 

BAKZP. FP’L B IVJU LVJFKZL MFLVBLV BDM FP FDPVJOVJVL RKTNWVPVWU HFPE PEV HKJX. 

PEV PJKZAWV HFPE RKTNZPVJL FL PEBP UKZ NWBU HFPE PEVT! -JFREBJM OVUDTBD

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT V = E

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THE EGYPTIANS 
CALLED FOR WHEN 
THEIR BUS BROKE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: THIEF, SHADY, RUNNER, DETACH what they 
said about the man who managed the piece of dinnerware HE RAN THE DISH

last week’s answers: JUICE BOX, FOR OLD TIME’S SAKE, CINCINNATI, 
SECOND TO NONE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THE HUMAN RACE HAS HAD LONG EXPERIENCE AND A FINE TRADITION IN SURVIVING ADVERSITY. BUT WE NOW 
FACE A TASK FOR WHICH WE HAVE LITTLE EXPERIENCE: THE TASK OF SURVIVING PROSPERITY. -ALAN GREGG

 ADILT

 ROSWN

 FUYFNS

 SORILB

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

96

QUOTE: “How you like ‘dem apples?” -The evil Indian apple eater/sexual assaultist

The percentage of Stanford students whose parents did their tax 
returns for them. This is slightly above 8, the percentage of Stan-
ford students who parents dress them every morning, check their 
problem sets, and send them a bagged lunch via mail (USPS 2 day 

priority, in case you were wondering).

Tomorrow’s 4/20! Today’s 4/19! 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  

talk to someone on the Flipside.



Hi there, fellow student.  I’m fresh 
off  the assembly line they’ve set up 
in the basement of  Munger and am 
glad we met.  We should go to the 
CoHo sometime to catch up, and 
then resolve to do it more often.    

What are your interests? Personally 
I’m interested in diversity and 
sustainability mostly, although I can 
be quite passionate about community 
as well.  And I gotta give mad props 
to Stanford football and SOCC-
endorsed candidates.  I love those two 
things.   

And I love how Stanford is so 
much more chill and laid back than 
East Coast schools.  From time to 
time homework stresses me out, but 
nothing chases the stress away like 
hittin’ up the Row on a weekend.  You 
should have seen it—last Saturday 
I got so drunk that I did this funny 
thing!  

Oh, and I waved to you the other 
day in White Plaza.  I guess you didn’t 
see me, although I don’t know how 
you couldn’t pick me out of  the crowd 
when I was wearing my Stanford 
hoodie and Kanye West-style shutter 
shades.  

Anyway, let’s hear about you.  

I’m from a low-income family? Or 
maybe I’m not—but if  I’m not you 
can sure as hell bet I’m not going to 
admit it.  And for the last time, stop 
calling me white.  My maternal great-
grandfather was Persian.  

So now you know a bit about me, 
but who am I, you ask? The answer 
is complicated. I’m a blonde girl in 
Roble. I’m a tall guy in Sigma Chi.  

year in EV.  I am everywhere and 
nowhere at once—where you’d most 

bike, heading to Late Nite.  I’m down 
the hall, coming up the stairs.  Look 
down! I may be sitting in your chair. 
(Driscoll) 
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Setediab Partially 
Reversible
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Girl Just Wants to Feel the 
Earthquake For Once

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Greetings From the First Mass-Produced 
Stanford Student!

Last Thursday evening, disaster 
struck Caity Dalton ‘14 when her 
Facebook status update received 
zero likes over a period of  over four 
hours. At 8:32 pm, Dalton posted the 
following new status: “spent all day 
shopping for bikinis with @Angie 
Marshall and @Genna Thomas ;)” 
She recalls logging out of  Facebook 

if  not ten or more, of  her Facebook 
friends would promptly like the 
update. 

“I keep this spreadsheet with the 
number of  likes I get for every status,” 

been getting sooo many for the past 
few days.” She went on to point out 
several features of  the status that led 
her to believe it would garner many 

I used the winky emoticon. I mean, I 
even tagged two of  my friends, which 
basically obligates them to like it as 
soon as they see it.”

To Dalton’s shock and dismay, 
when she opened Facebook over 
three hours later, she found that none 
of  her 924 Facebook friends had liked 

described, “was that Facebook wasn’t 
working so nobody could even see 
the status. That would have totally 
made sense. But then my roommate 

was super embarrassed… I almost 
deactivated my Facebook right then.” 

Fortunately, Dalton was able to 
keep a level head and take actions 
to rectify the situation. “I did some 

twenty-three of  my besties and asking 
them to like the status. Within a few 

minutes, I had eight likes AND two 
comments!” 

Despite this positive outcome, 
Dalton remains somewhat 

has not updated her status again since 
that day and is not sure when she 
will feel ready to do so again. During 
the interview, she looked right at 
the camera and made the following 
poignant remark: “I’m trying my best 
to be strong again since I know this is 

and honestly for the whole Facebook 
community. Sorry everyone! Maybe 

liking my status.” (Kuenzel)

Nobody Likes Girl’s Facebook Status Update

In a groundbreaking study 
published by the Stanford Psychology 
Department last month, researchers 
found that nearly three-fourths of  
people who utilize the handicap door 
button are not physically disabled.

Multiple hypotheses have emerged 

from the relatively mundane – 
people like the convenience that the 
automatic button provides – to the 
more ambitious and philosophical – 
people like to pretend they are Jedis 
who can use the Force to automatically 
open doors .

One subject, who prefers to 
remain anonymous due to the ethical 
implications of  the study, reported, “It 
simply boils down to the aesthetics of  
the button.  If  you place a shiny silver 
button in front of  me, it’s not like I’m 
about to pass up the opportunity to 
touch it.”

One group of  psychologists 

of  this study to the more general 
Push-Pull Ambiguity Hypothesis, 
which states that the uncertainty of  
whether one is supposed to push or 
pull on an approaching door handle 

understanding of  the Push-Pull 

the critical results of  this new study.  
By pushing the button, the uncertainty 
of  whether the door is of  the push or 
pull variety is eliminated because the 
door will open in the correct direction 
automatically.”

Preliminary results from a follow-
up study indicate that people who use 
the handicap door button are also 
34% more likely to impatiently press 
the Close Door button on elevators 
and to repeatedly press the crosswalk 
button at intersections.  These 
behaviors tend to persist despite the 

suggest neither of  these actions has a 

speed of  elevator doors or the pattern 

(Hoffer)

Study: 73% of People Who Use Handicap 
Door Button Not Actually Handicapped

You should have seen 
it—last Saturday I got so 

drunk that I did this funny 
thing!  



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

PMUXZUC ZU MNN ZDA LKVFA XMUUKD QY YRXNBPYP LVKF DEY XBVVZXBNBF KL MNN 

UKQNY YPBXMDZKU; PMUXZUC JZDE DEY LYYD, JZDE ZPYMA, JZDE JKVPA, MUP, UYYP Z MPP 

DEMD KUY FBAD MNAK QY MQNY DK PMUXY JZDE DEY WYU? -LVZYPVZXE UZYDOAXEY

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT U = N

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE TYPE OF LEGAL 
SERVICE THAT U2 

PROVIDED IN AFRICA

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: TIDAL, SWORN, SNUFFY, BROILS what the 
egyptians called for when their bus broke ANUBIS

last week’s answers: PROCRASTINATE, BOARDWALK, PERSONAL IN-
SULT, HONORABLE MENTION

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THERE IS A COMPUTER DISEASE THAT ANYBODY WHO WORKS WITH COMPUTERS KNOWS ABOUT. IT’S A VERY SERIOUS DISEASE AND 
IT INTERFERES COMPLETELY WITH THE WORK. THE TROUBLE WITH COMPUTERS IS THAT YOU PLAY WITH THEM! -RICHARD FEYNMAN

 SEEBO

 OEONS

 NYTUCO

 KOSERP

Come To The Flipside Puzzle Extravaganza!
If you like solving the Flipside puzzles and a chance to win prizes, come to the Flipside Puzzle Extravaganza. We will bring out our best 
puzzles: rebus, jumbles, and many more. The event is May 6th at 7-8pm. See details on the Flipside Facebook Page.  Last week’s winner: Tim Dang

440

QUOTE: “If I were president we would have breakfast for dinner every night.” Donald Trump, announcing his candidacy in the 2012 presidential election.

The number of students who are not yet RoHos. Also, the 
number of students who will soon buckle under the unyield-

ing pressure of this year’s HoHos, who are prepared to do 

emails in all caps, giving wet willies, and asking really nicely.

Yo, man. Check it out...

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  

talk to someone on the Flipside.



In light of  mounting pressure from 
students, faculty, and alumni, the 
university has created a committee 
charged with the task of  renaming 
Hoover Tower after a president who 
wasn’t such a failure.  

Possible candidates mentioned 
have included the so-called ‘not shitty 
presidents’: Washington, Jefferson, 
Lincoln, the Roosevelts, Kennedy, and 
Reagan.  The committee has stated 
that the political party of  the president 
doesn’t even matter, just as long as he’s 
not Hoover.  

“What we’ve got here,” said John 
Hennesey, chair of  the committee, “is 
a case of  arguably the country’s best 
university aligning itself  with its worst 
president.  I know Hoover went here 
and everything, but that’s something we 
should actually be downplaying.”

Hoover, well-known for not adapting 
to the rapid economic downturn of  the 
1930s and allowing the United States 
to wallow in depression, lost one of  
the most lopsided general elections in 

of  the Hoover Institution with his own 
money, but authorities say this doesn’t 
necessarily entitle him to anything.

“Christ,” Hennesey explained.  
“The guy was just a total assclown.  It’d 
be like having a memorial in Yankee 
stadium to a backup shortstop instead 

of  Babe Ruth.  No, it’s worse than 
that.  A backup shortstop couldn’t 
single-handedly bring down his team 
like the way Herbert Hoover brought 
down our country.  Even a mediocre 
president would be okay—a Rutherford 
B. Hayes, or a Calvin Coolidge.  Just not 
fucking Herbert Hoover. Every time I 
look at that damn tower I see a 285-ft 
monument to sucking.”

Other planned changes include 
renaming the Hoover Institution, 
the Hoover Library, and the Hoover 

Burbank.  (Driscoll)
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Stanford to Rename Hoover Tower After Good President

It is a truth universally acknowledged 
that a movie studio in possession of  a 

sequel.  In keeping with that rule, BBC 
Studios announced giving the green 
light to 2 Proud 2 Prejudiced (in 3D), 
with Michael Bay set to direct.

The development comes after years 
of  discussion at BBC on how to appeal 
to the perpetually elusive 18-49 year old 
single male demographic. “We’re going 

remarked Bay. “Those who thought that 

with some high-speed carriage races 
and a high-stakes waltz-off  should be 
pleased.” 

claiming that audiences will literally be 
in the middle of  the explosive banter 
and riveting sewing sessions. Calling it a 

it all and more: more smoldering looks, 
more gripping turns around the room, 
and even more stupid women spouting 
inane dialogue.”  

Donning Mr. Darcy’s polished riding 
boots will be the dependably available 

with more to do than say.   The role of  
Elizabeth Bennett has yet to be cast, but 

rumor has it that Megan Fox and Jessica 
Alba are both in contention to depict 
the famously witty modern woman.  

production, BBC is anticipating a hit 
and already has a few other reboots in 
mind for their classic novel repertoire.  
As Bay justly inquires, “I mean, who 
wouldn’t want to see Wuthering Heights: 
Revenge of  the Fallen?” (Baskett)

BBC Studios Announces Sequel “2 Proud 2 Prejudiced”

In light of  the recent catastrophic 
earthquake and tsunami in Japan, 
Stanford’s Geophysics department has 
placed giant vats of  Kraft Jell-O at 
various locations around campus. The 
initiative, spearheaded by earthquake-
expert Professor Walker Johnson, has 
been met with great acclaim from 
both the university administration and 

a cheap and easy way of  alerting the 
community of  seismic activity,” said 
Johnson, “and I think that the Jell-O 
really will do the trick nicely.”

The innovative campaign -- with its 
catchy slogan, “If  the Jell-O shudders, 
duck and cover” --  promises to bring 

everyday man and woman. “Yeah, I feel 

like I’m a lot more conscious of  all those 
little tremors I wouldn’t usually worry 
about,” said Earth Systems major Peter 
Staten. “If  I see any jiggles at all, I stay 
away from buildings for a bit.”

Though deceptively simple, the 
implementation of  this bold new system 
of  seismic sensors faces numerous 
challenges.  For one, large amounts 
of  red Jell-O have gone missing from 
several of  the vats lining Serra -- birds, 
squirrels, and foreign tourists are all 
suspect. The Stanford police have 

this week who evidently had decided 
that having Jell-O shots at their party 
on Friday night was more important 
than the safety of  their fellow students.  
(Kofman)

Jell-O Seismic Detection System Goes Into Effect

The movie poster for 2 Proud 2 
Prejudiced featuring Vin Diesel

“It’s got it all and more: 
more smoldering looks, 

more gripping turns 
around the room, 

and even more stupid 
women spouting inane 

dialogue.”

One of the giant Jell-O blobs detecting seismic activity in White Plaza.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

YC QTC QSS Q SFUUSC YCFTG QAG SFVC’D Q SFUUSC YCFTG, QAG YNCA YC VFAG DHICHAC 

YNHDC YCFTGACDD FD BHIWQUFKSC YFUN HZTD, YC LHFA ZW YFUN UNCI QAG VQSS FA 

IZUZQS YCFTGACDD QAG BQSS FU SHPC. -GT DCZDD

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT Q = A

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

HOW THE RABBI 
OBTAINED POLITICAL 

POWER

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: OBESE, NOOSE, COUNTY, POKERS 
The type of legal service that U2 provided in Africa: PRO BONO

last week’s answers: TAKEN OUT OF CONTEXT, UNDERHANDED, FEAR 
OF HEIGHTS, FREELANCE WRITING

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: DANCING IN ALL ITS FORMS CANNOT BE EXCLUDED FROM THE CURRICULUM OF ALL NOBLE EDUCATION; DANCING WITH THE FEET, 
WITH IDEAS, WITH WORDS, AND, NEED I ADD THAT ONE MUST ALSO BE ABLE TO DANCE WITH THE PEN? -FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE

 COHAN

 EZMAA

 SUMPAC

 ACLIRG

Come To The Flipside Puzzle Extravaganza!
If you like solving the Flipside puzzles, come to the Flipside Puzzle Extravaganza. We will bring out our best puzzles: rebus, jumbles, and 
more. It is a team event, and is Friday, May 6th at 7-8pm in Slav. See details on the Flipside Facebook Page.  Last week’s winner: Charles Limouse

1300

QUOTE: 

-

-

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  

talk to someone on the Flipside.

HE RAN A



In a conference attended by tens 
of  interested toy magnates, Mattel 
announced that their newest toy, the 
“Cat in the Box,” will be released in 
Summer 2012.

“It’s a take on the traditional Jack-
in-the-Box,” explained Mattel’s CEO 

few things to help kids get a learning 
experience out of  our product as well as 
a recreational experience.”

The “Cat-in-the-Box” will help kids 
from ages three to seven learn quantum 
mechanics by making the state of  the 

cat in the box unknown until the crank 
is wound and the music plays.  

“So there are two plastic cat heads 
on springs in the box,” says product 
designer Michael Lewis. “One head 
depicts a dead cat, with its tongue 
hanging out and an X in each eye.  The 
other depicts a live cat, with its eyes open 
and a collar that says ‘I can haz life’ on 
it.  When the crank is turned and the 
music plays, a nuclear reaction happens 
inside the box that vaporizes one of  the 
cats such that when the box opens, there 
is only a live cat or a dead cat inside.”

Mattel predicts that, assuming the 
reaction remains contained, the Cat-in-
the-Box will be a safe learning experience 
that will provide fun for children for 
generations to come. (Karpas)
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MTV Cribs To Film Next 
Episode At Osama Hideout

HEADLINES

Lakers Will Come Back For 
Some Reason

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Mattel Releases New Educational Toy “Cat in the Box”

While the death of  Osama bin Laden 
marks a tremendous achievement for 

report that the War on Terror is far 
from over.  Lieutenant Colonel Bradley 
Connors told the White House press 
corps, “bin Laden knew al Qaeda’s 
mission would continue long after his 
death, so he split his soul into seven 
pieces, or Horcruxes, in the hopes 
of  regaining strength and one day 
reclaiming leadership of  the radical 
movement.  Special task forces have 
been dispatched throughout the Middle 
East that are working around the clock 

that we can put an end to bin Laden 
once and for all.”

Connors went on to explain that the 

operation until now, began several years 
ago when President Bush launched an 

of  mass destruction.  “Though people 
criticized the administration for the 

in our hunt for Horcruxes.  Even though 
the WMD eluded us, we discovered 
the identity of  three other Horcruxes, 
including a can of  Four Loko, a three 
ounce bottle of  some type of  liquid or 

gel, and bin Laden’s favorite shower 
loofah. Because of  these intelligence 
breakthroughs, we were able to prevent 
airport travelers and irresponsible 
college students from unwittingly 
ingesting or transporting a piece of  bin 
Laden’s soul.”

President Obama has promised 
that terrorism will be over once 
the seven Horcruxes are found and 
destroyed. However, there has only been 
speculation about where the remaining 
Horcruxes may be. Many government 

Sarah Palin and Donald Trump both 

may be harboring parts of  the soul of  
Osama. 

“The administration understands the 
need for decisive action in the coming 
weeks,” assures Connors, “Once these 

of  Osama and his terrorist followers 

menace of  terrorism to freedom-loving 
peoples around the globe.”

While the military is working to 
complete the search, Hollywood has 
started production on a feature length 

Barack Obama and the Prisoner of  
Abottobad. (Hoffer, Adler)

FLIPSIDE FEATURE -Cockblocks: Then and Now

The Cat-in-the-Box will 
help kids from ages three 
to seven learn quantum 

mechanics by making the state 
of the cat in the box unknown 
until the crank is wound and 

the music plays.  

Several of the very dangerous Horcruxes that must be destroyed.

Modern Day Middle Ages
Midway through undressing, the 
girl stops to ask for a commitment 

Midway through removing her 
glove, the girl stops to ask whether 
you intend to marry her.

An obnoxious Pandora ad interrupts 
the perfect hookup playlist.

Your violin accompanist stops play-
ing and starts complaining about 
being a serf.

The girl’s very attractive former 
hookup texts her “I want you... 
come over.”

The girl’s very attractive former 
suitor barges in and challenges you 
to a duel for her love.

You puke and/or fall asleep after 
drinking too many glasses of  wine 
that night.

You puke and/or fall asleep after 
drinking too many glasses of  wine 
that night.

You hesitate for a second when she 
asks whether you have any STDs.

You hesitate for a second when she 
asks whether you have bubonic 
plague.

You’re good; condoms won’t be 
invented for quite a few centuries.

People have been hooking up all through history, and hookups have 
been going awry for just as long. This handy chart compares for two 
different time periods the unfortunate cockblock scenarios in which 

(Kuenzel)



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

LT LMESYD KWX ESY LMXE JYWFENZFG KMLWB N YUYD XWK. WGG N WL N MKY EM LT LM-

ESYD. N WEEDNJFEY WGG LT XFQQYXX NB GNZY EM ESY LMDWG, NBEYGGYQEFWG, WBO 

HSTXNQWG YOFQWENMB N DYQYNUYO ZDML SYD. -AYMDAY KWXSNBAEMB

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT W = A

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE FEMALE 
MUSCLE WHO RULES 

THE MOUTH

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: NACHO, AMAZE, CAMPUS, GARLIC how the 
rabbi obtained political power HE RAN A SHMEAR CAMPAIGN

last week’s answers: FORTUITOUS, TWELFTH NIGHT, SPACE BAR, KILI-
MANJARO

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: WE ARE ALL A LITTLE WEIRD AND LIFE’S A LITTLE WEIRD, AND WHEN WE FIND SOMEONE WHOSE WEIRDNESS IS 
COMPATIBLE WITH OURS, WE JOIN UP WITH THEM AND FALL IN MUTUAL WEIRDNESS AND CALL IT LOVE. -DR. SEUSS 

 RCOSU

 TOHNM

 ETLHME

 SGIMOE

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

229

QUOTE: “Campus approves ROTC; Osama dead within one week... coincidence?” -Stanford Review

The number of career playoff wins for Lakers coach Phil Jackson. 
Also the number of times he said “fuck” under his breath while 
the Mavericks were blowing out the Lakers by 36 points. Kobe 

also said “fuck” 200 times, and Andrew Bynum was on pace to say 
“fuck” 321 times, but he got ejected.

This is a website on the internet:

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  

talk to someone on the Flipside.
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18-20 Year Old Black Man 
With Dreadlocks and Chubby 
Indian Man Who Smells of 
Apples Getting Together for a 
Party at Your Place

HEADLINES

30-Year Reunion a Great 
Time to Remind Your Friends 
That You Were Most Likely to 
Succeed

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Tooth Fairy Wanted For Over Three Million
Counts of Breaking and Entering

Nasty Burka Babes

IEDesires 

 

Bin Laden Receives Both Criticism And Praise For Porno Stash

Against All Odds, Crothers Resident and Slav 
Resident Maintain Long Distance Relationship

Nasty Burka Babes



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

UZO ILHHOGOKJO VOUYOOK C SMGCA SCK CKI C SCK MH ZMKMG LF UZCU 

UZO ACUUOG GOWGOUF C ILFJGOILUCVAO CJU, OTOK YZOK LU ZCF YMGEOI 

CKI ZO ZCF KMU VOOK JCPWZU. -Z.A. SOKJEOK

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT C = A

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE GIRLY NUMBER 
THAT SQUARES TO 

NEGATIVE ONE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: SCOUR, MONTH, HELMET, EGOISM the 
female muscle who rules the mouth MOTHER TONGUE

last week’s answers: AGONIZE, NOSE RING, SIGHTSEEING, MARINARA 
SAUCE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: MY MOTHER WAS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL WOMAN I EVER SAW. ALL I AM I OWE TO MY MOTHER. I ATTRIBUTE ALL 
MY SUCCESS IN LIFE TO THE MORAL, INTELLECTUAL, AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION I RECEIVED FROM HER. -GEORGE WASHINGTON 

 YEKSP

 UKAHI

 VYATIC

 IQUENS

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

14
The average number of parts per question on take-home 

midterms. This is also the approximate number of hours it 

heard that questions 6m and 13j are really doable!

Lonely? Confused? Looking for love? 
Visit today!

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  

talk to someone on the Flipside.
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Finals Studying Plans Back on 
After Rapture Falls Through

HEADLINES

US Military Unveils Dog 
Capable of Smelling Hatred of 
America

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Report: The Environment is 
Destroying the Environment

Sources close to Arnold 
Schwarzenegger report that the 
former governor of  California has 
traveled thirteen years back into 
the past with the express purpose 
of  nipping his current extramarital 
affair scandal in the bud. Pedro 
Salavarra, Schwarzenegger’s head 
gardener, told the Flipside that 
he last saw the lifter-turned-star-
turned-politician running out the 
back door of  his mansion, naked 
and armed with nothing but a 1998 
phonebook and his favorite Shake 
Weight. “I immediately assumed 
the worst,” said Salavarra. “I feel 
like I once saw something like this 
happen in a movie.”

California’s top scientists and 

been summoned to Sacramento to 

of  Schwarzenegger’s actions. 
“It’s really kind of  crazy to 
think about,” giggled theoretical 
physicist Dr. Martin Warner. “I 

mean, it could be just awful--if  
while trying to terminate the staffer 
Mr. Schwarzenegger accidentally 
catches himself  with her in bed, a 
vicious self-propagating paradoxical 
cycle of  annihilation could ensue. 
The results could be catastrophic 
for our universe.” 

Perry Simon, best-selling 

admiration for Schwarzenegger’s 
bravery: “I don’t know where he 
got the idea to solve his present 
problems by going back to the 

past to kill this lady, but I just love 
it. What initiative. What a great 
concept for a story.”

of  Schwarzenegger’s journey, 
rumors surfaced that the son he 
had fathered as a result of  his 
indiscretions had followed him into 
the past. It seems that the future of  
humanity rests on the outcome of  
their battle, and at this point one 
can only sit back, watch, and hope 
for the best. (Kofman)

Schwarzenegger Set on Terminating Sex Scandal

Stanford Receives ROTC Rejection Letter

Schwarzenegger in his sex-scandal-termination attire.

For years, environmental 
scientists blamed anthropogenic 
CO2 emissions for destroying 
the environment. However, a 
recent study by researchers at 
Stanford University found that 
the environment is itself  to blame 
for much of  the destruction to the 
environment. 

earthquakes, and tsunamis are 
all responsible for killing trees, 
displacing entire colonies of  native 
ant species, and scaring the bejesus 

“The environment is basically 
shooting itself  in the foot,” said 
team leader Barbara Richardson. 
“We try to help the environment by 
recycling and not showering, and it 
responds with a tornado. What a 
douchebag!” Many people agree-
-the environment is totally out of  
control. 

In response to the report, many 
people around the world have 

begun asking the environment to 
stop hurting itself. “I talk to the 
environment every day,” said Jamie 
Kwan, a Los Angeles resident. “I 
talk to the ground. I talk to the 
trees. I just hope the environment 
will listen to reason. 

The U.S. state department 
yesterday put the environment 
on suicide watch in response to 
reports that the environment used 
lightning to burn down several 
trees in Montana. (Hefter)

A few weeks ago, Stanford’s 
Faculty Senate voted to admit 
ROTC into Stanford. Late last 
week, however, Stanford received 
a letter from the military indicating 
that the ROTC has decided not to 
accept Stanford’s offer of  admission. 
The full text of  the letter reads:

“Dear Stanford Faculty,

I am writing to thank you for your 
invitation to attend your beautiful campus. 
This year, the ROTC received a record 
number of  invitations back to schools who 
thought they were too good for us back 
in ‘Nam. Unfortunately, we do not have 
enough resources to accommodate every 
offer. While Stanford is a very impressive 
institution, the ROTC has decided not 
to accept your invitation to return. Not 

Please understand that your requirement 
that transgendered students be allowed to 
participate in all ROTC classes had very 
little to do with our decision--many other 

We wish you success in your future 
endeavors and hope you will consider 
inviting us back in future years.

Sincerely,
General Patrick Portage
ROTC Admissions Director

When asked about the military’s 
decision, General Portage explained 
that the ROTC had opted to go 
with Princeton next year rather 
than Stanford. “When it comes 
down to it, it’s all about the people. 
The people at Princeton are just 
so....amazing. They’re also less 
gay. The decision practically made 
itself,” said Portage. 

When asked whether the 
military ever doubted its decision, 
Portage replied, “It’s not a matter 
of  doubt. We are the military, we 
don’t make mistakes. We’re going 
to go to Princeton, and we’re going 
to like it.” (Adler)

An example here of the environment 
destroying itself once again.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

NYF HLUHQOF QD ISDF SO NQ ISGF SN, NQ NRONF FZHFUSFKTF NQ NYF LN-
BQON, NQ UFRTY QLN FRMFUIJ RKV ASNYQLN DFRU DQU KFAFU RKV USTYFU 
FZHFUSFKTF. -FIFRKQU UQQOFGFIN

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT F = E

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY 
CALLED THE BALL 
OF PLASMA WHO 
RULED CINEMA

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: PESKY, HAIKU, CAVITY, SEQUIN the girly 
number that squares to negative one PINK EYE

last week’s answers: INDIGO BLUE, SOLAR ECLIPSE, CHECK-IN TIME, 
ARISTOCRAT

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A MORAL MAN AND A MAN OF HONOR IS THAT THE LATTER REGRETS A 
DISCREDITABLE ACT, EVEN WHEN IT HAS WORKED AND HE HAS NOT BEEN CAUGHT. -H.L. MENCKEN

 ITYEP

 PHOPI

 VILSEW

 RADERM

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE IS NOW ONLINE!
Last week’s winner:

15,000

QUOTE: “Rapt’ure? But I hardly even know her!”

The number of 4 loko cans consumed between May 20th 
and May 21st at 6pm in preparation for the rapture. Many 

universe, but were disappointed to wake up this past 

to be gone. Hey guys, don’t worry. There’s always the next 
rapture.

Made it through the rapture? Pat your self on the back 
by visiting .

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  

talk to someone on the Flipside.
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Student Wakes Up Late for 
Take-Home Final

HEADLINES

Graduating Senior Finally Able 
to Forgive IHUM

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

The Flipside Year in Review

By Barney Schmutz

 Well, the 2010-2011 school year 
is coming to a close, and what a 
year it’s been! Stanford Football was 
really good, but still not quite as good 
as eight other Stanford sports you 
don’t go to watch. But that’s just the 
beginning. Since this is our last issue 
for 2010-2011, we’ll take you through 
the whirlwind of  a year we’ve had at 
Stanford.

September

 The new freshmen arrive, and 
the same shit happens all over again 
with a new round of  dorm posters 
and alcohol transports. You become 
addicted to waiting in line, so you go 
to Ike’s four times a week. Stanford 
Football: 4-0.

October

 Thanks to Four Loko use 
skyrocketing and the Bed 
Intruder song, October is fucking 
aaaaawesome! Also, the football team 
is winning, so that’s fun. You spend 
your time going to football games 
and falling asleep during the Dalai 
Lama’s talk. Stanford Football: 7-1.

November

 You are pretty unhappy because 
Four Loko gets banned, but you 
stockpile enough to pregame the 
football team’s Big Game victory 
against Cal. Unfortunately, you don’t 
have enough Four Loko to have 

a sense of  humor about Gaieties. 
Wikileaks reveals your grades. Also, 
HARRY POTTER! OMG!

December

 Wikileaks drama continues, but 
you can’t keep track of  it ‘cause 
you’re on winter break researching 

the mating habits of  raccoons in the 
Caucasus region. Take a break from 
the daily grind!

January

 Stanford Football wins the Orange 
Bowl, but most of  you just try to use 
it as an opportunity to skip classes. 
When Jim Harbaugh announces that 

Lokos to drown out your sorrows. 
But, Andrew Luck decides to stay, so 
you don’t even care that a mountain 
lion is roaming around your room. 
Also, you can’t stop laughing about 
Hot Prowl.

February

 The Flipside requests a segway 
for Special Fees, and you get super 
excited because you really want to 
ride it next year. You start to learn a 
lot about the Middle East, like where 
Libya is, but you still don’t know 

don’t know how to spell Muammar 

but you take it in stride because you 
are an Aquarius.
 

March

 The “List” goes public. The 
deepest and darkest secrets of  
explorecourses.stanford.edu. have 
now been condensed to a one page 
summary in Comic Sans. You 
connivingly begin to craft your Spring 
Quarter schedule. You try to have no 
classes on Friday because you just 
want to have fun fun fun fun, lookin’ 
forward to the weekend! #winning

April

 ASSU elections season begins and 
ends. AlertSU text message system 
continues to spam you with mass-
texts about hanging out, but you are 
too busy reading ugres_rcfs@lists.
stanford.edu. Stanford argues a lot 
about ROTC.

May
 
 May starts off  with a bang as 
Osama bin Laden’s death and Cinco 
de Mayo happen in the same week. 
Later in the month, the rapture 
comes and goes. Special Dinner is 
a huge shit show all across the Row, 
and you talk about how you blacked 
the fuck out and fell asleep at like 

June

 June hasn’t even happened yet, 

 And the Flipside was there to cover 
it week in and week out. Thanks for 
reading, and we’ll see you next year.

The Flippy Awards 2010-2011

After a year of  hard work, you 
deserve some recognition. That’s why 
the Flipside has decided to honor 
the most important contributions of  
the year with “The Flippies.” More 
prestigious than the Emmys and more 
insightful than your second quarter 
IHUM kid, The Flippies tell it like it 
is and we tell it with taste, style, and 
class.

Couple Most Likely to Get 
Walked Out On/Walked in On: 
Gaieties Boyfriend/Girlfriend

 
Chubby Black-Indian Man with 
Dreadlocks Who Smells of  Apples, 
a.k.a. an Oompa Loompa. Runner-
up: Bernie Madoff

Best Place to Find an Asian: Main 
Quad. Runner-up: Lag Dining

Group Most Likely To Be A 
Radio Station: 

Best Food on Campus: Bring 
Chipotle back to campus. Runner-up: 
Bring In-N-Out back to campus.

Judicial Body Most Likely to Do 
Whatever the Hell they Want: 
Supreme Court (Winning for the 
154th year in a row).

Worst Place to Go on a First 
Date: The South Stacks. Runner-up: 
Kappa Sig



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

VJZA DZ PCA DOGJPJZZ, HPO AC GDJ ZCQJADQJZ CP ALJ SVHZZ CP H ZBQQJV OHK 

GDZAJPDPS AC ALJ QBVQBV CN EHAJV, CV EHARLDPS ALJ RGCBOZ NGCHA HRVCZZ 

ALJ ZXK, DZ LHVOGK H EHZAJ CN ADQJ. -WCLP GBYYCRX

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT C = O

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE COMPUTER 
PROGRAMMER’S 

DIFFICULT CLOTHES

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: PIETY, HIPPO, SWIVEL, MARRED what they 
called the ball of plasma who ruled cinema MOVIE STAR

last week’s answers: ABANDONMENT, CAR INSURANCE, GRANDIOSE, 
DRAMATIC PAUSE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THE PURPOSE OF LIFE IS TO LIVE IT, TO TASTE EXPERIENCE TO THE UTMOST, TO REACH OUT EA-
GERLY AND WITHOUT FEAR FOR NEWER AND RICHER EXPERIENCE. -ELEANOR ROOSEVELT

 EKDAB

 HECCA

 TREAFT

 WADNOR

End of the Year Puzzle Winners Will Be Announced Online!
Last week’s winner:

7

QUOTE: “Thanks for reading!” - Flipside Staff

The number of die-hard Third Eye Blind fans currently 
at Stanford. These seven students, still living in the late 

1990s, also still face such pressing issues as the Y2K 
bug. (Don’t spoil it for them, but the Y2K bug didn’t 

really pan out, and it is now 2011. Shhhhhh!)
 

Living in 2011 with the internet? Check out
 .

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $5.  

talk to someone on the Flipside.
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ASSU Government Replaced 
By Several White Boards

HEADLINES

Number of Golf Carts to 
Surpass Number of Students 
by 2015

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

You can recognize them by their 
gang-sign: arms crossed holding up 

the other.
Based in Cedro, they call 

Presentation.

dangerous and may be lost. 
(Galant, staff)

Campus Gang “The Freshman 15” Terrorizes Stanford

help you out.

MATH 451: Counting to a 
Million: 

 

MATH 102: Applied Addition: 

FEMST 101: A Class With a 
Ton of  Girls in It:
to interdisciplinary feminist 
scholarship, and focus on inequity 

guys. Contact professor if  you are a 

CS 34: Tetris for Non-CS 
Majors:
tetris for non-computer science 

the full game of  tetris, from starting 

permits. Grading: Credit/No 
Credit

CHEM 74L: Meth Lab. Students 

learn the basics of  operating an 

PIGLAT12: Onversationalca 
Iglatinpa:
asicba iglatinpa. erequisitepra: 

Flipside Fall Class 
Preview

Facebook Introduces the New New New New Facebook

on the internet about them.

rearrangement of  the sidebar icons, 

largest of  the groups had tens of  
members. 

largest of  these protest groups, stated 

recognizes that this is not a position 

and hinted that much bigger 
Join the Flipside! 
Email
Meetings Tuesday 9pm.

new funny content every day!



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

GTCHFXCHG RMHB KTL XBBTYDFH, KTL CDOH CXGFDOHG. XF XG NHGF 
FT DUCXF FMHC ILXZOQK, DBU JHF TB RXFM XCVWTYXBJ KTLW TFMHW 
XBBTYDFXTBG. -GFHYH STNG

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT F = T

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

A SHOVEL MADE OF 
PRECIOUS METAL

LAST YEAR’S ANSWERS: BAKED CACHE  FATTER ONWARD what they 

last year’s answers: TENDENCY, PANIC ATTACK, NICKELODEON, FOR 
ALL INTENTS AND PURPOSES

LAST YEAR’S ANSWER: REST IS NOT IDLENESS, AND TO LIE SOMETIMES ON THE GRASS ON A SUMMER DAY LISTENING TO THE 
MURMUR OF WATER, OR WATCHING THE CLOUDS FLOAT ACROSS THE SKY, IS HARDLY A WASTE OF TIME. -JOHN LUBBOCK

 DAOLS

 GINIC

 RUDNOG

 SOGREG

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

17 Million

QUOTE: “What is this little piece of paper?” - You, if you are a Freshman. It’s the Flipside, and we’ll be here every week.

The number of people who will have to rethink their entire 
lives due to the fact that neutrinos may be faster than the 

speed of light. This means that everything we ever thought 
we knew about science could simply be wrong. And that at 
any moment, everything might explode. It’s very unlikely, 

but if we were you, we would be pretty careful. 

Not worried about neutrinos?
visit .

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

someone on the Flipside. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt
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HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

WASHINGTON, D.C--Amid 
skepticism of  the future viability 
of  the Social Security program, 
the government passed a sweeping 
reform to protect your social life 
and ensure your long-term social 
viability.

Government statistics have 
shown that America’s awkwardness 
has grown 80% each year since the 
Internet went viral in the 90s.  This 
growth is expected to skyrocket even 
further over the next decade now 
that more and more Americans are 
spending time on computers.

asking, what is Social Security 
doing for me?” said Barack Obama 
in an address to the nation. “Well 
folks, make no mistake, today we 
have an answer to that question. 
Social Security will make sure you 

never eat alone at a dining hall 
table. Social Security will go to 
parties with you, and once you are 
there, Social Security will prevent 
you from making any horrible 
mistakes.”

Despite the obvious need for 
reform, many Republicans are 
unhappy with the government 
requiring Social Security for all. 
“My son’s the star of  the football 

team and has a hot girlfriend,” 
exclaimed South Carolina resident, 
Brock Samuelson, III. “Why should 
he have to protect the nerds and the 
goths? He don’t need no god damn 
Social Security.” 

Republican contender Ricky 
Perry chimed in on the reform. 
“The program is all backwards. 
What incentives will people have 
to be social? People will just rely on 
the social safety net, and probably 
lose small-talk skills altogether. 
This is no less of  a Ponzi Scheme 
than it was before. Just look at the 
numbers--we don’t have enough 
popular people to support the 

a train wreck waiting to happen. 
God told me so.” (Staff)

United States Government Reforms Social Security 
to Protect Your Social Life

A member of the Social Security team will 
stop awkward people from clinging to you.

Dear Andrew,
Let’s dispense with the 

formalities. We should be friends. 
I’m not talking Bill and Ted or 
Harold and Maude—I’m thinking 

know, just two laid-back, successful 
dudes that happen kick it together 
on the weekends and sometimes 
during the week when they don’t 
have too much going on. 

Obviously you’ve got some 

favorite to win the Heisman and 
within a year you’ll be getting paid 
10+ million a year to play in the 
NFL. But let’s talk about what I 
bring to the table.

Not to brag, but I have quite 
a few friends. And I know a ton 
of  girls. Like if  I were to throw a 

there. Also, one of  my friends has 
a Gamecube and a TV. Sometimes 
we just kick it, drink some beers, 
play a little Mariokart Double 
Dash. He only has four controllers 
but the games go fast so we could 
rotate you in pretty quickly. 
Speaking of  beers, I know a couple 
guys that are 21 and one guy with a 
fake so you could say we’re always 
“well-stocked” (with alcohol, that 
is). Worst case scenario, we can 
always ask my friend’s sister to get 
us some stuff.

So I know you’re probably super 
busy with the football and school 
and everything. I totally am too—
like, I’ve got a bunch of  classes and 
people are always trying to get me 
to go to their parties and stuff—but 
hit me up if  you’re trying to chill 

in. (Doherty)

An Open Letter To 
Andrew Luck

Tell-All Book Alleges Barack Obama Had Sex 
With Black Woman

In the wake of  the political 

that Sarah Palin once had a tryst 
with former NBA star Glen Rice, 
tabloids are now abuzz with rumors 
that President Barack Obama may 
have had sex with a black woman.

The claims, which are supposedly 
backed by ‘reliable sources’ and 
‘close friends’ of  Obama, suggest 
that sexual encounters with the 
black woman may have begun 
as early as 1992.  And, like Palin, 
Obama was married the very 

supposedly took place.  
“If  I were the President I would 

go into damage control right about 
now,” said CNN political strategist 
Audrey Cannon.  “Even though 
Palin has a conservative base that 
would tend to frown more on that 
kind of  thing, it certainly can’t be 
good for Obama that he is now 
accused of  being the father of  the 
black woman’s children.”

When confronted about 
whether any sexual acts took 
place in the White House, an 
Obama spokesman called the 
rumors “cheap fabrications, with 
lots of  insinuations and no hard 
evidence.”  

Although sources have yet to 
name the black woman in question, 
it is suspected that the information 
will be forthcoming, and hints have 
been dropped that she is ‘someone 
very close to the Obama family,’ 
making this a juicy piece of  Capitol 
Hill gossip indeed. (Driscoll)

Join the Flipside! 
Email

Two cats just chillin.

Freshmen Bring Desktops to IHUM (see video online!)



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

EXOWAZLW FM WVA AZXWFXO IA SAAC SXQ BO XLLXOAOW IVXMA BQHNZAOWM 
BQA WXX SXQZFGBUCA WX QASNWA.” - HAXQHA XQIACC

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT H = G

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THE INSANE 
HETEROSEXUAL WORE

LAST YEAR’S ANSWERS: LOADS ICING GROUND GORGES a shovel 
made of precious metal GOLD DIGGER

last year’s answers: TENDENCY, PANIC ATTACK, NICKELODEON, FOR 
ALL INTENTS AND PURPOSES

SOMETIMES WHEN YOU INNOVATE, YOU MAKE MISTAKES. IT IS BEST TO ADMIT THEM QUICKLY, AND GET ON WITH IMPROVING 
YOUR OTHER INNOVATIONS. -STEVE JOBS

 JOARM

 GIHTT

 SHATET

 KILTEC

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

2192

QUOTE: “Yo, this class is an A-Factory.” - Student walking out from MATH 451, Counting to a Million.

The number of collective hours that Stanford students spent on the 
standby line to get into the football game against UCLA this week-
end.  These 2192 hours could have been spent doing problem sets, 
doing community service, creating the next billion dollar startup 
and donating to Stanford, or drinking with friends (aka network-

ing).  Thus, it seems that this new pre-ticketing, standby line policy 
is losing Stanford more money than it may gain and should be 

repealed in favor of the old system.  Another related number is 100, 
which is the percentage of people on the standby line who got in.  

Hey University, thanks for being assholes.

Waiting in line?
visit .

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

someone on the Flipside. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt
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Student’s Kindle Not 
Working

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Following what will surely be 
another amazing season, star 
quarterback Andrew Luck has 
decided to skip enrollment in the 
NFL and go straight to prison, a 

activity among the higher echelons 

world. 
Mark Walder, a veteran sports 

moves. “It takes months, sometimes 

prison,” Walder said in an interview 

Cuban hookers during the regular 
NFL season, Tom Brady was unable 

game is played.”

The Watch

talking about, not haggling with 

took the time to cultivate criminal 

Does he think that Michael Vick 

Luck, however, remains optimistic. 

convention,” Luck told reporters 

Only time will reveal the next 

be in the stands at the next game. 
(Foucart)

Andrew Luck Skips NFL, Goes Straight To Prison

CHINLIT 18N Enrollment Skyrockets 
Since Last Autumn

Homosexuality in Daoist 
Literature has more than doubled 
since last autumn, according to the 

Cheung said that she is thrilled 
with the dramatically increased 
interest in her class. “I think this is 

Literature is sexy again.” Cheung 

exponential growth, I predict that 

The increased enrollment has 

challenges. For example, the 

course location had to be switched 

with a slightly larger rectangular 

good thing the university was 
able to accommodate our larger 

Farmworth, a student in the 
class.

member in the Chinese Literature 

is working tirelessly to ensure 
that the enrollment spike does 
not cause a decline in the quality 

“I am doing everything in my 

crowd.” (Kuenzel)

Freshman Growing 
Accustomed to Roomate’s 
Masturbation Habits

report that on Monday, construction 
and real estate mogul John Arrillaga 

a new building he had no recollection 

University administrators are 
concerned that such a reliable source 

opium addiction is still going strong. 
(Doherty)

John Arrillaga Wakes Up From Bender to 
Discover He’s Spent Billions on Buildings

First Time Full-
Mooner? 

Full Moon Bingo 

F M O T Q
Sketchy 

Grad 
Student

Kid in 
Bingo
Tank

Andrew 
Luck

Nigerian 
Prince Karel

White Plaza 
Sax Man

Very 
Hairy 
Man

RCC Condi Frog Prince

Roommate Dictator Free Paly Kid Your RF

Illegal 
Immigrant

Your
Elbow Batman That Girl Your RA

The 
Admissions 

Mistake

Child 
Genius

FEMST 
Major A-TRAK

The Kid 
Who Cured 

Cancer

A picture of a sad, sad jail.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

RXXU AYXAHY PGY RXXU JYMPKZY VBYW’LY MXCY VX EOZUXC VBGXKRB TPOHKGY. EY 

RYV LYGW HOVVHY EOZUXC TGXC ZKMMYZZ, WXK ISXE. -EOHHOPC ZPGXWPS

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT X = O

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE WOMAN WHO 
SQUEEZED THE 

FEATHERY FASHION 
ACCESSORY

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: MAJOR TIGHT THETAS TICKLE what the 
insane heterosexual wore STRAIGHT JACKET

last week’s answers: WORD TO THE WISE, BEER BELLY, THREE MUSKE-
TEERS, ANTHILL

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: CONTEMPT IS THE EMOTION WE FEEL FOR AN OPPONENT WHOSE ARGUMENTS ARE 
TOO FORMIDABLE TO REFUTE. -GEORGE ORWELL

 URCTO

 LOORC

 STRAHH

 NASBCI

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

4S
Apple. Also interesting is 3G, the number that 

.

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

someone on the Flipside. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt
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Sophomore Claims She Saw 
Face of Stewart-Macgregor 
Dennis in Grilled Cheese 
Sandwich

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

In an effort to promote their 
public image and regain their 
house, the fraternity Kappa Sigma 
is offering free breast cancer 
screenings in White Plaza to all 
females of  Stanford. 

“We really want to promote 
breast cancer awareness among 
the female population at Stanford,” 
said the president of  Kappa Sig.  
“Medical care can be expensive, 
and our fraternity is thrilled about 
offering a free manual examination 
to all women of  Stanford.  It’s the 
duty of  every woman to get screened 
and the duty of  each Kappa Sig 
male to help that woman.” 

Kappa Sig members have 
received extensive training in how 
to refer women who may have 
early signs of  breast cancer, how to 
properly disrobe women, and how 
to differentiate between groping 
and checking for unusual bumps.

According to members of  
Kappa Sig, the screenings are also 
most accurate when the Kappa Sig 
member has consumed alcoholic 
beverages that make their response 
rates more tuned and accurate.  
They are aiming to offer about 700 
hours of  free screenings per week 
in order to reach their community 
service requirement of  500 hours.  
“It’s a tough job, but somebody has 
to do it,” said Kappa Sig member 
Ryan Sullivan. 

If  proven a success, “Bros for 
Boobs” could be the PR event 
to help Kappa Sig reinstate their 
house next year.  (Collison, Kwan)

“Bros for Boobs”: Kappa Sigma Brothers to Offer Free Screenings

2nd Grade Artistic Savant Crucial 
in Catching Stanford Robber

North Park Elementary 2nd 
grader and renowned criminal 
sketch artist Joey Habman was 
the hero of  last week’s Stanford 
police hunt.

Police contacted the savant 
artist Habman, who has 
been drawing since at least 
kindergarten, to jot down the 
crucial details of  the suspect’s 

robbery reportedly told police 
that the suspect had “two eyes, 
hair, and a nose, and about ten 

From this striking detail, 
Habman was able to beautifully 
reconstruct a Crayola facial 

composite drawing of  the 
suspect. “He had his own artistic 

said Julie Habman, Joey’s 
mother. “He really felt the way 
to get the message across was 

yellow sun, and really big tree.”
After the criminal sketch 

was released, the Stanford 
community rallied together 

the robber. “We think the tree 
was what eventually caught the 
suspect,” said chief  of  police 
Roy McKinley. “He was just 
standing right next to that big 
tree.”

Source of Original Mono 
Virus Traced to Monkey at 
FMOTQ

As Allen Henderson (’13) and 
Monica Stevens (’14) glided across the 

Sigma Chi last Friday night, little did 
they know that their course was being 
carefully guided by destiny.

Fortune seized its chance when 
Henderson began to muscle his way 
through the dense crowd to procure 
another Natural Ice from the makeshift 
fraternity bar.  But Anheuser-Busch 
brand pale lager wasn’t on the menu 
tonight, as long as fate still had a part 
to play.  While Henderson attempted 
his exodus from the throbbing mass 
of  humanity, he collided with the 
dancing form of  Monica Stevens 

clear that Cupid’s arrow had found its 
mark.

“I could tell from the back of  
her head that she was the one.  The 
way she undulated to the romantic 
rhythms of  T-Pain and Kanye West 
was awe-inspiring,” explained a 
lovestruck Henderson.  “Plus, she was 
kinda blocking my way to the bar, so I 

Stevens was equally enamored 
with her new dance partner: “I never 

tonight…although technically I didn’t 
actually see his face until the third 
song in the playlist…but, you know, 
he was sober enough to support his 
own weight, so that was good.”

The couple left the party under 
what was drunkenly-assumed to be 
a waning crescent moon, and stole 
off  in search of  a romantic dining 
experience at Lagunita Late Nite.

When pressed for details the 
next morning, neither party 
had a clear recollection of  the 
meeting.  Henderson was last seen 
pondering a random Facebook friend 
request from some ugly girl named 
Monica. (Hoffer)

Fate Unites Soulmates During Awkward 
Fraternity Party Grinding Session

The Segway is here, and every Friday is Flipside Friday. Everyone is 
welcome to ride it Friday in White Plaza from 12-2pm.

The stars were aligned that night.
Note the use of shading on the yellow sun to achieve realism



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

MARDAY LMA QYLDKY MATNR - FEMF OG YMGR, QJF FD QY MATNR IOFE FEY NOTEF BYNG-

DA MF FEY NOTEF FOKY, MAH PDN FEY NOTEF BJNBDGY MAH OA FEY NOTEF IMR - FEMF OG 

ADF IOFEOA YSYNRDAY’G BDIYN MAH FEMF OG ADF YMGR. -MNOGFDFVY

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT Y = E

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE EXCHANGE OF 

LAMPS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: COURT COLOR THRASH CABINS the woman 
who squeezed the feathery fashion accessory BOA CONSTRICTOR

last week’s answers: SIXTH MAN CLUB, EYE CANDY, ALUMINUM FOIL, 
PARTY ROCK IS IN THE HOUSE TONIGHT

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: GOOD PEOPLE ARE GOOD BECAUSE THEY’VE COME TO WISDOM THROUGH FAILURE. WE GET VERY 
LITTLE WISDOM FROM SUCCESS, YOU KNOW. -WILLIAM SAROYAN

 HTIMG

 OCTKS

 GWIVNO

 TLHAHE

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

99
The percentage of all Stanford emails that originate from 

1% of members of the Diaspora mailing list, according 
to a recent report on inequality at Stanford. The report 

by 1% of the students, and 53% of the air on campus is  
breathed by 48% of the students.

feeling unequal lately? 
vent your anger at .

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

someone on the Flipside. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt
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Same Five People Still 
Protesting Everything

HEADLINES 2.0

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

STOREY HOUSE, ROW---
Stanford junior and girlfriend Lisa 
Alberts has started to implement 
a loyalty points system for her 
boyfriend Eric Bellman. 

Bellman, who has been extremely 

months of  the relationship, said 

with the loyalty points system. 

on Tuesday nights to get one point, 

show Friday night to get another 

points to get in the bedroom… and 

related to sex!”
“A few years ago, all I had to do 

frustrated Bellman.
Alberts has said the points 

“When so many people want access 
to your bedroom, you just need a 
way to sort between them.” 

Girlfriend to Start Offering Loyalty Points 
for Access to Bedroom

Stanford Med School: Mother’s Kisses Contain Healing Power
STANFORD, CA—The worst 

dreams of  Band-Aid® 

come true.
At the culmination of  a 4-year 

study, a group of  Stanford Medical 

came through the head of  the 
Stanford Medical School, Ph.D 

“This study will change the world 

proudly smiled and continued, “A 
certain chemical reaction occurs 
with the lips of  a mother and a 

cuts, and owwies. Consequently, 
the wounds heal almost twice 

as fast as those not touched by 
maternal lips.”

economy to say the least. Sales of  

while moms across the world are 

explained the predicament, “When 

the corner of  12th and 42nd where 
there are plenty of  moms willing to 

Today, Congress debates the 

system sweeping the country and 
Stanford begins a study to test if  

when his uptight father yells critical 
encouragement during a little 

Innovative New Way to 
Send Mail Via Internet

STANFORD, CA—The 
Stanford Flipside, concerned that 

for the student body, announced 
today the creation of  Flipside 
2.0. Citing a failure to meet the 
needs of  students, the Flipside has 

publication.
“For three years, Flipside 

publication,” said Flipside founder 

issue of  the Flipside and threw it in 
the garbage. “But now things are 

a slight border around images, and 
a great new slogan--purely cosmetic 

difference on this campus.”

“Those things were for children.”

Stanford Flipside 
Releases Flipside 2.0

Flipside Friday. Ride the Segway 
Friday in White Plaza from 12-2pm.

Flipside not coming to you? 

Transparency! Diversity! Entrepunership! SAN FRANCISCO, CA - 

far too much money to run far too 
long a distance, dozens of  Stanford 
women headed north to San 

Half-Marathon this past Sunday. 

arbitrary location,“ said sophomore 

her car after 2.5 hours of  sheer 
monotony. 

time for nothing other than the cost 

half-marathon.” 

he was too busy rolling in money 

Stanford Women Waste 
Time, Energy, Money

2.0



REBUS PUZZLES 2.0 NUMBERS 2.0 

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE 2.0

JUMBLE 2.0

VSD RJBVEUZ ER VSD RLVLUD KWGG SJMD ETGZ VKE DIAGEZDDX, J IJT JTH J HEC. VSD 

IJT KWGG FD VSDUD VE RDDH VSD HEC. VSD HEC KWGG FD VSDUD VE PDDA VSD IJT RUEI 

VELBSWTC VSD DNLWAIDTV. -KJUUDT FDTTWX

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT V = T

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE PROCESS OF 
GIVING EXAMS TO 
THE FIGHTING FISH

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: MIGHT STOCK VOWING HEALTH what they 
called the exchange of lamps LIGHT SWITCH

last week’s answers: BOX OF CHOCOLATES, POTHOLE, NOBEL PRIZE, 
TOTALLY

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: ANYONE CAN BECOME ANGRY - THAT IS EASY, BUT TO BE ANGRY WITH THE RIGHT PERSON AT THE 
RIGHT TIME, AND FOR THE RIGHT PURPOSE AND IN THE RIGHT WAY - THAT IS NOT WITHIN EVERYONE’S POWER AND THAT 
IS NOT EASY. -ARISTOTLE

 TZYSE

 GRABE

 NISJOT

 CIRTOE

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

3

QUOTE: “Ask not what Siri can do for you, ask what you can do for Siri.” — Siri

The number of times the Iraq War has ended. First, 
Bush declared victory after 2 months. Then, Obama 

blue, he’s ending it again. The American public is just 
hoping that we can end the war a few more times before 

the end of the Obama presidency because it’s always 
such good news when we announce it.

.

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT 2.0
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

someone on the Flipside. 
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Google Doodle Dresses Up 
as Bing For Halloween

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

On Tuesday, Kelly Andrews 
woke up, brushed her teeth, and left 
her dorm room for class. It was just 
like any other Tuesday. But then 
disaster struck.

“They must have fallen out 
of  my pocket while I was biking 
through the quad,” said a visibly 
shaken Andrews, “I reached into my 
pocket, and… they weren’t there.” 
She was no longer in possession of  
her keychain.

Andrews decided to post about 
her lost keys on Facebook. The 
community responded.

Within minutes, a Facebook 
group emerged. Within hours, the 
group had gained thousands of  
members and “#LostKeys” was 
trending on Twitter. After President 
Obama was briefed, he decided to 
hold a press conference, meet with 

the Joint Chiefs of  Staff, and raise 
the DEFCON level from 5 to 4.

“This is a really, really big deal,” 
said White House press secretary 
Jay Carney.

By nightfall, a sizable crowd 
had assembled in the quad. Men, 

women, and children, students 
and faculty, undergraduates and 
graduates alike, had banded 
together to search for the missing 
keys.  Members of  the search party 
were interviewed. 

“I had to help,” said sophomore 
Kristin Pratt. “I just couldn’t 
live with myself  knowing that 
somewhere on campus, a girl was 
without her keys.”

“To be honest, it’s all a blur. 
I remember getting a text from 
AlertSU, and then running for 
the door,” said grad student Clint 
Forney, “The next thing I know, I 
was in a sea of  people and I was 
carrying a torch. Someone shouted, 
‘TO THE QUAD!!’ I knew what 
we had to do, what needed to be 
done.” (von Zerneck)

Massive Search Conducted For Freshman’s Keys

Chem 31A Midterm Keeps Student 
Out of Med School

Last week, Stanford senior 
Katie Mullhondacivic was 
dismayed to learn that she was 
rejected from every medical 
school to which she applied 
because she did poorly on her 
second midterm in Chem 31A.

“I didn’t do well on that one 
test, but then I studied really 

knew this was going to happen,” 
the dismayed biology student 
informed reporters. 

Princeton van Burenhoffer, 

Hopkins Medical School 
offered the following explaining 
her rejection: “Katie displays 
strong academic skills and has 

a research and clinical setting. 
However, she scored a full 3% 
below the mean on a freshman 
chemistry midterm which, 
unfortunately, indicates the she 
just isn’t cut out to be a doctor. 
That said, we do have some 
openings for orderly positions in 
the university hospital that we 
believe she would be more than 

For the time being, Katie plans 
to move back in with her parents 
after graduation and reevaluate 
her career plans. She said of  the 
ordeal, “I have one piece advice 
for all the pre-meds out there: 
your friends and memories will 
fade. Your grades stay with you 
forever.” (Doherty)

Canada Begins Tourism 
Initiative: Occupy Canada

After several years of  continued 
success on the gridiron, President 
Hennessy announced that Stanford 
University would transfer all funds 
dedicated to academics to the 
championship-contending football 
program. “Honestly, the average 
American does not give two shits that 
we’re one of  the best academic schools 
in the country,” Hennessy explained 
as he tore off  his suit to reveal a #12 
Andrew Luck jersey. “But what they 

do care about is our yards per carry. 
We’re simply supplying a demand.” 
When asked for an opinion, SEC fans 
shouted incoherently. (Olson)

Hennessy: “Fuck it, We’re Going 
to be a Football School.”

Every Friday is Flipside Friday. 12-2pm, White Plaza: Segway.

“This is a really, really 
big deal.”

Once a year, girls have an excuse 
to dress as slutty as they want for just 
one day—Halloween.  One woman, 
hooker Amanda Roy, took this 
opportunity to really dress herself  up 
as someone new.  Her costume: Slutty 
Hooker.  

“Every day for 52 weeks of  the 
year I have to dress so professionally.  
Halloween is the one time I can dress 
however I want and nobody will judge 
me,” explains Amanda.  “Every day 
I have to wear a cumbersome tube 

Well, on Oct. 31, I’m losing the top 
and the skirt and am going to rock 

The costume is quite controversial, 
however.  People in the costume 
industry seriously doubt Amanda’s 

Says Ron Stewart, San Mateo regional 
manager of  Marty’s Costumes, “I’m 
highly skeptical Amanda will be able 
to turn it in to a ‘slutty’ costume.  I 
understand if  she goes just as a 
hooker, but a ‘slutty hooker’ is almost 
unheard of.”

To get a glimpse of  this 
revolutionary costume, check out the 

this Halloween. (Mann)

Hooker Dresses up as a Slutty Hooker for Halloween
that costume party!”  



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

KI CBW UWJFQV SQN PJW CPDMKVY CQ TQWFV’C PUUWPJ CQ OW 

DKFCWVKVY, OW UPCKWVC. KC GPS FKGUDS OW CBPC BW BPF P FGPDD 

UKWZW QI IDNII KV BKF WPJ. -RKVVKW CBW UQQB

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT K = I

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT SCARED THE 
ALGEBRA STUDENT
LEARNING ABOUT  

POLYNOMIALS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: ZESTY BARGE JOINTS EROTIC the process of 

last week’s answers: ONCOLOGY, ONE NIGHT STAND, MORNINGS, 
IMPERSONATORS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THE FACTORY OF THE FUTURE WILL HAVE ONLY TWO EMPLOYEES, A MAN AND A DOG. THE MAN WILL BE 
THERE TO FEED THE DOG. THE DOG WILL BE THERE TO KEEP THE MAN FROM TOUCHING THE EQUIPMENT. -WARREN BENNIS

 CROUC

 VAFRO

 WALDEF

 FETCED

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

6

QUOTE: “USC GIRL, Y U SO SAD?”

The number of SAT words Andrew Luck used in his post 
game interview. Also the number of times the announc-
ers mentioned he was an architecture major. “I live an 
ascetic life,” said Luck. “The USC coach was just hap-
less with that last second timeout, and we had a myriad 

of good plays. Also, recalcitrant.”

 Go to .

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt
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Groupon Goes Public: Buy 2 
Shares Get One Free

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

ASSU Counters Claims That They Don’t Do Anything 
By Releasing Thanksgiving Hand Turkeys

Coldplay Re-Releases Viva La Vida 
with New Song Titles and Cover Art

Determinist Pretty Sure 
He’s Going to Have a Good 
Weekend

Alcohol Edu Helps Freshman
Make Good Life Choices

“If you think the 
turkey’s beak is 

crooked, say so.”

“There’s just so much beauty 
in the world that we’ve already 

captured” - Chris Martin



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

H WLDS NJOS KJ TSBHSDS KWLK L ECSLK KSLNWSC HR L ECSLK LCKHRK 
LAM KWLK KWSCS LCS LR QSX LR KWSCS LCS LAZ JKWSC ECSLK 
LCKHRKR. -PJWA RKSHATSNU

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT L = A

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THE PARENT 
MELODIES HAD TO DO 
WHEN THEIR CHILD’S 
LEGS GOT TOO TIRED

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: OCCUR FAVOR FLAWED DEFECT what 
scared the algebra student learning about polynomials FEAR FACTOR

last week’s answers: EGGS OVER EASY, NO PUN INTENDED, LAUGHING 
GAS, BRAVERY

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: IF THE PERSON YOU ARE TALKING TO DOESN’T APPEAR TO BE LISTENING, BE PATIENT. IT MAY SIM-
PLY BE THAT HE HAS A SMALL PIECE OF FLUFF IN HIS EAR. -WINNIE THE POOH

 RAYAR

 SURGN

 TREYVI

 TACUFE

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

95%

QUOTE: “RUN FOR YOUR LIFE!!! CRIME EVERYWHERE!” - SUAlert, 30 seconds after being activated in Stanford’s NYC campus.

The percentage of Stanford students involved in “Pre-
occupied Stanford.” These students sympathized and 

would have  particpated in the “Occupy Stanford” 
movement had it not been for other commitments—namely 

midterms, girlfriends, parties, job applications, and the 
rest of life in general.

Have a little downtime?
visit 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt
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Stanford Med School 
Isolates The Douche Gene

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

WASHINGTON, DC--Last 
week, amidst heated debate over 
Obama’s Jobs bill, the United 
States House of  Representatives 
shut down after Rep. Charles 
Rangel (D-NY) saw a spider. “We 
were debating Obama’s Jobs Bill, 
when all of  a sudden we see Chuck 
just go ballistic,” said Paul Ryan 
(R-WI).  “He yelled out ‘SPIDER!’ 
jumped on top of  his desk, and 
refused to move. I didn’t even think 
the guy could move that fast.” 

Following Rangel’s initial 
outburst, the House shut down for 
45 minutes as a bipartisan group of  
Representatives led by Speaker of  
the House John Bohener attempted 
to track down the disruptive 
spider. As the group commenced 
their search, numerous House 
Democrats reportedly reached 

across the aisle in order to avoid the 
threatening spider, a reaction that 
has been criticized by many House 
Republicans. 

“This just shows how weak the 
Democrats are when it comes to 
security,” said House Majority 

sign of  trouble, they run over to the 
Republicans for help. Let me tell 
you—if  the spider had been seen 
by a Republican, this scare would 
have been over before it began. I 
would’ve taken off  my shoe and 
squashed it right then and there.” 

While the bipartisan group of  
representatives, now called the 
“Spider Hunters,” was unable to 

members were able to coax Rep. 
Rangel down from his desk and 
managed to convince almost all of  
the House Democrats to return to 
their seats. The House eventually 
returned to business, though 
many house members report that 
representatives on both sides of  
the aisle remained jittery and 
distracted for the remainder of  the 
day. (Adler)

“Spider Scare” Brings US House to a Standstill

Even though the Cardinal lost 
to the Ducks, students are still 
up in arms about the number of  
loyalty points required to enter 
the game.

“It’s fucking bullshit,” bitched 
Steven Palmer, a holder of  
10 loyalty points. “I went to 
everything. Women’s volleyball. 
Men’s soccer. Even the San Jose 
State football game.”

Steven and many other      
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

students expressed their 
aggravation this week about how 
much unnecessary work they 
did.

“I really feel like it cheapens 
what I’ve done,” said Sophomore 
Haley Hendricks, looking at her 
11 loyalty points in despair. “I 
worked so hard, and I feel like 
I deserve a higher priority than 
students with just 5 points.” 
(Galant)

Herman Cain Opens For 
Maroon 5 At Ford Center

Every Friday is Flipside Friday. 12-2pm, White Plaza: Segway.

Sources report that sophomore 
Nathan Kingston, child prodigy and 

interest in the arcane processes behind 
real analysis after getting some action 
at Sigma Nu last Friday night. 

“Basically, I’m the shit now,” a 

scratching his balls nonchalantly. “For 
a while, my ascension through the 

world of  math was all that mattered 
to me.  But after grinding with some 
drunk chick on Friday night, I realized 
that the world of  higher math just isn’t 
that interesting.”

Not all are happy with this 
sudden change of  events, however. 

Professor Leon Simon recently 
lamented Kingston’s sudden change 
of  life direction: “It’s a pity that the 
department’s going to lose such a 
talented mathematician,” said Simon, 
“but of  course I understand that 
getting action is not always conducive 
to studying theoretical math. Kingston 
will be sorely missed, but at least I can 
take solace in the fact that this almost 
never happens.” (Foucart)

Math Student Finds Real Analysis Much 
Less Interesting After Getting Action

“It’s a pity that the 
department’s going to 

lose such a talented 
mathematician”

“This just shows how 
weak the Democrats are 

when it comes to security”

Preferably white, with thin legs and stylish 
curves.  Should be about waist-high. Won’t 
mind holding stacks of  books, dirty dishes, 
and an alarm clock. Swedish design preferred. 
(Vassar)

WANTED: One Night Stand

Students With 10 Loyalty Points 
Pissed You Only Needed 4 
Points For Oregon Game

A math problem, no longer as 
interesting.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

S EJJX WSUSOFQ JC AKOOKOE SOX UJBKOE KB KHDJVYSOY. KC RJN TNBY 
AKO SUU YGQ YKHQ, RJN AJO’Y EQY SORYGKOE JNY JC KY; GSLKOE BJHQ 
YJNEG UJBBQB FSO WQ VQSUUR KHDJVYSOY. -SOXVQA BGNQ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT O = N

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THEY SAID 
TO THE GOOD WILL 
HUNTING ACTOR AT 

THE DOOR

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: ARRAY RUNGS VERITY FAUCET what the par-
ent melodies had to do when their child’s legs got too tired CARRY A TUNE

last week’s answers: RADIOHEAD, TIPTOED, FISH OUT OF WATER, INTO 
THE WOODS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: I HAVE COME TO BELIEVE THAT A GREAT TEACHER IS A GREAT ARTIST AND THAT THERE ARE AS 
FEW AS THERE ARE ANY OTHER GREAT ARTISTS. -JOHN STEINBECK

 TAUGM

 VOLEC

 MUTOCS

 NOWELO

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

12 - 7

QUOTE: “Fuck it, we’re going back to being an academic school.” - President Hennessy after Stanford’s loss to Oregon

The score of the 113th annual Stanford vs. Cal Big Apples to 
Apples contest. Cal had a strong lead early on after playing 

“Hiroshima, 1945” for “Bright” and “Giant Squid” for “Un-
usual.” However, Cal fumbled their deck in the second half, 
allowing Stanford to take possession of the coveted “Helen 
Keller” card and surge ahead in the “Touchy-Feely” round.

Submit your best Helen Keller jokes 
at 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt
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WNBA Players and Owners 
Argue Over How to Split 
This Year’s Losses

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Within the last week, a video 
showing rioting students at UC 
Davis attacking unarmed cans of  
pepper spray with their eyes has 
gone viral and sparked outrage 

groups.  Protestors also attacked 
police batons with soft, vulnerable 
parts of  their bodies such as their 
stomachs and backs.

University police released an 

which stated that the militant 
protestors were aggressively seated 
in a semicircle, armed with a 
threatening assortment of  body 
parts with which to launch an 
offensive against police equipment.  
A disturbed eyewitness recalled the 
event:

“They [the students] hit the 
pepper spray with their eyes over 
and over again until the can was 

completely empty.  Not once did 
the can offer any sort of  resistance.  
Not once.  The protestors were 
mad, crazy, screaming and yelling 
with tears of  fury running down 
their faces.”

This event followed a week in 
Oakland during which unruly 

demonstrators repeatedly attacked 
police riot gear and tear gas.  

movement does not abate, police 
bullets may become the next 
victim of  the dissidents’ violent 
tactics. (Driscoll)

Violent Students Attack Police Pepper Spray Cans With Their Eyes

“I Have Social Dance” 
Passed Off as Legitimate 
Excuse

White Plaza: Segway and Mark Zuckerberg!

Last week in a meeting with a select 

God took the opportunity to assure 
his followers that the popular reality 
show “Jersey Shore” is, in fact, part of  
his divine plan for humanity. While it 
has long been accepted that tragedies 
like natural disasters, drought, famine, 
poverty, cancer, malaria, AIDS, racism, 
sexism, homophobia, murder, rape 
and Karl Rove are all important parts 
of  God’s plan for mankind, religious 
scholars have struggled to explain 
the absurdities that pervade everyday 
life. Worried about how mankind 
might interpret certain “outliers” that 

decided to clear the air on parts of  his 
plan that seem to defy all logical, moral 
and spiritual explanation.

Clergy the world over are thrilled and 
relieved by the recent announcement. 
“Last Sunday, one of  the younger 
congregation members asked me 
if  God loved ‘The Situation,’ and I 
didn’t know what to say. I mean, the 
guy is caricature—he’s barely human, 
let alone a Christian,” reported Rev. 

Wilbur Bushman, an Evangelical 
minister. He added, “Sometimes God’s 
intentions are clear, like with Hurricane 
Katrina or the earthquake in Japan, 
but other times the message is more 
opaque. It’s a relief  to know that we 
don’t have to chalk it up to ‘mysterious 
ways’ anymore.”

Additionally, it was reported that 
God, speaking through the reanimated 
corpse of  Jerry Falwell, took the 
opportunity to clarify that chicken 
nuggets, the Snuggie, Carrot Top and 
edible underwear are parts of  His plan 
for humanity, assuring followers that 
“their purposes will be revealed to 
those who truly believe.” God closed 
the meeting by clarifying that He did, 
in fact, tell Michelle Bachmann to run 
for president. (Doherty)

God Explains Role of “Jersey Shore” 
in His Divine Plan

Rick Perry Can’t Name Three 
Things He’s Thankful For

Presidential hopeful Rick 
Perry sat down to dinner 
on Thursday for his favorite 

Thanksgiving. Eager to 
convince his family that he 
deserves to be at the head of  
the table, he asserted that he 
had three things to be thankful 
for this year: “Health, the 
Second Amendment, and...” 

Silence fell on the table. 
Ron Paul, who everyone 
forgot had been invited to the 
celebration, tried to help out, 
offering “the EPA?” Perry’s 
children, resentful of  the fact 
that the three of  them were 
not mentioned, suggested that 

things. But Perry shook them 
off, as obviously they were 
trying to trip him up. “The 

third thing I’m thankful for...
let’s see...I can’t,” he conceded. 
Completely stumped, he just 
accepted his oops moment. 

It wasn’t until after Paul 
claimed gratefulness toward 
liberty that Perry jumped up, 
shouting, “There it is, that’s it! 
Right? Damn it!” and poured 
himself  another glass of  wine. 

Violent students attack the cans of pepper spray. UC-Davis Girl, Y U SO SAD?



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

SIHNQNG SYDKP UVPBZ BDPKNYC HL DHBPN, RHT BDPKNYC HL WONYPVGN, PHVO 

BDPKNYC HL EHOC, ZGNYKBQN SHGM BDPKNYC HL XVPBDNPP, WYPPBHD BDPKNYC 

HL LHHONGT, LBDCP DH IHUN BD KIBP KGBQBYO SHGOC HL HVGP. -INGUYDD INPPN

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT H = O

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

WHAT THE FAMOUS 
MUSICIAN KEPT IN HIS 
HOUSE TO SHOW OFF 

HIS PRESTIGE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: GAMUT CLOVE CUSTOM WOOLEN what they 
said to the good will hunting actor at the door WELCOME MATT

last week’s answers: DIAGONAL, QUALITY TIME, JACK OF ALL TRADES, 
TRICERATOPS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: A GOOD BALANCE OF WINNING AND LOSING IS IMPORTANT. IF YOU JUST WIN ALL THE TIME, YOU 
WON’T GET ANYTHING OUT OF IT; HAVING SOME TOUGH LOSSES CAN BE REALLY IMPORTANT. -ANDREW SHUE

 TACHM

 WASSY

 ALLRUP

 HUBMST

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

99.9%
The percentage of club meetings at Stanford that are 
completely pointless. Don’t believe us? Head over to 

Old Union between the hours of 3pm-12pm and you will 
-

bling made up symbols on white boards and yelling at 
each other about how they can get more people to join 

so they can keep yelling at each other next year.

Not in the mood for meetings? 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt

QUOTE: “Yo dawg, I heard you liked birds so I put a chicken in your duck in your turkey 
so you can eat while you eat while you eat” -Xzibit explaining the Turducken
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Wikipedia Finally Uses 
Attractive Person to Raise 
Money

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Friends and relatives gathered 
to celebrate the 100th issue of  the 
increasingly senile Stanford Flipside 
this week, mainly stemming from 
a sense of  obligation due to the 

the Flipside is years removed from 
its glory days of  Obama bailout 
package innuendo jokes and Bed 

guests still felt obligated to pay their 
respects to the formerly-funny fake 

After welcoming its guests, 

after dual hip-and-rebus-puzzle-
replacement surgery last week, 
napped throughout most of  the 

Flipside has mainly been reduced 
to using a Segway to get around the 

“Its getting sad at this point,” 
expressed longtime friend of  the 
Flipside and bored Stern lunchtime 
diner Steven Johnson, “Its just the 
same old jokes and stories over and 

Younger generations have also 
expressed concern for the Flipside’s 
less-than-progressive social 

“I don’t want to say the Flipside is 
racist per se,” tentatively explained 
freshman Judith Williams, “But 
it seems to make a lot of  off-
color references about blacks and 
gays that make everyone a little 

the Flipside rose to halfhearted 
chanting of  “speech, speech” and 
angrily called the Stanford Daily 
“a bunch of  liberal jackasses,” not 
realizing that the Daily was sitting 

ended when the Flipside got up to 

(Hoff ’er)

Stanford Flipside Hits 100

Apple Introduces Telephone 
Service For iPad

After the record number of  alcohol 
transports this fall and the complete 
failure of  the university alcohol policy, 

“Honestly, can someone just get 
me a glass of  whiskey right now,” said 

According to co-workers, he has been 
showing up late to work, disheveled 

and half  dressed, and speaking 

the social zone for quite some time 

and making off-color comments at 

holding his hair when he’s bent over 

Creative Writing Student Describes 
Own Short Story as “Hemingway-esque”

Students present in 

while participating in a peer 
review session, sophomore 

short story as “Hemingway-

narrative entitled “Nightfall 

such as “terse prose” and “a 
penetrating examination of  
masculinity” reminiscent of  the 

Sutton’s peers didn’t share 
his assessment, noting his 
story lacked any semblance 
of  plot and was riddled with 

Beaver had strokes and then tried 
to freestyle rap,” said classmate 

should probably tell him how 

shuddered a little when I read, 

Sutton says he plans to 
submit the story to a publication 
on campus and, if  things go 

“I just hope people get it,” said 
the sophomore, referring to his 
seven page “portrait of  modern 
America,” “So many great 
writers are never appreciated in 

Ralph Castro Just Needs a Drink

The Flipside: a shadow of its former glory.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

YV YK EWV MWTVG DE YEVBRRYLBEV JDE’K VYJB VW OB YE VGB 
JDSWTYVN. ON IBZYEYVYWE, VGBTB DTB DRTBDIN BEWCLG UB-
WURB VW IW VGDV. -L.G. GDTIN

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT V = T

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

THE GRASSY AREA 
WHERE THE DIRECTED 
LINE SEGMENTS LIKE 

TO PLAY

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: MATCH SWAYS PLURAL THUMBS what the 
famous musician kept in his house to show off his prestige STATUS CYMBAL

last week’s answers: MAIN QUAD, EXPANDABLE, HEISMAN, GOLD-
ILOCKS AND THE THREE BEARS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: WHOEVER WANTS MUSIC INSTEAD OF NOISE, JOY INSTEAD OF PLEASURE, SOUL INSTEAD OF GOLD, CREATIVE 
WORK INSTEAD OF BUSINESS, PASSION INSTEAD OF FOOLERY, FINDS NO HOME IN THIS TRIVIAL WORLD OF OURS. -HERMANN HESSE

 MITVO

 ITARO

 DAFULE

 DECLOD

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

31

QUOTE: “We’re back to being a fútbol school.” - President John Hennessy on the Women’s Soccer National Title

The minimum ACT score you need to be a professional 
cheater/ACT substitute test taker. Also, the maximum age 

you can be to pull this stunt off. If interested, please move to 
the city in start making fake IDs, and then 
charge $3,000 per test. Worried that cheating may stop you 

from getting into Stanford? Just call it a start up and write 
your essay about the “entrepreneurial spirit.”

Go to: 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt
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Flipside Friday This Week from12:00-1pm, 
Ride the Segway in White Plaza!

Study Finds Liars Have 
Way More Sex Want to know how this new 

year is going to go before 
it happens? Here at the 
Flipside we’ve taken some 
effort to peer into your 
future for you:

Aries: Today is no different 
than any other day. Despite 
your best efforts to improve 
your life for this new year, 
you will fail miserably. 
Things next year will be the 
same as this year, and most 
likely worse considering how 
badly the stars are aligned 
against you. 

Taurus: You will litter 
today. It will haunt you, but 
there is nothing you can do 
to avoid it. Litter is your 
destiny, your fate.

Gemini: Your refusal 

cosmic irony will come back 
to bite you this week when 
you attend a dinner party on 
a cruise ship named “Blissful 
Ignorance.”

Cancer: This week, you will 
inherit the Earth. Live large, 

kite--the sky’s the limit and 
the world is in the palm of  
your hand. You are the cat’s 
meow. People listen to you--
make them regret it.

Leo: Steer clear of  cottage 
cheese this week. Shit’s 
gross.

Virgo: Take the red pill. It’s 
ecstasy, and it’s fantastic.

Libra: One of  the 
horoscopes you read today 
will come true. Not this one, 
though.

Scorpio: You will make a 
new friend this week. You 
will mistakenly give your 
phone number to this friend, 
who will then bother you for 
hours on end. This won’t 
slow down at all until police 
get involved.

Sagittarius: The stars 
suggest that you are like 

their good friend, Pluto; you 
used to be cool but now you 
aren’t.  Today, you should 
probably sign up for World 
of  Warcraft, move into your 
parents’ basement, and 
become the bitter recluse 
that the stars say you should 
be.

Capricorn: Let it all hang 
out this week. And by “it” 
the stars don’t mean your 
genitals, pervert.

Aquarius: Tonight, you’re 
a shining star.  Your Pea 
Coat is sleek and your hair 
is freshly cut.  You’ll be 
the life of  the party, the 
one everybody wants to 
be around, and the one 
who gets the chicks at the 
end of  the night.  It is only 
tomorrow when you’ll 
realize that the girl you took 
home was your cousin, who 
was driving your drunk 
ass back to your parents’ 
house, and that she refused 
your advances because 
incest is gross and so is the 
vomit you sprayed all over 
her new dress.  Tomorrow, 
your memory will fail you, 
and for this you should be 
thankful.

Pisces: This year you 
will celebrate a birthday, 
most likely between the 
dates of  February 19 and 
March 20. You will know 
it’s your birthday because 
dozens of  people you don’t 
really give a fuck about will 
write something dumb like 
“happy birthday” on your 
Facebook wall, while your 
real friends (who are your 
friends because they have 
lives outside of  Facebook) 
will not know it’s your 
birthday. Then your real 
friends will feel awkward 
when after talking to you for 
an hour on your birthday, 
someone you don’t know 
wishes you a happy birthday, 
while on a 10 minute break 
from Facebook.

God Awkwardly Forgets Son’s Birthday 
According to scriptural and journalistic 

sources, God forgot the December 25th 

of  Nazareth, for the third time in the last 
2,000 years.

“I got really tied up with a bunch of  
Christmas stuff  this year,” God relayed 
to Flipside reporters through a chorus of  
angels, “I had a ton of  presents to shop for, 
I was behind on answering work e-mails 
and prayers, and I had a bunch of  relatives 
staying at my house and raising holy hell.”

adamant in forgiving his father.  “I love him 
unconditionally and I completely absolve 
him of  his sin.”

God did claim a more legitimate excuse 
this year than in the past, including when he 
missed his son’s birthday in 800 AD for the 
coronation of  Charlemagne and in 2003 for 
the Die Hard movie marathon on TNT.  He 
did, however, admit that this was his most 
shortsighted mistake since he forgot to TiVo 

The almighty deity is trying to put a 
positive spin on the whole ordeal, noting that 
the cards in the “Belated Birthday” section 
of  Hallmark are much more funny than 
those in the “Son – Messiah and Savior of  
Mankind” section.  God also plans to set 
things right by sending a Chipotle gift card in 
the mail. (Hoffer)

In a study released last week by the Stanford Psychology 
department, it was found that those who identify as 
compulsive liars were found to have way more sex than 
the average individual.

Fentburn, professor of  behavioral psychology and lead 
of  the study. “We hypothesized that liars would have less 

nobody likes a liar.”
However, the results proved the opposite. We got in 

conducted over 400 interviews across campus with both 
liars and non-liars. The liars had way more sex, and I 
mean by a lot. And we found that across all dimensions, 
in number of  partners, types of  sexual activity, and how 
crazy the stories were, the liars just dominated.”

the interviewers simply asked. No one was critical of  this 
procedure.

It was found that the average non-liar had had two 
sexual partners in their lifetime, and the average liar had 
had sixty-four. 

Horoscopes
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EVEN MORE



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

DV HRBHOK HI BHN BCIG OUPN QCMVK, HI YVHMV BCIG OUPN 
LVCXGDUNK, HLF RVI VHMG LVB OVHN WCLF OUP H DVIIVN SHL. 
-DVLTHSCL WNHLARCL

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT H = A

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: VOMIT RATIO FEUDAL CODDLE the grassy 
area where the directed line segments like to play VECTOR FIELD

last week’s answers: GLUTEN FREE, MIKE TYSON, MINNEAPOLIS MIN-
NESOTA, CLUB SANDWICH

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: IT IS NOT WORTH AN INTELLIGENT MAN’S TIME TO BE IN THE MAJORITY. BY DEFINITION, THERE ARE ALREADY 
ENOUGH PEOPLE TO DO THAT. -G.H. HARDY

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

8
The number of votes by which Mitt Romney defeated 

Rick Santorum in last week’s Iowa Caucuses. Also the 
total number of votes Mitt Romney received in last 

week’s Iowa Caucuses.  Santorum received zero votes, 
as did every other candidate, proving that it’s actually 

impossible to make it through the whole caucusing 
process and still care enough to vote.

Is caucus a funny word? 
Check out 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt

WHAT THE MAGIC 
RABBIT HAD UP HIS 

SLEEVE
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Sleep and Dreams Offered 
for the Last Time for the 
Third Time

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Confronted with a sorry group of  
candidates growing more ridiculous 
with each passing debate, the GOP 
recently announced an intent to 
forgo party decorum in favor of  
an unorthodox political strategy in 
the 2012 election. After a heated 
six hour, closed-door discussion, 
GOP leaders have announced that 
they will not wait for the conclusion 
of  the republican primaries and 
instead have nominated a cement 
mixing truck parked in an adjacent 
lot. 

“It’s really the best strategy 
we have at this point,” a GOP 
committee representative said 
in a press conference earlier this 
week, “after carefully weighing the 
options, we believe that this truck is 
far more electable than the petulant 
nitwits running so far.” Democratic 

analysts agree, grudgingly praising 
the Republican nomination as the 

strongest political move the GOP 
has made this year. 

When asked about taxes and 

cement truck reportedly groaned 
and spewed out semi-hardened, 
viscous slag, which Republican Party 
leaders agree is a vast improvement 
over what comes out of  the other 
candidates’ mouths. (Foucart)

GOP Nominates a Cement Mixing Truck

Romney Literally Paying 
People To Vote For Him

Every Friday is Flipside Friday. 12-1pm, 
Ride the Segway in White Plaza!

On the verge of  the annual dorm 
ski trips, many Stanford students 
are worried about the way in which 
this year’s record low snowfall will 
impact trip quality. “I know there 
won’t be much snow, but I’m 

a shit ton,” said Sophomore Will 
Gold as he replaced his ski goggles 
with his beer goggles. Some 
students are complaining that it 
will feel weird being in Tahoe in 
the winter with so little snow, but 

will get thoroughly trashed. “I’ve 
never been skiing before,” said 
Freshman heavyweight Sarah Lee 
as she dusted off  her fake ID. “I’m 
really excited to drink at altitude 
because I’ve heard that you don’t 
need to drink as much to get fucked 
up.” Students are also excited to get 
lost on the way there, hook up with 
their dorm mates, and try to guess 
what is in the hot tub besides water.
(Galant)

Student Grabs Way More After-Dinner 
Mints Than Deemed Socially Acceptable 

After Eating at Nice Restaurant
Stanford sophomore Marcus 

Stevenson took considerably too 

after a recent meal at an upscale 
Italian restaurant on University 
Avenue, which authorities have 
refused to identify.

Traumatized witnesses reported 
seeing the twenty-year-old suspect 
seize anywhere between a “veritable 
shitload” and a “kilometric fuckton” 
of  the red and white striped candies 
from the courtesy mint bowl sitting 
near the door.  There have been no 
reports as to whether the porcelain 
bowl sustained any structural 

percentage of  its contents were 
suddenly removed.

“The hostess was standing right 
there getting ready to seat the next 
party,” said trip-organizer Ryan 

relieve some of  the group’s collective 
guilt, “I guess we tipped generously 
and what not, but I don’t know if  

I’ll feel comfortable going back to 
that restaurant anytime soon.”

Stevenson did made a token 
effort to offer a portion of  his 
mints to the other group members, 
especially those who had not been 
able to grab any due to the large 
crater he had excavated in the 
middle of  the bowl, but the sweet 

assuage the nauseous feeling of  
guilt that most of  his friends were 
experiencing.

“I totally wanted one of  those 
mints cause the cannoli kinda left a 
weird taste in my mouth,” admitted 

Marcus ravaged that bowl like a 
third-world colony, I just couldn’t 
stomach it anymore.”

When asked what would have 
happened if  the restaurant had 
offered the green and black mints 
in addition to the standard red 

dropped his gaze and muttered, 
“God help us all.” (Hoffer)           *

Despite Lack of Snow, Students Still 
Planning to Drink Heavily on Ski Trip

The Republican nomination for the 2012 presidency.

“After carefully weighing 
the options, we believe 

that this truck is far more 
electable.”



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

UZN YBTW EIW UY XNNF WYCD ZNITUZ LQ UY NIU EZIU WYC JYB’U 
EIBU, JDLBX EZIU WYC JYB’U TLXN, IBJ JY EZIU WYC’J JDCUZND BYU. 
-PIDX UEILB

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT Y = O

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: BEGAN FAVOR MATTER CLIMAX what the 
magic rabbit had up his sleeve BAG OF TRIX

last week’s answers: HAND ME DOWN, MADE IN CHINA, DECAFFEIN-
ATED, BACK TO SQUARE ONE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: BE ALWAYS AT WAR WITH YOUR VICES, AT PEACE WITH YOUR NEIGHBORS, AND LET EACH NEW YEAR FIND YOU A 
BETTER MAN. -BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

43

QUOTES: “Remember--you get more drunk at altitude!” -PHE before ski trip

The average number of dollars Mitt Romney has 
to pay someone to secure their vote for the 2012 

presidential election. Also, during his brief stint as 
a Freshman at Stanford, it was rumored that this was 
the number of EANABS he consumed in one night.

Let us know at .

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt

THE MESSAGE THAT 
LINKED THE ‘R’ TO 

THE ‘S’
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Area Dad Tries to Recover 
From Bad Joke By Saying “I  
Was Only Joking”

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Last Sunday evening, in front 
of  a packed crowd at Memorial 
Auditorium, Poet Laureate Steven 
Hirshfeld recited his latest critically-
acclaimed work: an acrostic poem 
entitled “STEVEN.” After a 45-
minute introduction by English 
professor Tobias Wolff, who told 
several witty anecdotes and dropped 
the names of  many famous author-
friends, the legendary poet himself  
took the stage. 

Hirshfeld began by reciting the 
poem’s masterful opening line: “S: 
Super.” After a long pause thick 
with meaning, he continued to 

Excellent,” drawing murmurs of  
appreciation from the audience. 
It felt like the entire auditorium 
was holding its breath as Hirshfeld 
stopped to take a sip of  water 
before saying “V: Valuable, E: 

Extraordinary,” at which point the 
audience broke into an enthusiastic 
round of  applause.

Once the cheers had quieted 
down, Hirshfeld took a long breath 
and shared the concluding line of  
his poem: “N: Never Dull.”  This 
line in particular has received a 

great deal of  praise from critics 
due to Hirshfeld’s unconventional 
use of  a two-word phrase rather 
than a single word. The Stanford 
audience showed their appreciation 
for Hirshfeld’s innovation by giving 
him a long standing ovation.

Although Hirshfeld was only 
on stage for a short time, he made 
quite a lasting impression on many 
attendees. Christina Marsh ‘13 
views Hirshfeld as a personal hero 
and says that his performance 
inspired her to start working on 
an acrostic poem based on her 
own name. “My name has a lot of  
letters in it, so writing an acrostic 
is a pretty daunting task,” she said. 
“But hearing Steven Hirshfeld in 
person really shows me that I can 
pick nine good words if  I work hard 
enough.” (Kuenzel)

Visiting Poet Laureate Shares Acrostic Masterpiece

Career Fair Recruiter 
Unimpressed by Check 
Plus on Karel Assignment

Lucky Numbers:  17 57 8 2.5

After a record 37,000 applications 
were submitted to Stanford 
University this year, hipsters across 
the country have started indicating 

attractive. Almost an hour after the 
statistics were released, numerous 
threads on collegeprowler.com, 

websites bemoaned the loss of  the 
University’s alt-factor. 

“I was into Stanford when I was 
like, twelve,” read one comment 
posted by NeutralMilkIvy on the 
forum. “But ever since it’s started 
making top ten lists, I just can’t take 
it seriously.” 

Many posts also cited the 
University’s number one spot on the 
Times Higher Education’s rankings 
of  ‘Arts & Humanities Schools’ as 
another turn off  for college-bound 

hipsters: “I can’t believe they sold 
out like that.”

Forums were also buzzing with 
rumors surrounding Pitchfork’s 
annual college rankings, which are 
due to be released in two weeks. 
“Although it’s always a little tough 
to tell,” said one industry analyst, 
“I would suspect that Stanford 
isn’t going to get higher than a 
4.7 tops.” He also added that 
while it’s “somewhat alt” for such 
a prestigious school to be located 
on the west coast, he didn’t think 
that fact would help the university’s 
chances at ranking higher than such 
“hipster stalwarts as, say, Hunter 
College.”

A concerned administrator, 
responding quickly to the 
negative reaction, indicated that 
the university might consider 
altering its image to recoup. “One 
possibility,” he stated, “is that we 
subsidize skinny-jean purchases for 
all professors, or just replace the 
Panda Express with an American 
Apparel store.” (Wilcox)

Wikipedia Suffered Huge 
Hangover After Blacking Out

After blacking out for an entire 
day on January 18th, Wikipedia 
reportedly had a huge headache 
and felt like it couldn’t eat anything, 
even though it knew it really should 
have. 

Wikipedia awoke on January 19th 

to stubs, and nearly every citation 
missing.  In addition, the online 
encyclopedia checked its wallet and 
discovered the “A Personal Appeal 
from Jimmy Wales” donations had 
been stolen.

“I didn’t even have that much to 
drink,” said Wikipedia as it popped 
about 7 Tylenol into its mouth to 
try to get rid of  the dial-up sound 
that kept ringing in its head. “I 

remember talking to Reddit. See, I 

After examining Wikipedia’s 
texts, analysts have concluded that it 
is really dangerous to binge-protest 
anti-piracy bills. One embarrassing 
text said, “fffffffuuuuuuuuuuu 
sopajkljjkhjk!! ; /,” but Wikipedia 
claimed that it was auto-correct. 
Observers agree that Wikipedia’s 
behavior was certainly not in 
accordance with community 
standards.  

Jealous of  all of  Wikipedia’s 
attention, Google tried bragging 
that it had blacked out too. However, 
Facebook said that Google totally 
didn’t get any action, only had 
a couple drinks, and barely even 
browned out. (Galant, Hoffer, staff)

Stanford Too Popular For Hipsters

The wonderful acrostic.

“Ever since it’s started 
making top ten lists, I just 

can’t take it seriously.”



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

P RQTPF TPJ UBXJ RBDD YQXT P YXABFOVKAG RAWK P TPF, LEW YQX 
WKAV WQ BFOEXB, AW TEVW LB PVVAVWBO LJ P DAWWDB GKJVAN-
PD PFWAGPWKJ. -YXABOXANK FABWIVNKB

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT W = T

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: WIDTH SLANT POCKET NATURE the message 
that linked the ‘r’ to the ‘s’ CHAIN LETTER

last week’s answers: BALANCE OF POWER, BARKING MAD, EXTENDED 
WARRANTY, MOTHER KNOWS BEST

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THE ONLY WAY TO KEEP YOUR HEALTH IS TO EAT WHAT YOU DON’T WANT, DRINK WHAT YOU DON’T LIKE, AND DO 
WHAT YOU’D DRUTHER NOT. -MARK TWAIN

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

3

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt

WHAT THE SOPRANO 
SANG WHEN THE 

WATER GOT ROUGH
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Three Girls Go To 
Hospital in Honor of 
Kappa Sig Finding Out 
They Get Their House Back

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

After years of  bitter struggle, 
the Israel and Palestine camps 
have reached an agreement: 
Modern Family is the best show on 
television.

Negotiations had been at a 
standstill until both sides realized 
it was almost eight o’clock and 
Modern Family was about to start. 

Political pundits explained that 
negotiations had to be put on 
hold because neither side would 
tolerate missing the beginning of  
the show.  They also explained that, 
oftentimes, a recurring theme or 

few minutes that ties together the 
entire episode.

“Those gay guys--they are so 
funny,” said a man with an accent, 
who may have belonged to either 
side. 

“When Phil Dunphy came on, we 
realized it was time to put aside our 
differences and gawk at the stupid 
white people on the screen,” said 
right-wing militant and religious 
zealot Zev Ben-Hofferwitz.

The peace accord quickly 
deteriorated when it was discovered 
that Steven Levitan, Jew, was 

involved in the production of  the 
show.

Despite this, the agreement 
marked the biggest advance in 
Middle East Peace since Jimmy 
Carter convinced the Israeli and 
Egyptian leaders to enjoy “Dallas” 
in 1978. (Staff)

Opinion: “Let’s Talk About the 
Giant Particle Accelerator in the Room”

Jackass Forwards Widely

Friend’s Idea for Start-Up 
Just Google Docs

Friends and acquaintances 
of  sophomore Will Bradley 
report that his latest idea 
for a start-up consists of  a 
product that is functionally 
indistinguishable from Google 
Docs. The “revolutionary” 
product, which Bradley 
is calling myDox, would 
allow users to save their 
documents in the cloud, work 
collaboratively in real time 
and “make spreadsheets and 
stuff.” His plan for myDox also 
includes a chat sidebar, “once 
they get most of  the initial 
kinks worked out.” 

Bradley rolled out the 
idea for myDox while leaving 

chemistry lecture last Thursday, 
but was disappointed by the 
lukewarm response it received 
from his peers. “It’s a good 
idea. That’s why Google made 
it, like, 10 years ago,” noted 
one friend. “He seems to think 
he’s going to get VC money. 
He really doesn’t understand 
how all this works,” added 
another. 

Bradley eventually added that 
myDox is somewhat similar 
to Google Docs, but added, 
“myDox is going to be the 
MySpace to Google Docs’ 
Xanga. It’s going to be a game 
changer.” (Doherty)

Israel and Palestine Reach Agreement: 
Modern Family Is Hilarious

By A SLAC Employee:

This is hard. I don’t want to make 
things awkward between us, but there’s 
something on my mind I think we 
need to discuss. Every day we come 
to work—we try to solve the mysteries 
of  the universe, try to develop a better 
understanding of  the atoms that 
surround our existence. But somewhere 
along the way, I think something got 
lost in translation.  

I think it’s time. We need to talk 
about the giant particle accelerator in 
the room.

I know what you’re thinking. “What 
are you talking about? We work at SLAC—
we talk about the particle accelerator all day, 
every day.” But I’m not talking about 
that giant particle accelerator. No. 
I’m talking about the other one. The 
particle accelerator that keeps you up at 
night, the one that haunts your dreams 
and invades your thoughts. I’m talking 
about the giant particle accelerator in 
your heart. Sometimes it’s hard to 
see—sometimes we look at it and think, 
“Hey, that’s a real particle accelerator.” But 

at the end of  the day, we’re deceiving 
ourselves. We know it’s not real.

The only particle accelerator is the 
one in our minds, and the longer we try 
to delude ourselves, the longer it will 
take us to realize that those “particles” 
that seem to be bouncing about are 

imagination, colliding with each other 
in some tragic Shakespearian drama. 

But that all stops today. I’m not 
going to let this particle accelerator 
control me, and neither should you. 
At stake are not only our lives, but the 
lives of  our husbands and wives, our 
sons and our daughters. What most 
people don’t realize is that everyone has a 
giant particle accelerator in their lives. 
Some people call their giant particle 
accelerator “mother-in-law,” others call 
it “pepper spray,”—I call mine “a giant 
particle accelerator,” but at the end of  
the day it doesn’t matter what we call 
it.  What matters is that everyone has 
two giant metal tubes in their mind, 
working day in and day out to smash 
tiny things together, and until we have 
the courage to talk about it, nothing 
will ever get done. (Adler)



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

W XIZOKOFOWQ QHHEY KDH WPOZOKS KI CIMHKHZZ ADWK OY UIOQU KI DWXXHQ 

KIRIMMIA, QHBK AHHT, QHBK RIQKD, WQE QHBK SHWM. WQE KI DWJH KDH WPOZOKS 

WCKHMAWMEY KI HBXZWOQ ADS OK EOEQ’K DWXXHQ. -AOQYKIQ FDGMFDOZZ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT O = I

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: HAIKU, ETHIC, FOSSIL, SLEIGH what the 
soprano sang when the water got rough HIGH SEAS

last week’s answers: MITT ROMNEY, PARADOX, GRANDFATHER CLOCK, 
FLORENCE AND THE MACHINE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: A WOMAN MAY VERY WELL FORM A FRIENDSHIP WITH A MAN, BUT FOR THIS TO ENDURE, IT MUST BE ASSISTED BY 
A LITTLE PHYSICAL ANTIPATHY. -FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

13.9%

QUOTE: “I’m a bit pissed my college quarterback is better than my pro quarterback.” -  Jim Harbaugh 

 Mitt Romney’s effective tax rate for the year 

everyone else in the country. Now, come on guys--
if a guy makes $21.6 million a year, and is cunning 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt

A WAY TO DRESS UP 
ASIAN FOOD
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Groundhog Sees Its Shadow, 
Forecasts 6 More Weeks of 
75 and Sunny

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

On Thursday morning, February 
2nd, Sophomore Henry Mathis 
allegedly pulled out his iPhone and 
took what is certainly—if  it is, in 
fact, real—one of  the most  powerful 
photographs of  the decade. Mathis’ 
picture featured the Main Quad lit 
by some pleasant morning sunshine, 
a picture he uploaded to Facebook 
with the caption “can’t believe it’s 
February.” The picture immediately 
went viral, stunning thousands and 
stirring controversy worldwide. “It’s 
faked. I can tell,” reported a Cornell 
student on his tumblr account, “I 
know what February weather is like, 
and this simply isn’t possible.”  

Art critic Johannes Sveru, a 
curator and art historian at the San 
Francisco Institute of  Art, overheard 
his colleagues converse about the 

to investigate the phenomenon 
himself. “I was totally blown away 

in an exclusive interview, “but 
after subjecting the photograph 
to the harshest of  scrutiny, using a 
combination of  carbon-14 dating 
and Photoshop zoom techniques, I 
just can’t verify that the this picture  
was taken in February.”

Though the controversy and 
general incredulity is still very 
palpable, Mathis is sticking by the 
authenticity of  his photograph. 
Whether or not it actually is 
February in the picture is up to the 
viewer to decide, but all agree that 
the world has never seen anything 
like this before. (Foucart)

Arts Corner: “There’s No Way That 
Photo Was Taken in February”

1035 Residents Lose House, 
Will Appeal Next Year

Every Friday is Flipside Friday. 12-1pm, 
Ride the Segway in White Plaza!

Since being declared supreme 
leader of  North Korea after his 
father’s death, Kim Jong-un has 
become the number one bachelor 
in all of  North Korea. This week, 
Kim Jong-un personally made a 

e-Harmony. 

unique glimpse into the world of  
his enigmatic and controversial 
lifestyle and leadership. His 

things you cannot live without?” 
states “a strong cup of  coffee, 
reassuring nods, a good back-rub, 
all Radiohead albums, and prison 
camps.”  

are of  him and his deceased father 
at Six- Flags, and he has uploaded 
over 200 videos of  adorable puppy 
huskies. Kim Jong-un has also 

issued a public announcement that 
his top national priority is to secure 
a loyal and dutiful wife. 

His 50-page application has been 
made available to several college 
campuses, Stanford included, and 
applications can be picked up in 

Business starting this Friday.
The application requires over 

that his future wife must be “able 
to bleed tears of  rejoice and drink 
massive amounts of  Hennessy 
cognac.” (Collison)

Decision to Euthanize IHUM
 Sparks Controversy

IHUM used to be a thriving 
forum where students sparred 
and matched wits, a place where 
students could break bread with 
such intellectual giants as Nietzsche 
and Marx. But starting a few 
years ago, everything changed. 
IHUM theses became vague and 
supporting evidence faded away. 
Attendance fell and Facebook 
usage in lectures rose. Soon, IHUM 
was a husk of  its former self, and 
Stanford administrators have made 

plug.
       However, this move ignited a 

IHUM kids past and present have 
picketed White Plaza with signs, 
bearing slogans such as “Half-
hearted Powerpoint Presentations 

are Signs of  Life!” and “I Need My 
External Validation!” One IHUM 
advocate likened the program to 
Odysseus in Homer’s The Odyssey, 
“during whose long absence many 
young suitors assumed him death 
and courted his wife, only to be 
disgraced upon his arrival, in 
disguise, which is a recurring motif  
throughout the epic poem...” and 
went on as one by one everyone 
stopped paying attention.

      But Dr. Hofferwitz, the 
physician in whose care IHUM 
has spent recent years, disagrees. 
“The occasional non-B grade you 
see coming out of  this program is 

in an already dead brain. They are 
meaningless, like the discussions 
we hear during IHUM sections.” 
Hofferwitz continued. “Although, 
when prodded, IHUM may 
produce a metaphor or a quote 
from Machiavelli’s The Prince, 
these are just knee-jerk reactions, 
no more. The best we can do now 
is to end its suffering and give it the 
rest it deserves.” (LaVan)
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ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

100 million

QUOTE: “28-17, Giants over Patriots” -Flipside staff’s bold pre-game prediction 

The number of pounds of chicken wings that 
are consumed on Super Bowl Sunday.  At least 
5% of these wings will be used as projectiles to 
target the televised form of Tom Brady, and 1% 
will end up in your fat uncle’s beard (for later 

consumption in case of overtime).

free wings at !

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
+=G:(NAAW(NA(N;@@(KA=DBIA(D:A(HA<;LF(EK(=(@;>;DAH(AH;D;EF(D9<:;ID(KEI(YZ[8((

N:=D(<;\A(JEB(N=FD8(1A=D(?IA<<(](6;FJ@(P(1;L:(,B=@;DJ(092:;ID

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE TALKATIVE CAT-
ERPILLAR WHEN HE 

GOT OLDER
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XOX Proudly Joins FloMo, 

Housing

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

In a surprising announcement, 
the organizers of  V-Week, which 
raises awareness of  violence against 
women by selling chocolate vaginas 
and asking men to think about 
women’s genitals for once, have 
decided to eschew the week’s central 
event, a staging of  the famous play 
The Vagina Monologues, in favor of  
their own, new play, titled The 
Vagina Dialogues.

“We just felt that the original 
play is limited by its monologue 
structure,” said Dialogues producer 
Alexa Wallstone, as she adjusted 
a hot pink V-week button on her 
T-shirt, “and that the dialogues 
will better portray the realities of  
womanhood.  I mean, a woman 
never goes to the bathroom at a 
party without a friend, and no play 
about women should disregard 

this natural truth about the female 
community.”  

Angela Cabrera, the writer of  
the Dialogues, divulged a bit about 
the script to the Flipside.   “I don’t 
want to sound like a talking vagina,” 
she said, toying with the pencil 
behind her ear, “but there are some 
really brilliant scenes in there.  The 
dialogue where one vagina accuses 

the other of  falling in love with a 
douchebag is comedic gold.”     

Tickets to The Vagina Dialogues are 
already sold out for all three nights.  
However, tickets are still available 
for The Vagina Soliloquies, 
StanShakes’ seventeenth-century 
style rewrite of  the original 
Monologues. (Karpas)

Curtain Rises on Vagina Dialogues

to send a much more personal gift to the object of  your obsession.  For 
only $5, you can send your unrequited lover a lock of  their own hair 
taken from the shower, frighteningly accurate voodoo dolls, or pictures of  
them sleeping in their own bed.  Each gift will be tastefully delivered by a 
member of  our staff  who, before delivery, will follow the recipient around 
all day and emerge at just the perfect moment to deliver the message of  
your choice.

Flipside Offers $5 “Stalker-Grams” This Valentine’s Day

scenario – the intrepid explorers 

inexorable gravitational pull of  
a star, facing annihilation in its 
blazing core. But this is no late-
night double feature B-movie. 
Scientists have expressed concern 
that the Earth itself  is caught in 

burning at up to 5700 degrees 
Kelvin. 

A statement released from 
Hawaii AstroLabs early this week 
warns, “There’s really nothing we 
can do about it now, we fear it is 
too late. We are so close to the 

if  you look at the sky, you can 
often actually observe it, easily 

distinguishable from other, more 
distant, stars.” 

After the initial panic over the 
shocking discovery, more details 
emerged. Our planet is swinging 
in a reckless circle around the 
star, moving at unimaginable 
speeds. And it gets worse: the star 
itself  is hurtling through space. 
Although we have apparently been 
approaching this disaster for some 
time now, astrologists explain that, 
“In our job, we’re really used to 
looking at things that are very, very 
far away. It wan’t until someone 
looked at stuff  that’s a lot closer 
that we saw this giant star right 
near Earth and thought- uh oh, 
this could be bad.” (LaVan)

Earth Continues to Perilously Circle Blazing Star

In preparation for Valentine’s 

have already begun anticipating 
the messages that they may 
inadvertently send to their 
neighbors over the course of  the 
holiday.

“I think it’s a cute gesture to give 

necessarily want them to think 
that I am trying to give them…you 
know…a little something, something 

Crow as he looked over his shoulder 
to see if  anyone had noticed the 
subtle pelvic thrusts he had added 
to emphasize his point.

Suzanne Williams explains that 
a similar predicament exists from 
the female perspective, as she is 
uncomfortable sharing the Necco 
Sweethearts candy that she got 
in a care package with her male 
friends. 

“I don’t really want anyone 
in this dorm to “Be Mine,” and 
I think the “Call Me” hearts are 

misleading because I am so much 
easier to reach by text message, 
and the “Luv U” hearts just make 
a mockery of  traditional English 
spelling.”

giving Hershey’s Kisses to a guy is 
“completely out of  the question, 
because at that point I might as well 
hand him my room key, a condom, 
and a blank check to have his way 
with me.” (Hoffer)

Freshmen Dorms Brace for Wave of
Awkward Sexual Tension on Valentine’s Day



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

MA HNN KTHCZ, KHSSA. BJ AYX DTP H DYYE LBJT, AYX’NN MTVYKT WHQQA; BJ 

AYX DTP H MHE YCT, AYX’NN MTVYKT H QWBNYZYQWTS. -ZYVSHPTZ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT Y = O

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: CROAK FAULT TINGLY BASKET what they 
called the talkative caterpillar when he got older SOCIAL BUTTERFLY

last week’s answers: THINK TANK, GIN RUMMY, NO OFFENSE, COOL STORY 
BRO

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: COURAGE IS THE MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL THE VIRTUES, BECAUSE WITHOUT COURAGE YOU CAN’T PRACTICE ANY OTHER 
VIRTUE CONSISTENTLY. YOU CAN PRACTICE ANY VIRTUE ERRATICALLY, BUT NOTHING CONSISTENTLY WITHOUT COURAGE. -MAYA ANGELOU

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

2^n

QUOTE: “I can’t believe they’re taking it away. It’s like my second home.” - XOX Residents on the death of Zimbra

The function to model population growth of White Plaza evangelists, given 
that n is the number of academic quarters since Autumn 2011.  At this rate, 

White Plaza will overshoot its carrying capacity on December 22, 2012, 
when the revelation that the world has not ended will threaten widespread 

extinction among these preachers.  

What do you want out of life?

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE PERFECTLY 
MATCHING SHOE
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International Student From 
Kenya Finishes Dance Mara-
thon in Record 22 Hours

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Several days after the Stanford 

Marathon, the staff  who have 

(Lavan)

Dance Marathon Falls $150 Short of Curing AIDS

Jeremy Lin Creating 
Unreasonable Expectations 
for Young Asian Children

Event to Raise Awareness for Very 
Important Cause Postponed Because 

Calpyso and Talisman Were Both Busy

University Finds Leland Junior’s 
Remains in XOX Basement



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

L OSQ’U UTLQB QYZYJJLUN LJ UTY ESUTYD SR LQGYQULSQ. LQGYQULSQ, LQ EN 

SXLQLSQ, WDLJYJ OLDYZUVN RDSE LOVYQYJJ, XSJJLMVN WVJS RDSE VWPLQYJJ - US 

JWGY SQYJYVR UDSCMVY. -WKWUTW ZTDLJULY

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT Q = N

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: PAUSE FLOSS REDEEM GOBLET what they 
called the perfectly matching shoe SOLE MATE

last week’s answers: ALL AMERICAN, VANISH INTO THIN AIR, REASONABLE, 
POLAR ICE CAPS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: BY ALL MEANS, MARRY. IF YOU GET A GOOD WIFE, YOU’LL BECOME HAPPY; IF YOU GET A BAD ONE, 
YOU’LL BECOME A PHILOSOPHER. -SOCRATES

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

3

QUOTE: “First they came for the fraternities, and I didn’t speak out because I was not a bro. Then they came for the co-ops, and I didn’t 
speak out because I was not a hippie. Then they came for Lag, and I didn’t speak out because I was not an antisocial recluse. Then they 

came for me, and I could live anywhere I wanted because they had kicked everyone else out of housing. Score!”

The number of ways to punctuate Presidents/President’s/

that occurred yesterday. The second is the day when the Vice 
President brings the President a nice card and breakfast in bed. 

The last is a celebration of the plural possessive apostrophe 
invented as an excuse for lonely grammarians to drink heavily on 
a Monday. Closely related is Precedents Day, the day when the 

Supreme Court celebrates the fact that they don’t have to make a 
new decision on a case.

Celebrate all these days and more at 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt

WHERE THEY DROVE 
AFTER THE STORM
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Student Spends Entire Life 
Making One Page Document

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Hormel, the corporation 
behind Spam and other processed 
meat delicacies, has announced 
plans to move forward with a 
new line of  meat-based textured 
vegetable food products. The new 
products are targeted at a growing 
segment of  consumers who like 
the idea of  eating vegetables but 

them into their diet. Examples 
from the new product line include 
“pork-oli,” “tunasparagus” and 
“New York strip steak, cooked 
medium-rarrots.”

the new animal-based plant 
substitutes, some consumers have 
reservations. “If  I wanted to eat 
vegetables, I’d just eat vegetables. 
I mean, I’m a carnivore for a 

meat-lover. He continued, “I guess 

ethical or environmental reasons, 
it makes sense. But it still creeps 
me out a little.”

The FDA warns that the new 
Hormel “meat veggies” are 

replacement for real vegetables. 
However, the organization hopes 
that the new product line will “get 

and encourages parents to train 
their kids on the fake vegetables 
and to slip some real ones in when 

Hormel Introduces New Meat-Based Vegetable Substitute

ESPN Apologizes For 
Offensive Jeremy Lin 
Headline Because Lin 
Doesn’t Wear Armor Apply to be Flipside Puzzle Master for next year! (details on back)

Since 1892, The Sierra Club 
has operated as a staunch advocate 
for environmental interests, 

stewardship. Last week, however, 
members of  the famous non-

that The Sierra Club had declared 

audit, the organization tripled its 

such expenditures as a Volt electric 
car for each member of  its board 
of  directors, a multi-million dollar 

each of  its 1.4 million members. 
In a press conference held last 

week Michael Brune, Executive 
Director of  the club, explained, 
“Believe it or not, resources are 

resources with the utmost care and 
discretion, but when it comes down 
to it, nothing lasts forever. Rather 
than see our cash reserves dwindle 

wanted to see The Sierra Club go 
out on top—so I drilled down into 
our resources, pulled out the cash, 

The most marked response to 

is coming from the right-wing, 

“We’ve been warning these 

their destructive practices, but 

explained a high-level executive at 
Chevron, speaking on condition of  

into their resources with no regard 
for us, for their members, and worst 
of  all, for their long-term interests. 

CS Major Fails Senior Thesis as Robotic 
Project “Jeremy Lin” Short-Circuits

Stanford senior Joel Cameron 
will fail his honors thesis after his 

Lin” crashed in the middle of  an 

Square Garden. The critical error 
occurred when Lin’s programming 
was unable to respond to a return 
pass from New York Knicks forward 
and notorious ball-hog Carmelo 

out a lot of  bugs in the earlier Lin 

one versus two free throws, and 
even writing a program to translate 

mangled English into something 
that Lin could understand.  But 
it turns out that catching a pass 

too far-fetched of  a situation for 

game.”
When Lin’s programming 

continue for several minutes before 
realizing something was wrong.

Frank Smith, “I’m used to seeing 

them.” 
Cameron is appealing his grade 

on the basis that he worked hard 

like as possible, even developing 

the robot excelled at an obscure 

demonstrating the unlimited 

Sustainability Group Calls it Quits 
After Depleting Resources

They look like carrots, and taste like carrots, but they are made out of steak.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

G HGY IGT IZYZX PJ IV IZAKT IPHTVAJ CZ GY PKVGA ZJ EZYKWEC CIZ-
WRI PC PT PYEZYOVYPVYC, WYLXZJPCGFAV, ZX KGYRVXZWT CZ KZ TZ. 
-BGACVX APLLHGYY

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT Z = O

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: BISON HONOR CANVAS WIZARD where they 
drove after the storm RAINBOW ROAD

last week’s answers: PAIN IN THE ASS, FIVE O’ CLOCK SHADOW, SINCERE 
APOLOGY, PENNY FOR YOUR THOUGHTS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: I DON’T THINK NECESSITY IS THE MOTHER OF INVENTION. INVENTION, IN MY OPINION, ARISES 
DIRECTLY FROM IDLENESS, POSSIBLY ALSO FROM LAZINESS - TO SAVE ONESELF TROUBLE. -AGATHA CHRISTIE

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

14-26-3

QUOTE: “A woman’s body is her own property. Except for her uterus and ovaries. Those belong to God. And, therefore, since the government 
is an instrument of God, they belong to the government as well. Actually, when a woman gets married, her body also belongs to her husband. But 

she’s free to do whatever she wants with her body so long as it doesn’t involve sex for non-reproductive purposes.” -Rick Santorum

The combination to a master lock. It’s at the Caltrain station, in locker 

sandwich, and  another master lock. They key doesn’t open anything, 
the tuna sandwich has been there for two years, and we can’t tell you the 

combination to the second master lock. Don’t share this with anyone.

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt

AN EXTENDED TIME FOR 
JUMPING
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Google Privacy Policy 
Changes Prompt Pedophiles, 
Terrorists To Switch To Bing

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

On February 16 at exactly 8:00am, I 
received an assignment from the Flipside 
staff  to investigate the cause of  the 
long lines at Ike’s Place in the Huang 
Engineering Center.  Two grueling weeks 
later, I emerged from the trenches, ready to 

There is dirty sauce everywhere. 
I’ve been to Iraq, I’ve been to 

Afghanistan, I’ve even done a stint 
in ‘Nam, but nothing compared to 
what I saw during my time in the 
back of  Ike’s. I went in a journalist, 
and I came out a shell of  the man 
I once was.

There are certain unspeakable 
things I saw in those two weeks, 
things I cannot in good conscience 
reveal to you, my dear reader. I 
probably couldn’t put them to 
words even if  I tried. The English 
language has not yet created words 
for these things.

You wanna know why the 
sandwiches take so long? Do you 
really want to know? There are 
hundreds of  men, if  you can even 
call them that, who make Ike’s 

special sauce by stomping tirelessly 
for hours on end. These men work 
in 36-hour shifts and are given no 
time for sleep or bathroom breaks. 
They told me they were the reason 
the sauce is called “dirty.” 

Do you want to know how they 
warm the sandwiches? They have 

the bread. These men may run out 
of  breath and die at any time. I’ve 
seen it myself. I saw a man die while 
heating a “Vegan Womanizer,” and 
I will never be the same. 

You buy your lunch, but little do 

sandwich.  Even worse, you pay 
with your tainted blood money.  
There’s a reason they don’t take 
Cardinal Dollars. 

Ike’s is the epicenter of  the 
lunchtime-mil i tary-industrial 
complex, and we are all just cogs 
in the sandwich war-machine. The 
sandwiches take so long because 
men are dying back there, just to get 
you your meal and a caramel apple 
pop. You are complicit. (Staff)

Behind the Sandwiches: 
What Really Happens in the Back of Ike’s

Making sandwiches, and barely surviving.

A Flipside Special Investigative Report:

Tensions Rise On West Bank 
of Lake Lag

Students across campus 
vacuumed and straightened like 
never before in preparation for 
the arrival of  hordes of  visiting 
parents last weekend. “I took 
out the recycling bin full of  beer 
bottles, aired out the room to get 
rid of  my roommate’s stench—I 
even dusted!” said Adam 
Bradshaw, who hoped to make 
a really good impression on his 
family. “That’s got to count for 
something.”

However, Bradshaw overlooked 
a very problematic area of  the 
room, which he regretted the 
moment he opened the door for 
his parents that Saturday morning. 
Noticing the single bottle of  

vodka perched on the windowsill, 
he was pretty sure he was about 
to get in deep trouble.  Within 
seconds, his mother was dragging 
him by the ear, furiously pointing 
at the bottle, and expressing 
her utter disapproval.  All of  
this culminated in Bradshaw’s 
grounding for the whole weekend, 

while his parents went on all the 
outings that they meant to share 
with him. 

Bradshaw was not completely 
torn up over the situation. “Oh 
well, at least they left the 
booze,” he acknowledged, 
while pouring himself  a double-

Parents Send Student to His Room 
During Parents Weekend

With SUES and the Faculty 
Senate on board with the 
replacement for IHUM, the search 
has begun for a catchy abbreviation 
for the class. Called “Thinking 
Matters,” the initial suggestion 
of  ThinkMat leaves much to be 
desired. 

“ThinkMat just sounds so 
nerdy,” said Carly Hammond ‘13 
as she began planning a World 
of  Warcraft raid. “I know that 
freshmen will probably make fun 
of  it.”

Many students are planning 
on calling the new class TMAT, 
ThiMa, or simply TM. 

One disgruntled student said he 
thinks all the new abbreviations are 

stupid. “Thinking Matters? More 
like Drinking Matters,” he said as 
he took a swig of  whiskey before 
walking into IHUM. (Galant)

IHUM Replacement “Thinking Matters” 
In Search of Catchy Abbreviation

A few possible directions to go for 
abbreviating “Thinking Matters.”

Ad: Experienced 
Developer Looking for 
Non-Technical “Ideas 
Guy” as Co-founder for 
Startup.

Contact jdubie@stanford.edu 
if interested



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

J IWPQ J XPCEWRPA KE KUP GZXCJD LWA KE KUP QESCA, WEK XPDLZNP J 
QLN KLCPWKPA ES PMPW XPLZKJOZC, XZK XPDLZNP J ULA WPMPS XPCE-
WRPA KE LWBKUJWR ES LWBEWP PCNP. -TLSJCBW TEWSEP

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT W = N

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: FATAL JEWEL DEADLY ORPHAN an extended 
time for jumping LEAP YEAR

last week’s answers: EGGS OVER EASY, ARKANSAS, CHAIRPERSON, ONCE 
UPON A TIME

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: A MAN HAS HONOR IF HE HOLDS HIMSELF TO AN IDEAL OF CONDUCT THOUGH IT IS INCONVE-
NIENT, UNPROFITABLE, OR DANGEROUS TO DO SO. -WALTER LIPPMANN

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

5

QUOTE: “Come to White Plaza Friday at lunch... we won’t promise that Andrew Luck will be there... but we will promise that he won’t.”

The number of hours that the Undergraduate Senate spent 
debating the Fadi Quran Bill. That’s how long it took them 
to realize that the Undergraduate Senate has no standing in 
the United Nations or any other international body. (Their 

application to the League of Nations is still pending.)

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt

THE DROOPY PIECE 
OF BREAD FROM 

BREAKFAST
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With Great PWR Comes No 
Resposibility

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

OAPE Typo Turns “Alcohol Free” 
Party Into “Free Alcohol” Party

BASES Member Gets to 
Third

SHPRC Provides Students With Peyton Manning Leaves Football to 
Focus on his Papa John’s 

Commercial Career

The Vagina Dialogues

Student Groups Hold 
Activities Fair in 

White Plaza



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

Y SBH’A WNGYNJN YH UH UMANDGYMN, IB Y SBH’A VUJN AB ILNHS PO RVBGN GYMN 

MNUDYHK VNGG, BD MNUDYHK VNUJNH NJNH PBDN. MBD RVUANJND AVN ABDACDNI BM 

VNGG, Y AVYHQ AVN WBDNSBP BM VNUJNH RBCGS WN NJNH RBDIN. -YIUUE UIYPBJ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT B = O

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: BLIMP, LIMIT, SMIRKS, OUTCRY the droopy 
piece of bread from breakfast LIMP BISCUIT

last week’s answers: HOME FREE, ANDREW LUCK, ABSOLUTE, MISSION 
STATEMENT

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: I KNEW I BELONGED TO THE PUBLIC AND TO THE WORLD, NOT BECAUSE I WAS TALENTED OR EVEN 
BEAUTIFUL, BUT BECAUSE I HAD NEVER BELONGED TO ANYTHING OR ANYONE ELSE. -MARILYN MONROE

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

3

QUOTE: “Sent from my iPhone, please excuse any hate speech or libel” - Email footer

The maximum number of ounces of water you can bring to 
the Tau Sigma Alpha (TSA) fraternity party this weekend. 
Any amount more than that will need to be chugged at the 

door. Also, partygoers will be subject to random screenings 
and may be “fratted down” by bros. Three is also the 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE BODY PART IN 

THE ARMY BEFORE HE 
WAS PROMOTED TO 

CORPORAL



Hi all, tech guru Ken Waterman 
here, and I’m here to talk to you 
about Apple’s latest offering in their 
wildly popular iPad line, simply 
called “The New iPad.” While the 

some of  which we’ll delve into later 

that for overall quality and ease of  
use there is not a better tablet on the 
market right now for taking pictures 
of  my junk.

It all starts with the new iPad’s 
high-resolution Retina Display 
which Apple is promoting heavily 
as one of  its main selling points.  
Pictures of  my junk look absolutely 
gorgeous on the screen; the images 
are sharp and clear, and you’d be 
hard-pressed to even see a pixel 
unless you hold your face right next 
to the screen, which admittedly I 
do when looking at pictures of  my 
junk.  

Also a new feature of  the latest 
iPad is 4G LTE connectivity, which 
is perfect for allowing me to upload 
pictures of  my junk to the internet 
at blazing fast speeds.  And with 

iOS5’s Twitter integration, I can 
effortlessly and seamlessly tweet 
my junk. We’ve had reports in the 
past of  LTE negatively impacting 
the battery life of  other devices, but 
fortunately here that is not the case; 
Apple promises the same whopping 
10-hours of  battery life that was 
present on the original iPad and 
iPad2.  This is absolutely imperative 
for me, as I enjoy covertly taking 
pictures of  my no-no parts in 
public places, and absolutely need 
the mobility that a long battery life 
offers.  

As mentioned, there were 

loved to see some improvement 
from the iPad 2 and didn’t get 

much.  Ironically for a machine 
that seems pretty much designed for 
taking pictures of  my junk, I would 
have liked better quality from the 
actual pictures themselves.  Because 
there were no upgrades to the 
front-facing camera, I’m left using 
the 5 mega-pixel rear-facing iSight 
camera, which often necessitates 

down and straddling it to get high 
quality junk pictures. And while the 
rear-facing camera is a big step up 
from the previous model’s laughable 
2mp one, it still leaves much to be 
desired.  For one thing, there’s no 

pictures of  my genitals in poorly-
lit areas (as is often the case), the 
pictures tend to come out grainy 
and underexposed.  

These are generally minor 
complaints, however, and with its 
high overall quality and reasonable 

version, I highly recommend the 
new iPad as the perfect device for 
anyone looking to take lots and lots 
of  pictures of  their junk.   
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Stanford Introduces New 
“I’m Feeling Lucky” Feature 
In Axess 

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Spring Quarter Already Here

Kony Filmmaker Kills 
Thousands of (Potential) 
Children

So you want to seduce your professor. 
Not a problem! You may have already 
looked to the internet for help, but the 
WikiHow (which exists) will bring you 
nothing but heartache. Luckily, I’m hear 
to straighten things out!*

Step 1: First Contact
Send your professor an email about 

something plausible, like a question on a 
problem set. But end the email with “I’m 
eager for your reply, but I won’t be near a 
computer for the next several hours/days- 
feel free to text me!” followed by your 
phone number. Congratulations, you’ve 
got your foot in the door to a world of  
sweet, sweet, professorial sex.

Step 2: The Sexy Text
When do you begin phase 2? That’s a 

little out of  your hands, since you have to 
wait for a text from your professor. But if  
the voodoo witch on California Ave knows 
what she’s doing, it’s just a matter of  time. 
Play the waiting game. When they do reply, 
use your new direct cellphone contact to 
establish a rapport. The best way to do this 
is to “accidentally” send them a text meant 
for someone else, shifting the conversation 
away from class material. Emoticons 
are your best friend here! Remember, 
the three most important things in this 
game are PLAUSIBLE DENIABILITY, 
PLAUSIBLE DENIABILITY, 
PLAUSIBLE DENIABILITY. Did I send 
you a winky face? That should have been 
a smiley! Are those x’s and o’s hugs and 
kisses or does my phone automatically add 
them?

Step 3: Find a common interest! 
(Hint: The subject of  your class)

Step 4: Meet for coffee!
If  all else fails, you can use a paper or 

problem set as pretext for your meeting. 
Say something like, “Gee, professor! I’m 
having a lot of  trouble on this problem set. 
Can we meet for coffee sometime to go 
over it?” But say it slow and sexy.

Step 5: Seal the Deal
Once he/she’s imbibed the libation 

of  everlasting love** that you put in their 
coffee (thanks again to Madame LaToothe 
on California Ave), your professor will be 
all yours!

*The Flipside is not responsible for any 
restraining orders, indictments, jail time, trauma 
from the ‘friends’ you made in jail, awkward 
handshakes, loss of  sight, or adult onset diabetes; 

rigorous double-blind experiment, but I know a 
guy who said it worked.

**Keystone Light                          (LaVan) 

Tech Review: The New iPad is Perfect for Taking Pictures of My Junk

Despite all of  the disbelief  
sweeping the campus, spring 
quarter is already here. Thousands 
of  extremely confused Stanford 
students have come back to campus, 
only to realize that their general 
perception of  time was completely 
warped.

Here at the Flipside, we were a 
bit confused as well, so we contacted 
our most reliable sources to dig 
to the bottom of  the matter. Even 
experts in the quarter system like 

“Dude, I don’t know. It feels like it 
was just fall quarter to me.”

quarter slowly sinking in around 
campus, many students have found 
themselves in a frantic state. “Wait--
this means that it is almost summer, 
and I need to get a real, non-Meyer-
library-desk job,” said Samantha 
Pewtorn, a senior living in Jerry, 
who quickly broke into tears. 

Several tipsters suggested that 
advanced physics would help us 

understand what had happened. 
However, Professor Leonard 
Susskind, who was not interested 
in speaking with us said, “Relativity 
and string theory have absolutely 
nothing to do with this. Please stop 
wasting my time.”

After an interview with the 
University Registrar that devolved 
into a yelling argument, we have 

not a scheduling mistake.

Don’t think it’s spring quarter and write 

stanford.edu                         (Keeshin) 

How To Seduce Your 
Professor In 5 Easy Steps

MORE: E2.0 Dorm 
Announced, 2012 



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

NQAZGZX CMPZR JNA ZMXR AY EAXF AX JNA TVMBZR AY HXMRR JA HXAN NQZXZ AFVI AFZ 

HXZN TZYAXZ, BZRZXGZR TZJJZX AY CMFPWFB, MFB BAZR CAXZ ZRRZFJWMV RZXGWEZ JA QWR 

EADFJXI JQMF JQZ NQAVZ XMEZ AY OAVWJWEWMFR ODJ JAHZJQZX. -UAFMJQMF RNWYJ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT X = R

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

last week’s answers: SPRING QUARTER, UPRIGHT PIANO, HEY SOUL SISTER, 
EMILY DICKINSON

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: I DON’T BELIEVE IN AN AFTERLIFE, SO I DON’T HAVE TO SPEND MY WHOLE LIFE FEARING HELL, OR FEARING HEAVEN EVEN 
MORE. FOR WHATEVER THE TORTURES OF HELL, I THINK THE BOREDOM OF HEAVEN WOULD BE EVEN WORSE. -ISAAC ASIMOV

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

$0.02

QUOTE: “Do these puzzles even have answers...?” - Flipside reader, on April fools’ week

The amount of money you will get after sharing that guy’s photo 
of his winning lottery ticket. But it’s likely this number will fall to 
$0.00 when the guy realizes it would take way too much time to 

send out 43 million personal checks. He was considering using the 
rest of the lottery money to hire personal assistants to write those 
checks, but after consulting with his family, this was also deemed 

unreasonable. Sorry guys.

Have a free building to donate the Flipside after winning 
the lottery? Check out 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt

WHAT THEY CALLED 
THE LAZY GERMAN 

MARK

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: ALIAS TREND PRAYER GRAVEL what they called 
the body part in the army before he was promoted to corporal PRIVATE EYE
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Hunger Games Still Tame 
Compared to Dartmouth 
Hazing

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

OAPE Selects 24 Random Freshman 
to Participate in the Drinking Games

Peaceful Shit Interrupted 
by Bad ASSU Campaign 
Posters

Flipside Friday is 
Every Friday! 
Come Ride the 

Segway in White Plaza 
at 2:45pm!

In a yearly celebration designed 
to remember the horrors of  excess 
alcohol consumption and the 
Great Alcohol Transport of  1994, 
Stanford will celebrate the Drinking 
Games this week. Last week, one 
boy and one girl were selected from 
each freshman dorm in an event 
known as the Draw. These students, 
known as tributes, will be sent to the 
Old Chem Building where they will 
be forced to drink alcohol until only 
one survivor remains.

While most students were 
selected randomly, one student, 
Alicia Bennett from Otero, 
volunteered for the games. “This 

of  Stanford that anyone has ever 
volunteered to participate in the 
Drinking Games,” said Ralph 
Castro, who will be commentating 
the entire event as it is live streamed 
across the internet. When asked 
why she volunteered, Bennett said, 
“Free booze.”

The tributes will spend two weeks 
in training, where a student with an 
alcohol problem will show them 
how they can turn anything into a 

drinking game and provide them 
with invaluable advice. “Don’t go 
for the chasers at the beginning,” 
said a homeless man, “It’s a trap. 

your new best friend.”
Commentators expect alliances 

to crop up over the course of  the 
Games. In past years, students 
have banded together to take turns 

drinking for each other in games of  
beer pong. 

The Games will be broadcast in 
Stanford Stadium to the mindless 
masses, but will be available on 
SCPD for those who can’t attend 
the live version. Binge drinking, 
vomit, and drunken hookups are 
sure to make the event a crowd 
pleaser. (Staff)

As Kentucky cut down the 
nets at the end of  the National 
Championship Game in New 
Orleans, thousands of  African 
children had another reason to 
celebrate.

As one Ugandan boy told 
Flipside reporters through an 
interpreter, “I’ve always really liked 
the pretty birdy on Kansas’ court.  
It’s awesome to get championship 
t-shirts with such a cool design on 
it.”

“We are really happy to be 
able to do this for the children of  
African,” explained Kansas guard 
Tyshawn Taylor, “We gave it a solid 
90% out there today. We truly felt 
their support and encouragement 

behind us and it really affected how 
we performed on the court.”

Coach Bill Self  added, “We just 
wanted to get this meaningful loss 
for them.  They need those shirts a 
hell of  a lot more than we do.”

In related news, KONY plans to 
unveil new uniforms for his child 
army in a press conference later 
this week. (Hoffer)

African Children Excited for 
Arrival of Kansas Jayhawks Shirts

In what the Inter-Fraternity 
Council (IFC) President Nick Silver 
calls “an effort to more accurately 
portray the true personality of  
fraternities at Stanford,” the 
IFC has declared that the Greek 
recruiting period at Stanford be 
called “chill” instead of  “rush.”

“The word ‘rush’ implies a 
certain hurriedness that just isn’t 
representative of  frat life,” said 
Silver, as he adjusted the collar on 
the polo he was wearing under his 
bro tank, “it implies that you don’t 
have time to pop open a Coors 
Light with your bros and shotgun 
it as fast as you can.  It implies 
that you don’t have time to play a 

relaxed game of  sloshball because 
you have to do something more 

tutor underprivileged children.  
On the other hand, using ‘chill’ 
simply advertises Frat Life better.  
A bro would shotgun that beer.  
A bro would save that paper until 
last minute.  A bro would chill, not 
rush.”

In response to the IFC’s 
change, the Inter-Sorority Council 
has changed the name of  their 
recruitment process to “OMG I 
love your dress, let’s take pictures” 
in order to more accurately portray 
their offerings. (Karpas)

Inter-Fraternity Council 
Changes Rush to “Chill”



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

JURMR KMR K URBB VN K BVJ VN AVWL JUKJ KMR LXKMPRM JUKS BPZR XVORFG. BPQR 

LJKSFPSE PS JUR VDRMKJPSE MVVO HURS K ETG’L URKMJ LJVDL, KSF GVT’MR JUR VSR HUV 

UKL JV NPY PJ! -AVS LJRHKMJ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT J = T

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

last week’s answers: INDIE ROCK, SEVENTH INNING STRETCH, ROMANTIC, 
REGISTER ON AXESS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:WHOEVER MAKES TWO EARS OF CORN OR TWO BLADES OF GRASS TO GROW WHERE ONLY ONE GREW BEFORE, DESERVES BETTER OF 
MANKIND, AND DOES MORE ESSENTIAL SERVICE TO HIS COUNTRY THAN THE WHOLE RACE OF POLITICIANS PUT TOGETHER. -JONATHAN SWIFT

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

2

QUOTE:  “2015, you really are the last great class.” - Dean Julie, before retirement

The average age of competitors in the Junior Hunger Games, 
sponsored by Gerber and Johnson & Johnson.  The toddlers 

scratch, kick, and (for those who are old enough) bite, in an attempt 
to be the last baby alive.  The winner will receive a year’s supply of 

baby food and tear-free shampoo, while also getting the opportunity 
to meet the baby from the E*TRADE commercials.

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt

THE GAME IN WHICH 
CONCENTRATED 
BEAMS OF LIGHT 

CHASE ONE ANOTHER

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: ADMIT NOVEL OUTLET SMELLY what they 
called the lazy german mark OLD MONEY

At the end of spring quarter, one person 
will randomly be selected to win a $50 

Amazon gift card, so submit online!
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Santorum Aborts Campaign

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

ResEd Unveils Entrepreneurship-Free Dorm

Stanford sources are pleased 
to report that last week’s 
election proceeded unusually 
smoothly and without the 
melodrama and fuss that 
typically accompanies ASSU 
elections. “Nothing really 
happening here,” said ASSU 
Elections Commissioner Adam 

move in a game of  computer 
solitaire. 

 “Normally, elections 

rhetoric, controversies, and 
candidates demanding my 
vote, but this year, it’s as if  
people didn’t even know we 
had an election,” said Brad 
Donovan ’12. “Where were 
the personal attacks and the 

dirty campaigns, the pleas 
for dignity, and the demand 
for respect? It felt like the 
candidates were just phoning 
it in.”

Robbie Zimbroff  apologized 
for the uneventful elections 
cycle. “If  I could do the 
election over again, I would 

interesting—we could even 

others.”(Adler, Foucart)

ASSU Election Proceeds 
Smoothly, Without Drama

Here at the Flipside, we pride ourselves 
on knowing the ins and outs of  sorority 
life.  If  you’ve been walking around campus 
and going to class wondering if  some girl 
is in a sorority, we have come up with a 
comprehensive survey called “How to tell 
if  someone is a sorority girl.”  If  you can 
answer “yes” to at least 4 of  these questions 

girl!

How to tell if  someone is a sorority girl:

2. Does she have that distinctive sorority 
smell? (perfume, apples, hairspray, tequila) 
3. Is she making gangster signs with her 
hands? 
4. Is it that time of  the month?
5. Is she wearing a black Northface sweater 
or Uggs?
6. Is she in a sorority? 
7. If  you’re looking at a photograph of  
them, are they in the middle of  the photo?
8. Is she reading Twilight at Coupa Café?
9. Is she in a sorority? (see number 6)
10. Is she wearing body paint? Or glitter 
everywhere?
(Collison)

How To Spot 
a Sorority Girl

This past week, Stanford dean 
of  Residential Education Deborah 
Golder announced that, starting 

free housing option.
“We’ve heard the feedback from 

students around campus, and we 
know that there are those who just 
aren’t comfortable with the amount 
of  entrepreneurship that seems to 
occur in almost every dorm,” said 
Golder. 

Plans are still in the initial stages, 
but so far the guidelines prohibit 
sticky notes, rapid prototyping,  the 
dorm mailing list, words ending in 
“ly,” and swively chairs.

Golder is still worried: “This may 
not be enough, and since this is the 

lots of  questions to answer. What 

do we do if  the RA walks in on a 
student ideating?”

We spoke to several students 
who echoed the need for this 
type of  housing. “My roommate 
last year was a little too into 
entrepreneurship,” said Cole Grinly 
‘13. “He kept asking me to invest; 

each weekend. One day he was 
sent to StartX, and he never came 
back.”

“We want to create a safe space 
where students can live without 
white boards, beta testing, and 
constant iteration,” said Golder. 
“Think of  it as an AirBnB for 
fuzzies.” (Keeshin)

Match the Sorority With 
Their Breakfast Food

Draw a line connecting each 
sorority with their breakfast of  
choice!

“Nothing really 
happening here”

Leland Quarterly Fails to 
Get Special Fees; Just Not 
Funny Anymore

There will be no sticky notes in Naranja 
next year.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

N ZLIQ XLRQK. GDS NS NA HA HM HKSNAS SPHS N ZLIQ NS. N ZLIQ NS HA H UDANT-

NHM ZLIQA PNA INLZNM, SL FKHR LDS NSA ALDMFA HMF TPLKFA HMF PHKULMNQA. 

-MHXLZQLM GLMHXHKSQ

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT H = A

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

last week’s answers: PICKPOCKET, INCUBATOR, RAISIN BREAD,        
LEGENDARY

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THERE ARE A HELL OF A LOT OF JOBS THAT ARE SCARIER THAN LIVE COMEDY. LIKE STANDING IN THE OPERATING ROOM WHEN A 
GUY’S HEART STOPS, AND YOU’RE THE ONE WHO HAS TO FIX IT! -JON STEWART

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

6

QUOTE:  “Did you get Druthi’s drunk text?” 

The number of students found dead after the CIA recruitment 
session protest last week.  There appears to be almost no connec-
tion between the victims other than their mutual involvement in 

last week’s protests.  In an odd turn of events, the students all died 
of gunshot wounds or drone bombings.  SU Alerts have circulated 

advising students to lock their doors at night and avoid anyone who 
might have access to a General Atomics M-Q1 Predator aircraft.

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

THE PLACE WHERE 
ALL OF THE CON-
TAINERS WORK

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: SALAD SCARF PELLET AGENCY the game in 
which concentrated beams of light chase one another LASER TAG

At the end of spring quarter, one person 
will randomly be selected to win a $50 

Amazon gift card, so submit online!
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Report: 4/20 Does Not 

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Disgruntled Groundskeeper Plants Crimson
 Flowers Instead of Cardinal Flowers

 In a report released last 
Wednesday by behavioral 
scientists at Stanford, researchers 
concluded that the overwhelming 
majority of  conversations that 
take place on the concrete 
benches encircling Meyer Library 

and meaningless clichés that 
characterize conventional college 
small-talk.

“It’s just such a disgustingly 
stereotypical mix of  wide-eyed 
freshmen whimsically discussing 
things like ‘hopes and dreams’ 
and sleep-deprived upperclassmen 
expressing their reluctance about 

life after graduation,” reported 
Dr. Harry Keating, who then 
demonstrated how these students 
might take an exaggerated sip from 
their Coupa Café cup to emphasize 
the supposed complexity of  their 
previous statement.

“The worst situation is when 
you have an underclassman talking 
to a TA about something like their 
passions and potential avenues 
for future academic exploration,” 
explained Keating. “It literally 
looks like a scene right out of  an 
online college advertisement or 
something.”

Keating is reportedly interested 
in doing follow-up studies in 
small urban bookstores and local 
Starbucks franchises in upper-
middle-class neighborhoods. 
(Hoffer)

Study: Conversations on Concrete 
Benches Around Meyer Library 

Revealed to be Sickeningly Cliché
While the campus and football 

world have been abuzz with the 
expectation that Andrew Luck will 

in the NFL draft, senior Nnemkadi 
Ogwumike was silently selected 
with the number one pick in the 
WNBA draft last Monday, tragically 
subjecting her to a future life of  
poverty and anonymity. 

“I really have mixed feelings 
about this. On one hand I have 
reached the pinnacle of  athletic 
achievement and am one of  the best 
at what I do, but on the other hand 
this contract may leave me below 
the poverty level,” said Ogwumike. 
Added her college coach Tara 
VanDerveer, “Nnemkadi is more 
athletic, smarter, and frankly better 
looking than the vast majority of  
world. If  America were truly a 
meritocracy, Nnemkadi would be 
a billionaire. It is a real pity that 
her talents will be wasted in the 
WNBA.” 

Many on the campus sympathize 
with Ogwumike, but have pointed 
out that she is lucky to avoid the 
pitfalls of  celebrity, like always 
having to give out signatures and 
take pictures with total strangers. 
(Olson) 

Ogwumike Selected No. 1 in WNBA Draft, 
Relegated to Life of Poverty and Anonymity

Jarring. Surreal. Nightmarish. 
These are only a few words that 
have been used to describe the 
aftermath of  disgruntled gardener 
John Scarborough’s rampage. Fed 
up and undervalued, John spent 

all over campus that are crimson, 
rather than the iconic Stanford 
cardinal. 

and economics professor, was the 

of  destruction on an early morning 
run. “I was jogging past a group 

didn’t look right,” said Mackelroy. 
“Something just felt wrong—it 

what it was. Crimson and cardinal 
clash horribly.”  

recovered, he was able to call the 

campus police, and within minutes 
the hunt for the culprit was on. But 
the search proved unnecessary. 

Head Groundskeeper Theodore 
Schmidt discovered Scarborough’s 
50 page manifesto, Painting the Roses 
Red: A Gardner’s Journey of  Reasonable 
Demands and Self  Discovery. In the 
manifesto, Scarborough threatened 
to switch the labels on Paper and 
Glass recycling cans, to replace 
Stanford’s block S with a “curvier, 

more feminine S,” and to wash 
chalk messages off  pavement before 
people get a chance to read them. 

Luckily, a campus SWAT team 
broke into Scarborough’s Palo 
Alto apartment and he is safely in 
custody. Students are encouraged 

areas until the school can undo the 
damage, in a clean-up effort that 
may cost tens of  dollars. (LaVan)



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

JRU’V JR KUIVLZUY GI LKBQ. ZQ IRW BRCH AREHRUH, BRCH VLHE NZVL KBB 
IRWT ARWB. NLHU IRW YR VR NRTX, NRTX IRWT KAA RQQ. NLHU IRW LKVH 
AREHRUH, LKVH VLHE WUVZB ZV LWTVA. -LHUTI TRBBZUA

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT H = E

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

last week’s answers: CORRELATE, MOUNTAINEERING, MEANT TO BE, 
OREGON TRAIL

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: I LOVE POWER. BUT IT IS AS AN ARTIST THAT I LOVE IT. I LOVE IT AS A MUSICIAN LOVES HIS VIOLIN, TO DRAW OUT ITS SOUNDS AND 
CHORDS AND HARMONIES. -NAPOLEON BONAPARTE

Editorial Board:

25 million

QUOTE:  “Earth Day and 4/20 are two days apart? Does that sound like a coincidence?” - conspiracy theorist 

Anticipated salary of former Stanford quarterback Andrew Luck 

Thursday.  Also the approximate temperature, in degrees 

paycheck forthcoming, Luck has promised to buy a customized 
Stanford-shaped canopy to help students survive the heat during 

spring quarter.  

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

THE MAIN DEMAND 
OF THE INTERNET 

PROTESTORS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: FILTH BLUFF TUXEDO COSMOS the place where 
all of the containers work BOX OFFICE
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David DeCastro Forgets to 
Check “Group Retention” 
Box on Axess Form; Split Up 
From Luck/Fleener in NFL 
Draft

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Cool ProFro Scores Alcohol For Upperclassmen 

After an extensive study regarding 
the contemplation resources 
available on campus, the Stanford 
Board of  Trustees took a decisive 
action in a vote this past week and 
designated 4.2 million dollars for 
construction of  contemplation 
toilets. Board member Louis 
Calloway explained, “We realized 
that students here just weren’t 
doing enough contemplating, so we 
commissioned a study to learn what 
types of  environments are most 
conducive to profound thought and 
deep personal inquiry. While many 
people enjoy contemplating in a 
library or in their rooms, the most 
popular place for contemplation 
is in a locked bathroom stall. 
Contemplation toilets were the 
logical next step.”

Chief  toilet designer Pierre 
LaPoux explained, “These toilets 
are going to be out of  this world- 
expertly crafted by top engineers 
and streamlined for ideation, 
contemplation, and relaxation. The 
seat will curve so as to delicately 
cradle the buttocks, while offering 
the lumbar support needed to fully 
focus on the ideas that matter.” 
Further sources indicate the toilets 

will not be connected to plumbing of  
any sort. Should you need to relieve 
yourself  while you contemplate, 
bathrooms can be found a short walk 
away in the engineering quad. With 

these are the most environmentally 
friendly contemplation locations 
ever constructed outside of  Japan.

Contemplation stalls will be 
designed to encourage collaboration. 
Walls separating adjacent stalls will 
not extend to the ground, facilitating 
group discussion and allowing 
students to see and interact with the 
feet of  their fellow contemplaters. 
Calloway quipped, “We want to 
provide world class facilities for 
our students, and that means great 
toilets.” (Staff)

Board of Trustees To Buy $4.2 
Million of “Contemplation Toilets”

Stanford economics professor 
Gerald Walker was recently 
awarded the Nobel Prize in 
economics after pioneering the 
new “master hand” theory of  
markets to explain recent trends in 

“The antiquated ‘invisible 
hand’ metaphor is no longer an 
accurate model of  the economic 
realities of  our day,” explained 
Walker in his acceptance speech, 
“I believe the markets are much 
better approximated by a giant 

in space and violently thrusting 
consumers along the supply and 
demand curves until they are 
blasted into equilibrium.”

Though his speech before 
reporters was not highly technical, 
Walker discussed how the “master 
hand” formula revolves around 
two numbers – an HP number that 
trends toward zero as time goes 
on, and a percentage value which, 
inexplicably, can get well over 
100% before it is reset to zero. 

Individuals from a variety of  

support Walker’s revolutionary 

theory.  “This model really 
matches the trends we are seeing in 
our industry,” explained a plumber 
of  Italian decent who said that he 
and his brother often feel the force 
of  the “Master Hand” in their 
line of  work.  Similar statements 
have been forthcoming from those 
in other professions, including 
doctors, princesses, deep space 
pilots, and mountaineering twins.

Professor Walker went on to 
explain that this is by no means 
the “Final Destination” of  his 
research.  He plans to expand his 
system of  gaming theory, a spin-
off  of  game theory, to analyze 

3-stock or 5-stock games are 
more effective for combatting the 
“Master Hand.” (Hoffer)

With Admit Weekend in the 
rearview mirror, rumors have begun 
to surface of  a lone cool ProFro who 
managed to obtain alcohol for his 
hosts despite a campus-wide ban in 
effect throughout the weekend.  The 
badass ProFro, whose name has not 
been disclosed, has elicited praise 

his generosity.
“He was just such a boss,” said 

sophomore Alex Townshend.  “It 
was my 20th birthday, and some 
friends and I just thought it’d be 
awesome to, you know, be able to 
get buzzed and have a good time.  
We were a bit hesitant about asking 

be a douche about it since it’s 
supposed to be a dry weekend.  But 
he was just so chill.”

Alex’s friend Layne continued 
the story.  “He laughed and got this 
kind twinkle in his eyes and said we 
should be able to have a good time 
on Admit Weekend and that he’d 
see what he could do.  We weren’t 
expecting much, but then he came 
back with a bottle of  Grey Goose, 

a bunch of  six packs, and enough 
Jager for at least a dozen shots.  And 
not only that, he brought a bunch 
of  ProFro girls to the party to show 
us what Stanford was all about.  It 
was the best weekend of  my life.  
College is awesome.”

Other RoHos in the vicinity 
echoed these sentiments, saying 
that they had ‘mad respect’ for the 
younger ProFro.  “It was when he 
said he’d take the blame if  RAs 

really good about my decision to 
commit to Stanford,” said Caroline 
Kersey, ’13.  “He just showed us how 
relaxed and awesome the people 
here can be. It’s too bad he ended 
up going to Princeton.” (Driscoll)

CoHo on Probation for 
Serving Alcohol During 
Admit Weekend

Nobel Prize in Economics 
Awarded for “Master Hand” Theory



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

HTPM TS MDX SQCGZHXCMZI JGXZP TS PAJXCAX ZWX XPPXCMJZIIB PJHLIX, 
ZCG HZB, ZP Z WQIX, YX XVLWXPPXG JC Z IZCRQZRX ATHLWXDXCPJYIX MT 
XUXWBTCX. -ZIYXWM XJCPMXJC

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT Z = A

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

last week’s answers: CANNOLI, BARNACLE, HONEST TO GOD, TIRELESS 
EFFORT

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: DON’T DO ANYTHING BY HALF. IF YOU LOVE SOMEONE, LOVE THEM WITH ALL YOUR SOUL. WHEN YOU GO TO WORK, WORK YOUR ASS 
OFF. WHEN YOU HATE SOMEONE, HATE THEM UNTIL IT HURTS. -HENRY ROLLINS

Editorial Board:

14

QUOTE:  “Go through WhiPlaz, between DinkAud and TressStuU cross TheParLo and that’s how you get to 
Florence Moore Hall ” - ProFro giving directions to another ProFro

The number of the states whose primary elections don’t matter any 
more. Now that Mitt Romney has secured the Republican nomina-
tion for president, he can do whatever he wants, including, but not 
limited to: Supporting Obamacare again, going skydiving, picking 

his nose, and hanging out with his gay friends.

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

WHEN THE CAMPER 
ASKED HOW MANY 

TO BRING, THEY 
TOLD HIM TO

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: FAITH PROOF CASHEW DILUTE the main de-
mand of the internet protestors FREE WIFI

Congratulations to last week’s Puzzle Challenge winner: David Skolnik
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HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

World’s Best Minds Gather at Exotic Erotic

In response to widespread 
complaints about the draw being 

the entire housing assignment 
program. 

new method the issues will just 

gather at the main quad with all 

belongings onto the bed.

issues about the rightful owner of  
the room will be decided based on 

the room.
Students have responded 

ResEd Replaces Draw With 
First Come First Serve System

the onset of  the illness was abrupt 

the simple pleasures of  having her 
udders pulled and chewing her 
own cud. 

has been observed moaning 

knew something was wrong 
when I heard the tone of  her 

created a widespread panic across 

eat contaminated meat. People are 

through a horrible progression 

thinkers of  the Stanford student 

mingle and rub up against each 
other in a churning mass of  

to contain the crowd that appeared. 

glimpse of  the action.

and political scientists from across 

at the number of  freshmen who 

smell the sweat and hard work 
that went into planning this event. 

for the free exchange of  ideas and 
@&A.%1+)0$$B)C3%1+-,%1)
"#,/)*1D$+1)E%)F,.)G$$3

Sad Cow Disease Found 
in California Dairy Cow



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

YIYXZOTYXY F SA, LAJYCAPZ FL LUNXFBS NU JY, F PAB’U EBAO FW GYAGMY 
NXY LUNXFBS CYVNRLY UTYZ XYVASBFDY JY AX CYVNRLY UTYZ UTFBE F’J N 
OYFXPA. -MYABNXPA PFVNGXFA

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT X = R

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

last week’s answers: RAINFORESTS, NOW HIRING, INVESTIGATE, EM-
BASSY SUITES

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: MOST OF THE FUNDAMENTAL IDEAS OF SCIENCE ARE ESSENTIALLY SIMPLE, AND MAY, AS A RULE, BE EXPRESSED IN A LANGUAGE 
COMPREHENSIBLE TO EVERYONE. -ALBERT EINSTEIN

Editorial Board:

5

QUOTE:  “I touched a boob!” -student overheard leaving Exotic Erotic

The number that all students can count to in Spanish as of 
Saturday’s Cinco de Mayo festivities. Before Saturday, most 

of them had “uno” and “dos” down pretty well, but got a little 
shaky around “tres,” and by “cuatro” it was anyone’s game. 

With these newfound skills, students are ordering “un 
Corona y cuatro tacos por favor” at local Mexican 

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

THE MAN WHO 
GAVE AWAY THE 
LARGE MUSICAL 

INSTRUMENTS

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: PICKY AWOKE BELIEF AVATAR when the camper 
asked how many to bring, they told him to PACK TWELVE

Congratulations to last week’s Puzzle Challenge winner: Roymond Chen
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XOX Plans To Take All of 
Greg Boardman’s Cups

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Nation Prepares for All-Out Sex Party in Wake of Obama Announcement

Despite assurances from 
friends and family that her subpar 
performance on the Math 51 
midterm “wouldn’t be the end of  
the world,” sophomore Shannon 
Hayes opened Coursework to check 
her grade last Friday and, in doing 
so, set off  a storm of  demons and 

heavens. 
“My roommate assured me 

that ‘It wasn’t a big deal’ and ‘I 
would live’ when I came home last 
Thursday night angry about the 
exam,” explained Hayes, who was 
visibly upset as a result of  both her 
substandard grade as well as being 
single-handedly responsible for the 
eventual extinction of  the human 
race.

Sources close to the situation 
indicate that Hayes’ professor 
rushed to post an announcement 
that the class would be curved and 

more heavily than the midterm, but 
his email apparently came too late 
to reverse the slowly progressing 
destruction of  all sentient life on the 
planet.

As of  press time, not only were 
Hayes’ GPA and chance of  medical 
school admission looking grim, but 
large portions of  the Western US 
had been reduced to dust in the wake 
of  apocalyptic disasters.  In related 
news, should she survive Doomsday, 
Hayes will reportedly switch the 
class to Credit/No Credit. (Hoffer)

Student’s Poor Midterm Grade
Actually Causes Apocalypse

I like to think I’m a patient guy.  
I can watch the pot until it boils 
and I’ve spent more time than I’d 
like to admit waiting in a line that 
went nowhere--but even I have 
my limits.  Even I reach a point 
where I have to stop and say, “You 
know what? Enough is enough.” 
Robbie Zimbroff  and William 
Wagstaff  were elected to increase 
engagement and make the ASSU 
more visible to the student body.

These are big promises and 
Zimbroff/Wagstaff  have not been 
able to deliver. The school year 
is almost over--we have less than 
5 weeks left in the quarter and 
what have they done? Nothing. 

mind maps? Where can I go to 
see social cam videos and white 
board scribbles? What happened 

to innovation, progress, and bold 

time last year, Stanford 2.0 had 
produced 4 campus-wide emails 
(now on sale--Stanford 2.0: The 
All-Campus E-mail Archives. 408 
pages. Hardcover. Estimated Retail 

positions, and declared “Mission 
Accomplished” on no fewer than 
8 campaign promises.  Well, I’ve 
had enough. If  Zimbroff  wants my 
respect, he’ll have to earn it--and 
he won’t do that by lollygagging 
around, campaigning, and 
attending Elections Results Parties. 
No, he’ll have to get to work, and 
the clock is ticking....

Enough is enough. Zimbroff  
and Wagstaff--your time is almost 
up, it’s time to get your head in the 
game. (Adler)

In response to President Obama’s 
announcement that he personally 
supports same-sex marriage, 
Americans are preparing for the 
impending all-out, nation-wide sex 
party that will obviously follow this 
endorsement of  basic civil rights. 
Critics argue that the President’s 
belief  in marriage equality could be 
the last straw that sends the nation 
into a downward spiral of  moral 
degeneracy and tolerance. With 
the institution of  the “traditional 
marriage” in danger, many believe 
the nation could turn into an orgy-

month. 
“You could literally hear 

America’s moral fabric tearing,” 

of  the political action committee  

Americans for a Morally Straight 
America. He continued, “The ones 
who stand to lose the most are the 
youth of  our nation. Throwing kids 
into these new so-called families, 
they think they’re joining a stable, 

loving household—little do they 
know they’re going to be the victims 
of  the gay indoctrination.”

However, not everyone is fearful 
of  the looming fuckfest. “I, for 
one, welcome our new homosexual 
overlords,” stated presidential 
candidate and notable sex enthusiast 
Newt Gingrich. “I might even 
divorce my third wife to make sure 
there’s nothing holding me back.”

The Obama administration has 
yet to announce plans as to how 
the nation will continue to function 
once all morals and decency have 
been thrown out the window. 
However, a staffer commented, 
“Imagine what will happen if  this 
ever actually becomes law. It’s going 
to get crazy.” (Doherty)

Freshman Excited for 
Modest Mau5 Rave

Opinion: Why Haven’t Zimbroff/
Wagstaff Done Anything Yet?



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

WHQX QHIRXUW CUX MEWWEOD QHIRXUW COT WHQX CUX WVHATEOD 
QHIRXUW, JYI EI EW AHSX ZYWI IRX WCQX, COT QHWI QHIRXUW MEWW COT 
WVHAT IHDXIRXU.  -LXCUA W. JYVM

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT H = O

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

last week’s answers: ANATOMY, CUMULONIMBUS, FORTUNE COOKIE, 
PERSISTENCE

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: EVERYWHERE I GO, SOMEBODY IS STARING AT ME, I DON’T KNOW IF PEOPLE ARE STARING BECAUSE THEY RECOGNIZE ME OR BE-
CAUSE THEY THINK I’M A WEIRDO. -LEONARDO DICAPRIO

Editorial Board:

5:1

QUOTE:  Who are you and why am I wearing this funny hat? -Lots of students the morning after special dinner

The ratio of caterpillars to people currently on Stanford cam-
pus.  Also, the male-to-female ratio at Phi Psi’s Safari-themed 

party last weekend.

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: GUAVA, HOUND, IRONIC, SERMON, the man 
who gave away the large musical instruments: ORGAN DONOR

Congratulations to last week’s Puzzle Challenge winner: Jonathan Bernadel-Huey
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Europeans Excited About 
Something

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Mark Zuckerberg Sets Record for Really Big Garage Sale

WASHINGTON, D.C. - A rally 
held in support of  Republican 
presidential hopeful Mitt Romney 
was disrupted yesterday by a diverse 
group of  protesters. The organizer 
of  the protest, a man legally named 
Dennis McGuff  who goes by the 
title “Lord Pain of  the Seven Hells” 
at his local Satanist congregation, 
had this to say: “Evangelicals 
are attacking Romney’s religion 
because it’s a cult. But I say, it’s not 
cult enough!”

Surprisingly, McGuff  represented 
only one of  the many groups that 
showed up to protest that day; also 
present were UFO groups, masons, 
Followers of  Bob, Dungeons 
and Dragons cults, Fight Club 
enthusiasts, and a group of  friends 
who stay connected using Google+. 
“We like that they think God lives 
on some planet called Kolob,” said 
Lily M-7 of  Aliens Among Us, “And 
we wish that modern religious texts 
had more lasers.” John Roth of  the 
Washington D.C. Masonic Lodge 
added, “They [Romney’s Mormons] 
got a lot going for them—they don’t 
allow women in priesthood for 
one. But I need a president with 

the moral character to take things 
all the way. Women shouldn’t even 
be at the secret church meetings. 
What? The meetings aren’t even 
secret!? God-damn heretics...”

A group of  Catholics were also 
present at the protest, but attempts 
to speak with a representative 
were unsuccessful. The group was 
participating in Sunday Mass and 
the spokesman was preoccupied 
in his church while reportedly 
consuming the body and blood of  
his deity. (Pulsipher)

Romney’s Religion Under Fire From Satanists

I was super excited about 
AToPA so when the day came, 
I grabbed my bag, biked down 
University, and started tasting 
things. The bench tasted metallic, 
the costume store window was 
dusty, the homeless man was salty, 
and the policeman who arrested 

Now I feel sick, and the doctors tell 
me I have a devastating cocktail 
of  illnesses. I can’t help thinking it 
might be a result of  my day-long 
tonguefest all over Palo Alto. 

I’ve talked to a lot of  people 
who also went to AToPA and 
none of  them seem to have this 
problem. They’ve all been raving 
about the myriad tastes and 
cuisines they enjoyed, and while 
my own experience was certainly 
eye-opening, I feel like we were at 
completely different events. Come 
to think of  it, I didn’t see any of  
my friends there. 

The next day I wake up, my 
mouth coated in paint chips and 
dirt, when, and I don’t want to 
get too graphic here, but if  you 

everywhere…well, that’s pretty 

accurate. I have to go to the hospital 
and as they wheel me into the ICU, 
I started regretting my decision to 
single-handedly spit-shine the Palo 

this is just the fever talking, but I’m 

hydrants and street signs might not 
be the best thing for your health. 
No matter what you hear about 
AToPA, let my story be a lesson to 
you: what tastes like gasoline going 
down, tastes like blood coming up. 
(LaVan Gogh)

Facebook founder Mark 
Zuckerberg made headlines last 
week by selling a record $614 of  stuff  
at his garage sale. The landmark 
sale, which took place on Friday, 
May 18th, was the largest garage 
sale (in dollars) of  the quarter in his 
whole neighborhood.

Though many buyers feel they 
got a good deal at the garage sale, 
all eyes will be on Mr. Zuckerberg 
in the coming months to see if  
the buyers keep their goods, or 
if  the same crap ends up with a 
handwritten price tag on another 
lawn before the summer’s over.

Among the buyers at Mr. 
Zuckerberg’s garage sale was 
Wendy Gallagher, who bought 
a window air conditioning unit 
for $85. “I’m taking classes this 

summer and I heard it gets hot as 
balls in Lantana,” she said.

This breaks the previous garage 
sale record set by Google founders 
Larry Page and Sergey Brin, who 

sold their weed wacker and several 
dozen other items for a total of  
$543 at a garage sale the previous 
Tuesday. (Brandt)

Trojan Releases 
“Family Pack” of Condoms 
With Holes in Tips

Opinion: “A Taste of Palo Alto” Made Me Sick



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

NZXUX CL F HMOEKNXU WCLXFLX NZFN FSRJMWR YZM YMUBL YCNZ HMOEKNXUL BSMYL FJMKN. 

CN’L F PXUR LXUCMKL WCLXFLX FSW CN CSNXUIXUXL HMOEGXNXGR YCNZ NZX YMUB. NZX NUM-

KJGX YCNZ HMOEKNXUL CL NZFN RMK ‘EGFR’ YCNZ NZXO! - UCHZFUW IXRSOFS

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT N = T

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

last week’s answers: BULBASAUR, LIGHTSABER, SCREWDRIVER, I’LL 
BE BACK

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: SOME MOTHERS ARE KISSING MOTHERS AND SOME ARE SCOLDING MOTHERS, BUT IT IS LOVE JUST THE SAME, AND MOST MOTHERS 
KISS AND SCOLD TOGETHER. -PEARL S. BUCK

Editorial Board:

5

QUOTE:  “Play Float On…No, Float On!”  -Drunk Guy at Frost Revival after before, during and after every song

Number of people who protested Tony Blair’s appearance at the 
GSB for his alleged war crimes.  Also the same people who are cur-
rently occupying Meyer library, lobbying for meatless Mondays at 

Wilbur Dining, and decrying caterpillar genocide.

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS:  PEACE, HUSKY, STEREO, GUFFAW what British 
laws and lawns both instruct KEEP OFF THE GRASS

Congratulations to last week’s Puzzle Challenge winner: Ingrid Ulrika Jernudd
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Steve Jobs Hologram to 
Speak at Commencement

HEADLINES

Download the Flipside iPhone app! 

Graduating Senior 
Hilariously Unprepared 
For Real World

So here we are. In just a few weeks’ 
time, you’ll have graduated, received 
your degree, and started a new 
chapter in your life. Let’s take this 

years and to thank those who made it 
possible: your parents, your friends, 
your professors, and of  course, The 
Stanford Flipside.

That’s why we’d like to take this 
opportunity to invite you to participate 
in the Senior Gift. For over a hundred 
years it has been part of  the Stanford 
tradition for graduating seniors to give 
back, and now it is your turn.

We know you have many options 
when it comes to giving back to 
Stanford. You can pay tuition, donate 
to The Stanford Fund, and you can 
even pay your library fees. Rather 
than giving your senior gift to the 
University, we would like to encourage 
you to donate to The Flipside. 
Stanford might have provided classes, 
but where were they when you wanted 
a puzzle to solve or something to do 
during class? The Flipside has been 
there for you at all stages of  your 
Stanford career. 

Now I know you might be 
wondering what we will do with your 

gift. First, Flipsides don’t just magically 
appear. Part of  your gift will be given 
to your wonderful Flipside staff  as a 
thank you for their contribution to life 
at Stanford.  But more importantly, 
with your support, we will do what 
Stanford does best--buy big buildings. 
Imagine Arillaga Dining Commons, 
but full of  ball pit balls.

Please consider joining our 

com/seniorgift.

Adam Adler (gave $25.00 to The 
Flipside Senior Gift)

Dan Shaffer (gave $25.01 to The 
Flipside Senior Gift)

Give Your Senior Gift to 
The Stanford Flipside The school year is winding down, and if  you are a senior that means 

it is time to start checking off  the items on your Stanford Bucket List. 
However, many of  you may not have created your Bucket List, so we 
took the time to prepare the perfect bucket list for you. Embrace the 
philsophy of  YOLO, but please use with caution. 

0. Get a copy of  the Flipside bucket list.
1. Hike the dish.... backwards!
2. Get an Honor code violation.
3. Use Zimbra ONE LAST TIME.
4. Shower yourself  on your birthday.
5. Take a picture with the Asian 
 tourists in the quad; 
 better yet, tackle an tourist. 
6. Swim in Lake Lag.
7. Get drafted #1 overall in the NFL draft.

9. Tinsel your entire body. 
10. Eat at Stern Dining voluntarily.
11. Join a different race.
12. Interact with a Republican.
13. Become permanently scarred from a psych experiment.
14. Realize that being pre-med leads to a painful, early death.
15. Audit an IHUM class.  Ask insightful questions 
 during lecture, using big words.
16. Park your bike in the arcades. Just go for it.

Once you have completed all of  these tasks, we give you our 
approval for you to graduate. If  you are missing even one of  these 
GERs, we suggest you remain and do a coterm.

The Stanford Bucket List

Joey Tyler ‘12 plans to graduate 
this June with a double major in 
Math and Chemistry. While he has 
a phenomenal understanding of  
group theory and real analysis, the 
Flipside has discovered that Tyler 
lacks all basic skills that a 22 year 
old American citizen should have. 

We went on a walk with Tyler 
to learn about all of  his academic 
accomplishments, and only a few 
minutes in, his shoe became untied. 
This led to a frenzy, where we 
discovered he was unable to tie his 
shoes, and has just been slipping 
them on for years.

“Please don’t tell my mom,” he 
begged. 

It only got worse. After a few 
more minutes with Tyler, we 
learned he was was also unable 

to properly use a plunger, and is 
unable to gather his own food. 
Many are worried that he may die 
a week or two after graduation. 

The greatest danger to his life is 
starving to death, following quickly 
by freezing and then everything 
else. 

While at Stanford, all of  the 
necessary sustenance just appeared 
in the cupboard. Now, many fear for 
his life, as he will need to do his own 
grocery shopping, cooking, and if  
necessary, toilet paper restocking. 

He also will be responsible for 
turning on and off  his own heat. 
This could be his Achilles’ heel. 

Tyler will also have to learn fend 

his new apartment. With no RA 

responsible for feeling that is getting 

well as opening door to leave the 
building. 

The real world is harsh place, 
and we can only wish Tyler the 
best.

Stanford Math and Chemistry Major Graduates With Lack of All Basic Skills

Grocery shopping, a skill Tyler may have to 
do on his own.



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

XHK BVNP UWVDRG DR XHKW BPVC. XHK BVNP EPPL DR XHKW GBHPG. XHK AVR GLPPW 

XHKWGPME DR VRX CDWPALDHR XHK ABHHGP. XHK’WP HR XHKW HZR. VRC XHK FRHZ 

ZBVL XHK FRHZ. XHK VWP LBP IKX ZBH’MM CPADCP ZBPWP LH IH. -CW. GPKGG

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT P = E

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

last week’s answers: POLKA DOT, POPSICLE, TABLE OF CONTENTS, NU-
TELLA

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THERE IS A COMPUTER DISEASE THAT ANYBODY WHO WORKS WITH COMPUTERS KNOWS ABOUT. IT’S A VERY SERIOUS DISEASE AND 
IT INTERFERES COMPLETELY WITH THE WORK. THE TROUBLE WITH COMPUTERS IS THAT YOU ‘PLAY’ WITH THEM! - RICHARD FEYNMAN

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

84%

QUOTE:  “My plans when I graduate are simple--I’m going to Brad school.” -- Brad, a graduating senior. 

The percentage of graduating seniors currently without post-gradu-
ation employment or housing plans. But who needs a job or a place 
to live? You are a Stanford student, you are one of the brightest in 

the world, and you are special. And special people dont need to get 
jobs. Unfortunately, in two weeks this logic will fall apart. But until 

then... woo Camp Stanford!

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt

WHAT THE BASEBALL 
FAN WORE TO THE 

FORMAL BALL

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: DUNCE SLOSH OCTANE PUFFIN why couldn’t 
the abbess convict the murderer? NUN CONFESSED

Congratulations to Claire Collison, Rahul 
Gupta-Iwasaki , Rachel Vassar, and Nick 

FLIPSIDE PUZZLE EXTRAVANGANZA!

NEED A JOB
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The Flipside Year in Review 2011-2012
Another year is coming to a close, and 

that means it is the perfect time to remind 
ourselves what even happened this year.

August
Axess opens and you sign up for classes. 

though--with three quarters ahead, you have 

went steam tunneling and got arrested by the 
police.

September
The Freshmen ‘15 gain their Freshman 

15. The Flipside purchases its Segway, and 
you learn to ride it even though you, being 
extremely clever, refund all activities fee 
money. Stanford 2.0 hits the ground running 
and is valued at $27.

October

-the “Occupy” movement continues to 
escalate as Stanford students chant “How 
come I only got a 99%?”

November
You stay up all night to not be able to hear 

hammered. Herman Cain, national hero and 
pizza man, tours the country promoting the 
9-9-9 deal, which almost convinces you of  

comes to Stanford to show us all what raw 

December
Stanford withdraws its bid to build a 

reason? They found out that NYC would not 
allow them to plant one thousand palm trees 
on the new campus.

January
Stanford heads to the Tostitos Fiesta 

bowl, but unfortunately comes out with a 

SOPA legislation is all over place threatening 

of  relief.

February
The University administrators announce 

They would have organized a structured 
social media movement and protest, but 

in the way. Compromises are offered, but 
the drug deals presented are not convincing 

March

HAHA. You read the Hunger Games, and 
by read, we mean see the movie, and by see 

April
University announces $4.2 million 

contemplation center, and subsequently, old 
people with lots of  money lost all of  their 
credibility. ASSU elections cause the internet 

festival to listen to songs on headphones.

May 
Popular band that is way past its heyday 

comes to play in Frost Amphitheater, 

in a different campus in a different decade. 
Sharing photos with your friends gets valued 
at $1 billion, and then at $100 billion, and 

cool to be on social probation.

June

the real world with your job as a consultant. 
Congratulations on surprising nobody! The 
rest of  you enjoy funemployment.

A Message From Flipside Founder 
Barney Schmutz: Thanks For Reading

second sentence of  anything that you read (and how 

it, and if  it offended you less than ten times and you 

can call it even.

the ends of  articles.)

we have also received our fair share of  compliments 

write anything in an email. That is some free advice, or 

schedule, and that even this next sentence is causing 
you to be late to a meeting and therefore creating 
unneeded stress, but if  it is any consolation, we are 

If  we compare the time you spent reading to your 
future salary as a highly paid lawyer, then that is some 
valuable time!

really revolutionize Stanford and help it maintain its 

Idea number 1: Give out free fruit all over campus. 
There are certain things that would greatly affect the 
daily lives of  students and be extremely noticeable, and 
one of  those things is giving out free fruit to everyone. 

Idea number 2: Turn the Axe and Palm into a bar-

everyone over 18. 
There are so many more ideas, and so few words left. 

suggestions, praise, or other secret messages, there is a 

to hear from you! 
Thanks for reading!



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

JUMBLE

DPFCVIESIW EI FCD WQFCDN QG DGGQNF, SPK AEFCQVF EF PQFCEPJ 

JNDSF ASI DXDN STCEDXDK. - NSUHC ASUKQ DWDNIQP

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT S=A

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 

last week’s answers: THOUSAND ISLAND DRESSING, HOMELESS SHELTER, 
TO KILL A MOCKING BIRD, FINAL COUNTDOWN

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: YOU HAVE BRAINS IN YOUR HEAD. YOU HAVE FEET IN YOUR SHOES. YOU CAN STEER YOURSELF IN ANY DIRECTION YOU CHOOSE. 
YOU’RE ON YOUR OWN. AND YOU KNOW WHAT YOU KNOW. YOU ARE THE GUY WHO’LL DECIDE WHERE TO GO. -DR. SEUSS

Thanks again for reading. We would love to hear your feedback on the last four years. 
We have a one question anonymous google form at  -- so 
if you want to share suggestions, comments, thoughts, or praise, we would appreciate it. 
Alternatively, you can email us at , and we will get that as well.

last Flipside shot glass of the year!

 Jeremy Keeshin, Zach Galant, Adam Adler,  Laney Kuenzel,  
Eric Karpas, Roxy Carbonell, Conor Doherty, Kyle Hoffer

843

QUOTE:  “What?!? This is the last Flipside of the year??!” - Dumbfounded student, upon realizing they are about to graduate

The number of jokes in the last four years of the Flipside. This is 

-

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT
Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.  

what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: WIMPY FOCAL AGENDA NEURON what the 
baseball fan wore to the formal ball CAP AND GOWN



The Stanford Complainers present:

The 95 Complaints

Why is it raining in winter quarter? I slept three hours last night. I 
haven’t slept in a week. I’m taking 22 units. I have four problem sets 

due tomorrow, and they are in engineering. The dining hall food 
sucks. Why is there no good late night food here? I hate IHUM.  There 
is no dating at Stanford. The draw sucks. I have so many meetings to 
go to.  My frat is losing its housing. My co-op is losing its housing. I 

hatteee biking in the rain. It takes forever to walk across the campus. 
The CoHo smells like the worst thing ever. Cardinal dollars exist.  I 

have a 30 page essay to write for tomorrow and I havent’ started. Cal-
train tickets are so expensive. I don’t have enough loyalty points for 

Big Game.  I got an A-. I got an A. I get too many emails. Every email I 
get is spam.  I didn’t get into my introsem. I live in FloMo. My iPhone 

doesn’t have service. There’s not enough time to complain.

Meetings every Wed. 7pm Old Union 122. 
No one comes.

Come complain with us. You’re among friends.



  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

# Campus Name Description 
1 Bikini Bottom Despite ongoing negotiations, Krusty Krab still does not accept Cardinal Dollars 

2 Mississippi Canyon 
Block 252 Temporarily closed for restoration 

3 Bermuda Triangle Don’t be a square; study abroad at Stanford’s Bermuda Triangle Campus 

4 Titanic Wreck Site Explore the sunken remains of this once-proud steamship, its priceless treasures, 
and the forbidden love affair between Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet 

5 Davy Jones’ Locker Complete with a Jonas Brothers poster, a three-week old tuna sandwich, and an 
overdue copy of Huck Finn 

6 Yellow Submarine Because reminding your friends that “We all live in a Yellow Submarine” never 
gets old 

7 Southeast Indian 
Ocean 

An underfunded and disrespected campus, which is butt of many jokes within 
the program (basically, like Merced of the UC system) 

8 Mariana Trench The deepest part of the ocean produces the world’s deepest analysis and research 

Prerequisite Courses to Take at Stanford  Foreign Languages to Take while Abroad 
ATHLETIC 129 Swimming: Beginning  Pirate (English) 
EARTHSYS 8 The Oceans: An Introduction  Pirate (Spanish) 
ME 351A Fluid Mechanics  Surfer Bro 
CEE 273 Aquatic Chemistry  Atlantean 
BIOHOPK 163H Oceanic Biology  Scuba Diving Hand Signals 
BIOHOPK 164H Marine Botany  Mermaid 
Law 437 Water Law  Mermaid (Conversational and Slang) 

3 

5
  

1 

4
1
1 

6 

7 

8 2 

The Bikini Bottom Campus 
neighbors a residential 

district Mississippi Canyon Block 
252 is currently closed to 

students 

The Mariana Trench is often 
confused for the Death Star 

Trench, because both are 
relatively inaccessible and boast 
state-of-the art turret defenses 
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WHITE MALE 
COMMUNITY CENTER 

 

                               
                        “You can have any color, as long as it’s white” –Henry Ford, 1922 

 
 
 
Before 1492, white people were a minority in 
America. According to current population 
trends, Whites will return to their minority 
status by 2025. 
 
In this time of isolation, the White Male 
Community Center will open its arms to lonely 
White People. Our Center will open in White 
Plaza in March 2010. 
 
Come visit us and receive free organic food, yoga 
lessons and printing! 



 

Stanford Women in Kitchen Vision: 

• SWIK addresses the specific issues keeping women from pursuing their 
essential role in the kitchen. 

• SWIK strongly believes that establishing a long lasting community 
serving all women on the Stanford campus will naturally prepare them 
for their eventual career as a housewife.   

• SWIK provides cooking workshops, bake sales, and husband-keeping 
panels for the benefit of the future housewives at Stanford.   

Start being in the kitchen now. 
Join our SWIK community.   

Visit swik.stanford.edu 
Or contact 
president@swik.com 

Stanford Women in the 
Kitchen 
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W
ho Do W

e 
Support?

O
ver the past few

 years, groups across the country have m
ade an ef-

fort to create an inclusive environm
ent for people w

ho don’t consider 
them

selves “straight.” D
espite their best efforts, these groups haven’t 

created an accepting environm
ent for everyone. To help those w

ho 
feel isolated, w

e started a new
 organization.  U

nlike previous com
-

m
unity groups, the LG

B
TQ

SA
PSU

D
EC

TIN
TSSFM

V
X

 com
m

uni-
ty understands that people can’t be split evenly into one of fi ve cat-
egories—

they need at least fi fteen to choose from
. O

nly w
e provide 

the fl exibility needed to help isolated individuals fi nd a true hom
e.

Our M
ission

Goals of the LGBTQSAPSUDECTINTSSFM
VX 

Community
•  Provide an accepting com

m
unity for those w

ho don’t consider 
them

selves “Straight”

•  Teach students across cam
pus that you don’t have to choose 

betw
een L, G

, B
, T, or Q

—
there are other options too!

•  A
ct in support of Trisexual and N

orth-oriented m
arriages

•  O
rganize an “A

lphabet Soup” m
ixer to help students form

 
relationships w

ith students of other sexual classifi cations.

!"#$%
&'(&)*+,$-.$&&/0
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#
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Jitterbunk, the hottest Stanford startup since 
Google, recently closed a $28.6 million Series A 
funding round, with investors including Sequoia 
Capital, KPCB, and Accel Ventures. The startup, 
still run out of the foundersʼ Stanford dorm room, 
plans to hire as graduating seniors as they can.
Founders Dan Shaffer and Deniz Kahramaner, 
both Engineering students at Stanford who 
seem to know a lot about 
computers,  started working 
on Jitterbunk last summer. 
The site, which has yet to 
l a u n c h , a l r e a d y h a s 
executives from Google, 
Facebook, Twit ter and 
Zynga worried recruiting 
enough software engineers 
this year. 
Shaffer and Kahramaner 
arenʼt only going after Facebookʼs engineering 
candidates, theyʼre also going after the users. 
“Our models have us overtaking Facebook to 
become the #1 site on the web in just three 
years,” said Shaffer. This is made all the more 
impressive by the fact that the site has yet to 
launch - we at TechCrunch havenʼt even seen a 
prototype yet. 

On the other hand, we imagine that the valleyʼs 
top VC firms have indeed seen a prototype, 
since they wrote a $28.6 million check to 
Jitterbug just last week. Investors in the Series 
A round (one of the valleyʼs largest in recent 
years, especially for a pre-launch internet 
company) included Sequoia Capital, Kleiner 
Perkins and Accel Ventures. 

Many in the valley  have 
spent the last few weeks 
speculating about what 
e x a c t l y  J i t t e r b u n k i s 
working on, s ince the 
company itself has been 
completely silent on the 
matter, but TechCrunch 
b e l i e v e s i t t o b e a n 
extraordinarily disruptive 
force for years to come. We 

believe that Jitterbunk is working on a new one-
stop social network, integrating Facebook with 
sites like Classmates.com and Myspace, with 
the addition of badges and check-ins, although it 
might be more like Twitter but with longer tweets 
and ʻbunking,ʼ whatever that might be. 
Either way, this is one start up  youʼll definitely 
want to keep an eye, and maybe even a bunk, 
out for. 

“The hottest 
Stanford startup 
since Google”

now hiring for all positions!
• Software Engineer (Interface)
• Software Engineer (Back-end)
• Software Engineer (Mobile)
• Software Engineer (Integration)
• Software Engineering Intern
• Software Test Engineer
• Software Team Lead
• Product Manager (Web)
• Product Manager (Mobile)

• Business Analyst
• Chief Financial Officer 

(Creative Accounting majors preferred)
• Stock Options Distribution 
Manager

• Executive Chef
• Executive Jet Pilot
• Executive Washroom 
Attendant

• Chief Executive 
Masseuse

• Corporate Art Gallery 
Curator

• Yoga Ball Distribution 
Engineer

• C2H5OH Distribution 
Engineer

♥s



REBUS PUZZLES Can you guess the common word or phrase portrayed below?

What Comes Before? (A)

FINAL ANSWER:



C U B R A Z I L B   
D A O A C C C H H   
E R T I S O H T I   
N I S F I L J I I   
M A W L N O S R P 
A L A N A M E A C 
R E N O F B A N W 
K O A R C I H A D  
S H I I R A A Q P 

Find and Remove: 
Countries of the World (B)
Round 1 (5) - Round 2 (6)



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21

22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 31 32 33

34 35 36 37 38 39

40 41 42

43 44 45

46 47 48 49

50 51 52 53 54 55

56 57 58 59 60 61 62

63 64 65

66 67 68

69 70 71

Across

1. Sun!sh
5. Vegan staple
9. Jabs with a knife
14. The Sound and the
15. Make a living
16. Stand toe
17. *Prevent breakfast from getting burnt
20. Something you own
21. Large masses of  ice
22. The side away from the wind
23. Exclamation of triumph
26. List ender
27. Doctrine
29. Clumsy
34. Small quantity
37. Protest
39. Genre of Japanese poetry
40. *Recently shut down consumer recording product
43. Collection of warships
44. I’m here with you!
45. Cable
46. Plant with yellow "owers
48. 5-time winning NFL star Charles
50. Woman’s partner
52. Cheerleader cheer
53. 8 down for the US
56. Football penalty
61. Surpass
63. *Turn o# the lights
66. Serving of !sh
67. Attack
68. Soothing gel
69. Glasses
70. Vases
71. Piece of veri!ed information

Down

1. Rubbish
2. Heartbeat
3. Wake up
4. Extensive publicity
5. Golf peg
6. Type of tree
7. A small part, for short
8. Monkey’s relative
9. Crisp and short, in music
10. Antelope species
11. Perfect, or !t to
12. Physicist Niels
13. Groups
18. Five-pointed shape
19. Western treaty org.
24. Respectful German mister
25. French goodbye
27. Green plate topper
28. Energy
30. Flying mythical creature
31. European or China pre!x
32. Ditch
33. Own
34. Uncertain
35. Earthen pot
36. Level
38. Member of a Turkic ethnic group
41. Those who believe the world is made of  indivisible elements
42. Carbonated drink
47. Professional NBA star Dwyane
49. Online manual site
51. First Prime Minister of India
53. Inscribed stone slab
54. Like a committee made on the "y
55. Polyphonic choral composition
56. Opposite of ons
57. *Turn things around, or a hint to this puzzle’s theme
58. You can !nd it in a computer folder
59. Technical requirements, for short
60. Permanent mark
62. American aerial warfare org.
64. Can material
65. Drivers licences and passports

Quick Turnaround (C)



10 Types of People (D)

FINAL ANSWER:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1. OKRW
2. RHAD
3. SCSLA
4. HITNK
5. LYPAP
6. HLOSOC
7. NUCAME
8. GTNRIWI
9. YASES
10. OKBO
11. EPRAP
12. OYPERT
13. SMCIU
14. KCTHSE
15. RSITHOY
16. LIMF
17. RUFMCLU
18. MOACIT
19. RUBMEN
20. TLGIDIA
21. ICLOG
22. UNMQATU
23. SAGPR
24. AMEX
25. SARDEG
26. CPNIEL
27. SORANE
28. GTTUAH
29. OSIDMW
30. TSAFC
31. GOHTUHT

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.



Odd Man Out (E)
Find the one that doesn’t belong.

 

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
rave
Friday

Bill
Dave
John
George
Richard

upon
book
tube
space
wave

space
control
shift
save
return

moon
tire
ribbon
slave
extra

super
bat
olive
iron
cave



Before and After

(Rebus)

(Jumble)

(Jumbled Synonyms)

(Crossword)

(One Thing Missing)

(FL_ S_)



X 3

FINAL ANSWER:

1. KAYNL
2. DELLA
3. SRUVI
4. RIQKU
5. DNAYC
6. SABONT
7. NNETTA
8. IQTUAN
9. ARMUTA
10. RYFACT
11. RAYBEK
12. ADPM
13. OCRW
14. POAT
15. APOS
16. ZELZSI
17. ZAPZAI
18. TANULW
19. SSOVET
20. GECRRO
21. MEBMUR

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

12.

13.

14.

15.



Someone got a little                            making these puzzles. Hint:        

SHIFT



FLipSide

FINAL ANSWER:

A nut-loving animal that glides from tree to tree

What you should speak if you want to live in Mexico

A hand-held tool to kill annoying bugs

Where you would go to buy a bouquet

What somebody with dandruff has under their hair

An all-male Stanford acapella group

A fancy kind of television

A kitchen tool to remove clumps from powder

Can be “on time,” “delayed,”  or “cancelled”

What a lumberjack or hipster would wear        _

An alternative to T-bone or sirloin



Across
1. Garbage
6. Eurasia’s ___ Mountains
10. Attention ___
14. Chips in
15. “Good going!”
16. She’s not my ____
17. Taunting playground chant
20. Give off, as light
21. Flabbergast
22. Fencing equipment
23. Gym unit
24. Crafty
25. Bringing up the rear
26. Honey maker
27. Something to read
29. Cool, once
32. The Hindu principle of life
35. Communicate silently
36. Great Lakes canal

40. Farm sound
41. Burn soother
42. Sign next to 45 across
43. Last Greek consonant
44. Weaken
45. Restroom sign
46. Lucky cards
48. In favor of
49. “Is that ___?”
52. Misbehave
54. “Good grief!”
56. Start of something big?
57. Time, to some
60. Farm land measure
61. Stare
62. “Home ___”
63. Deer
64. Fuse

Down
1. Thin cookie
2. Japanese cartoon art
3. Take off, like clothing
4. Midterm, e.g.

5. N.Y.C. clock setting
6. Take back, in a way
7. Big name in hotels and crackers
8. Advil target
9. Side away from the wind
10. Breaks off
11. One of several chrysanthe-
mums

-
liptical orbit)
13. New Jersey hoopsters
18. Doing nothing
19. Watered-down
24. E-mail command
25. Kind of wolf
26. Kennel cry

28. Shrek, e.g.
30. Dublin’s land
31. One of the Ivies
32. Above

33. That’s partner
34. Tiny
35. Buy’s opposite
36. Black, in poetry
38. Honoree’s spot
39. Water holder
44. Cried
45. Statistical calculation
47. Heals
48. Well-known
49. Bye in Spanish
50. Sierra ___
51. Highway divisions
52. Way, way off
53. Chanel of fashion
54. Border
55. Fish breathing organ
56. ___ of Man
58. “___ do you do?”
59. Aye’s opposite
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Crossword



Jumbled Synonyms

LEADER   STREAM   1st letter

THROW   VALUE    4th letter

DIFFUSE   ROWDY   1st letter

PARTIES   STEALS   5th letter

SAFER    PRICES    1st letter

ASSERT   GLARES   1st letter

SUBLET    EASEL     4th letter

Directions: Each of the pair of words below consists of a word and one of its synonyms, 
but the synonym is scrambled. However, you don’t know which is the word and which is 
the scrambled synonym. When you know which is the scrambled word, unscramble it. 
Then take the letter dictated on the side from the jumbled word, and use those letters to 



RACK
EDGE
CAME
TOOT
CORD
BACK
PICK
WISE
ALLY
KNOW

_ _ _ _    _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _    _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _    _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _    _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _    _ _ _ _

One Thing Missing


